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MUSEUM
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ARev - ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; Peter Davey, Editor; Rowan Crowley, Publisher; monthly January 1996 to December 1996, inclusive.

B - BUILDER: Boyce Thompson, editor; Michael J. Tucker, publisher; monthly January 1996 to December 1996, inclusive.

BD&C - BUILDING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION; Christopher Olson, editor; Robert A. Lindsey, publisher; monthly January 1996 to December 1996, inclusive.

CB - CUSTOM BUILDER; Laurence E. Oberwagem, editor; George C. Fields Jr., publisher; bimonthly January/February 1996 to November/December 1996, inclusive.

ID - INTERIOR DESIGN; Mayer Rus, editor; Mark Strauss, publisher; monthly January 1996 to December 1996, inclusive.


JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; Diane Ghirardo, editor; Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, publisher; quarterly November 1995 to November 1996, inclusive.
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TCS - THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER; Jack Reeder, Editor/ Publisher; monthly January 1996 to December 1996, inclusive.
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## A

### ACOUSTICS

**Acoustic Design to Match Office Work Styles**; by Dana Holbrook; ph. ill. cea, p. 54-57, Nov 96, AR

**Digitizing Acoustic Designs**; Examples, ph. ill.; p. 175-179, Nov 96, A

**Reducing Outside Environmental Noise**; Sealing the Building Envelope, by John Gregerson; ph. det. chart, p. 56-58, May 96, BD&C

### AIR CONDITIONING

See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), ENERGY

### AIRPLANE

**Corporate Jet Interiors**; Powell & Kleinschmidt by Kristen Richards; ph.; p. 70-71, Nov 96, INT

### ALABAMA

---; Rural Studio, Teacher and Students Design and Build Housing for the Poor, Samuel Mockbee; ph.; p. 74; Mar 96, AR

## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARrev</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axon</td>
<td>axonometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD&amp;C</td>
<td>BUILDING DESIGN &amp; CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biblio</td>
<td>bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bdg</td>
<td>building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>CUSTOM BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cea</td>
<td>continuing education article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont'd</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost anal</td>
<td>cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det.</td>
<td>detail, details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dia</td>
<td>diagram, diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elev</td>
<td>elevation, elevations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext.</td>
<td>exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill</td>
<td>illustration, illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>INTERIORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int.</td>
<td>interiors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso</td>
<td>isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAE</td>
<td>JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.</td>
<td>photo of model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>page, pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers</td>
<td>perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>photo, photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>plan, plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.</td>
<td>references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>section, sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel. det.</td>
<td>selected detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppl</td>
<td>Supplemental Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ.</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AIRPORT

**Admiral's Club, American Airlines Lounge**; New Jersey, Newark: Silvester & Tafera, ph. pl.; p. 106-107, Feb 96, ID

**Air Traffic Control Tower and Administration Building**; California, Los Angeles: Siegel & Diamond and Holmes & Narver, ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-101, Jul 96, A


**Control Tower**; Australia, Sydney: Ancher Mortlock & Woolley, ph. pl. sec.; p. 20-21, Jul 96, A

**Evacuation Experience**; by Michael Bierut, ph.; p. 84, Nov 96, INT

**France, Roissy**; Exchange Module Links Rail, Air and Urban Transit Systems, Charles de Gaulle Airport, Glazed Steel Roof Featured, Paul Andreu and Jean-Marie Duthilleul, ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 76-85, Jan 96, AR

**Sculptural Light Reflectors**; California, San Francisco: James Carpenter, ph. sec. det.; p. 114-115, Dec 96, A
ALABAMA (Cont’d)
Hale County; Chapel; Students Design and Build a Chapel in the Woods. Ruard Veitman, Thomas Tretheway and Steven Durden; ph. p. 75-77, Mar 96. AR
Montgomery; State Judicial Building, Courthouse Design. Barganier, Davis & Sims and Gresham & Smith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98, 100-103, Mar 96. AR

ALASKA
Soldotna; Main Street Plan; AIA Honor Award, Michael Mense. ill.; p. 203, May 96. A

APARTMENT BUILDING
Renters by Choice; by Laura Ochipinti Zanter, ph.; p. 60-66, Sept 96. B

INTERIORS
California, San Francisco; Condominium Apartment. Gary Hutton; ph. pl.; p. 110-113, June 96. ID
California, San Francisco; Designer’s Loft Apartment. Jonathan Straley; ph. pl.; p. 88-91, Mar 96. ID
Corporate Penthouse Apartment; Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel; ph. pl.; p. 86-91, July 96. ID
Florida, Fisher’s Island; Model Apartment. Michael De Santis; ph. pl.; p. 76-79, Feb 96. ID
Illinois, Chicago; Apartment. AIA Honor Award. Valero, Dewalt & Train; ph. pl.; p. 209, May 96. A
Illinois, Chicago; Apartment. Janet Schim; ph. pl.; p. 212-215, May 96. ID
Illinois, Chicago; Loft Apartment. Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p. 104-109, June 96. ID
Massachusetts, Boston; Designer’s Apartment. Celeste Cooper; ph. pl.; p. 120-123, Oct 96. ID
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Condominium Apartment. IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner. Loy Hack; ph. pl.; p. 150-152, Nov 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. Loft Renovation. Weiss & Warach; ph. pl.; p. 92-97, Jan 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. INTERIORS Award. Mojo & Slumer; ph. pl.; p. 56-59, Jan 96. INT
New York, New York; Apartment. Andrew Vines; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 74-77, Apr 96. INT
New York, New York; Apartment. Benjamin Norrega-Ortiz; ph. pl.; p. 120-123, Apr 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. Dean & Wolf; ph. pl.; p. 104-105, June 96. A
New York, New York; Apartment. Joseph Braswell; ph. pl.; p. 102-107, Aug 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. Louise Braverman; ph. pl.; p. 108-111, Aug 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. Pasanella & Klein; Stolzman & Berg; ph. pl.; p. 158-161, Sept 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. Stedila Design; ph. pl.; p. 92-97, July 96. ID
New York, New York; Apartment. The Moderns; ph. pl.; p. 146-151, Sept 96. ID

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)
New York, New York; Architect’s Apartment. Tsao & McKown; ph. pl.; p. 86-91, Dec 96. A
New York, New York; Co-op Apartment. Donald Hill; ph. pl.; p. 152-157, Sept 96. ID
New York, New York; Co-op Apartment. Sandra Nunney; ph. pl.; p. 162-167, Sept 96. ID
New York, New York; Loft Apartment with Studio. American Design Company; ph. pl.; p. 102-107, Apr 96. ID
New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment. William McIntosh; ph. pl.; p. 206-211, May 96. ID
North Carolina, Charlotte; Condominium Apartment. Charles McMurray; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 74-77, Mar 96. INT
Pennsylvania, Avoca; Loft Apartment. Carpenter & Groff; ph. pl.; p. 98-101; Aug 96. ID
Tennessee, Nashville; Warehouse Apartment. Tuck & Hinton; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 56-61, Aug 96. INT

LOW RISE
California, San Francisco; 18th and Arkansas. BUILDER Award. David Baker; ph. pl.; p. 92-93, Oct 96. B
California, San Francisco; Lofts Building. BUILDER Award. Tanner, Leddy, Mayrum & Stacy; ph. axon.; p. 98; Oct 96. B
California, San Francisco; Mixed-Use Building. Apartments Over Stores and Offices. Architect’s Apartment and Offices. Levy Design; ph. pl.; p. 122-123, July 96. A
Japan, Tokyo; Studio Apartments. Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p. 175, Oct 96. A
Maryland, Gaithersburg; TimberBrook Condos. Heffler Architects; ph. pl.; p. 138, May 96. B
New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment Made of an Old Truck and Found Objects. LOT/EK; ph. pl.; p. 62-69, Dec 96. ID
New York, Peekskill; Artists Live/Work Housing. Joel Sanders; ph. pers.; p. 55; Oct 96. A
Switzerland, Biel; LOG ID and ASP; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-58, Sept 96. ARev
Tennessee, Nashville; Whitworth; Simonson, Germany & Nonemaker; ph. pl.; p. 128; Feb 96. B
Texas, Austin; Liberty Park. John Fitzpatrick; ph. pl.; p. 94, June 96. B
Washington, Bellevue; Renaissance. Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p. 132, May 96. B

MIDDLE RISE
California, San Francisco; Artist’s Housing. Live/Work Spaces. David Baker; ph. pl.; p. 120-121, July 96. A
California, San Francisco; Loft Apartment and Studios. Stanley Saltowitz; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 118-119, July 96. A
Finland, Helsinki Suburb; Critique of Building Gestures. Reijo Jallinoja; ph.; p. 19, Jan 96. ARev
New York, New York, Brooklyn; Single Room Occupancy. Residences for Mentally III Veterans. Affordable. Architrope; ph.; p. 92-93, Jan 96. AR
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APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont’d)
Pennsylvania, Lancaster; Low-Income Housing; Remodeled Factory. Tower Reconstruction; Bradley, Chambers & Frey; ph. pl. sec. cost. anal.; p. 45-50; Aug 96; BD&C
Spain, Madrid; Critique; Francisco J. Saenz De Oiza; by Hugh Broughton; ph. p. 23, Apr 96; ARev
Washington, Seattle; Artist Studios and Apartments; AIA Honor Award; Weinstein & Copeland; ph. pl.; p. 200; May 96; A
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/ TOWNHOUSE, SHELTER, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

LANDSCAPE
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Landscape Plan; Chelsea Historic Area Park, Cassway & Albert; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93, 102; Apr 96; LA

LOW RISE
California, Fremont; Red Hawk Ranch. BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph. p. 94; Oct 96; B
China, Qingshui, Guangdong; New Village Housing; PA Award; Atelier Feichang Jianzhu; ph. pl. ill.; p. 144-147; May 96; A
Illinois, Chicago; Homan Square Detached Houses, Townhouses and Apartments; Affordable; Nagle, Hafray, Danner, Kagan & McKay; ph. p. 88-91; Jan 96; AR
New York, New York; Public Housing; Becker & Becker; ph. pl. axon.; p. 146; Mar 96; A
Norway, Skarsgel, Lillehammer; Olympic Village Housing; Lund Hagem and Div. A; ph. p. 44-47; Aug 96; ARev

MIDDLE RISE
California, San Francisco; Affordable Apartment Building with Commercial and Day Care Center; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. p. 46-50; Feb 96; BD&C
California, San Jose; Eight Buildings; Affordable; Los Esteros; Fisher & Friedman; ph. p. 94-95; Jan 96; AR
See APARTMENT BUILDING also

ARBORETUM
See GARDEN, BOTANIC GARDEN, RECREATION

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

AALTO, ALVAR
His Life and Work; by Michael Webb; ph. p. 92; Apr 96; INT

ABALOS & HERREROS
Residence; Madrid, Spain; ph. pl.; p. 170; Sept 96; A

ACTON, JOHNSON & OSTRY
Chief Matthew’s Primary Indian School; British Columbia, Graham Island, Canada; m. pers. pl.; p. 115; Sept 96; A
Har-El Synagogue; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; m. pl.; p. 114; Sept 96; A
Review of Work; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 111-116; Sept 96; A

ADAMS, HAROLD et al.
Monumental Core Framework Plan; Proposes Distribution of Future Monuments, Museums and Public Buildings; Washington, District of Columbia; Landscape Design by Brown and Earl; by J. William Thompson; ill. pers. map; p. 76-83; 88; June 96; LA

AERO STUDIOS
Health Center, David Barton’s Gym; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 84-91; Jan 96; ID

ALLEN, LINDA
Interiors; Corporate Offices, Magic Johnson; Interior Design, Beverly Hills, California, Frank Zavala; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 70-75; June 96; INT

ALLIES & MORRISON
Embassy, British; Dublin, Ireland; ph. pl. axon.; p. 34-39; Apr 96; ARev

ALOFIN, ANTHONY and STEVE TEMPLE
Architect’s Residence; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Dec 96; A

ALTERNATIVE DESIGN
Recording Studio, Sony; New York, New York; ph. pl. p. 172-175; Sept 96; ID

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPANY
Interiors; Loft Apartment with Studio, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Apr 96; ID

AMERICAN WEST HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; American West Summit, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p. 98; June 96; B

ANAYA, MICHELLE and SONNENLEITNER ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Music Publisher’s Offices, MCA Music, Los Angeles, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 76-81; June 96; INT
ANCHER, MORTLOCK & WOOLLEY
Airport; Control Tower, Sydney, Australia; ph, pl sec., p.20-21, July 96, ARev

ANDERSEN GROUP
Husband and Wife Architectural Office; Their Work; ill. sec. pl.; p.122-123, June 96, A
Sand Creek Divers' Tent Structure Retreat; Belize; ill.; p.123, June 96, A
Visitor Center and Lodge for National Park; Guyana; sec. pl.; p.123, June 96, A

ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Beauty Salon, Bumble and bumble; New York, New York; ph, pl. sec., p.134-141, Sept 96, ID

ANDERSON, J. ROBERT
Low Rise; Corporation Headquarters Campus, Ecologically Sensitive Landscape Design, Landscape Design; Austin, Texas; Howard Barnstone and Robert Jackson; by Michael Lecese; ph., pl; p.56-63, Apr 96, LA

ANDO, TADAO
Cylindrical Structure for Meditation and Prayer; At UNESCO Complex; Paris, France; ph, pl sec., p.20-21, April 96, ARev

ANDREU, PAUL and JEAN-MARIE DUTHILLEUL
Exchange Module Links Rail, Air and Urban Transit Systems; Charles de Gaulle Airport; Glazed Steel Roof Featured, Roissy France; ph., pl sec. axon, p.76-85, Jan 96, AR

ANDROPOGON ASSOCIATES
Shawnee, Iroquois and Cherokee Parks; Preservation and Restoration Efforts; Louisville, Kentucky; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Jory Johnson; pl pers. ill.; p.80-87, 98, Mar 96, LA

ANGELIL & GRAHAM
Residence; Mountain Site. Includes Wall Details; Santa Monica, California; ph. axon sec. det.; p.143-147, June 96, A

ANSHEN & ALLEN
Engineering Science Building, Unit 1; University of California; AIA Honor Award; Riverside, California; ph. pl.; p.196-197, May 96, A
Salk Institute East Building; Includes Polished Look Concrete Wall, La Jolla, California; by John Gregerson; ph, pl. sec.; p.54-60, Apr 96, BD&C
Salk Institute for Biological Sciences; Addition; Concrete Wall Details and Controversy; La Jolla, California, Original Design by Louis Kahn; ph. pl. sec.; p.71-81, 123-129, Mar 96, A

ANTINE, ANTHONY
Interiors, Designer's Residence; ---, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.114-119, Oct 96, ID

APPLEBAUM ASSOCIATES and MARK MUCASEY
Holocaust Museum Houston; Houston, Texas; ph. pl sec.; p.85, 114-119, Nov 96, A

AQUATIC and WETLANDS CONSULTANTS
Restoring Damaged Wetlands and Streams; Consultant's Work, Example Projects; ---, Colorado; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.50-55, July 96, LA

ARBEIDSGRUPPEN HUS
Stener School; Stavanger, Norway; ph. pl. sec., p.50-53, Aug 96, ARev

ARCHITEAM

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING DESIGN
Padre Serra Parish Church, Lighting; Lighting Design; Camarillo, California; Albert C. Martin; ph. det.; p.14-17, Feb/Suppl 96, AR

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH OFFICE
Young Firm; Their Mode of Operation and Their Work; ph.; p.57-58. May 96, INT

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES CAMBRIDGE
Biopharmaceutical Plant; Genzyme Corporation, Boston, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. sec. cost anal.; p.50-53, Apr 96, BD&C

ARCHITECTURE INFORMATION
Clothing Showroom, Kazu; New York, New York; ph.; p.138, Apr 96, ID

ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTH SCIENCE COMMERCE
Family Clinic; Sister Thea Bowman Family Health Center; New York, Brooklyn, New York, by Kann Telfow; ph. pl.; p.140-143, Sept 96, INT

ARCHITEKTON
Police Substation; Skylight Detail; Tempe, Arizona; ph. pl. det. cea., p.96-101, June 96, AR

ARCHITREND ASSOCIATES
Residence; Custom Home Award; Bellbrook, Ohio; ph.; p.68-74; Mar/Apr 96, CB

ARCHITROPE
Apartment Building; Middle Rise, Single Room Occupancy, Residences for Mentally Ill Veterans, Affordable, New York, Brooklyn, New York, ph.; p.92-93, Jan 96, AR

AREA
Interiors; Entertainment Management Company Offices; Hollywood, California; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Oct 96, ID

ARETS, WEIL
Low Rise; Company Headquarters, AZL; Heerlen, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.50-53, Apr 96, ARev

ARKKITEHTITOIMISTO KOUVO & PARTANEN
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned, Edinburgh, Scotland, ph. m. pers.; p.78, Jan 96, ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARQUITECTONICA
Embassy, U. S.; Chancery Building, Security
Critique, Lima, Peru, ph. pl.; p.78-87; Oct 96; AR

ASFOUR & GUZY
Shoe Showroom; New York, New York; ph. p.136-137; Apr 96; ID

ATELIER CANAL
Interiors; Publishing House Offices; Paris, France;
ph. pl. sec.; p.25-27; June 96; ARev

ATELIER DESIGN
Residence; Custom Home Award, Kettering, Ohio;
ph. pl.; p.116-122; Mar/Apr 96; CB

ATELIER FEICHANG JIANZHU
New Village Housing; PA Award: Oingxi
Guangdong, China, ph. pl.; ill pers.; p.144-147;
May 96; A

ATELIER PS
Park with Monument; Computer Charette Site;
Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. pers.; p.36-49; Jan 96; LA

AVANTI ARCHITECTS
Residence; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.21-23;
Jan 96; ARev

AVAREZ-SALA, RUBIO CARVAJAL and RUIZ-LARREA
Office Building; Middle Rise, Madrid, Spain; ph.
pl. sec.; p.84-85; Apr 96; ARev

BASCO ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Factory
Building, York, Pennsylvania, by Gordon Wright;
ph. pl. cost anal.; p.26-29; Dec 96; BD&C

BBG ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Los
Angeles Area, California; ph. pl.; p.31; Nov 96; B

BOORA
Architect's Retreat, Beach House; Neskowin,
Oregon; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-85;
Oct 96; INT

Architectural Firm's Beach House; Neskowin,
Oregon, ph.; p.98; Oct 96; ARev

Downtown Store Building, Nike; Critique of
Design: Seattle, Washington, by Mark L. Hinshaw;
ph.; p.65; Nov 96; A

BABEY, PAMELA
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work and Career; ph.;
p.54-55; Dec 96; ID

BACKEN, ABRIGONI & ROSS
Townhouse; BUILDER Award; Los Altos,
California; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Oct 96; B

BAKER, DAVID
Apartment Building; 18th and Arkansas, BUILDER
Award, San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.92-93;
Oct 96; B

Apartment Building; Artist's Housing, Live/Work
Spaces, San Francisco, California; ph. pl.;
p.120-121; July 96; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BALL, STEPHEN L.
CUSTOM BUILDER's Show Home; Estate Size;
Newport Coast, California; Interior Design by
Sharon Masciare; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.;
p.30-40; May/June 96; CB

BAN, SHIGERU
Architect's Career and Work; Works with Paper;
Ethical Experimenter, —, Japan; ph. pl. axon.;
p.104-109; Oct 96; A

Paper Church; Door Wall Details; Kobe, Japan; ph.
pl. axon.; p.106; 196; Oct 96; A

Paper Temporary Housing; Kobe, Japan; ph.
pl. axon.; p.107; Oct 96; A

Paper Tube Walls Used in Various Buildings; —.
Japan; ph. pl. axon.; p.20-21; Sept 96; ARev

Three Case Study Houses Using Paper Tubes;
Lake Yamanaka, Japan; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109;
Oct 96; A

BARANES, SHALOM
Federal Courthouse; Competition Entry, Beckley,
West Virginia; pl. pers.; p.107; Jan 96; A

BARATLOO & BALCH
Clothing Showroom, Joop!; New York, New York;
ph. pl.; p.92-97; Apr 96; ID

BARGANIER, DAVIS & SIMS and GRESHAM & SMITH
State Judicial Building; Courthouse Design;
Montgomery, Alabama; ph. pl. sec.; p.98;
100-103; Mar 96; AR

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE and MARK CAVAGNERO
Major Seismic Upgrade and Expansion;
California Palace of Legion of Honor; Includes
Environmental System Controls. San Francisco,
California; by Gordon Wright; ph. axon. sec.;
p.38-40; May 96; BD&C

BARNSTONE, HOWARD and ROBERT JACKSON
Low Rise; Corporation Headquarters Campus;
Ecologically Sensitive Landscape Design, Austin,
Near, Texas; Landscape Design by J. Robert
Anderson; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.56-63;
Apr 96; LA

BARRON, ERROL and MICHAEL TOUPS
Training Center Primarily for the Blind; University
of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl.;
p.110-111; Nov 96; AR

BARRY, BARBARA and GENSLE ASSOCIATES
Interiors; House Builder, Kaufman & Broad's
Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.;
p.112-115; Mar 96; ID

BARRY, BARBARA
Residence; Remodeled and Reinforced Structure;
Interior Design; Saint Helena, California; Kuth &
Ranieri and Jim Jennings; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Nov 96; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BARTON ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Woodbrook, Concord, Pennsylvania; ph pl, p 92; June 96; B

BASSENIAN & LAGONI
Dining Room at Center of Floor Plan; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph pl; p 116; Aug 96; B
Residential Development; Residence, Goldenrod Bolingbrook, Illinois; ph pl; p 27; Aug 96; B

BAUER & WILEY
Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Los Angeles, California; ph pl; p 88-89; Aug 96; ID

BEATTIE, CURTIS
Office Building; Middle Rise, Controversy Over Design; Seattle, Washington; ph; p 75; May 96; A

BECKER & BECKER
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Public Housing; New York, New York; ph pl axon; p 146; Mar 96; A

BECKSON DESIGN
Interiors; Advertising Agency’s Headquarters; BBDO West Includes Work Station Partitions; Los Angeles, California; ph pl axon; det; p 76-81; July 96; ID

BEERS, JEFFREY
Childswear Showroom, Little Me/Ralph Lauren; New York, New York; by Kate Hensler; ph pl; p 40-45; Aug 96; INT

BEETON, THOMAS
Residence; Interiors, Brentwood, California; ph pl; p 216-221; May 96; ID

BEHA, ANN and SRG PARTNERSHIP
Art Museum; Remodeled, Portland, Oregon; Original Design by Pietro Belluschi; ph det sec; p 169-171; Nov 96; A

BEHA, ANN
Art Museum, Clark Art Institute; Addition; Original Design; Williamstown, Massachusetts; Ann Beha; ph sec det; p 172-173; Nov 96; A
Art Museum; Remodeled; Original Design; Portland, Oregon; Ann Beha and SRG Partnership; ph det sec; p 169-171; Nov 96; A

BENNETTS ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Middle Rise, PowerGen Headquarters; Lighting; Coventry, England; by Adam Jackaway; ph sec; p 28-31; Nov Suppl 96; AR

BENSON WOODWORKING COMPANY
Retreat House Uses Reclaimed Lumber; Center Harbour, New Hampshire; ph axon; p 166; Oct 96; A

BENTHEIM, DAVID
Women’s Clothing Store, Shirtsmith; West London, England; ph pl; p 77; July 96; ARev

BERE ASSOCIATES
Residence; Conservatory Addition; London; England; ph pl iso det; p 81-83; Jan 96; ARev

BERGER, ALAN and SUSAN SCHWARTZENBERG
Ernest W. McFarland Memorial; Phoenix, Arizona; pers ph m; p 24; July 96; LA

BERGER, PATRICK
Linear Park, Stores and Offices; Historic Railway Viaduct Remodeled, Paris, France; ph pl axon elev; p 52-55; Sept 96; ARev

BERGER, PATRICK, CLEM GILLES, VIGUIER & JODRY and ALAIN
Public Park, Parc Citroen; Paris, France; ph pl; p 74-76; Nov 96; ARev

BERGMeyer ASSOCIATES
Clothing Store, Levi’s Brand-Flagship; New York, New York; ph pl; p 105-107; May 96; AR

BERKSHIRE DESIGN
Park; Computer Charette Site; Cleveland, Ohio; pl pers; p 36-49; Jan 96; LA

BERMAN, ANDREW
Photographer’s Studio; Industria Superstudio; New York, New York; ph pl; p 168-171; Sept 96; ID

BERMELLO & AJAMIL
Office Building Raises Controversy in Historic District; Miami Beach, Florida; by Peter Whoriskey; ph pl; p 51; Apr 96; A

BERNARDON ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence, Ashford, Alternative Plans; Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania; ph pl; p 126; Oct 96; B

BERRY, KATHRYN McGRAW
Architect’s Kitchen; New York, New York; ph; p 104-105; July 96; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE
Recreationway Plan at State Canal; AIA Honor Award, Albany, New York; pers. pl.: p.203; May 96, A

BIELENFELD, HEINZ
Residence; Delligsen, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.172-173; Sept 96, A

BINCK, R. L.
Senior Center and Adult Day Care for Alzheimer's Patients; Pacoima, California; ph. pl. axon: p.102-105; Nov 96; AR

BIONDO, JOSEPH N.
Summer Cabin; PA Award, Adirondack Park, New York; m pers. pl.; p.150-151; May 96; A

BIRKERTS, GUNNAR and BLDD
Chapel; Millikin University; Decatur, Illinois; m pl; p.56, Sept 96, A

BJERK & BJORGE
Civic Center, City Buildings and Marketplace; Karasjok, Norway; sec elev ph. pl.; p.30-33, Aug 96, AR

BLA STREK
Classroom Buildings, Tromso University; Tromso, Norway; ph. pl. p.56-57, Aug 96, AR

BLOODGOOD, SHARP & BUSTER
Bedroom Design and Critique; pl.: p.172, May 96, B
Kitchen; Carmel, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.116, May 96, B
Kitchen; Elk Grove, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.112, May 96, B
Kitchen; University Park, Florida; ph. pl.; p.116-117, May 96, B
Residential Development; Residence; Concord Station, Streamwood, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.126, Feb 96, B
Residential Development; Residence; The Avondale, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. p.32, June 96, B

BLOOM & FIORINO
Residential Development; Residence, Riverside Townes, BUILDER Award, Joliet, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.84, Oct 96, B

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON and JAMES CUTLER
Pool House Uses Reclaimed Lumber; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.168-169; Oct 96, A

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON and SWEDRUP FACILITIES
Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Berlin, Germany; pers. pl.; p.38-39; Mar 96, AR

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON
Carnegie Mellon Research Institute; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; Mar 96, A
Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Berlin, Germany; pers. pl.; p.134; Apr 96, A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON (Cont'd)
Weekend House; Structural Details; AIA Honor Award, Catoctin Mountains, Maryland; ph. pl. sec del.; p.189, 241-247; May 96, A

BOHN ASSOCIATES
Restaurant; Metronome, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.136-137; June 96, ID

BORG DESIGN STUDIO
Hospital; Children's, Pediatric Isolation Unit; Chicago, Illinois; by Karin Tietow, ph. pl.; p.96-99; Oct 96, INT

BOTO DESIGN
Training Center for Special Effects in Film Making; Silicon Studio, Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.82-85, July 96, ID

BOTTES, MARIO
Cymbalista Synagogue and Cultural Center; Tel Aviv University; Tel Aviv, Israel; m. pl.; p.58-59, Sept 96, A
Jean Tinguely Museum; Basel, Switzerland; ph. pl. p.96-97, Sept 96, A

BOWLES, EDINGER & STARK
Residential Development; Residence; Union Square, San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.68, Dec 96, B

BOXX, DONNA F.
Residential Development; Residence, Newcastle; St. Louis Area, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.38, Feb 96, B

BRACKEN, AARRIGONI & ROSS
Computer Factory, Sun Microsystems; Menlo Park, California; ph. pl.; p.25, Dec 96, AR

BRADLEY, CHAMBERS & FREY
Low-Income Housing; Remodeled Factory, Tower Reconstruction; Lancaster, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. cost anal.; p.46-50, Aug 96; BD&C

BRASWELL, JOSEPH
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.102-107, Aug 96, ID

BRAU & DOWNING
Residential Development; Sloan Lake, Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.122-123, Mar 96, B

BRAVERMAN, LOUISE
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-111, Aug 96, ID

BRAAYTON & HUGHES
Beach House; Stinson Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.110-111, Jan 96, INT
Club House, Golf Course; Meadow Club, Fairfax, California; ph. pl.; p.102-105, Jan 96, INT
INTERIORS Designer of the Year Award; Review of Their Work; ph. pl.; p.93-113, Jan 96, INT
Interiors; Architects' Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.94-95, Jan 96, INT
Interiors; Chron Corporation Offices, Emeryville, California; ph. pl.; p.98-99, Jan 96, INT
Interiors; Investment Company Offices,Menlo Park, California; ph. pl.; p.100-101, Jan 96, INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BRAYTON & HUGHES (Cont'd)
Interiors; Investment Management Firm's Offices; San Francisco, California; ph pl; p. 122-125; Mar 96; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Sacramento, California; ph pl; p. 96-97; Jan 96; ID
Lighting Showroom, Boyd Lighting; Showroom and Offices; San Francisco, California; ph pl sec; p. 126-131; Oct 96; ID
Private Women's Club; San Francisco, California; ph pl; p. 106-107; Jan 96; INT
St. Ignatius Church, Renovated; San Francisco, California; ph pl; p. 112-113; Jan 96; INT
Townhouse Residence; San Francisco, California; ph pl; p. 108-109; Jan 96; INT

BRENDLE, MICHAEL
Branch Library; Denver, Colorado; ph pl sec; p. 92-96; June 96; AR

BRININSTOOL & LYNCH
Interiors; Film Editing Offices, Filmworkers Club; Dallas, Texas; ph pl; p. 164-167; May 96; ID

BROMLEY & CALDARI
Offices for Council of Fashion Designers; New York, New York; ph pl; p. 134-135; Apr 96; ID
Union Bar; New York, New York; ph pl; p. 176-179; Sept 96; INT

BROWN and EARL
Monumental Core Framework Plan; Proposes Distribution of Future Monuments; Museums and Public Buildings; Landscape Design; Washington, District of Columbia; Harold Adams et al; by J. William Thompson, ill pers. map; p. 76-83; 88; June 96; LA

BROWN, ERIC S.
Residential Development; Residence; Best of Show Winner; ph pl; p. 70-71; Nov/Dec 96; CB

BRUDER DWL
Central Library; Phoenix, Arizona; ph pl sec; p. 48-53; Mar 96; AR

BRUDER, WILLIAM P.
Office Building; Low Rise; Jackson Hole, Wyoming; ph pl; p. 90-91; Apr 96; AR
Visitor and Research Center for Petroglyphs; Rock Art Center; Arizona State University; Phoenix, Arizona; ph sec; p. 78-81; June 96; AR

BUMGARDNER ARCHITECTS
Residence; Houseboat, Seattle, Washington; by Kristen Richards; ph pl; p. 148-151; Sept 96; INT
St. James Cathedral, Renovation; INTERIORS Award, Seattle, Washington; ph pl; p. 78; Jan 96; INT

BURGESS, GREGORY
Cultural Center, Uluru National Park; Ayers Rock, Australia; ph pl sec; p. 46-51; Nov 96; AR

BURGIN, NISSEN & WENTZLFAFF
Residence; Basel, Switzerland; ph pl sec; p. 92; Apr 96; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BURKETT, RANDY
River Boat, The American Queen; Lighting; Lighting Design; Rodney E Lay; ph det; p. 18-19; Aug/Sep 95; AR

BURNETT, JAMES
Healing Garden at Hospital Courtyard; Santa Clara, California; ph pl pers; p. 24; Mar 95; LA

BURNETTE, WENDELL
Architect's House and Studio; Sunnyslope, Arizona; ph pl sec; p. 94-101; Apr 96; AR

BURT, HILL, KOSAR & RITTELMAANN
Chemistry Laboratory, Carnegie Mellon University; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph pl sec; p. 50-51; Dec 96; AR
Residential Development with Golf Carts for Transportation; Minimizes Environmental Impact; DeWees Island, South Carolina; ph pl; p. 28; Jan 96; AR

BURTON ASSOCIATES
Neurosciences Institute; Landscape Plan; Landscape Design; La Jolla, California; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Joan Aragone; ph pl; p. 62-69; 86-87; June 96; LA

BURTON, PAMELA
Center for the Performing Arts; Landscape Plan; Landscape Design; Cerritos, California; Barton Myers; ph pl; p. 28-35; Mar 96; LA
Escondido's California Center for the Arts; Landscape Plan; Landscape Design; Escondido, California; Moore Ruble Yudell; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph pl; p. 28-35; Mar 96; LA

BUSBY & BRIDGER
Blood Testing Laboratory; British Columbia; Burnaby, Canada; ph pl; p. 129; Sept 96; A
Municipal Hall; British Columbia; North Vancouver; Canada; ph pl; p. 126; Sept 96; A
Office Building; Low Rise; Headquarters of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists; British Columbia; Burnaby, Canada; ph pl; p. 128; Sept 96; A
Rail Offices and Control Tower; British Columbia; North Vancouver; Canada; ph sec; p. 127; Sept 96; A

BUSBY ASSOCIATES
Review of Work; British Columbia; Vancouver; Canada; ph pl; p. 124-131; Sept 96; A
Shelving, Cabinets, Table; ph; p. 130-131; Sept 96; A

BUTTRICK, WHITE & BURTIS and ITALO ROTA
Italian Academy for Advanced Studies, Columbia University; Remodeled 1926 Structure; New York, New York; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; ph pl sec; p. 80-83; July 96; AR

BYE, JR., ARTHUR EDWIN
Landscape Architect's Career and Work; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph; p. 82-87, 102-104; May 96; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CD PARTNERSHIP
Restaurant; Mezzo, London, England, ph, pl. axon., p.44-47, Dec 96. INT

CORE
Interiors; National Minority AIDS Offices; INTERIORS Award, Washington, District of Columbia, ph, pl., p.79, Jan 96, INT
Mobile Telephones Store, Sprint Spectrum; Tyson's Corner, Virginia, ph, pl., p.110-111, May 96, AR
Office Building; Low Rise, National Minority AIDS Council Headquarters, Remodeled Townhouses, Washington, District of Columbia, ph, pl. sec.; p.96-97 Feb 96, AR
Perfume Store, Profumi; INTERIORS Award, Bethesda, Maryland, ph, pl., p.81, Jan 96, INT

CUBUS
Art Museum, Devoted to Edvard Grieg; Trolhøgna, Norway, ph, pl. sec. p.34-37 Aug 96, AR

CYP
Residential Development; Residence, Greystone Villas, Coto De Caza, California; ph, pl. p.264-265, Jan 96, B

CZWG

CALATRAVA & VALLS
Pedestrian Bridge over River; Cable Stayed Bridge, Salford, England, ph, pl. sec.; p.60-61, Mar 96, AR
CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO and KAHLER & SLATER
Museum of Art; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph, pl. ill., p.44-45, July 96, A

CALTHORPE, PETER
New Urbanist Development; Town Center; Clackamas, Oregon; pers, pl. p.73, Apr 96, A
New Urbanist Development; Town Center; Laguna West, California; ph, pl. p.72-73, Apr 96, A
North Boulder Village Center, New Urbanist Plan; Boulder, Colorado; pers, pl elev., p.76, Apr 96, A

CANNON
Ecology and Environmental Analytical Services Center; Includes Mechanical System Design; Lancaster, New York, by Hugh Cook; ph, pl. sec. cost anal., p.50-54, May 96, BD&C
Education Center, Washington University Medical School; St. Louis, Missouri, by Cheryl Kent; ph, pl. sec.; p.94-97, Nov 96, AR

CAPRON, MCINTYRE, SILVA & BEITEL
Residential Development; Residence, Whitehorse, Malvern, Pennsylvania; ph, pl. p.110-111, June 96, B
Residential Development; Treyburn, BUILDER Award, Wayne, Pennsylvania; ph, pl. p.90-91, 170, Oct 96, B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CARMICHAEL & DOME

CARPENTER & GRODZINS
Interiors; Loft Apartment, Avoca, Pennsylvania; ph, pl. p.98-101, Aug 96, ID

CARPENTER, JAMES
Airport; Sculptural Light Reflectors; San Francisco, California; ph, sec det., p.114-115, Dec 96, A
Designer of Glass Sculpture and Building Elements; ph, p.107, Dec 96, A
Refractive Glass Curtain Wall; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph, iso. axon., p.110-111, Dec 96, A
Sculptural Glass Curtain Wall; New York, New York; ph., axon., p.112-113, Dec 96, A
Spiral Glass Stairway; Chicago, Illinois; ph., p.108-109, Dec 96, A
Steel and Glass Spiral Staircase; Chicago, Illinois; ph elev., p.18-19, June 96, AR

CASAS, ARTHUR DE MATTOS
Restaurant; Yellow Graffe, Sao Paulo, Brazil; ph, pl. p.92-97, Nov 96, ID

CASE GROUP
Kitchen; Orange Park Acres, California; ph, pl. p.114-115, May 96, B
Residential Development; Residence, The Reserve, BUILDER Award; Orange Park, California; ph, pl. p.82, Oct 96, B

CASSWAY & ALBERT
Apartment Development; Landscape Plan, Chelsea Historic Area Park, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Aloia Rodriguez; ph, pl. ill., p.68-93, 102, Apr 96, LA

CASTEDO, M.
Interiors; Magazine Company Offices, Computer Life, San Francisco, California; ph, pl. p.116-121, Mar 96, ID

CENTERBROOK
Dormitory, Quinnipiac College; BUILDER Award; Hamden, Connecticut; ph, pl. p.96, Oct 96, B
Neuroscience Center; Cold Spring Harbor, New York; ph, pl. p.52-53, Dec 96, AR
Residence; Farm House Expanded, BUILDER Award, Hudson Valley, New York; ph, pl. p.112-113, 171, Oct 96, B

CENTEX HOMES
Dining Room; Alexandria, Virginia; ph, pl. p.117, Aug 96, B
Residential Development; Residence, West Bay, Tampa, Florida; ph, pl. p.205, Jan 96, B

CHAMBERS, STEPHEN B.
Residence; Highland Park, Texas; ph, pl. p.262-263, Jan 96, B

CHAND, NEK
Sculpture Figures at Children's Museum Garden, Washington, District of Columbia, by John Beardsley; ph, p.149, 139, Sept 96, LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CHASE & DIENGOTT
Residence; Custom Home Award; Ketchum, Idaho; ph. pl. p. 90-96, Mar/Apr 96, CB

CHENG DESIGN
Kitchen; --, California; ph., p. 154-155, Apr 96, ID

CHHADA & SIEMBIEDA
Kitano Hotel; Interior Design; New York, New York; Bohdan E. DeRosset; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. p. 102-107, Feb 96, INT

CHILD ASSOCIATES
Family Burial Plot; History of Cemetery Design; --, Ohio, by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl., p. 64-71, Oct 96, LA

CHU & GOODING
Women’s Clothing Store; Tom Mark; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon., p. 140-141, Oct 96, ID

CLARK & GREEN
Security Elements in Palmer Park; Landscape Design; Glendale, California; Suzuki Associates; by Morris Newman; ph. pl., p. 50-55, May 96, LA

CLARK, BOB
Residence; Custom Home Award; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl. p. 102-106, Mar/Apr 96, CB

CLINE, BETTRIDGE & BERNSTEIN
One Market Street Plaza; Lighting; Lighting Design; San Francisco, California; Cesar Pelli; ph. axon., sec.; p. 30-33, May/Sep 96, AR

CLODAGH DESIGN
Spa for Beauty and Wellness; Stamford, Connecticut; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl., p. 74-79, Oct 96, INT

CLODAGH and KAREN BAUSMAN
Interiors; Record Company’s Offices; Elektra, New York, New York; ph. pl. p. 120-125, Sept 96, ID

CLOTHIER, SULLIVAN & STEVENS
Bathroom; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. p. 169, May 96, B

COCHRAN, STEPHENSON & DONKEROVOET
Visitor Center; U.S. Naval Academy; Annapolis, Maryland; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl., p. 56-61, Mar 96, INT

COFFEE, DANIEL P. (Cont’d)
Modernist Campus Renovated, University of Illinois; Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Cheryl Kent; ph., p. 21-22, Aug 96, AR

COLEY, JOHN and LYNN WOLFF
Dudley Town Common; Other Town Commons; Boston, Massachusetts; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph., p. 48-53, Sept 96, LA

COPONEN ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Norton Creek, Wixom, Michigan; ph. pl., p. 80, July 96, B

COSCRAN, PETER
Building 8; Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; Critique; Melbourne, Australia; by Philip Drew; ph., p. 63, Sept 96, A

COSCIA & DAY
Restaurant; Yangtze Authentic Chinese INTERIORS Award; Santa Monica, California; ph. sec.; p. 77, Jan 96, INT

COSLER THEATER DESIGN
Theater; Jordan Hall; New England Conservatory of Music; Lighting; Lighting Design; Boston, Massachusetts; Ann Beha; ph. sec.; p. 24-25, Feb/Sep 96, AR

COTTLE, GRAYBEAL & YAW
Club of Cordillera; BUILDER Award; Edwards, Colorado; ph., p. 120, Oct 96; B

COWART, GERALD
Residential Development; New Urbanist Development; Newport, South Carolina; ph. pl., p. 71, Apr 96, A

CROSSMAN COMMUNITIES
Residential Development; Residence; Roosevelt, Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl., p. 31, Sept 96, B

CUCINELLA, MARIO
Research Center; Energy Efficient; Varese, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-63, Sept 96, ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CULLEN, GORDON
Designer's Career and Work in Urban Design; Illustrator, Theorist, by Eric De Mare; ill., p. 81-85, Oct 96; AR

CULLINAN, EDWARD and LEE, NICHOLS & HEPLER
Master Plan; University of North Carolina; Charlotte, North Carolina; pl. pers. sec.; p. 82-85, June 96; AR

DAGOSTA, CYNTHIA
Los Angeles River Greenway Master Plan; ---, California, by Michael Leccese, ph., p. 36-41, June 96, LA

D'AQUINO, CARL
Interiors; Film Producer's Offices, Steve Gold, Includes Wall Details, New York, New York, ph. pl. iso. elev. det.; p. 186-193, May 96, ID

D5 ARCHITECTS
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Third Place; Edinburgh, Scotland; pl. pers. sec. elev. m.; p. 66-68, Jan 96; AR

DCA DESIGN
New Outdoor Telephone Booth; Criticism of Break from Traditional Design, by Gavin Stamp, ph.; p. 25, Sept 96, AR

DLK ARCHITECTURE
Congress Viaduct and Plaza Reconstruction; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 204, May 96, A

DMJ/MOTTETT
First National Bank of Chicago's Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p. 126-129, June 96; ID

DAGIT & SAYLOR
Anthropology Museum, Beloit College; Remodeled 1869 Civil War Monument, Beloit, Wisconsin; ph. sec.; p. 98-99, Feb 96, AR

DAHLIN GROUP
Residential Development; Residence, Rose Garden; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Nov 96, B

DAI'ICHI KOBO
Middle Rise; Computer Company Headquarters; Tokyo, Near, Japan; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 60-63, Apr 96, AR

DANGERMOND, JACK
Mapmaker; The Future of GIS, The Need for Technology for Landscape Architects, by Eddie Nickens; ph.; p. 74-79, 88, Dec 96, LA

DANIELIAN ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Castle: Cluster Lot Design with Alleys, Rancho Santa Margarita, California; ph. pl.; p. 104-105, June 96; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DATTNER, RICHARD
Prototype Intermediate School; New York, New York, ph. axon.; p. 38, Aug 96, BD&C

DAVIS & BRODY
Library and Technical Center; Baruch College, AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 207, May 96, A

DAVIS, BOWEN & FRIEDEL
Vacation House; Custom Home Award; Eastern Shore, Delaware, ph. pl.; p. 52-56, Mar/Apr 96, CB

DAVIS, PAUL Q.
Computer Delineation Award, First Prize; Logic Error; ill.; p. 46-47, June 96, AR

DE CARLO, GIANCARLO
Gate and Bridge to San Marino; ---, Italy, ph. elev. sec.; p. 68-69, Nov 96; AR

DE MENIL, FRANCOIS
Leather Goods Store, Bottega Veneta; Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-109, May 96, A

DE OIZA, FRANCISCO J. SAENZ
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Critique; Madrid, Spain; by Hugh Broughton; ph.; p. 23, Apr 96, AR

DE SANTIS, MICHAEL
Interiors; Model Apartment, Fisher's Island, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 76-79, Feb 96, ID

DEGARMO, WALTER
Residence; Interiors, Original Design, Miami, Florida; Marjone Gokjman, by Hugh Broughton; ph.; p. 82-87, June 96, INT

DEROSSET, BOHDAN E.
Kitano Hotel; New York, New York; Interior Design by Chhada & Siembieda, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 102-107, Feb 96, INT

DEAN & WOLF
Husband and Wife Architectural Office; Their Work; ph. pl. m.; p. 100-105, June 96, A

DERSOSSET, BOHDAN E.
Kitano Hotel; New York, New York; Interior Design by Chhada & Siembieda, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 102-107, Feb 96, INT

DECK HOUSE STAFF
Vacation House, Pre-Manufactured Deck House; Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts, by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 44-49, May/June 96, CB

DEL SOL, GERMAN and JOSE CRUZ O.
Hotel; Small Luxury Hotel in National Park; Patagonia, Chile; ph. pl.; p. 108-109, Oct 96; AR

DELANO & ALDRICH
Museum and Conference Center, Kykuit Mansion; Historic Residence Retrofit, Original Design; North Tarryton, Near, New York; by David Cooper and Jordan Fox; ph.; p. 43-48, May 96, BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DESGRIPPE & GOBE and BARRY KORETZ
Shoe Store, Rockport; New York, New York, ph, pl, p.112-113. May 96, AR

DESIGN CONSORTIUM
New Zoo; Memphis, Tennessee, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph, pl, p.65-73, 96-97. Feb 96, LA

DESIGN PLUS, HAWORTH
Furniture Showroom, Haworth's Corporate Headquarters; Holland, Michigan, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph, p.24-25. Nov 96, INT

DESIGN STUDIOS WEST

DESIGN WORKSHOP et al.
Wildlife Refuge Public Park; Rocky Mountain Arsenal Site Denver, Colorado; by Michael Leccese, pers, pl, p.36-41. Mar 96, LA

DESIGN WORKSHOP
Las Vegas Wash Park, Restored Storm and Sewage Dump Area; Las Vegas, Nevada, ph, p.67-73. Apr 96, LA
Park and Residential; Computer Charette Site Cleveland, Ohio, pers, pl, p.36-49. Jan 96, LA

DESMOULIN, BERNARD
Foreign Office Staff Restaurant; Paris, France, ph, pl sec, p.76-78. Sept 96. ARev

DESPONT, THIERRY W.
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work and Career, ph, p.56-57. Dec 95. ID

DETROIT COLLABORATIVE DESIGN CENTER
School; St. Ignatius Academy, INTERIORS Award New York, Bronx, New York, ph, pl, p.72-75. Jan 96, INT

DEVEREAUX ASSOCIATES
Home Office Design; Case Study, Irvine, California, by Susan Bradford, ph, pl chart, p.108-114. Mar 96, B
Redesign of a Large House; ph, p.80. Dec 96, B
Residential Development; Designing to Improve the Views, Critiques, elev, pl, p.148-149. Feb 96, B

DEWAN, TERRENCE J.
Park; Computer Charette Site Cleveland, Ohio, pers, pl, p.36-49. Jan 96, LA

DII PASQUALE, PAUL
Arthur Ashe Memorial; Controversy, Sculpture, Richmond, Virginia, Earth Design Associates, by Vernon Mays, ph, p.54-59. Nov 96, LA

DIETZ, JOPPIEN
Newspaper Kiosk; Frankfurt, Germany, ph, pl, p.16-17. Jan 96, ARev

DIN ASSOCIATES
Clothing Store, French Connection; London, England, ph, pl, p.87. July 96. ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DIONNE, MICHEL, PAUL MILANA and CHRISTOPHER STIENON
Master Plan for Historic Town; Williamsburg, Virginia, ph, pl, p.15. Mar 96, AR
Town Plan Design Competition, Juror's Comments; Winning Plan; Williamsburg, Virginia, by Grady Clay, pl, p.158, 159. Apr 96. LA

DIXON, JEREMY and EDWARD JONES

DODSON ASSOCIATES
Plan of Watershed Area for New York City; Community Growth in Watershed Area, ..., New York, ph, Michele Stratton, pers, ill, p.66-73. 96-100. May 96. LA

DOMENIG, GUNTHER
Mining Exhibition Building; Hüttenberg, Austria, ph, pl, axon, p.52-59. Feb 96. ARev
Office Building; Low Rise, Entry Building to Industrial Park, Carinthia, Austria, ph, pl sec, p.54-59. Apr 96. ARev

DORF ASSOCIATES
Restaurant; California Grill at Disney's Contemporary Hotel, INTERIORS Award Orlando, Florida, ph, pl, p.40-43. Jan 96. INT

DOUGLAS ARCHITECTS
Resort Hotel; Camelback Inn, Landscape Plan, Paradise, Arizona, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean, ph, p.66-73. 87-88. Dec 96. LA

DOUGLAS, SMITH & STIMSON
Residence Hall; Leicester University, Design Critique, England, ph, p.23. Mar 96. ARev

DOVER & KOHL
New Urbanist Village Plan; Port Royal, South Carolina, ph, pl, p.75. Apr 96. A
Parramore Heritage, New Urbanism Infill Plan; Orlando, Florida, ph, pl, p.74-75. Apr 96. A

DOWNING, THORPE & JAMES
Residential Development; Residence, Desert Mountain, Attached and Detached, BUILDER Award Scottsdale, Arizona, ph, pl, p.80-81. Oct 96. B

DOWNTOWN GROUP
Recording Studio; Broadway Sound and Broadway Video Group, New York, New York, by Kate Hensler, ph, pl, p.60-63. Apr 96. INT

DRAKE, GORDON
Architect's Residential Design Until His Early Death; ph, pl, axon, p.80-84. Mar 96. ARev
Residence; Los Angeles, Beverley Glen, California, ph, pl, p.80-84. Mar 96. ARev
Residence; Los Angeles, Silverlake, California, ph, pl, axon, p.80-84. Mar 96. ARev

DRAKE, ROBIN
Office Chair Showroom, Stylex; Chicago, Illinois, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph, pl, p.22-23. Aug 96. INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DRAYER, CHRIS
Health Spa Resort; Rancho LaPuerta, Landscape Plan; Tecate, Mexico; by Dirk Sutro; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Dec 96; LA

DREES COMPANY
Residential Development; Residence; Glasgow, ph. pl.; p. 35; July 96; B
Residential Development; Residence; Thornwilde, Hebron, Kentucky; ph. pl.; p. 134; May 96; B

DU BESSET, PIERRE and DOMINIQUE LYON
Mediatheque; Print and Electronic Media; Orleans, France; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; Feb 96; ARev

DUANEY & PLATER-ZYBERK and DOVER & KOHL
Residential Development; New Urbanist Development; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; ph.; p. 72-73; Apr 96; A

DUANY, ANDRES and ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK
Haymount Farm Development; Charette; Forum on Design; Neo-Traditional Design; Caroline County, Virginia; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; 97-99; Feb 96; LA
Residential Development; Abacoa, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 32; Sept 96; B

DYTHAM, KLEIN
Furniture Showroom and Offices; Idee. Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 75-77; Dec 96; ARev

EDAW and TURNER ASSOCIATES
Centennial Olympic Park; Lighting Features; Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p. 18-21; Nov/Suppl 96; AR

EDAW
Retail and Entertainment Center; Celestial Roof Garden in Canal City, Hakata, Japan; ph.; p. 94-103; Oct 96; LA

EDI ARCHITECTURE
Turning Floor Plan Into a Victorian Plan; ph. elev.; p. 176; Oct 96; B

EDSA
Park; Computer Charette Site; Cleveland, Ohio; pers. ph.; p. 38-49; Jan 96; LA

ELS/ELBASANI & LOGAN
Eastridge Mall, Lighting; San Jose, California; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph.; p. 24-25; May/Suppl 96; AR
Gymnasium and Community Center; Sun Screen Detail; Fremont, California; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-87; June 96; AR

EMK
Television Post-Production Facility; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Oct 96; ID

EAKIN, GARRETT
Restoration of Ballroom, School of the Art Institute; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 148; Nov 96; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

EAMES, CHARLES
Molded Plywood Chair; History; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 130; Feb 96; INT

EARTH DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Arthur Ashe Memorial; Controversy; Richmond, Virginia; Sculpture by Paul Di Pasquale; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 54-59; Nov 96; LA

EHRENKRANTZ & ECKSTUT and BLACKBURN ASSOCIATES
Artsgarden, Elevated Glass Pavilion at Downtown Mall; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Apr 96; A

EHRENKRANTZ & ECKSTUT
Circle Center Downtown Mall; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; Apr 96; A
Downtown Circle Centre Mall, Multi-Use; Artsgarden; Combines Existing Building and New Building and Raised Walkways; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 44-48; Mar 96; BD&C

EHRlich, STEVEN
Physical Fitness Center; Remodeled Bus Station; Santa Monica, California; ph.; p. 102-103, Sept 96; AR

EIDE, NJAL and GIACOMO MORTOLA
Cruise Ship, Sun Princess, Interiors; Interior Design by Princess Cruise Staff; by Kristen Richards, ph.; p. 68-69; Nov 96; INT

EINHORN, YAFFEE & PRESCOTT
Edge Cafe, Colgate University; Lighting; Hamilton, New York; ph.; p. 16-17; Aug/Suppl 96; AR
Kellogg Conference Center; Gallaudet University, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Nov 96; AR

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS and LORENZ & WILLIAMS
Center for Design and Art; University of Cincinnati; Includes 3-Dimensional Coordinate System for Construction; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl. dia sec. elev.; p. 114-125, 184; Aug 96; A

ELLENZWEIG ASSOCIATES
Diabetes Center; AIA Honor Award, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 201; May 96; A
Hospital; Joslin Diabetes Center, Addition; Boston, Massachusetts; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. axon. sec.; p. 50-54; Jan 96; BD&C
Joslin Diabetes Center; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. axon.; p. 52-53, Dec 96; AR

ELLERBE & BECKET
Child's Cancer Center at Texas Children's Hospital; Houston, Texas; by Karin Tetzlow; ph. pl.; p. 46-51; Aug 96; INT
Fleet Services Building; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p. 74-79; July 96; A
New Hockey and Basketball Stadium; Critique; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p. 49; Dec 96; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ELLERBE & BECKET (Cont’d)
Sports Arena: Kiel Center; St. Louis, Missouri, ph: pl. m.; p.114-117; Aug 96, AR

ENGSTROM DESIGN GROUP
Restaurant; Vertigo; San Francisco, California, ph: pl. sec.; p.98-101; Feb 96, ID

ESTES, JAMES
Residence; BUILDER Award; Jamestown, Rhode Island, ph. p. 102-103; Oct 96, B

EVANS GROUP
Architect’s Practice; Big Budget Showhomes; Survey of Work; ---; Florida, by Matthew Power, ph, pers.; p.38-44; July/Aug 96: CB
Residence; Estate Size; Stuart, Hutchinson Island, Florida, by Peter Noah, ph, pl.; p.74-79; May/June 96, CB
Residential Development; Residence; Corkscrew Woodlands, Ft. Myers, Florida, ph, pl.; p.84; July 96, B

EXLEY, PETER J.
Children’s Museum, Preschoolers’ Playmaze; Chicago, Illinois, by Kristen Richards, ph, pl.; p.58-61; July 96, INT

FACE
Interiors; Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation Offices; San Francisco, California, ph; pl., p.124-125; Oct 96, ID

FRCH
Coronado Shopping Mall, Lighting; Albuquerque, New Mexico, Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder, ph.; p.26-27; May/Suppl 96, AR

FAHA, MIKE
Daylighted Creek in Downtown Design; Portland, Oregon, by J. William Thompson, pers.; p.54-59; Feb 96, LA

FAINSILBER, ADRIEN
Town Hall; La Fleche, France, ph, pl. axon, sec.; p.36-39; July 96, ARev

FANNING & HOWEY
School; Elementary, Maywood, Hammond, Indiana, ph, pl.; p.37; Aug 96; BD&C

FARDJADI, HOMA, SIMA FARDJADI and CRAIG SCOTT
Head Start Child Care Facility; PA Award; Highstown, New Jersey, m; pl. pers.; p.125-127; May 96; A

FARMER & BAKER
Low Rise; Walt Disney Development Company Offices, Orlando, Florida, ph; pl. axon.; p.120-125; June 96; B

FARRELL, BELL & LENNARD
Architect’s Weekend House; Woodstock, New York, ph; pl.; p.100-103; Jan 96, ID

FARRINGTON DESIGN GROUP
Child Development and Model Teaching Center; Atlanta, Georgia, ph, pl.; p.56-59; Dec 96, INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

FEHN, SVERR
Residence; Barme, Norway, ph. pl. sec.; p.40-43; Aug 96, ARev

FEILDER GLEGG DESIGN
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Edinburgh, Scotland, pl. elev.; p.79; Jan 96, ARev

FELDERMAN & NADEL
Restaurant; On Canon; Beverly Hills, California, by Michael Webb, ph, pl.; p.144-147; Sept 96; INT

FELTOON & PERRY
Residential Development; Residence; Hershey’s Mill; West Chester, Pennsylvania, ph, pl.; p.64; Dec 96, B

FENTRESS, C. W. and J. H. BRADBURN
County Government Center; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph.; p.86-87; Apr 96, A

FERNANDEZ, WALDO
Designer’s Residence; Beverly Hills, California, ph.; p.92-97; Mar 96, ID

FERNAU & HARTMAN
Office Building; Interiors; Television Network Headquarters; Los Angeles, California, ph. pl, sec.; p.72-77; Sept 96, AR

FERRARO & CHOI
Interiors; Law Firm Offices, Honolulu, Hawaii, ph. pl.; p.118-119; July 96, ID

FERRATER, CARLOS and JOAN GUIBERNAU
Residence; Llampaes, Spain, ph. pl.; p.171; Sept 96, A

FERRATER, CARLOS and XAVIER GUELL
Municipal Office Building; Baix Llobregat; Spain, ph. pl. sec.; p.28-30; Jan 96, ARev

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Eight Buildings; Affordable; Los Esteros, San Jose, California, ph, pl. ; p.94-95; Jan 96, AR
Apartment Development; Red Hawk Ranch BUILDER Award; Fremont, California, ph.; p.94; Oct 96, B

FISHER, FREDERICK
Art Museum, P. S. 1; New York, Queens, New York, ph. pl. axon.; p.158-161; Nov 96, A
Bergamont Station Arts Center; Studios, Galleries and Offices; Santa Monica, California, ph. pl. ; p.158-161; Nov 96, A
L.A. Louver Art Gallery; Venice, California, ph.; p.158-161; Nov 96, A
Residence; Venice, California ph, pl.; p.98-101; Mar 96, ID

FITZGERALD, TERRY et al.
Nation’s Largest Planned Community, Summerlin; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.66-73; 96, Apr 96, LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FITZPATRICK, JOHN
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Liberty Park; Austin, Texas; ph, pl, p.94; June 96; B

FIZER & FORLEY
Restaurant; Verbena, New York, New York; ph, pl; p.104-107; Oct 96, ID

FLETCHER & HARDOIN
Residence; Addition; Golden Nugget Award; Carmel Highlands, California; ph, pl; p.122; July 96, B

FLORES, LUIS-VICENTE
National School of Dance; Mexico City, Mexico; ph, pl; p.88-89; Mar 96; AR

FLUOR & DANIEL
Emergency Communications Center; Chicago, Illinois; by John Gregerson; ph, sec, ill.; p.56-60; Mar 96; BD&C

FONG & MIYAGAWA
Restaurant; Favoritz; Woodlands Hills, California; by Michael Webb; ph, pl; p.50-55; Mar 96; INT

FOSTER PARTNERS
Mixed Use; Offices, Stock Exchange, Retail, Restaurants, Apartments, Millenium Tower; London, England; ph, sec.; p.10-12; Oct 96, AR

FOSTER, SIR NORMAN
Law Faculty Building, Cambridge University; Cambridge, England; ph, ill, sec.; det; p.34-42; Mar 96, AREv

Law Faculty; Cambridge University; Includes Glass Curved Wall Details; Cambridge, England; ph, pl; p.104, 204; Sept 96, A

FOX & FOWLE
Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; New York, New York; ph, pl; p.84-88; Aug 96, ID

Interiors; Bausch & Lomb World Headquarters; Rochester, New York; by MJ Madigan; ph, pl; p.116-123; Sept 96; INT

FRANK, RICHARD C. et al.
State Capital Building, Renovation; AIA Honor Award; Lansing, Michigan; ph, pl; p.198; May 96; A

FRANKE, GOTTSEGEN & COX
Restaurant and Store, Barney Greengras; Beverly Hills, California; ph, pl; p.144-145; June 96, ID

FREEDMAN, TUNG & BOTTOMLEY
Downtown Public Areas Plan; Street Improvements; Phoenix, Arizona; by Michael Leccese; ph, pl; p.32-37; Aug 96, LA

Second Street Lighting; Phoenix, Arizona; Lighting Design by Luminae Souter Lighting Design; ph, p.28-29; May/Suppl 96; AR

FRENS & FRENS
Chester County History Center; In Historic Landmarks; West Chester, Pennsylvania; ph, pl; p.108-109; June 96, A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FRENS & FRENS (Cont'd)

FRENCH, JOHN

FRENS & FRENS (Cont'd)

Restaurant and Store, Barney Greengrass; Beverly Hills, California; ph, pl; p.144-145; June 96, ID

GAUER, JAMES
Restaurant; Senza Nome; New York, New York; ph, pl; p.180-183; Sept 96; ID

GEHRY, FRANK O. and LANGDON & WILSON
Ice Center, Disney; Anaheim California; ph, pl; p.70-73; July 96; A

Team Disney Office Building; Includes Window Detail; Anaheim, California; ph, pl; sec.; det; p.61-69, 164; July 96; A

GEHRY, FRANK O. and VLADO MILUNIC
Interiors; Management and Technology Firm's Headquarters Office; Prague, Czech Republic; Interior Design by Eva Jincna; ph, pl; p.112-117; Nov 96, ID

GEHRY, FRANK O. and SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Guggenheim Museum; Computer Use to Design and Fabricate Building; Bilbao, Spain; ph, ill.; p.177-181; Sept 96; A

GEHRY, FRANK O. and VLADO MILUNIC
Interiors; Management and Technology Firm's Headquarters Office; Prague, Czech Republic; Interior Design by Eva Jincna; ph, pl; p.112-117; Nov 96, ID

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Center for the Visual Arts; University of Toledo; AIA Honor Award; Toledo, Ohio; ph, pl; p.187; May 96, A

Communication and Technology Center; Offices, Exhibition Spaces; Bad Oeynhausen; Germany; ph, pl; sec.; p.27-33, Apr 96, AREv
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GEHRY, FRANK O. (Cont’d)

Electric Company, Communication and Technology Center; Power Control Center, Office Wing, Conference Center, Exhibition Hall, Bad Oeynhausen, Germany, ph. pl. sec., p. 100-109, Mar 96, A
Residence: Landscape Features Art, Los Angeles, California, Landscape Design by Rios Associates, by Dirk Sutro, ph. pl. p. 116-125, 142-143; Oct 96, LA

GENSLER ASSOCIATES

Beverly Hills Hotel Restoration; Beverly Hills, California, by Gordon Wright, ph. pl. p. 60-62, June 96, BD&C
Green Consciousness in Firm’s Practice; Design Ecology Network, ph. p. 46, 220; Sept 96, ID

GERNER, KRONICK & VALCARCEL

Interiors; Corporate Penthouse Apartment, ph. pl. p. 86-91; July 96, ID

GIECKE, VOLKER

Residence; Addition, Graz, Austria, ph. pl. axon sec. p. 71-73; Oct 96, ARev
School; High, Gymnasium, Keplerstrasse, Graz, Austria, ph. pl. sec. p. 82-84; Mar 96, ARev

GIGNON & GUYER

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Museum; Davos, Switzerland, ph. pl. sec. p. 98-101; Sept 96, A

GILL, IRVING

Museum of Contemporary Art; Addition and Renovation, Original Design by La Jolla, California, Venturi & Scott Brown, ph. pl. ill. p. 88-93; Aug 96, A

GISSELBRECHT, ERNST

Middle Rise; Medical Society Headquarters, Klagenfurt, Austria, ph. pl. sec. p. 64-67; Apr 96, ARev

GLASS, TOM

Chair Showroom, United Chair; New York, New York, ph. p. 56; May 96, ID

GLUCK, PETER

Architect’s Vacation House; Olive Bridge, New York, ph. pl. p. 84-89; Apr 96, AR
Tasting Room of Wine Importer; New York, New York, ph. p. 98-99; Oct 96, ID

GLUCKMAN, RICHARD

Boone Gallery; Other Art Gallery and Museums, New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 164-166; Nov 96, A
Rural House; Nova Scotia, Canada, ph. pl sec. p. 102-105; Apr 96, AR

GOLDBERG, BERTRAND

Marina City’s Renovation and Redevelopment; Theater Facades, Hotel, Marina, Riverwalk, Chicago, Illinois, ill. ph. elev., p. 59, Mar 96, A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GOLDMAN, MARJORIE

Residence; Interiors, Miami, Florida; Original Design by Walter DeGarmo, by Michael Webb, ph. pl. p. 82-97; June 96, INT

GOLDSMITH, MYRON

Residence; Interiors, Miami, Florida, ph. pl. p. 82-87; Mar 96, A

GONZALES, FRANK

Residential Development; Residence, Stonegate, Palmdale, California, ph. pl. p. 94, Mar 96, B

GONZALEZ DE LEON, TEODORO

National Conservatory of Music; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl. p. 84-87; Mar 96, AR

GORLIN, ALEXANDER

Architect’s Second House; Seaside, Florida, ph. pl. sec. p. 98-103, July 96, ID
Interiors; Marketing Agency Offices, The Hadley Group, New York, New York, by Kate Hensler, ph. pl. axon., p. 96-101, Feb 96, INT
Residence; BUILDER Award, Grand Award; Seaside, Florida; ph. p. 118; Oct 96, B

GOULD, EVANS & GOODMAN

Interiors; Architects Offices; Design Process, Kansas City, Missouri, ph. pl. p. 80-83; Aug 96, ID

GRAVES, MICHAEL

Hotel; Hyatt Regency, Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl. sec. p. 89-101; Oct 96, AR

GREEN, WILLIAM

Antique Shop; New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 142-143; Oct 96, ID

GREENBERG, ALLAN

Clothing Store, Tommy Hilfiger, Beverly Hills; Los Angeles, California, elev. pl., p. 43, Dec 96, A

GREENE, ISABELLE

Seaside House, Landscape Plan; Landscape Design, Carpentry, California, Paul Tuttle and Loren Solin, by Michael Lecce, ph. p. 30-37; May 96, LA

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS

Arts Center Devoted to Roald Dahl; Author of Children’s Books, Cardiff Bay, Wales, ph. pl. sec. p. 64; Nov 96, A
Ecological Centre; Center for Study of Plants of the World, Metal Frame Structure with Plastic Membrane, Cornwall, England, ph. pl. sec. p. 65-67; Mar 96, ARev

GRISWOLD, HECKEL & KELLY

Interiors; Gillette Company Headquarters, Post-Occupancy Evaluation, Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl. charts, p. 90-93; Aug 96, ID

GROUPE SIGNES


GUARD, MARK

Residence; Deptford, England, ph. pl. sec. p. 37, 78-80; Oct 96, ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GUND, GRAHAM
Residence, BUILDER Award, Waterford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Oct 96; B

GUNN & LEVINE
Nursery at the Maternity Care Unit; Oakland Medical Center, Pontiac, Michigan; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Apr 96; INT

GUTHRIE & BURESCH
Architects’ Residence and Studio; West Hollywood, California; pers. elev. ph. pl.; p. 112-115; June 96; A
Boaters’ Facility; Redondo Beach, California; ph.; p. 110-111; June 96; A
Husband and Wife Architectural Office; Their Work; ph. pl.; pers. elev.; p. 110-115; June 96; A

GUTHMY & SIEGEL and JOSE GELABERT-NAVIA
Museum of Contemporary Art; Miami, Florida; ph. axon.; p. 107; Apr 96; A

GUTHMY & SIEGEL
Cafeteria, PepsiCo; Purchase, New York; ph. pl.; p. 110-113; July 96; ID
Interiors; Investment Banking Company Offices; Morgan Stanley, New York, New York; ph.; p. 125-133; Sept 96; ID
Science, Industry and Business Library; Public Library, Remodeled Department Store Building; New York, New York; ph.; p. 33; June 96; ID
Science, Industry and Business Public Library; New York, New York; ph. sec. ill.; p. 84-91; Sept 96; AR

HGF
Historic Arkansas Riverwalk Project; Pueblo, Colorado; Landscape Design by Design Studios West; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Nov 96; LA

HLW
Health Center, La Palestra; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 78-83; Jan 96; ID
Interiors; Advertising Company Offices, United Media; New York, New York; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p. 46-51; Apr 96; INT

HOH and SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Community Plan for Closed Lowry Air Force Base; Forum of Designers, Planners and Others Critique the Comprehensive Reuse Plan; Denver, Colorado; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p. 88-95; 105-106; May 95; LA

HOH
Restoring Woodrow Wilson’s Garden at House Museum; Washington, District of Columbia; elev. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 96; LA

HOK SPORT
Baseball Stadium; Coors Field; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-113; Aug 96; AR

HOK
Hotel; At the Edge of a Rain Forest; Timika, Indonesia; ph.; p. 92-97; Feb 96; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HOK (Cont’d)
Societe Generale American Bank Headquarters; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 130-135; June 96; ID

HACK, LLOY
Interiors; Condominium Apartment; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Nov 96; ID
Interiors; Law Offices, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 158; Nov 96; ID

HACKER, THOMAS
Saint Mary’s Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception; Lighting, Portland, Oregon; Lighting Design by Interface, ph.; p. 24-25, Aug/Suppl 96; AR

HAGEM, LUND and DIV. A
Olympic Village Housing; Skarselva. Lilehammer, Norway; ph. pl.; p. 44-47; Aug 96; AR

HAMPSTEAD COUNTY ARCHITECTS
School of Architecture; Portsmouth, England; ph. sec.; p. 55-61; Nov 96; AR

HAMPSON, MARK
Cultural Objects Museum and Storage and Research Facility; The Wolfsonian, Remodeled Warehouse; Miami Beach, Florida; ph.; p. 86-91; Feb 96; AR
Museum: The Wolfsonian, Private Collector’s Collection for Public Access; Miami Beach, Florida; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 62-67; Mar 96; INT

HAMZAH & YEANG
Two Office Towers; Malaysia; ph. sec.; p. 66-67; Sept 96; AR

HANGANU, DAN S.
School of Design; University of Quebec, Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. sec.; p. 126-131; Aug 96; A

HAPPOLD, EDMUND
Distinguished Structural Engineer, Obituary; p. 3; 13; Mar 96; AR

HARISDON, KOMATSU, IVELICH & TUCKER
Middle Rise; Affordable Apartment Building with Commercial and Day Care Center; San Francisco, California; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph.; p. 46-50; Feb 96; BD&C

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Gas Station at Disney World; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; ph. pl. ill; elev.; p. 94-97; Oct 96; AR
New Victory Theater, Performing Arts Theater; Renovation of 1900 Theater, New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Feb 96; AR
New Victory Theater, Restoration; New York, New York; ph. p. 29; Feb 96; A
New Victory Theater, Restored; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 44-49; Mar 96; INT
Restaurant; Windows on the World; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 94-101; Dec 96; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER (Cont'd)
Restoration and Renovation of Quadrangles, Church; Stanford University; Stanford, California, ph. p:68-69, July 96, AR
Student Center; Bowdoin College; AIA Honor Award; Brunswick, Maine, ph. pl. p:206, May 96, A

HARE, NICHOLAS

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES
Waterfront Park; Louisville, Kentucky, pers. m., p:24, Aug 96, LA

HARLEY & ELLINGTON
Office Building; Low Rise, GM Truck Product Center, Remodeled Factory, BD&C Award; Pontiac, Michigan; by Gordon Wright, ph. pl. cost anal., p:30-34, Oct 96, BD&C

HARRIMAN ASSOCIATES
School; High, Brunswick, Maine, by Karin Tetlow, ph. pl. sec., p:52-57, July 96, INT

HARRIS DESIGN
Training and Conference Center, American Airlines; Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas; by MJ Madigan, ph. pl., p:66-71, July 96, INT

HARRIS, ERNEST M.
Residence; Addition; Bath Township, Ohio; ph. pl., p:58-61, Spring 96, CB

HARRIS, STEVEN
Residence; Addition; Renovation; Short Hills, New Jersey, ph. pl., p:108-113, Oct 96, ID

HASEGAWA, ITSUKO
Museum of Fruit; Yamanashi, Japan, ph. pl. sec., p:43-47, Mar 96, ARev

HAVERSON ARCHITECTURE
Motown Cafe; New York, New York, by Kate Hensler, ph. pl., p:226-231, May 96, INT

HAYES & LARGE
Outpatient Center; Altoona, Pennsylvania; by John Gregerson, ph. pl. cost anal., p:42-46, Sept 96, BD&C

HECKER, ZVI
Jewish School; Heinz-Galinsky, Critique, Berlin, Germany; by Peter Cook; ph. pl., p:36-42, June 96, ARev

HEFFNER ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Low Rise; TimberBrook Condos, Gaithersburg, Maryland, ph. pl., p:136, May 96, B

HEIM, JEAN-Pierre
Clothing Store; Ichthys; Interior Design; Paris, Galal Mahmoud, by Kristen Richards, ph. pl., p:52-55, Dec 96, INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HELDT, DAVID
Apartment House Courtyard in Tough Neighborhood; San Francisco, California, ph. pl., p:36-39, Feb 96, LA

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Federal Reserve Bank; Landscape Plan; Minneapolis, Minnesota, sec. pl., p:28, Sept 96, LA
Recreation Building Addition; University of South Florida; Tampa, Florida; by John Gregerson, ph. pl. sec., p:30-32, Aug 96, BD&C

HELPERN ARCHITECTS
University of Pennsylvania Club Restaurant; New York, New York, Interior Design by Bennett and Judie Weinstock, ph. pl., p:102-105, Feb 96, ID

HENDRICK ASSOCIATES
Fabric Showroom, Maharan; by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph. pl., p:26-27, Dec 96, INT

HENKET, HUBERT-JAN
Law Courts Building; Middleburg, Netherlands, ph. pl. sec., p:26-31, July 96, ARev

HENNIN, NORMIER & LELEIVRE
Residential and Care Center for Handicapped Children; Saint-De-Des-Vosges, France; ph. pl. sec., p:48-53, July 96, ARev

HENNINGSON, DURHAM & RICHARDSON
Hospital Los Angeles, Private; Coahuila, Mexico; by Phil Wending, Bernie Botnick and Gerardo Fuentes, ph. pl., p:26-31, Aug 96, TCS

HENRIKSEN, ARNE
Light Railway Station; Oslo, Frognerseter, Norway; ph. pl. sec., p:16-17, Aug 96, ARev

HENDRICKS PARTNERS and IBI GROUP
Training Center for Public-Safety Personnel; Justice Institute; British Columbia, New Westminster, Canada; ph. pl. sec., p:116-123, Sept 95, A

HERTZBERGER, HERMAN
Theater Complex, Chasse; Breda, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec., p:38-46, Feb 96, ARev

HERZOG & DE MEURON
Residence; Basel, Switzerland, ph. pl., p:168-169, Sept 96, A
Residence; Basel-Riehen, Switzerland, ph. pl. sec., p:77-81, Apr 96, ARev

HESTER, RANDY
Landscape Architect's Career, Ideas and Work; Professor, Writer, and Practitioner; Social and Environmental Concerns; by J. William Thompson, ill. pers. ph. pl., p:74-79, 97-99, Apr 96, LA
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HEZMALHALCH, WILLIAM
Bathroom; Chula Vista, California, by Susan Bradford, ph pl.; p.112, Aug 96; B
Residential Development; Residence; Harmony Ranch, BUILDER Award, Delhi, California; ph. pl.; p.76, Oct 96; B
Residential Development; Residence; Harmony Ranch, Delhi, California, by Susan Bradford, ph. pl.; p.101, 120-121, Mar 96; B
Residential Development; Residence; The Cottages, Davis, California, ph. pl.; p.144, May 96; B

HIDEY, ROBERT
Residential Development; Residence; Aviara, Carlsbad, California, ph. pl.; p.125, Feb 96; B

HILL, DONALD
Interiors; Co-op Apartment; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p.152-157, Sept 96; ID

HILLIER & REED and NEAL PAYTON
Small Housing Development in Large Open Space; Loudon County, Virginia, ph. pl.; p.29, Jan 96, AR

HILLIER GROUP and KARLSBERGER COMPANIES
Connecticut Children's Medical Center; Hartford, Connecticut, by Karin Tellow, ph. pl.; p.72-75, Nov 96; INT

HILLIER GROUP
Interiors; Accounting Firm’s Offices, Deloitte & Touche: New York, New York; by Kate Hensler, ph. pl.; p.196-203, May 96; INT
Six Building Campus, Telecommunications Company; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; axon. pl.; p.54-55, Mar 96; A

HOEML, KLOSTER, SCHJIELDERUP & TONNING and HAYA GROV SYLTEN
Marine Research Center; Randsanbo, Norway, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.62-85, Aug 96; ARev

HOFFMAN, WILLIAM S.
Pedestrian Master Plan; Example Implementation Area, Portland, Oregon, by Michael Lecese, axon. sec. pl. map.; p.36-41, Sept 96; LA

HOLABIRD & ROOT and EPPSTEIN-UEHNE
School of Architecture and Urban Planning; University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, ph. pl. pers.; p.108-113, Aug 96; A

HOLEY ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Business Consulting Offices, Axiom; San Francisco, California, by Michael Webb, ph. pl.; p.124-129, Sept 96, INT

HOLL, STEVEN
Chapel of St. Ignatius, Seattle University; Seattle, Washington, m. sec.; p.43, Jan 96; A

HOLMEBAKK, CARL-VIGGO
Residence Library; Oslo, Norway, ph. pl. axon.; p.24-25, Aug 96, ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HOLSCHER, KNUD
Door Handles and Bathroom Fittings; ph.; p.20-21, Dec 96; ARev
Interiors; Industrial Designer’s Offices; Copenhagen, Denmark; ph. pl. sec.; p.73-75, Dec 96; ARev

HOOD OFFICE OF DESIGN
Interiors; Film Production Offices, Stephen Chao, Los Angeles, California, ph. pl.; p.76-81, Dec 96; ID
Interiors; Propaganda Film’s Offices, Los Angeles, California, ph. pl.; p.78-79, Dec 96; ID

HOPKINS, MICHAEL
Theater; Emmanuel College; Cambridge, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.47-51, 37, Feb 96; ARev
Theater; The Queen’s Building, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, England, ph. pl.; p.105, Sept 96; A

HORST, TERRILL & KARST
Physical Sciences Building, Fort Hays State University; Hays, Kansas, ph. pl.; p.92-93, July 96; AR

HORTON & LEES
Eastridge Mall, Lighting; Lighting Design; San Jose, California. ELS/Ebasani & Logan, ph.; p.24-25; May/Supt 96; AR

HOUSE & HOUSE
Two Architects’ Houses, Remodeled; BUILDER Award; San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, ph. pl.; p.68-71, Oct 96; B

HOWELL, DAVID
Clothing Store, Workshop; Auckland, New Zealand, ph.; p.144-145, Apr 96; ID

HUBNER, PETER
Kindergarten; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl. iso.; p.48-51, Sept 96; ARev
Private Residential School, Addition; Odenwaldschule; Ecological Concerns, Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl. axon.; p.41-43, Sept 96; ARev
Youth Club; Energy Efficient, Moglingen, Germany; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.44-47, Sept 96; ARev

HUGMAN, ROBERT H. H.
Riverwalk; Used WPA Funds, 1939, San Antonio, Texas, ph.; p.232-233, May 96; JAE

HUMPHREYS PARTNERS
Residential Development; Residence; Churchill Crossing, Dallas, Texas; by Susan Bradford, ph. pl.; p.138-139, Feb 96; B
Residential Development; Residence; Custer Hill, Allen, Texas; ph. pl.; p.98, Sept 96; B

HUNZIKER, TERRY
Residence; Interior Design; Seattle, Near, Washington, Olson & Sundberg, ph. pl.; p.222-225, May 96; ID

HUTCHINSON, RICHARD
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Second Place, Edinburgh, Scotland, ph. m. elev. sec. pers.; p.63-65, Jan 96; ARev
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HUTTON, GARY
Interiors; Condominium Apartment, San Francisco, California; ph pl; p. 110-113, June 96, ID

IDT ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Lever Office Team Center, Meeting Rooms, New York, New York, by Kate Hensler; ph pl; p. 130-135, Sept 96, INT

II BY IV
Night Club; Amnesia, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph pl; p. 136-139, Nov 96, ID

Women's Clothing Store, Boutique Moditt; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph pl; p. 140-141, Apr 96, ID

ISI
Sports Stadium Club; Saint Louis, Missouri, by Kate Hensler; ph pl; p. 72-73, Mar 96, INT

ILLUMINATION DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
Optometry Store; Lighting, Lighting Design; San Francisco, California, John Lum; ph pl; p. 20-21, Aug/Suppl 96, AR

INSTITUTE FOR AMERICAN URBAN LANDSCAPE
Urban Plan; Comprehensive Study; St Paul, Minnesota; ph pl; p. 13, Jan 96, AR

INSTONE, PETER
Convent Garden Hotel; Remodeled Hospital, London, England, Interior Design by Kit Kemp; by Michael Webb; ph pl; p. 58-61, Nov 96, INT

INTERFACE
Saint Mary's Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception; Lighting, Lighting Design, Portland, Oregon, Thomas Hacker; ph pl; p. 24-25, Aug/Suppl 96, AR

ISASI, JUSTO and ALBERTO PIELTAIN
Health Center, Madrid, Spain; ph pl sec; p. 56-58, July 96; AR

ISHII, MOTOKO
Lighting Designer's Work; --, Japan, by Wanda Jankowski; ph pl; p. 22-23, Nov/Suppl 96, AR

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Center for Advanced Science Technology; Landscape, Gardens, Hamma, Japan, Landscape Design by Walker, Peter and William Johnson; by Jane Brown Gillette; pers ill; ph pl; p. 66-73, 96, Mar 96, LA

JACOBSEN, CHARLES
Residence; Interiors, Asian Influence, Santa Barbara, California; ph pl; p. 88-93, Dec 96, A

JALLINOJA, REIJO
Apartment Building; Critique of Building Gestures; Helsinki Suburb, Finland; ph pl; p. 19, Jan 96, A Rev

JAMES & SNOW and ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE
Children's Museum; St Paul, Minnesota; ph pl sec; p. 86-93, Nov 96, A

JARMUND, KRISTIN
Child Care Center; Nursery for Hospital Staff, Stensby, Norway; ph pl sec; p. 54-55, Aug 96, A Rev

JARVIS, JAMES
Co-Housing Development, Windsong; Landscape Plan, Landscape Design, British Columbia, Langley, Canada, David Simpson; pers ill; p. 24, Apr 96, LA

JELLICOE, GEOFFREY
Obituary, His Career; ph pl; p. 12, 14, Sept 96, A Rev

JENKINS, CATER & TUCKER
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Finalist, Edinburgh, Scotland; ph pl elev sec; p. 72-73, Jan 96, A Rev

JENSEN & SKODVIN and CARL-VIGGO HOLMEBAKK
Bus Stop Shelter, Oslo, Norway; elev pl; p. 11, Aug 96, A Rev

JENSEN, JAN OLAV
Residence, Oslo, Norway; ph pl; p. 32-33, Oct 96, A Rev

JERDE PARTNERSHIP and JPI
Fremont Street; Covered Pedestrian Mall, Includes Tree-Like Column Space Frame, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph det; p. 88-89, 180, Apr 96, A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JESTICO & WHILES
Courtyard Structure, Ericsson Palace; Prague, Czech Republic; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.84-85; Jan 96; AR

JETER, COK & JEPSON
Residential Development; Residence: Farmington, Farmington, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.92; Mar 96; B

JIMENEZ, CARLOS
Art Building, Williams College; Williamstown, Massachusetts, ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; Nov 96; A

JETER, COOK & JEPSON
Residential Development; Residence: Farmington, Farmington, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.92; Mar 96; B

JIMENEZ, CARLOS
Main House and Guest House; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Apr 96; AR

JIRICNA, EVA
Interiors; Management and Technology Firm’s Headquarters Office; Interior Design: Prague, Czech Republic; Frank O. Gehry and Vlado Milunic; ph. pl; p.112-117; Nov 96; ID

JOHNSON, BERNIE D. and RAY WOLTERS
Residence: Custom Home Award. Alaha, Florida; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Mar/Apr 96; CB

JOHNSON, BETSY and TARIK CURRIMBHOY
Clothing Showroom, Betsy Johnson; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Apr 96; ID

JOHNSON, JED
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work and Career; ph.; p.58-59; Dec 96; ID

JOHNSON, PHILIP and RITCHIE & FIORE
Chapel, St. Basil; University of St. Thomas, Houston, Texas; m. sec. pl.; p.52-53; Mar 96; A

JOHNSON, PHILIP
Architect’s Right-Wing Political Philosophy; His Support of Hitler’s Nazism, by Kazys Varnelis, ph. biblio.; p.92-104; Nov 95; JAE

Critique of Donald Trump Tower; Its Effect on Columbus Circle, New York, New York; by Ned Cramer; ph.; p.51; July 96; A

Residence; Addition; Original Design; Irvington, New York; Dennis Wedlick; sec. pl. pers.; p.42-43; Feb 96; A

JOHNSON, SCOTT
Residence; Architect’s Napa Valley Retreat; Saint Helena California; by Michael Webb; ph.; p.232-239; May 96; INT

JONES & STOKES
Parkway Open Space Project; Part of Multi-Use Development, Includes Waterway and Island; Folsom, California, by Joan Aragone; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 96; LA

JONES STUDIO
Environmental Showcase House; ---, Arizona; ph.; p.100-101; June 96; INT

JOVA, HENRI
Architect’s Family House; Cantabria, Treceno, Spain; ph. pl.; p.104-111; Nov 96; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JUDD, DONALD
Furniture and Store Interiors in Minimalist Design Style; Designer’s Furniture, ph.; p.18-19; Dec 96; ID

JUNGLIM ARCHITECTURE
National Museum of Korea; Seoul, Korea; m. pers.; p.39; Jan 96; A

KHR AS ARKITEKTER
Office Building; Low Rise; Lyngby, Denmark; ph. pl. sec.; p.34-39; Dec 96; AR

KPMB
Low Rise; Toy Manufacturer’s Headquarters; Hasbro Corporation, Remodeled Old Mill, Pawtucket, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Jan 96; ID

KTFY GROUP
Residential Development; Residence: East Hampton; San Ramon, California; ph.; p.84; Nov 96; B

KZF, MICHAEL GRAVES and SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS
Engineering Research Center, University of Cincinnati; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl. sec., m.; p.86-91; July 96; AR

KAHN, ALBERT
Regional Ambulatory Center, Prototype; Waukesha and Kenosha, Wisconsin; ph.; p.38-40; Dec 96; BD&C

KAHN, LOUIS I.
Salk Institute for Biological Sciences; Addition: Concrete Wall Details and Controversy, Original Design; La Jolla, California; Anshen & Allen; ph. pl. sec.; p.71-81; 123-129; Mar 96; A

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD and SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Bethesda, Maryland; pl. pers.; p.135; Mar 96; A

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD
Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry; Berlin, Germany; pers. pl.; p.137; Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security, Berlin, Germany; m. pl. pers.; p.40-41; May 96; AR

KANNER ARCHITECTS
Interiors; Developer’s Offices, Malibu, California; ph. pl.; p.106-111; Mar 96; ID

Interiors; Low-Cost Building Developer’s Offices, AIA Honor Award; Malibu, California; ph. pl.; p.211; May 96; A

KAPPE & TAMURI
Architect’s Residence; Topanga, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-97; Dec 96; A

KAUFMAN & BROAD HOMES
Adventure, Model House; Anaheim, California; ph. pl.; p.40; Mar 96; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KAUFMAN & MEEKS
Residential Development; Residence; Highlands; Fresno California, ph pl. p.96; June 96; B
Residential Development; Residence; Ryland Crest. BUILDER Award; Also Viejo, California, ph. pl. p.78-79; Oct 96, B

KELLY, BEN
Children's Science Museum; London, England; ph. pl. p.32-34; Feb 96, ARev

KEPP, KEMP

KEPHART ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Mill Race Creek, Oswego, Illinois; ph. pl. p.208; Jan 96, B

KIESLER & PARTNER
Science Park for Research and Development; Energy Efficient; Gelsenkirchen, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.30-35; Sept 96. ARev

KILEY, DAN
Modern Master, His Career and Work; Winner of Brunner Memorial Prize; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean, ph. p.74-75, Feb 96, LA

KING, ROLAND, SARA CARBONERA and CARLO ZAVAN
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Edinburgh, Scotland; m. pers. pl. sec.; p.76; Jan 96; ARev

KINSMAN, RODNEY
Restaurant; East One, Chinese Cuisine, London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.24-25; Jan 96, ARev

KIRKEBY, PER
Sculptural Brick Wall; Critique; Copenhagen, Denmark; ph. p.23; Dec 96, ARev

KIRKPATRICK ASSOCIATES
Building Complex for Homeless Women and Children; Los Angeles, California; pl. axon. p.149 Mar 96; A

KLEIHUES, JOSEF PAUL
Museum of Contemporary Art; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.80-87; Aug 96, AR
Museum of Contemporary Art; Chicago, Illinois; ph. p.38-39; June 96; A

KLEIN & DYTHAM
Clothing Store, Jurgen Lehl; Saga, Japan; ph. pl.; p.33; Jan 96, ARev

KLIMENT, R. M. and FRANCES HALSBAND
Bank Headquarters; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Feb 96; ID
Entrance Pavilion, Penn Station; AIA Honor Award, New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.193; May 96; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KNUDSEN, PER, VOLL ARKITEKTER and SELBERG ARKITEKTER
Research Center for an Oil Company; Rotvoll Norway, ph. pl. sec. p.29, 58-61; Aug 96; ARev

KNUTSEN, KNUT
Summer House, Integrates with Nature; Portor Norway, ph. pl. axon. sec. elev.; p.73-77, Aug 96 ARev

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and HANSEN, LIND & MEYER
National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Bethesda Maryland, pl. pers. p.136, Mar 96, A

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Office Building; High Rise, Shanghai World Financial Center, Shanghai, China; elev. pers. det.; p.159, 162-163, Sept 96; A

KONING & EIZENBERG
Bank Remodeled; Los Angeles, California; ph. p.72-75; Feb 96; AR
Gymnasium, Recreation Center; Los Angeles, California; ph. p.78-81; June 96, AR
Residence; AIA Honor Award, Santa Monica, California; ph. p.188; May 96, A
Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Los Angeles, California; elev. pl. p.147, Mar 96, A

KOOLHAUS, REM
Art Gallery; Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York New York; ph. p.36-37, Dec 96, A

KORNBERG ASSOCIATES
Research Laboratory, Tanabe; San Diego, California; ph. p.52; Dec 96, AR

KORSHAGEN ARKITEKTER
Art Society Building; Integrates with Historic Neighbors; Copenhagen, Denmark; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-65; Dec 96, ARev

KOVOU & PARTANEN
Art School; Kankaanpaa, Finland; ph. p.74-77; June 96; ARev

KOVAC, TOM
Restaurant; Sapore, Melbourne, Australia; ph. pl. p.88-89; Nov 96, ARev

KRIER, LEON
Prince Charles Builds His Dream Town; Critique; Dorchester, England; ph. p.15; May 96, AR

KROLL, LUCIEN
Ecological Center; Study, Educational and Tourist Center; Belfort, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-73; Nov 96, ARev

KULKA, PETER and ULRICH KONIGS
Sports Stadium; Chemnitz, Germany; pl. axon. ill.; p.75-79; Mar 96, ARev

KUTH & RANIERI and JIM JENNINGS
Residence; Remodeled and Reinforced Structure, Saint Helena, California; Interior Design by Barbara Barry; ph. pl. p.76-79; Nov 96, INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LOG ID and ASP
Apartment Building; Biel, Switzerland, ph. pl sec.; p.56-58; Sept 96; ARev

LOT/EK
Penthouse Apartment Made of an Old Truck and Found Objects; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p.62-69; Dec 96; ID

LAKE & FLATO
Branch Library; San Antonio, Texas, ph. pl sec.: p.68-73; June 96; AR

LAMB, ROBERT
Residential Development; Residence, Winchester Villages, Yonkers, New York, ph. pl.; p.82; July 96; B

LANDAU, MARTIN
Clubhouse Retirement Development; Apex, North Carolina, pl. elev. ill.; p.36; Mar 96; INT

LANE, DANNY
Glass Star Light Fixture at Stairway; London, England, ph. ill. det. axon.; p.20-21; Oct 96; ARev

LANE, WILLIAM
Beach Lifeguard Stations; Miami Beach, Florida, ph.; p.102; Apr 96; A

LAPIDUS, MORRIS
Survey of Architect's Work; Interview With Architect, 93; His Work, Hotels, Stores, ph.; p.92-97; Sept 96; AR

LARSEN, HENNING
Art Museum, Addition; Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen, Denmark, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.28-33; Dec 96; ARev

LAURITZEN, VILHELM
Architectural School; Copenhagen, Holmen, Denmark, ph. pl. sec.; p.50-53; Dec 96; ARev

LAVENDER DESIGN GROUP
Kitchen; Denton, Texas, ph. pl.; p.112-113; May 96; B
Residential Development; Design to Improve Key Rooms, pl.; p.120; June 96; B

LAY, RODNEY E.
River Boat, The American Queen; Lighting, Lighting Design by Randy Burket, ph. det.; p.18-19; Aug/Suppl 96; AR

LE CORBUSIER
George Bataille's Book; Influence on Le Corbusier, The Open Hand; By Nadir Lahiji, ill. ph. elev. ref.; p.50-67; Sept 96; JAE

LEDBETTER, LEE H.
Office Building; Low Rise; Designer's Offices, New Orleans, Louisiana, ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 96; ID

LEE, GARY
Interiors; Financial Advisor's Offices, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Chicago, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.134-135; Nov 96; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LEE, GARY (Cont'd)
Interiors; Headquarter Offices, Amerin Guaranty Corporation, Chicago, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.158-163; May 96; ID
Outpatient Treatment for HIV/AIDS Patients; INTERIORS Award, Lake View, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.64-67; Jan 96; INT

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL and CHISHOLM & WASHINGTON
Youth Development Center, Gymnasium; Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; June 96; AR

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
School of Architecture and Planning; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon.; p.104-107; Aug 96; A

LEGORRETA ARCHITECTS and ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS
Mexican Museum; San Francisco, California, m. pl.; p.66-67; May 96; A

LEGORRETA ARCHITECTS
Art School; School of Visual Arts, Mexico City, Mexico, ph. pl.; p.82-83; Mar 96; AR
Central Services Building and Research Tower; National Center for the Arts, Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Mar 96; AR
Master Plan; National Center for the Arts, Mexico City, Mexico, ph. pl. sec.; p.78-91; Mar 96; AR

LEVY DESIGN
Mixed-Use Building; Apartments Over Stores and Offices, Architect's Apartment and Offices, San Francisco, Calif.; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 96; A

LEWIS, PHIL
Landscape Architect and Professor; His Career, Midwestern Landscape Promoter, Regional Planner, by J. William Thompson, ill. ph. map.; p.66-71; July 96; LA

LIBESKIND, DANIEL
Art Museum Addition; Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England, m. sec. pers.; p.11; July 96; ARev
Art Museum, Felix Nussbaum; Osnabruck, Germany, m. pl.; p.95; Sept 96; A
Art Museum; Artwork of Felix Nussbaum, Osnabruck, Germany, ph. elev. m.; p.57-59; Feb 96; ARev
Art Museum; Felix Nussbaum Museum, Osnabruck, Germany, m. sec.; p.40; Jan 96; A
Concert Hall; Bremen, Germany, m. elev. pl.; p.41; Jan 96; A

LIEBER ARCHITECTS
Interiors; Financial Services Headquarters, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Chicago, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.144-147; Nov 96; ID

LIGHT SOURCE
Optometry Store; Lighting, Lighting Design, San Francisco, California, John Lum, ph. p.20-23; Aug/Suppl 96; AR
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LINDROTH ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Mountaingate; Phoenix, Arizona, by Kathy Greet, ph. pl.; p.96, Sept 96, B
LINDON, PETER, PETER GAL and STEFAN POPLUHAR
New Town Competition; Prague Jizni Mesto Czech Republic, pl ill., p.104-114; Nov 96, JAE
LOEBL, SCHLOSSMAN and HACKL
Architectural Opportunities in China; Notes on the Process; Firm's Projects: —. China, by Donald Hackl, m.; p.32-37, Aug 96, TCS
LOHERBACH, E. D.
Residence; Custom Home Award, Boston Harbor, Washington, ph. pl.; p.42-49, Mar/Apr 96, CB
LOMBARDI & POON
Beach Pier; Hermosa Beach, California, m. pers.; p.65, May 96, A
LOOM
Multi-use Community Garden; Knox Garden, PA Award, Minneapolis, Minnesota, ph. pl. axon., p.148-149; May 96, A
LOOMIS, JOHN A. and KISS & CATHCART
Mixed Use Residential and Manufacturing Zones; PA Award, New York, Brooklyn, New York; pers. axon.; p.134-135, May 96, A
LOONEY, RICKS & KISS
Residential Development; Residence; BUILDER Award, Memphis, Tennessee, ph. pl.; p.77; Oct 96, B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)
LLOWE, FRANK
Synagogue; Congregation Lubavitch; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p.153, Nov 96, ID
LUCHETTI, ROBERT
Studio and Showroom for Fabric Manufacturer; AIA Honor Award; Webster, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.208, May 96, A
LUM, JOHN
Optometry Store; Lighting; San Francisco, California Lighting Design by Illumination Design Collaborative; ph.; p.20-21, Aug/Suppl 96, AR
Optometry Store; Lighting; San Francisco, California; Lighting Design by Light Source; ph.; p.20-23, Aug/Suppl 96, AR
LUMINAE SOUTER LIGHTING DESIGN
Second Street Lighting; Lighting Design, Phoenix, Arizona; Friedman, Tung & Bottomley, ph.; p.20-29, May/Suppl 96, AR
LUND & SLAATTO
Carmelitte Convent; Tromso, Norway, sec ph. pl.; p.66-69, Aug 96, ARev
LUND, SOREN ROBERT
Museum of Modern Art; Copenhagen, Koge Bay, Denmark; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p.54-60, Dec 96; ARev
LUSCHER, RUDOLPHE
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Fourth Place, Edinburgh, Scotland; ill. pl iso m. elev. sec.; p.69-71; Jan 96; ARev
Telecommunications Station; Lausanne, Switzerland; ph. pl sec.; p.40-44; Apr 96; ARev
MET STUDIO and McNEECE
Queen Elizabeth 2, Structural Renovation; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-99, Feb 96, AR
MGR
Men's Wear Showroom, Gene Meyer; New York, New York, ph.; p.139; Apr 96, ID
MIC
Men's Wear Showroom, Jhane Barnes; New York, New York, pl. ph.; p.130-133, Apr 96, ID
MacCORMAC, JAMIESON & PRICHARD
Garden Quadrangle, St. John's College; Details; Assembly of Precast Concrete Units, Oxford, England; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.92-97; Mar 96; AR
Student Housing, Burrell's Field; Trinity College; Cambridge, England, ph. pl.; p.108, Sept 96; A
MacCORMAC, RICHARD
John Ruskin Library, University of Lancaster; Lancaster, England, pers. ill. m. pl. sec.; p.79-81; Nov 96; ARev
MACK ARCHITECTS
Residence; Reno, Nevada; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-79; Apr 96, AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MACKENZIE, SCOTT
Residence; Log House Construction. Michael Roberts. Custom Home Award, Steamboat Springs, Colorado; pl. p. 80-86; Mar/Apr 96; CB

MacLACHLAN MONAGHAN
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry. Finalist, Edinburgh, Scotland; pl. pers. m.; p. 74; Jan 96; ARev

MADDOX, EVA
Carpet Showroom; DuPont Corporate Resource Center; INTERIORS Award, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 68-71; Jan 96; INT

Student Union Building, Chicago State University; IDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl., p. 126-131; Nov 96; ID

MAHMOUD, GALAL
Clothing Store. Ichthys; Paris, France; Interior Design by Jean-Pierre Heim, by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 52-55; Dec 96; INT

MAKI ASSOCIATES
Church; Church of Christ, Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 88-93; Oct 96; AR

MALTZAN, MICHAEL and MARMOL & RADZINER
Children's Arts Center; Remodeled Auto-Body Shop, Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec; p. 78-83; Feb 96; AR

MANGO, FRANK
Estate Size House; Maximum Electronic Features, Chicago, Near, Illinois; by Matthew Power; ph. pl.; p. 46-53; Sept/Oct 96; CB

MARBLE, SCOTT and KARIN FAIRBANKS
Interiors; Loft Apartment. New York, New York; ph. pl., p. 114-119; June 96; ID

MARINO, PETER
Clothing Showroom, Donna Karan; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 116-119; Apr 96; ID

MARKLI, PETER
Museum for Hans Josephson, Sculptor; Giornico, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p. 93-93; Sept 96; A

MARMON & MOK
Hospital; Cancer Center. San Antonio, Texas; by John Gregerson; ph. sec.; p. 38-40; Mar 96; BD&C

MARTIN, ALBERT C.
Padre Serra Parish Church. Lighting; Camarillo, California; Lighting Design by Architectural Lighting Design; ph. det.; p. 14-17; Feb/Suppl 96; AR

MARTINO, STEVE
Landscape Architect Uses Native Elements; Phoenix, Arizona; ph.; p. 80-87, 101; Feb 96; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MASCIALE, SHARON
CUSTOM BUILDER's Show Home; Estate Size, Interior Design, Newport Coast, California; Stephen L. Ball, by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.; p. 30-40; May/June 96; CB

MATHER, RICK
Restaurant; The Avenue; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; Sept 96; ARev

MAUK DESIGN
Duncan Aviation Trade Show Exhibit; Las Vegas, Nevada; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p. 64-67; Apr 96; INT

MAXWELL & SCOTT
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment, London, England; ph. pl.; p. 30; Oct 96; ARev

McDONOUGH, WILLIAM
Furniture Factory, Herman Miller SQA; Holland, Michigan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 26-33; Dec 95; AR

McHARG, IAN
Autobiography Excerpt; Early Environmental Concerns, by Ian McHarg; ph.; p. 88-93; 98-101; Mar 96; LA

McINTOSH, WILLIAM
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 206-211; May 96; ID

McINTURFF ARCHITECTS
Residence; Addition; BUILDER Award; Chevy Chase, Maryland; ph. p. 114-115; Oct 96; B

Residential Staircase; Residence; Chevy Chase, Maryland; ph. iso. det.; p. 141-143; Mar 96; A

McKIM, MEAD & WHITE
Italian Academy for Advanced Studies, Columbia University; Remodeled 1926 Structure, Original Design, New York, New York; Buttrick, White & Burfs and Italo Rota, ph. pl. sec.; p. 89-83; July 96; AR

McLARAND & VASQUEZ
Residence; Golden Nugget Award; Newport Beach, California; ph. pl.; p. 118; July 96; B

Residential Development; Residence; Golden Nugget Award; Danville, California; ph. pl.; p. 121; July 96; B

Residential Development; Residence; Greystone Landing; Golden Nugget Award; Huntington Beach, California; ph. pl.; p. 124; July 96; B

Residential Development; Residence; Greystone Landing; Huntington Beach, California; ph. pl.; p. 206; Jan 96; B

McMURRAY, CHARLES
Interiors; Condominium Apartment, Charlotte, North Carolina; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar 96; INT

McWHORTER ARCHITECTS
Residence; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 102-103; Nov 96; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MECANOO
Faculty of Economics and Management Building; University of Utrecht; Utrecht, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec.; p.63-67; June 96; ARev

MEIER, RICHARD
Art Gallery; Gagosian Gallery, Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Feb 96; A
Church of the Year 2000; Competition Winner; Rome, Italy; m. pl.; p.67; Aug 96; A
City Hall and Central Library; The Hague, Netherlands; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.98-107; Feb 96; A
City Hall and Library; The Hague, Netherlands; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon.; p.39-49; Jan 96; ARev

Federal Building and Court House; PA Award; Phoenix, Arizona; m. elev. pl. sec. chart.; p.118-121; May 96; A

Federal Courthouse and Federal Building; Wall and Roof Sections; Phoenix, Arizona; m. sec. pl.; p.138-139; Feb 96; A

Getty Center; Interview with Architect; Los Angeles, California; ph. p.26; Oct 96; ID

Issue Devoted to Architect's Work; Survey of Works, Editorial, Environmentally Sensitive Systems, by Deborah K. Dietch; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.; p.15; 65-107; 129-139; Feb 96; A

Low Rise; Swissair Headquarters Office Building; Wall Details; Melville, New York; ph. pl.; p.92-97; 133; Feb 96; A

Museum of Art, Offices, Study Center; Getty Center; Stone Veneer Wall Detail; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. m. elev.; p.89-87; 189; Feb 96; A

Museum of Contemporary Art; Sunscreen Details; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-79; 134-135; Feb 96; A

Museum of Television and Radio; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-107; Nov 96; A

Wall Sections of Various Buildings; Sunscreens; ph. sec. det.; p.129-139; Feb 96; A

MEILI, MARCEL and PETER MARKUS
Pedestrian Bridge Over River; Stryna, Austria; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.56-57; Mar 96; ARev

MELENDEZ ASSOCIATES et al.
Civic Center; New Master Plan; Los Angeles, California, axon.; p.35; Nov 96; A

MENN, CHRISTIAN
Charles River Bridge; Cable-Stayed Structure; Boston, Massachusetts; m. sec.; p.45; Jan 96; A

MENSE, MICHAEL
Main Street Plan; AIA Honor Award; Soldotna, Alaska; II.; p.203; May 96; A

MESSANA, PHILIP
Clothing Showroom and Fashion Accessories Floor; California Mart; Karen Kane Showroom; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.200-205; May 96; ID

MICELI, KULIK & WILLIAMS
Children's Garden; New York, Bronx, New York; pers. ill.; p.28; May 96; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MILLER & HULL
Olympic College Shelton; Shelton, Washington; by Sheri Olson; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Nov 96; AR
Residence; Wall Detail. Island Location; Decatur Island, Washington; ph. pl. det.; p.80-83; Apr 96; AR
Shelter and Health Care Facility; Fremont Public Association; Seattle, Washington; pers. sec. elev.; p.56-57; Oct 96; A

MILLER, DREW
Computer Delineation Award, Second Prize; Firehouse 451; ill.; p.48; June 96; A

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA and CHILD ASSOCIATES
Corporate Plaza, The Belvedere; Battery Park, AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.204; May 96; A

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
Office Building; Middle Rise, Headquarters for Vision Rehabilitation and Research, AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.210; May 96; A

MITCHELL & WALL
Residential Development; Residence, Chesterfield Bluffs, Chesterfield, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.66; Dec 96; B

MITHUN PARTNERS
Apartement Building; Low Rise, Renaissance; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p.132; May 96; B
Apartement Building; Low Rise, Studio Apartments; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 96; A
Residence; Rokko Island, Japan; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 96; A
Residential Development; Residence, Highland Creek, Issaquah, Washington; ph. pl.; p.158-159; May 96; A
Salish Lodge Spa; Snoqualmie Falls, Washington; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Oct 96; ID

MOATTI, ALAIN and JACQUES MOUSSAFIR
French Ministry's Offices, Interiors; Inspection Generale des Affaires Sociales; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.29-31; June 96; ARev

MOCKBEE, SAMUEL
Rural Studio; Teacher and Students Design and Build Housing for the Poor; ---, Alabama; ph.; p.74; Mar 96; AR

MOJO & STUMER
Interiors; Apartment: INTERIORS Award, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Jan 96; INT
Kitchen; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.158-159; Apr 96; ID

MONEO, JOSE RAFAEL
Art Museum, Work of Joan Miro; Majorca, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.25-28; Feb 96; ARev
Pritzker Prize Winner; ph. p.13; May 96; A
Pritzker Prize Winner; ph. p.37; May 96; A

MONTGOMERY & SISAM
Pedestrian Bridge over River; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.58-59; Mar 96; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MOORE & ANDERSSON and OLSEN & SUNDBERG
History Museum, Washington State; Tacoma, Washington. ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.70-77, Oct 96; AR

MOORE & ANDERSSON
Chihuly Bridge to History Museum; Tacoma, Washington. m. ph.; p.68-69, May 96; A

MOORE ASSOCIATES
Critique of Hotel on The Riverwalk; San Antonio, Texas; by Reed Krotoff; ph.; p.73, June 96; A

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL and GRUEN ASSOCIATES
Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Berlin, Germany. m. pl. pers.; p.38-39, Mar 96; AR

MOORE, RUBEY & YUDELL
Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Berlin, Germany. pers.; p.132, Apr 96; A

Escondido's California Center for the Arts; Landscape Plan; Escondido, California, Landscape Design by Pamela Burton, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph. pl.; p.28-35; Mar 96; LA

MORPHOSIS
Health Care Facility; Remodeled Office Building; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-65, Feb 96; AR

MOYE, GARY
Residence; Uses Reclaimed Lumber, Eugene, Oregon. ph.; det.; p.167; Oct 96; A

MUFSON PARTNERSHIP
Interiors; Holding Company Offices; Patterson, New Jersey. ph.; pl.; p.86-89, Feb 96; ID

MURCUTT, GLENN
Residence; Wilderness Site; New South Wales, Mount Wilson, Australia. ph. pl.; p.44-45, Oct 96; ARev
Residence; Yirkal Community; for Extended Aboriginal Family, Eastern Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, Australia. ph.; pl.; p.38-43, Oct 96; ARev

MURPHY & JAHN
Office Building; Middle Rise; Includes Wall Section; AIA Honor Award, Berlin, Germany. ph. pl. det. sec.; p.190-197, 280; May 96; A
Wholesale Apparel Center; AIA Honor Award, Munich, Germany. ph. pl.; p.156; May 96; A

MURRAY, STEPHEN et al.
Computer Delineation Award, Second Prize; Notre Dame Cathedral of Amiens, Ill. p.49, June 96; A

MYERBERG, HENRY
Library, Hebrew Congregation Education Center; Baltimore, Maryland. ph. pl.; p.114-115, July 96; ID

MYERS ASSOCIATES
Federal Courthouse; Competition Entry, Beckley, West Virginia. elev. pl.; p.108, Jan 96; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MYERS, BARTON
Center for the Performing Arts; Landscape Plan, Camarillo, California, Landscape Design by Pamela Burton, ph. pl.; p.28-35, Mar 96; LA

MYKLEBUST, EINAR, LARS HALLGREN, THOMAS HELLIESSEN and ARNE TVEIT
Agricultural Museum; Jaer, Norway. ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39, Aug 95, ARev

NBBJ
Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Seattle, Washington. ph.; pl. p.84-88, Aug 96; ID
Interiors; Paper Company Offices, Simpson Paper, San Francisco, California. ph.; pl.; p.198-199, May 96; ID
Interiors; Software and Paper Company Offices, WRQ and Simpson Paper, Seattle, Washington. ph.; pl.; p.196-197; May 96, ID
Key Arena Replaces Cables with Trusses; Coliseum Remodeled; Roof Details, Seattle, Washington. ph.; sec.; p.42-47; Feb 96; ARev
Surgery and Registration Wing, Harrison Memorial Hospital; Bremerton, Washington. by Karin Tettow. ph. pl.; p.108-111, Feb 96; INT

NVO
Old People's Home; Kuuruvesi, Finland. ph. pl. sec.; p.44-47, July 96; ARev

NADEL ARCHITECTS
Union Rescue Mission; Housing, Dining, Medical, Chapel, Los Angeles, California. ph.; p.112-113, Nov 96; AR

NAGLE, HARRAY, DANKER, KAGAN & MCKAY
Homan Square; Detached Houses, Townhouses and Apartments; Affordable, Chicago, Illinois. ph.; pl.; p.88-91, Jan 96; A

NAKANO & DENNIS
International Fountain and Plaza, Renovated; Landscape Design, Seattle, Washington. by Vernon Mays. ph.; pl. sec.; p.30-35, June 96; LA

NARUD STOKKE WIG
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition First Place Winner, Edinburgh, Scotland. pers. pl. elev.; p.58-62, Jan 96; ARev

NEUMANN, KENNETH and JOEL SMITH
County Prison; Prison Design, Grand Rapids, Michigan. ph.; pl. sec.; p.59, 104-107, Mar 96; A

NEWMAN, HERBERT S.
Ninth Square, Development of Residential Neighborhood; AIA Honor Award; New Haven, Connecticut. ph.; pl. p.202, May 96, A

NICHOLSON, FRANK
Four Seasons Resort; Interior Design, Nevis, West Indies; Zeigler & Roberts; by MJ Madigan. ph.; pl.; p.52-57, Nov 96, INT

NIELSEN, NEILSEN & NIELSEN
Office Building; Middle Rise, Architects Headquarters, DAL; Copenhagen, Denmark. ph.; pl. sec. m.; p.27, 40-45, Dec 96; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

NIX, KIRK M.
Lighting Showroom, CSL; Los Angeles, California. ph. p.122, Aug 96, ID.

NIX, MANN, PERKINS & WILL
Health Maintenance Offices, Kaiser Permanente; Cobb County, Georgia, by Kann Tettow. ph. pl. p. 222-225, May 96, INT.

NORIEGA-ORTIZ, BENJAMIN
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York. ph. pl. p. 120-125, Apr 96.

NORTH PARK STUDIO
Convent Chapel, The Magnificat Chapel; Villa Maria, Pennsylvania by MJ Madigan. ph. pl. p.52-55, Aug 96. INT.

NOUVEL, JEAN
Multi-Use Building; Stores, Offices and Apartments, Berlin, Germany, ph. pl. sec. p. 80-83, July 96. ARev.

NOWAK ARCHITECTS

NUNNERLEY, SANDRA

O’BRIEN ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Record Company Offices, Virgin Records, Beverly Hills, California. ph. pl. p.182-185, May 96.

O’HERLIHY & WARNER
Clothes Store; Santa Monica, California. ph. pl. p.30-31, Feb 96. ARev.
Residence; Malibu, California. ph. pl. sec. p. 28-29, Mar 96.

O’HERLIHY, LORCAN
Residence; Addition, Pacific Palisades, California. ph. pl. p.64-65, Oct 96.

ODLE, MCGUIRE & SHOOK
Showers Center; City Hall, Industrial and Educational Uses, Remodeled Furniture Factory, Bloomington, Indiana. ph. pl. p.92-95, Feb 96.

OEHME & VAN SWEDEN

OFFICE DA
Residence; Casa La Roca, PA Award. Caracas, Venezuela. elev. m. pers. axon sec. pl. p. 122-123, May 96.

OGAWA & DEPARDON and JANIS LEONARD
Restaurant; Bar 89, Design-Award. New York, New York. ph. pl. p.92-95, June 96.

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

OLMSTED & OLMSTED

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW

OLSON & SUNDBERG

OUTRAM, JOHN

OWEN & MANDOLFO

PALMER & TURNER

PARENT, JAMES
Residence; Landscape Plan, Cultural Divide Between Heratages, Quebec, Southeastern Canada, by Alicia Rodriguez. ph. pl. p.34-41, Nov 96.

PARISH & HADLEY

PASANELLA & KLEIN STOLZMAN & BERG
Education Center; Clinic Valley College, PA Award. Wise, Virginia. m. pl. axon. p.136-139, May 96.


Residence; Ormond Beach, Florida. ph. pl. p.68-75, Feb 96.

Shoreham Hotel; INTERIORS Award. New York, New York. ph. pl. p.76, Jan 96.

PASCAL ARQUITECTOS
Residence; Renovation. IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Bosques de Las Lomas, Mexico. ph. pl. p.154, Nov 96.

PATKAU ARCHITECTS

Native Community School; Wood Structure and Roofing Details. British Columbia, Agassiz, Canada. m. sec. det. p.44-45, May 96.
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PATKAU ARCHITECTS (Cont'd)
Residence: British Columbia, Nanaimo, Canada; ph. pl sec.; p.114-117; Apr 96; AR
School; Strawberry Vale School; Wood Structure and Roofing Details; British Columbia, Victoria, Canada; m. sec. det.; p.42-43; May 96; AR
Survey of Architect's Work; British Columbia, Canada; by Shen Olson; ph. m. sec. det.; p.40-45; May 96; AR

PAWSON, JOHN
Women's Clothing Store, Jigsaw, Bond Street; London, England; ph. pl.; p.71-75; July 96; ARev

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Hospital; University Hospital of Cleveland, INTERIORS Award; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.82; Jan 96; INT
Medical Research Building; Duke University; Durham, North Carolina; by John Gregerson, ph. pl. dia. elev.; p.36-40; Jan 96; BD&C

PEARCE PARTNERSHIP
Office Insertion, Library and Meeting Space in Architect's Offices; London, England; ph. pl elev sec. axon.; p.20-21; Mar 96; ARev

PELICAN ASSOCIATES
Mixed Development Block; Retail, Offices and Parking; Energy Efficient; Harare, Zimbabwe; ph. pl.; p.29, 36-40; Sept 96; ARev

PEREZ, ERNEST & FARNET
Casino Project Terminated in Controversy; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Scott Wall; pers. ph.; p.49; Feb 96; A

PERI, SHAY FRISH and TRANSIT DESIGN
Clothing Showroom, Fendissime; Rome, Italy; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Apr 96; ID

PERKINS & EASTMAN
Residential Development; Townhouse, Remodeled Warehouse, BUILDER Award; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. axon.; p.110-111; Oct 96; B

PERKINS & WILL and BURGESS & NIPLE
High School, Elementary School, Middle School; Community Fitness Center, AIA Honor Award; Perry, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.195, May 96; A

PERKINS & WILL and ILI & LEWIS
Interiors; Standard Chartered Bank Offices, New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.204-209; May 96; INT

PERKINS & WILL
Architecture School; Temple Hoyne Buell Hall; University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois; ph. pl; sec.; p.96-103; Aug 96; A
School; High; Arlington; St. Paul, Minnesota; pl.; p.39; Aug 96; BD&C

PHILIPS, FREDERICK
Infill House; BUILDER Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.106; Oct 96; B

PHISUTHIKUL, CHAKORN
Remodeled Puget Sound House; Richmond Beach, Washington; ph. pl.; p.36-41; Spring 96; CB

PIANO, RENZO
Brancusi Studio; Paris, France; m. pl. sec.; p.94; Sept 96; A
Cite Internationale; Multi-Use; Art Museum, Hotel, Offices, Congress Hall, Conference Center; Lyon, France; ph. pers. elev. sec.; p.50-57; Jan 96; ARev
Mixed-Use; Shopping Center, Convention Center, Hotel, Offices, University Uses, Concert Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory, Turin, Italy, by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.62-67; Nov 96; ARev
National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Bethesda, Maryland; pers. pl. sec.; p.138; Mar 96; A

PINOS, CARME
School; Elementary; Hillside Site, Morella, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.43-47; June 96; ARev

PLANTEC/TADASU OHE
Restaurant; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.75; 84-85; Sept 96; ARev

PLATT, BYARD & DOVELL
School; Private; K-12 School Reconstructed Over 17 Years; Brattleigh School; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Feb 96; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

Polshek Partners
National Design Museum, Renovation; Meeting ADA Requirements, New York, New York, ph: pl, axon.; p 43, Oct 96; A

Powadiuk, Suzanne
Ford Centre for the Performing Arts; Lighting Features, Lighting Design, British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, Moshe Safdie, ph: p 24-27; Nov/SuppI 96; AR

Powell & Kleinschmidt
Corporate Jet Interiors; by Kristen Richards, ph: p 70-71; Nov 96; INT

Predock, Antoine
Civic Arts Plaza; Civic Offices, Theater and Auditorium, Thousand Oaks, California, ph: p 58-60; Feb 96, BD&C

Presbrey & Torrado
Education Building, University of Rhode Island; BD&C Award, Includes Rhode Island Department of Education, Remodeled Department Store, Providence, Rhode Island, by Hugh Cook, ph: cost anal., p 64-69; Feb 96, ARev

Prince Ship, Sun Princess, Interiors; Njal Eide and Giacomo Mortola by Kristen Richards, ph: p 66-69; Nov 96; INT

Putnam, Andree
Office Building; Interiors, Private Offices, Paris, France, ph: pl; p 86-91; Nov 96; ID

Pyatok Associates
Residential Development; Villa Del Norte, Builder Award, Rancho Cucamonga, California, ph: pl; p 88-89; 170; Oct 96; B

Quality Design Group
Residential Development; Residence, Woodberry, Severna Park, Maryland, by Kathy Greet, ph: p 78; Nov 96; B

Quigley, Rob Wellington
Beach House; Orange County, California, ph: pl; p 105-113; Apr 96; AR

Train Station; Designs With Community, Solana Beach, California, ph: pl sec.; p 96-103; May 96; AR

Raw Architecture
Interiors; Music Company Headquarters, Motown Records, Los Angeles, California, by Michael Webb, ph: pl; p 90-95; Feb 96; INT

Rh Partnership
Office Building; Middle Rise, Ionica Building, Lighting Cambridge, England, ph: sec.; p 30-31; Nov/SuppI 96; AR

Rhwl
Merchants Pedestrian Bridge; Curves in Plan, Manchester, England, Structural Design by Whitby & Bird, ph: pl elev.; p 54-55; Mar 96; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

Rmw Architecture
Interiors; Headquarters and Training Center, Goodwill, San Francisco, California, by Kristen Richards, ph: pl; p 92-95; Oct 96; INT

Rnm Architects
Redesign of Floor to Take Advantage of Views; Critique, ph: p 110; Nov 96; B

Rtlk and Burton Associates
Retail and Entertainment Center; Irvine, California, ph: pl; p 94-103; Oct 96; LA

Rtlk
Interiors; NFL Players Association Offices, Washington, District of Columbia, by Kate Hensler, ph: pl; p 48-51; Dec 96; INT

Shopping Center; The Source, Westbury, New York; ph pers.; p 43 Dec 96; BD&C

U.S. Ambassador’s Residence; Bangkok, Thailand; pers. sec.; p 117, Jan 96; A

U.S. Ambassador’s Residence; Kuwait; pers. sec.; p 117; Jan 96; A

Randle & Roo
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned, Edinburgh, Scotland, ph: pl sec.; p 75; Jan 96; ARev

Ranney, Vicky and George
Residential Development; New Community Plan Includes Open Space, Prairie Crossing, Grayslake, Illinois, by Susan Bradford, Melissa Herron and Kathy Greet, ph: pl; p 108-109; July 96; B

Rauh, Richard
Cinema, Multiplex; Duluth, Georgia, ph: pl sec axon.; p 70-72; Feb 96; ARev

Rawn, William
School; Private; Music Building, Addition, Philips Exeter Academy, Exeter, New Hampshire, ph: pl sec.; p 80-85; May 96; AR

West Main Street Study; AIA Honor Award, Charlottesville, Virginia; pers. pl; p 205; May 96; A

Ricciotti, Rudy
Stadium for Sports and Rock Concerts; Vitrolles, France; ph: pl sec.; p 73-75; Feb 96; ARev

Rice, Andy
Yaquina Head Outstanding Natural Area; Quarry Converted to Tidal Zone, Quarry Cove, Oregon, by J. William Thompson, ph: pl sec.; p 74-81, 100-102; May 96; LA

Rich, Bruce A.
Residence; Estate Size; --, Maryland; by Matthew Power, ph: pl; p 60-65; May/June 96; CB

Rios Associates
Children’s Center, Warner Brothers; AIA Honor Award, Burbank, California, ph: pl; p 194; May 96; A

Day-Care Center, for MCA/Universal Studio’s Employees; Hollywood Hills, California, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph: pl; p 28-35; Apr 96; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARIOS ASSOCIATES (Cont'd)
MCA/Universal Child Care Center; Los Angeles, California, ph pl. sec., p.70-73, Mar 96, AR
Residence; Landscape Features Art, Landscape Design, Los Angeles, California, Frank O. Gehry, by Dirk Sutro, ph pl.; p.116-125, 142-143, Oct 96, LA

ANNATTO, PAOLO
Lighting Showroom, Luceplan; New York, New York; ph; p.121, Aug 96, ID

ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS
Interiors; Sybase Corporate Headquarters, ID/Info INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Emeryville, California; ph., p.156, Nov 96, ID

ROCHE, KEVIN and JOHN DINKELLOO
Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry, Berlin, Germany, pers. pl.; p.135; Apr 96, A
Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security, Berlin, Germany; m. pl. ill.; p.42-43, Mar 96, AR

ROCKWELL GROUP and FOCUS LIGHTING
Planet Hollywood, Walt Disney World; Lighting, Lighting Design, Orlando, Florida, Rockwell Group, ph.; p.18-23, Feb/Suppl 96, AR

ROCKWELL GROUP
Official All Star Cafe; New York, New York; by Kate Hensler, ph pl.; p.62-69, June 96, INT
Planet Hollywood, Walt Disney World; Lighting, Lighting Design by Rockwell Group and FOCUS Lighting, ph.; p.18-23, Feb/Suppl 96, AR

ROEDER, CRAIG A.
Coronado Shopping Mall, Lighting; Lighting Design, Albuquerque, New Mexico, FRCH, ph., p.26-27, May/Suppl 96, AR
Designer's Office/Residence; Dallas, Texas; by MJ Madigan, ph.; p.36-43, Dec 96, INT

ROMA DESIGN GROUP
Downtown Main Street; Redesigned after Earthquake Damage, Santa Cruz, California; by Alicia Rodriguez, ph. pl.; p.50-57, 116-118; Jan 96, LA
Waterfront and Downtown Recreation Plan; Embarcadero, San Francisco, California; pers.; p.13, Mar 96, AR

ROSEN, JAMES
Furniture Showroom, Pace Collection; West Hollywood, California; by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph.; p.70, Oct 96, INT

ROSENBLUM & HARB and JOHN WENDER
Clothing Showroom, Perry Ellis; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.110-115, Apr 96, ID

ROSS BARNEY & JANKOWSKI
Interiors; Architects' Offices, Chicago, Illinois; by Kristen Richards, ph. pl.; p.136-139, Sept 96, INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ROSSER INTERNATIONAL
Sheriff's Headquarters and Jail, Dekalb County; Decatur, Georgia; by Hugh Cook; ph. pl. cost anal.; p.26-30, May 96, BD&C

ROSSI, ALDO and SMALLWOOD, REYNOLDS, STEWART & STEWART
Office Building; Middle Rise, Celebration Place Office Building Complex, Celebration, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-63, Jan 96, AR

ROWLEY, CHERYL
Hotel Monaco, Remodeled; INTERIORS Award, San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.36-39, Jan 96, INT

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, ALLEY & ABY
Reforestation Plan for Golden Gate Park; San Francisco, California, by Joan Aragone, ph. pl.; p.54-59, Sept 96, LA

RYLAND HOMES
Residential Development; Residence, Canfield; West Dundee, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.80, Nov 96, B
Residential Development; Residence, Evendale, Cumming, Georgia, by Kathy Greet, ph. pl.; p.91, Mar 96, B

S/LA/M
Hospital for Long-Stay Patients; New Britain, Connecticut; by Karin Teflow, ph. pl.; p.78-81, Mar 96, INT

SNCF
Train Station; Lille, France; ph. axon. sec. det.; p.72-73, Mar 96, AR

SWA GROUP
Beverly Hills Hotel Renovation of Building and Landscape; Landscape Design, Beverly Hills, California; Gensler Associates; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph.; p.58-65, 85, July 96, LA

SACCONI, GIUSSEPPE
Monument to Vittorio Emmanuel II, 1895; Critique, Rome, Italy; ph.; p.25, Oct 96, ARev

SADIE, MOSHE
Ford Centre for the Performing Arts; Lighting Features, British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, Lighting Design by Suzanne Powaduk, ph.; p.24-27, Nov/Suppl 96, AR

SAILLOWITZ, STANLEY
Apartment Building; Loft Apartment and Studios, San Francisco, California; ph. axon. sec.; p.118-119, July 96, A

SALSANO & FAHIM
Interiors; Investment Management Offices, Lehman Brothers, New York, New York; by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p.216-221, May 96, INT

SALSANO, AL
Video Transport, Projected Wall-Sized Videos for Restaurants; ill. axon., p.35-37, June 96, ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SALTER, PETER
Resting Hut; Toyama, Japan, ph; p. 98, Sept 96, ARev

SAMYN ASSOCIATES
Seed House and Forestry Center; Marche-En-Famenne, Belgium; ph pl sec det; p. 33, 68-71; Mar 96, ARev

SAND, JEFF and LARISSA
Universal Cafe; San Francisco, California, ph; p. 104, Mar 96, ID

SANDERS, JOEL
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Artists' Live/Work Housing; Peekskill, New York; ph; p. 55, Oct 96; A

SANTA MARIA, MARK
Interiors; Consultant's Office, Beylerian; INTERIORS Award; New York, New York; ph; p. 80, Jan 96; INT

SARATOGA ASSOCIATES and CENTER FOR DESIGN INNOVATION
Outdoor Learning Center, DuSable/Farren; Park to House Gardens, Sports Courts, Theater, Tot Lot; Community Involvement; Chicago, Illinois; by Marilyn Dickey; pers. ill; p. 50-55, Apr 96, LA

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Cleveland Gateway Includes Sports Complex; AIA Honor Award, Cleveland, Ohio; ph; p. 205; May 96, A

SATER GROUP
Gulfside Estate House; Southwest Coast, Florida; by Matthew Power; ph; p. 36-43; Sept/Oct 96; CB
Residence; Custom Home Award, Naples, Florida; ph; p. 108-112; Mar/Apr 96, CB
Residential Development; Residence, Best of Show Winner; Naples, Florida; ph; p. 60-61; Nov/Dec 96, CB

SATTLER HOMES and KNUDSON & GLOSS
Show House; Denver, Near, Colorado; by Matthew Power; ph; p. 52-58; May/June 96, CB

SCARPA, CARLO
Canova Museum; Sculptor's Work, Possagno, Italy; ph; p. 98; Nov 96; ARev

SCHAUER ASSOCIATES
Coats Showroom, Ellen Tracy; New York, New York; ph; p. 142-143; Apr 96; ID

SCHMEER ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Mayfield, Golden Nugget Award, Irvine, California; ph; p. 126; July 96, B

SCHIRN, JANET
Interiors; Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph; p. 212-215; May 96, ID

SCHNABELBACH & WOO
Brooklyn Bridge Park Proposal; Multi-Use Park; New York, Brooklyn, New York; by Michael Maynard; ph pers; p. 72-81; Oct 96; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHNEIDER & SCHUMACHER
Office Building; Middle Rise; Advertising Agency, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; ph; pl sec pers; p. 59-61; Sept 96, ARev

SCHOLZ ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Country Woods, Orem, Utah; ph; p. 82; Nov 96, B

SCHWARTZ & SILVER and WALLACE & WATSON
Cultural Center, Two Rivers Landing; Offices, Restaurant, Crayola Museum, National Canal Museum, National Park Service Visitor's Center, Easton, Pennsylvania; sec. ph; p. 108-113; Nov 96, A

SCHWARTZ, MARTHA
Federal Plaza at Jacob Javits Buildings; Removal of Tilted Arc Sculpture and Installing New Plan; New York, New York; by John Beardsley; ill; p. 100, 159; May 96, LA

SCHWARTZ, MARTHA, KEN SMITH and DAVID MEGER
Village of Yorkville Park, Urban Site; ASLA Award of Excellence, Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph; p. 69-76; Nov 96, LA

SCOGIN, ELAM & BRAY
Art Gallery; Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia; ph; p. 78-79; Sept 96; AR
Beauty Salon and Spa; Dunwoody, Georgia; ph sec; p. 80-83; Sept 96; AR

SECCOMBE DESIGN
Oracle Corporation's Cafeteria; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Redwood Shores, California; ph; p. 140; Nov 96, ID

SEDLEY PLACE
Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; New York, New York; ph; p. 114-119; Sept 96, ID

SELLDORF ARCHITECTS
Survey of Architect's Art Gallery Designs; ph; p. 162-163; Nov 96, A

SENHAUSER, JOHN C.
Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER Award; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph; p. 108-109; 171; Oct 96, B

SERRA, RICHARD
Tilted Arc at Federal Plaza; Analysis of Public Art; New York, New York; by D. S. Friedman; ph; pl dia ref; p. 62-78; Nov 95, JAE

SHELDON & MINDEL
Hall of Fame Inductee; Their Work and Career; ph; p S10-S11; Dec 96, ID

SHERMAN, ROGER, WILLIAM WILLIAMS and JACQUELINE LEAVITT
Residential Development; Affordable Housing Competition, Los Angeles, California; m; ph; p. 148; Mar 96, A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SHIM & SUTCLIFFE
Bathroom Addition to Residence; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. det.; p. 104-107, Sept 96; AR
Husband and Wife Architectural Office; Their Work; ph. pl. m. sec.; p. 124; June 96, A
Residence; Includes Wall Section; Ontario, Slatetown, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-129, 198; June 96, A
Residence; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p. 127; June 96, A
Residence; Wooded Site; Ontario, Haliburton, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126; June 96, A

SHINICHI OGAWA ATELIER
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry. Mentioned; Edinburgh, Scotland pers. sec.; p. 78; Jan 96, A

SHO-DEEN
Mill Creek, Carriage House, Rental Above Garage; Geneva, Illinois, by Susan Bradford, ph. pl.; p. 133, Feb 96, B

SHOOK DESIGN GROUP
Supermarket; IIDA INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Cary, North Carolina; ph. p. 142; Nov 96, ID

SHORT, STEPHEN J.
Hospital; General, Cardiac Intensive Care Unit, Reno, Nevada. Interior Design by Thompson Design; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p. 86-89, Oct 96, INT

SHULER, CAROL
Landscape Architect Uses Native Elements; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. p. 80-87, 101; Feb 96, LA

SIEGEL & DIAMOND and HOLMES & NARVER
Air Traffic Control Tower and Administration Building; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-101, July 96, A

SIENA ARCHITECTURE
Office Building; Low Rise; Green Approach; Norm Thompson Clothing Firm Headquarters, Hillsboro, Oregon; by Hugh Cook; ph. cost anal.; p. 52-56, June 96, BD&C

SILVESTER & TAFIERO
Admiral's Club, American Airlines Lounge; Newark, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p. 106-107, Feb 96, ID

SIMMONS HOMES DESIGNS
Residential Development; Residence; Country Club Estates, Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p. 156-157, May 96, B

SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS
Public Library; Clayton, California; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; June 96, AR

SIMONSON, GERMANY & NONEMAKER
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Whitworth; Nashville, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p. 128; Feb 96, B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SIMPSON, DAVID
Co-Housing Development, Windsong; Landscape Plan; British Columbia, Langley, Canada; Landscape Design by James Jarvis; pers. pl. ill.; p. 24; Apr 96, LA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Center for Continuing Education; George Washington University; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p. 62-65, July 96; INT
Federal Courthouse; Wall Section; White Plains, New York; ph. sec. axon.; p. 70; 156; Jan 96, A
Interiors; Investment Firm's Offices; New York; New York; ph. pl.; p. 142-145; Sept 96, ID
Martin Theater for Performing Arts; Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Highland Park, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 199; May 96, A
Modernist Campus Renovated, University of Illinois; Original Design; Chicago, Illinois; Daniel P. Coffey; by Cheryl Kent; ph.; p. 21-22; Aug 96; AR
Office Building; High Rise; Jin Mao Building; Structural System; Shanghai, China; pers. sec. dia. elev.; p. 164-165, Sept 96, A
Office Building; Middle Rise; Commonwealth Tower; Addition and Remodeling; BD&C Award; Arlington, Virginia; by Hugh Cook; ph. cost anal. axon.; p. 40-46, Oct 96, BD&C
Office Reorganizes Its Various Branches; AIA Firm of the Year Award; ph.; p. 21-22, May 96, A
Psychology Building, Washington University; St Louis, Missouri; ph. pl.; p. 84-85, July 96, AR
Training and Conference Center, Hewlett-Packard; Remodeled Factory and Distribution Center; Palo Alto, California; ph. pl.; p. 84-85, Feb 96, AR

SMITH, KENNETH
Community Center; BUILDER Award; Boca Grande, Florida; ph. p. 116; Oct 96; B

SMITH, MICHAEL
Residence; Interiors: Santa Monica, California; ph. p. 81-87; March 96, ID

SOANE, JOHN
Exhibit of Drawings; Soane's Approach to Building Design; ill. pers.; p. 20-21, Feb 96, AR

SOFES, ELIOT
Food Delivery Preparation Spaces; GLWD's Kitchens; New York, New York; ph. p. 60, 63; May 96; ID

SOLOMON ARCHITECTURE
Affordable Housing Competition; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. axon.; p. 148; Mar 96, A

SOLOMON, BARBARA STAUFAFFER, STANLEY SALTOWITZ and VITO ACCONCI
Public Art Project; Promenade; and Other Linear Pedestrian Urban Elements; Promenade Ribbon; San Francisco, California; by Jane Brown Gillette; pers. m. ph. p. 80-87, 100-101, Apr 96, LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SOLOMON, DAN and PETER CALTHORPE
Residential Development; New Urbanist Plan; Mountain View, California; ph pl, p.75-76, Apr 96; A

SPECTOR GROUP
Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Olympus America, Melville, New York, by Kristen Richards; ph pl, p.52-59, Apr 96, INT

SPENCER ASSOCIATES
Visitor Center, Hoover Dam; Controversy, Hoover Dam, Nevada; ph p, Jan 96; A

SPIER & CANDELA
Visitor Center, Hoover Dam; Controversy, Hoover Dam, Nevada; ph pl sec, p 47-53, Jan 96, A

STAFF, JOHN
Bathroom and Kitchen, Manhattan Beach, California; ph pl, p 105-109, July 96; ID

STEELCASE STAFF
Interiors; Executive Office Remodeled, Programming with Focus Groups, Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph, p 74-75, Aug 96; ID

STEINDL DESIGN
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph pl, p 92-97, July 96; ID

STIRLING, JAMES and MICHAEL WILFORD
Campus, Temasek Polytechnic, Singapore; ph pl, axon sec, p 48-62, June 96, A Rev

STOUT, LEE
Textile Showroom, Design Tex; New York, New York; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph pl, p 15-25, Mar 96; INT

STRALEY, JONATHAN
Interiors; Designer's Loft, Apartment, San Francisco, California; ph pl, p 88-91, Mar 96, ID

STREETMAN HOMES
Residential Development; Residence, Circle C Ranch, Austin, Texas; ph pl, p 145, May 96, B

STRIJJS, MAARTEN
Emission Cleaning Plant, Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph pl, sec, p 64-65, Sept 96, A Rev
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STUBBINS ASSOCIATES
U.S. Ambassador's Residence; Singapore; ph. pers. sec.; p.115-116, Jan 96, A

STUDIO AKTINSON
Residence; PA Award. Zachary, Louisiana; m. pl. det.; p.140-141; May 96; A

STUDIO GAIA
Restaurant; Republic; Design Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.96-97; June 96, ID

STUDIO SOFIELD
SoHo Grand Hotel; Interiors; Interior Design; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.88-97, Oct 96, ID

STUDIOS
Computer Factory; 3Com; Santa Clara, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.34-39; Dec 96; AR
Computer Factory; Silicon Graphics; Mountain View, California; ph. pl.; p.24; Dec 96, AR
Interiors; Law Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.82-89; Feb 96, INT
Low Rise; Computer Company Headquarters; Silicon Graphics Entry Site; Mountain View, California; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.72-79; May 96; AR
Telecommunications Factory; Northern Telecom; Santa Clara, California; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Dec 96, AR

SUMMERLIN COMMUNITY
Projects as Models for Arid-Zone City to Accommodate Growth; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Michael Lecese; ph. pl.; p.66-73, 96; Apr 96, LA

SUZUKI ASSOCIATES
Security Elements in Palmer Park; Glendale, California; Landscape Design by Clark & Green; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p.50-55; May 96; LA

SWENSSON, EARL
Ambulatory Care Center; Good Samaritan Hospital; Englewood, Ohio; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.88-93; June 96, INT
Office Building; High Rise; Bell South Tower; Includes Tennessee Economic Development Center; Nashville, Tennessee; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p.32-35; Mar 96; BD&C

SWIFT & COMPANY
Discovery Park; Urban Wilderness; Habitat Improvement Project; Seattle, Washington; by Michael Lecese; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Dec 96; LA

SWISHER & HALL and BARTON MEYERS
Architecture School; University of Nevada; Controversy over Design of Building; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Reed Kroloff; elev. m. ph.; p.71; Aug 96; A

SYNDESI
House Uses Recycled and Other Alternative Products; m. sec.; p.26; Jan 96, AR

SZYSZKOWITZ & KOWALSKI
Residence; Bad Mergen-Theim, Germany; ph. pl. pers. ill.; m.; p.56-59; Oct 96, AR/Rev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

TAS DESIGN
Interiors; Offices for Sony Music International; Includes Glass Wall Details; Miami, Florida; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.168-175; May 96; ID

TEN ARCHITECTS
Museum of Natural History; PA Award; Mexico City, Mexico; m. sec. pl.; p.154-157; May 96; A
School of Dramatic Arts; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 96; AR

TRA
International Fountain and Plaza, Renovated; Seattle, Washington; Landscape Design by Nakano & Dennis; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p.30-35; June 96, LA

TAI, LOLLY
Town Hall Garden and Park; Xeriscape Concept; Hilton Head, South Carolina; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.95-63, May 96; LA

TAKAMATSU, SHIN
Community Center; Gotsu, Japan; ph. pl.; p.32-35; July 96; ARev

TAKASAKI, MASAHARU
Astronomical Museum; South Area, Japan; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.34-37; Jan 96, ARev
Kindergarten; Mizobe, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.59-63; July 96; ARev

TALLER DE ENRIQUE NORTEN
Architect's Residence; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-69; Dec 96; A

TANIGUCHI, YOSHIO
Architect's Career and Work; ---, Japan; ph. pl.; p.96-104; Oct 96; A
Municipal Museum of Art; Toyota, Japan; ph. pl. axon.; p.100-103; Oct 96; A
Visitor Center at Sea Life Park; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Oct 96; A

TANKSLEY, ALAN
Residence; Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Feb 96; ID

TANNER, LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Lofts Building; BUILDER Award; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.98; Oct 96; B
Center for Engineering Management; Stanford University; Palo Alto, California; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-75; Jan 96, AR

TATE & SNYDER
Interiors; Architect's Offices; BUILDER Award; Henderson, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.122; Oct 95; B
School; High; Prototype; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.81; Apr 96; A

TAYAR, ALI
Furniture Showroom; Gansevoort Gallery; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.30; Nov 96; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TAYLOR, PATEL

TEAM OF TEN
Charrette on Botanic Garden Design; Design by Architects, Landscape Architects, Artists, Wetlands Expert, Silverton, Oregon, by Alicia Rodriguez, pers. ill. sec. pl.; p.32-37, July 96, LA

TEGNESTUE, BORNEBUSCH
Forest Research Institute; Copenhagen, Horsholm, Denmark, ph. pl sec, p.61-63, Dec 96; ARev

TEN EYCK, CHRISTINE
Landscape Architect's Use of Indigenous Elements; ph.; p.80-87, 101, Feb 96, LA

THE MODERNS
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.146-151, Sept 96, ID

THEODORE & BRADshaw
Bathroom; Chicago, Near, Illinois; p.156-157, Apr 96; ID

THIBAULT, PIERRE
Indoor-Outdoor Theater; PA Award, Quebec; Upton, Canada; m. pl.; p.142-143, May 96, A

THOMAS, MARGERY
Residence; Interiors; New Jersey, ph.; p.98-99, Jan 96, ID

THOMPSON & ROSE
Husband and Wife Architectural Office; Their Work; ph. pl. elev. m.; p.118-121, June 96, A

Studio Complex, Atlantic Center for the Arts; Music, Sculpture, Painting, Dance Studio and Theater, New Smyrna Beach, Florida; elev. pl.; p.118-121, June 96, A

Veterans' Memorial; Columbus, Indiana; m.; p.117, June 96, A

THOMPSON DESIGN
Hospital; General; Cardiac Intensive Care Unit; Interior Design; Reno, Nevada; Stephen J. Short; by MJ Madigan, ph. pl.; p.86-89, Oct 96; INT

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Carpet Factory, Prince Street Technologies; Cartersville, Georgia, ph. pl.; p.44-49, Dec 96; AR

Convention Center; INTERIORS Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. sec.; p.44-48, Jan 96, INT

Low Rise; Corporate Office; Showroom, Manufacturing Facility; Prince Street Technologies, Cartersville, Georgia; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl.; p.34-39, Aug 96, INT

Office Building; Middle Rise; UPS Headquarters; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. p.110-115, Jan 96, ID

Shopping Center; The Plaza; King of Prussia, Pennsylvania; by John Gregerson; ph. pl. elev. cost anal.; p.26-29, Nov 96, BD&C

Woodruff Arts Center; Renovation, BD&C Award; Atlanta, Georgia; by John Gregerson; ph. pl. sec. det. cost anal.; p.50-54, Oct 96, BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TIHANY, ADAM D. and WIMBERLY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO
Private Club, Monte's; London, England, ph. pl.; p.118-123, Nov 96; ID

TIHANY, ADAM D.
Restaurant; Artos, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.62-65, Aug 96; INT

TONKIN ARCHITECTS
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned, Edinburgh, Scotland; ph. sec. elev. m.; p.76, Jan 96, ARev

TORP, NIELS
City Block Remodeled into Mixed Use; Semi-Public Uses, Oslo, Norway; ph. pl.; p.70-72, Aug 96, ARev

TRESSSERRA, JAUME and GCA ARQUITECTES
Interiors; Law Offices, Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. pers.; p.98-103, Nov 96; ID

TROUGHTON & MCASLAN
Speech, Language and Hearing Center for Young Children; London, England; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-109, Nov 96, AR

TSAO & MCKOWN
Interiors; Architect's Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86-91, Dec 96, A

Suntrust City, Urban Complex; Convention Center, Office Towers, Retail, Entertainment, Parking, Singapore; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.86-95, May 96, AR

TUCK & HINTON
Interiors; Warehouse Apartment; Nashville, Tennessee; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.55-61, Aug 95; INT

Record Studio; Warner/Reprise, Nashville, Tennessee; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.68-71, Mar 96, INT

TUOHY & CHARNOCK et al.
Furniture Showroom, Sander Partnership; Multi-Line Showroom Spaces, New York, New York; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl.; p.34-35, Apr 96, INT

TURETT COLLABORATIVE
The Market, Food Court; Design Award; Jersey City, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.98-101, June 96, ID

TURNER ASSOCIATES
Visitor Center; Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site; Atlanta, Georgia; Landscape Design by Jackson & Person; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl.; p.52-59, Dec 96; LA

TUTTLE, PAUL and LOREN SOLIN
Seaside House, Landscape Plan; Carpenteria, California; Landscape Design by Isabelle Greene; by Michael Lecce; ph. pl.; p.30-37, May 96, LA

UDA
Crawford Square; New Urbanist Neighborhood Plan; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.74-75, Apr 96, A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

UNGERS, OSWALD M.
Architect’s Residence; Cologne, Mungersdorf, Germany; ph. pl. sec., p. 70-73; Dec 96; A
Gallery of Contemporary Art; Addition; Critique; Hamburg, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 9; Oct 96; ARev

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
Computer Station; University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, Michigan; ph. pl.; p. 87; Apr 96; A

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA STUDENTS
Riverfront Replanting; Students and Architects Key a Volunteer Effort; St. Paul, Minnesota; by Alicia Rodriguez; pers. ph. pl.; p. 38-43; May 96; LA

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA STUDENTS
Indian Museum; Student Projects; Cultural Identity Concerns; Ledyard, Connecticut; by Tony Atkin and Carol Herschelle Krinsky; ill. m.; p. 237-245; May 96; JAE

UTZON, JORN
Residence; Architect’s House, Cliff Site Critique; Maribra, Spam; by John Sargent, elev. ph. pl., p. 46-52; Oct 96; ARev
Residence; Mountain Site, Majorca, Spain; ph. pl.; sec., p. 53-55; Oct 96; ARev

VANDKUNSTEN, TEGNESTUEN
Shopping Center; Gentofte, Copenhagen, Denmark; ph. pl.; p. 98-101; Sept 96; AR

VAUX, CALVERT
Belvedere Castle, Nature Observatory; Central Park, New York, New York; ph.; p. 14-16; Dec 96; LA

VAN BERKEL & BOS
Residence; Amsterdam, Netherlands; pers. m.; p. 30; Feb 96; LA

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL
General Mills Headquarters Landscape Plan; Includes Prairie Grass; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl.; p. 132-139, 144-146; Oct 96; LA
Harvard Yard Renovation, Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Original Design by Olmsted & Olmsted; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl.; p. 26-31; Aug 96; LA
Veterans’ Memorial; Columbus, Indiana; pers. m.; p. 30; Feb 96; LA

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and EINHORN, YAFFEE & PRESCOTT
Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Building Security; Berlin, Germany; m. pl.; pers. pl.; p. 40-41; Mar 96; AR

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Bethesda, Maryland; pers. pl.; p. 137; Mar 96; A

VENZEL, ANDREW
Interiors; Apartment, AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 209; May 96; INT

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and ROBERT G. NEILEY
Student Center; Memorial Hall, Harvard University; Restoration and Remodeling; 1870’s Structure; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Original Design by Ware and Van Brunt; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-98; July 96; AR

VINES, ANDREW
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Apr 96; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

VINOLY, RAFAEL
Conference Center and Performing Halls; International Forum; Theaters in Detail; Atrium, Details, Structural, Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p. 110-135, 157-161; Oct 96; A

Mixed Use; Conference Center, Music Halls, Plaza and Retail; International Forum Building; Tokyo, Japan, by Ivor Richards, ph. pl. sec.; p. 37-49; Nov 96; ARev

Structure and Construction of International Forum Building; Tokyo, Japan, ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-135, 157-161; Oct 96; A

VON ERDMANNSDORFF, FRIEDRICH WILHELM
Worlitz Estate; Historic Array of Buildings, Dessau, Germany, ph. ill., p. 9; July 96; ARev

VON GERKAN, MARG & PARTNER and IAN RITCHIE
Exhibition and Convention Center; Structural Metal Arched Frame; Leipzig, Germany; ph. pers. axon. sec. det.; p. 74-77; Mar 96; BD&C

VON GERKAN, MARG & PARTNER
Convention and Trade Center; Glass Hall, Metal Structure Details, Environmental Control in Summer and Winter, Leipzig, Germany, by Mary Pechinski, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 80-89; Nov 96; AR

WFA ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development; Ash Street Cottages, Brea, California, ph. pl.; p. 108-109; June 96; B

WAECHTHER, HANS
Youth Center, Turkish Community; Hessen, Ober-Ramstadt, Germany, ph. pers. elev., p. 54-55; July 96; A

WALDMAN, PETER D.
Architect’s Residence with Volcano Form; Cross Bracing Details; Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p. 74-81, 144; Dec 96; A

WALKER GROUP/CNI
Home Furnishings Store; IKEA; INTERIORS Award; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p. 60-63; Jan 96; INT

WALKER, MILTON
Homeowner’s Folk Art Stone Garden Structures; Seattle, Washington, ph. p. 24-26; May 96; LA

WALKER, PETER and WILLIAM JOHNSON
Center for Advanced Science Technology; Landscape, Gardens, Landscape Design, Harima, Japan, Arata Isozaki, by Jane Brown Gillette, pers. ill. ph.; p. 66-73; Mar 96; LA

Ground Covers Garden Exhibit; Narrative Garden Describes Earth Framework and Its Plants, Escondido, California, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph. pl. table; p. 28-31; July 96; LA

Regional Park on Landfill; Prairie Crossing Development Links; Lake County, Illinois, by Jory Johnson, pers. ill. pl.; p. 40-45; Feb 96; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WALLACE, G. C.
Residential Development; Residence; Sag’s Leap, Golden Nugget Award, Henderson, Nevada; ph. pl.; p. 124; July 96; B

WALTER, DOUG
Remodel and Addition to Historic House; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p. 44-49; Spring 96; CB

Residence; Addition; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p. 52-56; Spring 96; CB

Residence; Log House Construction, Custom Home Award, Chafee County, Colorado; ph. pl.; p. 138-144; Mar/Apr 96; CB

WANZENBERG, ALAN
AIDS Housing for Homeless; New York, New York; pers. pl.; p. 148; Mar 96; A

WARDLE, JOHN
Residence; Melbourne, Australia; ph. pl. elev.; p. 28-29; Oct 96; ARev

WARE and VAN BRUNT
Student Center; Memorial Hall, Harvard University; Restoration and Remodeling; 1870’s Structure, Original Design, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Venturi & Scott Brown and Robert G. Neiley, ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; July 96; AR

WARREN, WHITNEY and CHARLES REED
Passenger Circulation at Grand Central Station; Crowd Aesthetic, a History, New York, New York, by Anthony Raynsford; ill. pl. ref.; p. 2-14; Sept 96; JAE

WATANABE, MAKOTO SEI
Village Hall and Performance Hall; Gifu, Sakauchi-Mura, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-43; July 96; ARev

WEAVER, GARY
Residential Development; Residence; Winslow, Bloomington, Indiana; ph. pl.; p. 96; Mar 96; B

WEBLER & GEISSLER
Office Building; Low Rise; Gotz Headquarters Building, Wurzburg, Germany; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-54; Nov 96; ARev

WEDLICK, DENNIS
Residence; Addition; Irvington, New York; Original Design by Philip Johnson, sec. pl. pers.; p. 42-43; Feb 96; A

WEEKLEY, DAVID
Residential Development; Residence; ---, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 46; Jan 96; B

WEES, HARRY
Buckingham Memorial Fountain Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 192; May 96; A

WEINSTEIN & COPELAND
Artist Studios and Apartments; AIA Honor Award; Seattle, Washington, ph. pl.; p. 200; May 96; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WEINSTOCK, BENNETT and JUDIE

WEISMAN, JEFFRY
Espresso Machine Store; San Francisco, California. ph.; p. 105; Mar 96, ID

WEISS & MANFREDI

Husband and Wife Architectural Office; Their Work, ph. pl. m.; p. 92-99, June 96, A

Park and Community Center; Sergeant Means Park, Olympia Fields, Illinois; ph.; p. 94-99; June 96, A

WEISS & WARCHOL
Interiors; Apartment, Loft Renovation, New York, New York. ph. pl.; p. 92-97; Jan 96, ID

WELLS & PUGSLEY
Residential Development; Residence, Spring Valley Ranch, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p. 114-115; Sept 96, B

WELLS, WOODBURN & O'NEILL and WEIDT GROUP
Center for Energy and Environmental Education; University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa, by Joe Kolbasa, ph. pl.; p. 86-90; June 96, TCS

WENK ASSOCIATES
Riverwalk at Urban Core; Blue River Plaza, Reclaimed River, Breckenridge, Colorado; by Michael Leccese, ph.; p. 104-113; Oct 96, LA

WHEATLEY, DAVID COE
Residential Development; Residence, Hillandale; ph.; p. 35; Oct 96, B

WHEELER GROUP
Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; INTERIORS Award, Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p. 49-51; Jan 96, INT

WHEELock, MORGAN
U.S. Armed Services Memorial; Caen, France; by Jane Brown Gillette, ph.; p. 72-79, 83-84; July 96, LA

WHITNEY & BIRD
Merchants Pedestrian Bridge; Curves in Plan; Structural Design, Manchester, England, RHWL; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-55; Mar 96, ARev

WIELAND, JOHN
Residential Development; Residence, Torrence; ph. pl.; p. 41; May 96, B

Survey of Kitchens; Marietta, Georgia; by Melissa Herron, ph.; p. 110+; May 96, B

WILFORD, MICHAEL
Building Products Regional Sales and Distribution Center; Hamburg, Germany; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 102-107; Aug 96, AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WILLIAMS, TOD and BILLIE TSIEH
Neurosciences Institute; Includes Glass Wall Detail. La Jolla, California; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-93, 164; Mar 96, A

Neurosciences Institute; Landscape Plan, La Jolla, California; Landscape Design by Burton Associates, by Joan Aragone, ph. pl.; p. 82-89, 86-87; June 96, LA

WILLIAMSON, R. D.
Residential Development; Boca Bay, Vacation House, BUILDER Award, Boca Grande, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Oct 96, B

WIMBERLY, GEORGE J.
Obituary; His Career, ph.; p. 12; Mar 96, INT

WOLD ARCHITECTS
Black Hawk Middle School; Eagan, Minnesota by Hugh Cook, ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 72-74; Apr 96, BD&C

WOLFF, LANG & CHRISTOPHER
Energy Resource Center; Demonstrates Sustainable Architecture, Downey, California; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. cost anal. dia.; p. 36-39; Sept 96, BD&C

Energy Resource Center; Downey, California, ph.; p. 102-103; June 96, INT

WONG & CHEN
New Community; Apartments, Houses, Retail/Recreation Center, Garden Villas, With Canals, Suzhou, China; ph. pl. m.; p. PR34-37; July 96, AR

WORMSER ASSOCIATES
Interiors; TV Film Editing Offices; CrewCuts, New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p. 176-181; May 96, ID

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Three Buildings in Japan Exhibit; Designs for an American Landscape, --- Japan; ph. ill. pers.; p. 42-43; Aug 96, A

WYSS ASSOCIATES
Resort Hotel; Deadwood, South Dakota; ill. pl.; p. 18; Dec 96, LA

YAEAGASHI, NAOTO and NORM NULL
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned, Edinburgh, Scotland; pl. ill. dia. sec.; p. 77; Jan 96, ARev

ZARING HOMES
Residential Development; Residence, White Blossom; Mason, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 100; Sept 96, B

ZAVALA, FRANK
Interiors; Corporate Offices, Magic Johnson, Beverly Hills, California, Interior Design by Linda Allen; by Kristen Richards, ph. pl.; p. 70-75; June 96, INT

ZEIGLER & ROBERTS
Four Seasons Resort; Nevis, West Indies, Interior Design by Frank Nicholson, by MJ Madigan, ph. pl.; p. 52-57; Nov 96, INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ZIMMER, GUNSL & FRASCA
National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Bethesda, Maryland; ph. pl. pers.; p.131-139; Mar 96; A

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
See ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, Specific Building Type

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
Obituary, Architectural Critic and Historian; Julius Posner, 1904-1996; p.9; Apr 96; ARev
One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; Entire Issue; Each Period of Century Reviewed Along with Historical Events; ph. ill. det.; p.4-5, 26-101; May 96; ARev

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
Architect's Residential Design Until His Early Death; Gordon Drake; ph. pl. axon.; p.80-84; Mar 96; ARev
Architect's Right-Wing Political Philosophy; His Support of Hitler's Nazism; Philip Johnson; by Kazys Varnelis; ph. biblio.; p.92-104; Nov 95; JAE
Architecture in a Changing World; The New Rhetoric of Form; by Gerald Gutenschwager; ref.; p.246-258; May 96; JAE
Environmental Psychologist, Her Career and Ideas; Clare Cooper Marcus; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p.64-69; Aug 96; LA
Modern Slab Old Flemish Style Building; Belgium; Ostend; Inappropriate in Old Square; Critique, ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; p.31; Nov 96; ARev
Paper Tube Walls Used in Various Buildings; Japan; ---; Shigeru Ban; ph. axon.; p.20-21; Sept 96; ARev
Possession Excesses vs Aesthetic Austerity; by Michael Webb; ph.; p.112; Oct 96; INT
Predictions of the Future of Architecture; ph.; p.6-9; Nov 96; ARev
Reconciliation of New Technology with Age-Old Perceptions; Historical Perspective; elev. ph.; p.4-5; Mar 96; ARev
Review of Contextualism in New Construction; China, Beijing: Carrying Forth Heritage; by X. Winston Yan; ph. elev. axon. ref.; p.115-126; Nov 96; JAE
The Manifestation of Politics in Architectural Practice; by James M. Mayo; tables, dia. ref.; p.76-88; Nov 96; JAE
Visible and Invisible Complexities; Computer Influence on Architectural Design; Examples; by Chris Abel; ph. pl. ill. elev. axon.; p.76-83; Feb 96; ARev
Why America Is Falling Behind Other Countries in Architectural Design; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p.76-79; Nov 96; AR
Young Firm; Their Mode of Operation and Their Work; Architectural Research Office; ph.; p.57-58; May 96; INT

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont'd)
See ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ArchiCAD Advances; Virtual Tour; ill. pers. pl.; p.131-133; July 96; A
Architectural Rendering Competition; Winners; pers. ill.; p.18-19; July 96; ARev
CAD Drawing Construction Details; Examples; by James L. Sipes, A. Paul James and John Mack Roberts; ill. sec.; p.38-43; Aug 96; LA
Computer Delineation Awards, Comments; ill.; p.46-51; 112; June 96; AR
Computer Service Bureau for Landscape Architects; Computer Graphics for Presentations; Examples; by James L. Sipes and Chris Overdorf; ph. ill. ref.; p.42-49; Mar 96; LA
Dispute Resolution, Multimedia Use in Presentation; by Rick L. Barrett et al.; ill. table; p.20-25; Jan 96; TCS
Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette on Project for Burned Out Mill; Five Landscape Architect Teams; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill. pers.; p.36-49; Jan 96; LA
Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette; The Technology; by James L. Sipes and Roger D. Moore; pers. ill.; p.42-43; Jan 96; LA
The Internet and On-Line Ease Communication Between Professionals; by B. J. Novitski; ill. cea.; p.46-51; Oct 96; AR
Video and Computer Combined Images; Examples in Landscape Design; Hardware Review; by James L. Sipes; ph. ill. map.; p.42-47; June 96; LA
See COMPUTER also

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
AIA Convention, Focus on Education; Other Events; m.; p.25, 27; June 96; AR
Alabama; ---; Rural Studio; Teacher and Students Design and Build Housing for the Poor; Samuel Mockbee; ph.; p.74; Mar 96; AR
Alabama, Hale County; Chapel; Students Design and Build a Chapel in the Woods; Ruard Veldman, Thomas Trehawey and Steven Durden; ph.; p.75-77; Mar 96; AR
Alternative Schools; Archeworks, Boston Architectural Center, San Francisco Institute of Architecture, Yestermorrow Design/Build School; ph. pl. pers. elev. m.; p.159-167; Aug 96; A
Architectural Education for a More Diverse Future; Review of Architectural School Diversity Records and Curriculum; by Linda N. Groat and Sherry Ahrentzen; tables, charts, ref.; p.166-183; Feb 96; JAE
Boyer Report on Architectural Education; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; p.15; June 96; A
Boyer Report on Architectural Education Re­leased; p.11-14; July 96; TCS
Carnegie Study Sets Goals for Educating Architects; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p.22, 128; May 96; AR
Celebrate the Gap Between Education and Practice; by Dana Cuff; p.64-95; Aug 96; A
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION (Cont’d)
Deficiency of Architectural Education; Regarding Specifications Writing; Effects, by Hans W. Meier, p. 18, May 96, TCS
How the Profession is Failing the Schools; by Reed Kroloff, p. 92-93. Aug 96, A
Learning to Do Architectural Bibliographic Research; by Kathryn Wayne and M. ref, p. 269-271, May 96, JAE
Modeling and Energy Analysis Software Started on the Campus; Four Examples of University Software Programs, ph. ill. pers. charts, p. 153-155, Aug 96, A
Narrative-Myth and Urban Design, Student Studies: A New Approach to Urban Design. by Iris Aravov, ill. pl. ref. pers. p. 79-91, Nov 95, JAE
National Research Council Report; On Architectural and Engineering Graduates, Unprepared Concerns. p. 6-8, Apr 96, TCS
Redesigning Architecture Schools; Practitioners Grade the Schools; by Robert Gutman, ph. p. 87-91+, Aug 96, A
Reform the Design Studio; More Collaborative, Interdisciplinary Education Needed by Dee Christy Briggs, p. 75-77, Aug 96, A
Sociology of Architectural Pedagogy; Bourdieu Analysis of Traditional Architectural Education by Garry Stevens; tables, chart, ref., p. 105-122, Nov 95, JAE
Students Learning from Construction; Example Programs at Four Schools, ph. elev. axon. p. 145-149, Aug 96, A
Studio Project; Inhabiting the Chasm. Dialogue of Lovers, by Clive R. Knights, m. ill. p. 15-21, Sept 96, JAE
The Education of an Architect: Continuity and Change. Curriculum Charts, by Darlene A. Brady, charts, ill. m. ref., p. 32-49, Sept 96, JAE
See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION also

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Corfield Architectural Photographic Competition; Winning Photographs, ph., p. 66-71, Dec 96, ARev

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
Engineering Planning and Programming; by Charles A. Shrive, ref., p. 25-26, Sept 96, TCS
Facility Program; Architectural and Engineering Program Requirements, by Charles A. Shrive; ref., p. 18-19, Nov 96, TCS

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING (Cont’d)
Missouri, Kansas City, Interiors, Architects’ Offices, Design Process, Gould, Evans & Goodwin, ph. pl. p. 80-83, Aug 96, ID

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
Century Old ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; Henry Wilson, the First Editor, Origin and Policies, ill., p. 4-5, Jan 96, ARev
Fifty Years Ago at INTERIORS Magazine, 1945; Article on Need for Low Cost Housing for Returning Troops, by Michael Webb, ph. pl. ill., p. 10-11, Feb 96, INT
Founder and Chairman of Architectural Press; Hubert de Cronin Hastings, Editor of ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW, His Influences, ph. ill., p. 68-72, Sept 96, ARev
One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; Entire Issue. Each Period of Century Reviewed Along with Historical Events, ph. ill. det. p. 4-5, 26-101, May 96, ARev
One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; Review of the Owners, p. 102; May 96, ARev

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
Informational Literacy; by Sheila M. Klos, p. 204-206, Feb 96, A
Learning to Do Architectural Bibliographic Research; by Kathryn Wayne and M., ref., p. 269-271, May 96, JAE
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, Specific Topics also

ARCHITECTURE
AIA Honor Awards; 27 Diverse Projects, ph. pl. p. 185-211, May 96, A
Aga Khan Awards Address Social Concerns; ph. p. 9-11, Jan 96, ARev
Annual Awards Issue, PA and AIA; Jury’s Comments, ph. pl. m. elev. sec. chart; p. 115-211, May 96, A
Architect’s Career and Work; Japan, ---, Yoshio Taniguchi, ph. pl. p. 96-104, Oct 96, A
Architect’s Career and Work; Works with Paper, Japan, ---, Ethical Experimenter, Shigeru Ban, ph. pl. axon. p. 104-109, Oct 96, A
Architectural Firms Headed by Husbands and Wives; Their Work, ph. p. 89-129, June 96, A
Architectural Opportunities in China; Notes on the Process, China, ---, Firm’s Projects. Loebel, Schlossman and Hackl, by Donald Hackl, m., p. 32-37, Aug 96, TCS
Can Architecture and Politics Mix?; Opportunities for Architects, graphs, tables, p. 30-33, Jan 96, AR
ARIZONA (Cont’d)
Phoenix; Canal Demonstration Project. M. Paul Arizona, ph. ii. sec.; p. 26-31, Dec 96, LA
Phoenix; Central Library. Bruder DWL, ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53, Mar 96, AR
Phoenix; Downtown Public Areas Plan: Street Improvements. Friedman, Tung & Bottomley, by Michael Leccese, ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-37, Aug 96, LA
Phoenix; Ernest W. McFarland Memorial. Alan Berger and Susan Schwartzberg, pers. ph. m.; p. 24, July 96, LA
Phoenix; Federal Building and Court House. Tilm, ph. pi sec., p. 118-121, May 96, A
Phoenix; Federal Courthouse and Federal Building: Wall and Roof Sections. Richard Meier, m. sec. pl.; p. 138-139, Feb 96, A
Phoenix; Landscape Architect Uses Native Elements. Carol Stuber, ph. p. 80-87, 101, Feb 96 LA
Phoenix; Landscape Architect Uses Native Elements. Steve Martin, ph. p. 80-87, 101, Feb 96, LA
Phoenix; Landscape Architects Use Regional Aesthetic. History and Current Design. by Michael Leccese, ph. p. 80-87, 101, Feb 96, LA
Phoenix; Visitor and Research Center for Petroglyphs: Rock Art Center. Arizona State University. William P. Bruder, ph. sec.; p. 78-81, June 96, AR
Scottsdale; Residence. BUILDER Award: Urban Design Associates, ph. pl. p. 104, Oct 96, B
Scottsdale; Residence. Custom Home Award. Urban Design Associates, ph. pl.; p. 128-132, Mar/Apr 96, CB
Scottsdale; Residential Development: Residence. Desert Mountain. Attached and Detached. BUILDER Award. Downing, Thorpe & James, ph. pl.; p. 80-81, Oct 96, B
Sunnyslope; Architect’s House and Studio. Wendell Burnette, ph.; p. 94-101, Apr 96, AR
Tempe; Police Substation: Skylight Detail. Architecton. ph. pl. det. cea.; p. 96-101, June 96, AR

ART GALLERY (Cont’d)
New York, New York: Lehmann Maupin Gallery, Rem Koolhaas. ph. p. 36-37, Dec 96, A
Survey of Architect’s Art Gallery Designs: Selldorf Architects. ph. p. 182-183, Nov 96, A
See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

ART
Architectes, Illustrations Cartoon-Like: by Louis Heilmann, ill.; p. 83, Nov 96, AR
Art Consultants, Their Function: p. 28, 115, Feb 96, ID
Corfield Architectural Photographic Competition: Winning Photographs, ph. p. 66-71, Dec 96, AR
Crops Make Landscape Art: Stan Herd, Artist; by Alicia Rodriguez, ph. p. 26-28, Feb 96, LA
Designer of Glass Sculpture and Building Elements: James Carpenter, ph. p. 107, Dec 96, A
Europe’s New Monographic Museums: Survey of Five Single-Artist Museums. ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 88-101, Sept 96, A
France, Paris: Francisci Studio: Renzo Piano, m. pl. sec.; p. 94, Sept 96, A
One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW: Entire Issue. Each Period of Century Reviewed Along with Historical Events. ph. ill. det.; p. 4-5, 26-101, May 96, AR
Sculptural Brick Wall: Denmark, Copenhagen. Critique, Per Kirkeby, ph. p. 23, Dec 96, AR
See MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER
Aronoff Center for the Arts, Performing: Ohio. Cincinnati: Includes Lightweight Aluminum Ceiling Vault Detail; Cesar Pelli, ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-127, 192, Nov 96, A
Art Centres Review; Three Performing Arts Buildings. axon. pl.; p. 4-5, Feb 96, AR

43
ARTS CENTER (Cont’d)
California, Thousand Oaks; Civic Arts Plaza, Civic Offices, Theater and Auditorium, Antoine Predock; pl sec ph p. 64-69; Feb 96; AR
Center for the Performing Arts; California, Citrus; Landscape Plan, Barton Myers, Landscape Design by Pamela Burton; ph ph p. 28-35; Mar 96; LA
Children’s Arts Center; California, Los Angeles, Remodeled Auto-Body Shop, Michael Maltzan and Marmol & Radziner; ph pl sec p. 28-35; Feb 96; AR
Escondido’s California Center for the Arts; California, Escondido, Landscape Plan, Moore, Ruble & Yudell, Landscape Design by Pamela Burton, by Jane Brown Gillette; ph ph pl p. 28-35; Mar 96; LA
Ford Centre for the Performing Arts; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver, Lighting Features, Moshe Safdie, Lighting Design by Suzanne Powadiuk; ph p. 24-27; Nov/Suppl 96, AR
Illinois, Highland Park; Martin Theater for Performing Arts, Restoration, AIA Honor Award, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph p. 199; May 96, A
Japan, Gifu, Sakauchi-Mura; Village Hall and Performance Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory, Renzo Piano; ph pl sec p. 110-135, 157-161, Oct 96, AR
Melbourne; Restaurant, Sapore, Tom Kovac; ph pl p. 88-89; Nov 96, AR
New South Wales, Wombarra; Residence, Lippmann Associates; ph pl p. 25-27; Mar 96, AR
Sydney; Airport Control Tower, Ancher, Mortlock & Woolley; ph pl p. 20-21; July 96; AR

AUDITORIUM
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Ford Centre for the Performing Arts, Lighting Features, Moshe Safdie; Lighting Design by Suzanne Powadiuk; ph p. 24-27; Nov/Suppl 96, AR
Japan, Tokyo; Mixed Use, Conference Center, Hotel, Offices, University Uses, Concert Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory, Renzo Piano; by Peter Buchanan; ph pl p. 20-21; July 96, AR

AUSTRALIA
Ayers Rock; Cultural Center, Uluru National Park, Gregory Burgess; ph pl p. 46-51; Nov 96, AR
Eastern Arnhem Land, Northern Territory; Residence, Yirrkal Community, For Extended Aboriginal Family, Glenn Murcutt; ph pl p. 58-63, Oct 96, AR
Melbourne; Building 8, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Critique, Peter Corrigan; by Philip Drew; ph p. 63, Sept 96, A
Melbourne; Residence, John Wardle; ph pl p. 28-29, Oct 96, AR
Melbourne; Restaurant, Sapore; Tom Kovac; ph pl p. 88-89; Nov 96, AR
New South Wales, Wombarra; Residence, Wilderness Site, Glenn Murcutt; ph pl p. 44-45, Oct 96, AR
Sydney; Airport Control Tower, Ancher, Mortlock & Woolley; ph pl p. 20-21, July 96; AR

AUSTRIA
Carinthia; Office Building, Low Rise; Entry Building to Industrial Park, Gunther Domenga; ph pl p. 54-59, Apr 96, AR
Graz; Residence, Addition, Volker Giencke; ph pl axon p. 71-73, Oct 96, AR
Graz; School, Gymnasion, Keplerstrasse, Volker Giencke; ph pl p. 62-64, Mar 96, AR
Huttenberg; Mining Exhibition Building, Gunther Domenga; ph pl axon p. 52-56, Feb 96, AR

ATRIUM
Japan, Tokyo; Conference Center and Performing Halls, International Forum, Theaters in Detail, Atrium, Details, Structural, Rafael Vinyo, ph pl sec p. 110-135, 157-161, Oct 96, A

ASIA
Asia’s Tallest Towers; Survey of Projects, elev p. 159, Sept 96, A
Asian Cities’ Loss of Cultural Identity; From Speech by Rem Koolhaas, ph m p. 19-20, Mar 96, AR
Designers Succeeding in Asia; p 22, Jan 96, ID

AUDIO-VISUAL
See ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION, VIDEO
AUSTRIA (Cont'd)
Klagenfurt; Middle Rise, Medical Society Headquarters; Ernst Giselbrecht, ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Apr 96; ARev
Seibersdorf; Low Rise, Office and Research Center; Coop Himmelblau, ph. pl. sec.; p. 45-49; Apr 96; ARev
Styria; Pedestrian Bridge Over River; Marcel Meuli and Peter Markus, ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 56-57; Mar 96; ARev

BANK
Bank Headquarters; New York, New York, Brooklyn, R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband, ph. pl. axon.; p. 90-91; Feb 96; ID
California, Los Angeles; Bank Remodeled, Koning & Elzenberg, ph. pl. p. 72-75; Feb 96; AR
California, Los Angeles; First National Bank of Chicago's Offices, DMJMRottet, ph. pl. p. 126-129; June 96; ID
Federal Reserve Bank; Minnesota, Minneapolis, Landscape Plan, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, sec. pl.; p. 23; Sept 96; LA
New York, New York; Interiors, Standard Chartered Bank Offices, Perkins & Will and Iu & Lewis, by Jean Gorman, ph. pl. p. 204-209; May 96; INT
New York, New York; Societe Generale American Bank Headquarters, HOK, ph. pl. p. 130-135; June 96; ID
See OFFICE BUILDING also

BAR
New York, New York; Union Bar, Bromley & Caldari, ph. pl. p. 176-179; Sept 96; ID
See CLUB, NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT also

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN

BATHROOM
Bathroom Addition to Residence; Canada, Ontario, Toronto, Shim & Sutcliffe, ph. pl. det.; p. 104-107; Sept 96; AR
Bathroom and Kitchen; California, Manhattan Beach, John Staff, ph. p. 106-109; July 96; ID
Bathroom; California, Chula Vista; William Hezmalhalch, by Susan Bradford, ph. pl.; p. 112; Aug 96; B
Bathroom; Texas, Houston; Clothier, Sullivan & Stevens, ph. pl.; p. 169; May 95; B
Baths, Survey of Builder Homes; ph. p. 165-169; May 95; B
Door Handles and Bathroom Fittings; Knud Holsher, ph. p. 20-21; Dec 96; ARev
Illinois, Chicago, Near; Theodore & Bradshaw, ph. p. 156-157; Apr 96; ID

BATHROOM (Cont'd)
Kitchen and Bath Portfolio; Industrial Influences; ph. p. 45-52; Apr 96; AR
New York, New York; Kitchens and Baths Display, at Ansonia Condominiums, ph. p. 68-79; Nov 96; ID
Survey of Innovative Bathrooms; by Allison Murray Morris, ph. p. 54-59; July/Aug 96; CB

BEAUTY SALON
See STORE

BEDROOM
Bedroom Design and Critique; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, pl.; p. 172; May 96; B

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
Architecture Reinforces Gender Stereotypes; by Joel Saunders, ph. p. 77-83; June 96; A
Czech Republic, ---; Town Squares, Study of Typology of Squares, by Laura Jones-Novotny, ph. pl. pers. ill. ref.; p. 22-31; Sept 96; JAE
Environmental Psychologist, Her Career and Ideas; Clare Cooper Marcus, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean, ph. pl.; p. 64-69; Aug 96; LA
New Zealand, Whakatan; Whare Wananga, Maori University, Cultural Concerns in Design of Indigenous People's University, by Anthony Ward and Wong Liu Shuen, ph. pl. ref. charts; p. 136-155, Feb 96; JAE
Passenger Circulation at Grand Central Station; New York, New York, Crowd Aesthetic, a History; Whitney Warren and Charles Reed, by Anthony Raysford, ill. pl. ref.; p. 2-14; Sept 96; JAE
Workplaces Re-Evaluated; Work Ethics, by Peter Davey, ph. p. 4-5; Apr 96; ARev
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH and Specific Subjects also

BELGIUM
Marche-En-Famenne; Seed House and Forestry Center, Symyn Associates, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 33, 68-71; Mar 96; ARev
Ostend; Modern Slab Old Flemish Style Building, Inappropriate in Old Square, Critique, ARCAS, ph. p. 31; Nov 96; ARev

BELIZE
Sand Creek Divers' Tent Structure Retreat, Andersen Group, ill. p. 123; June 96; A

BOTANIC GARDEN
Charette on Botanic Garden Design; Oregon, Silverton, Design by Architects, Landscape Architects, Artists, Wetlands Expert, Team of Ten, by Alicia Rodriguez, pers. ill. sec. det.; p. 32-37; July 96; LA
Ecological Centre, Center for Study of Plants of the World, England, Cornwall, Metal Frame Structure with Plastic Membrane, Nicholas Grimshaw, ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-67; Mar 96; ARev
BOTANIC GARDEN (Cont’d)
See GARDEN, RECREATION also

BRAZIL
Sao Paulo; Restaurant, Yellow Giraffe; Arthur de Mattos Casas: ph. pl.; p.92-97: Nov 96: ID

BRIDGE
Charles River Bridge; Massachusetts, Boston; Cable-Stayed Structure; Christian Menn, m. sec.; p.45: Jan 96: A
Chihuly Bridge to History Museum; Washington, Tacoma; Moore & Andersons: m. ph.; p.68-69: May 96: A
Composite Materials for Bridges; by Scott Milkovich, Issam E Harik and Bruce Brailsford: ph. iso.; p.102-108: May 96: TCS
Gate and Bridge to San Marino; Italy, ---; Giancarlo De Carlo ph. elev. sec.; p.68-69: Nov 96: ARev
Merchants Pedestrian Bridge; England, Manchester; Curves in Plan, RHWL: Structural Design by Whitby & Bird; ph. pl. elev.; p.54-55: Mar 96: ARev
Pedestrian Bridge Over River; Austria, Styria; Marcel Meil and Peter Markus: ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.56-57: Mar 96: ARev
Pedestrian Bridge Over River; Canada, Ontario; Toronto, Montgomery & Sissam: ph. pl. sec. det.; p.58-59: Mar 96: ARev
Pedestrian Bridge Over River; England, Salford; Cable Stayed Bridge, Calatrava & Valls; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-61: Mar 96: ARev
Steel Girder Bridges; by David L Weaver: det. ph. sec. ref. table; p.108-117: May 96: TCS
Woodrow Wilson Bridge Replacement; District of Columbia, Washington; Controversy; by James Beall; p.33-34: July 96: TCS

BUILDING CODE
Straw Bale House Earns Code Approval; p.14: Dec 96: AR

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)
Aliso Viejo; Residential Development, Residence; Ryland Crest: BUILDER Award; Kaufman & Meeks: ph. pl.; p.78-79: Oct 96: B
Anaheim; Adventure, Model House; Kaufman & Broad Homes: ph. pl.; p.40: Mar 96: B
Anaheim; Team Disney Office Building, Includes Window Detail; Frank O. Gehry and Langdon & Wilson: ph. pl. sec. det.; p.61-69: 164: July 96: A
Beverly Hills; Art Gallery, Gagosian Gallery; Richard Meier: ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91: Feb 96: A
Beverly Hills; Museum of Television and Radio; Richard Meier: ph. pl. sec.; p.100-107: Nov 96: A
Beverly Hills; Restaurant and Store, Barney Greengrass; Yankee D’Agosta: ph. pl. elev.; p.144-145: June 96: ID
Brentwood; Residence, Interiors; Thomas Beeton: ph. pl.; p.126-133: May 96: ID
Burbank; Children’s Center, Warner Brothers; AIA Honor Award, Roses Associates: ph. pl.; p.194: May 96: B
Burbank; Disney Feature Animation Studios; Construction Details, Robert A. M. Stern: by John Gregerson: ph. pl. det.; p.42-46: June 96: BD&C
Carlsbad; Residential Development, Residence; Aviara; Robert Hidey: ph. pl.; p.125: Feb 96: B
Carmel Highlands; Residence, Addition, Golden Nugget Award; Fletcher & Hardoin: ph. pl.; p.122: July 96: B
Carpinteria; Seaside House, Landscape Plan; Paul Tuttle and Loren Solin; Landscape Design by Isabel Greene; by Michael Leccese: ph.; p.30-37: May 96: LA
Cerritos; Center for the Performing Arts, Landscape Plan; Barton Myers: Landscape Design by Pamela Burton: ph. pl.; p.28-35: Mar 96: LA
Clayton; Public Library; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris: ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77: June 96: AR
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Los Angeles; Fleet Services Building, Los Angeles Department of Water and Power; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. axon.; p. 74-79, July 96; A

Los Angeles; Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Bauer & Wiley; ph. pl.; p. 88-89, Aug 96; ID

Los Angeles; Getty Center, Interview with Architect; Richard Meier; ph. p. 26, Oct 96, ID

Los Angeles; Gymnasium, Recreation Center; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl.; p. 78-81, June 96, AR

Los Angeles; Health Care Facility, Remodeled Office Building; Morphosis; ph. pl. axon.; p. 62-65, Feb 96; AR

Los Angeles; Interiors, Advertising Agency’s Headquarters, BBDO West Includes Work Station Partitions, Beckson Design; ph. axon. det.; p. 76-81, July 96, ID

Los Angeles; Interiors, Film Production Offices, Stephen Chao; Hood Office of Design; ph. pl.; p. 76-81, Dec 96, ID

Los Angeles; Interiors, House Builder, Kaufman & Broad’s Offices; Barbara Barry and Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p. 112-115, Mar 96, ID

Los Angeles; Interiors, Music Company Headquarters, Motown Records, RAW Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 90-95, Feb 96, INT

Los Angeles; Interiors, Music Publisher’s Offices, MCA Music; Michelle Anaya and Sonnenfelter Associates; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 76-81, June 96, INT

Los Angeles; Interiors, Propaganda Film’s Offices, Hood Office of Design; ph. pl.; p. 76-79, Dec 96, ID

Los Angeles; Lighting Showroom, CSL, Kirk Nix; ph. p. 122, Aug 96, ID

Los Angeles; MCA/Universal Child Care Center; Chase; ph. pl.; p. 104-105, June 96, A

Los Angeles; Museum of Art, Offices, Study Center, Getty Center, Stone Veneer Wall Detail; Richard Meier; ph. m elev.; p. 80-87, 188, Feb 96, A

Los Angeles; Office Building, Interiors, Television Network Headquarters, Ferran & Hartsman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-77, Sept 96; AR

Los Angeles; Residence, Landscape Features Art, Frank O. Gehry; Landscape Design by Rios Associates; by Dirk Sutro; ph. pl.; p. 116-125, 142-143, Oct 96, LA

Los Angeles; Residential Development, Affordable Housing Competition, Roger Sherman, William Williams and Jacqueline Leavitt; m. pl.; p. 148, Mar 96; A

Los Angeles; Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Koning & Eizenberg; elev. pl.; p. 147, Mar 96; A

Los Angeles; Skirball Jewish Cultural Center, Moshe Safdie; ph. pl. ill.; p. 94-101, Aug 96, AR

Los Angeles; Union Rescue Mission, Housing, Dining, Medical, Chapel, Nadel Architects; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, Nov 96, AR

Los Angeles; Women’s Clothing Store, Tom Mark, Chu & Gooding; ph. axon.; p. 140-141, Oct 96, ID

Los Gatos; Residence, Landscape Plan, Garden Art; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl.; p. 30-35, Sept 96, LA

Malibu; Interiors, Developer’s Offices, Kanner Architects; ph. pl.; p. 106-111, Mar 96, ID

Malibu; Interiors, Low-Cost Building Developer’s Offices, AIA Honor Award, Kanner Architects; ph. pl.; p. 211, May 96, A

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Malibu; Residence, John Staff, by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p. 72-77, July 96, INT

Malibu; Residence, O’Herlihy & Warner, ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-29, Mar 96, ARev

Manhattan Beach; Bathroom and Kitchen, John Staff, ph. p. 106-109, July 96, ID

Menlo Park; Computer Factory, Sun Microsystems, Bracken, Arrigo & Ross; ph. pl.; p. 25, Dec 96, AR

Menlo Park; Interiors, Investment Company Offices, Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl.; p. 100-101, Jan 96, INT

Mountain View; Computer Factory, Silicon Graphics, Studios, ph. pl.; p. 24, Dec 96, AR

Mountain View; Low Rise, Computer Company Headquarters, Silicon Graphics Entry Site; Studios; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 72-79, May 96; AR

Mountain View; Residential Development, New Urbanist Plan, Dan Solomon and Peter Catthorpe; ph. pl.; p. 75-78, Apr 96, A

Newport Beach; Residence, Golden Nugget Award, McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl.; p. 118, July 96, B

Newport Coast; CUSTOM BUILDER’S Show Home; by Hugh Cook, ph. m. cost anal.; p. 34-38, June 96, BD&C

Orange County; Beach House, Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. pl.; p. 106-113, Apr 96, A

Orange Park Acres; Kitchen, Case Group, ph. pl.; p. 114-115, May 96, B

Orange Park; Residential Development, Residence, The Reserve; BUILDER Award, Case Group, ph. pl.; p. 82, Oct 96, B

Pacific Palisades; Residence, Addition, Lorcan O’Herlihy; ph. pl.; p. 64-65, Oct 96, ARev

Pacoina; Senior Center and Adult Day Care for Alzheimer’s Patients, R. L. Binder; ph. pl. axon.; p. 102-105, Nov 96, AR

Palmdale; Residential Development, Residence, Stonegate, Frank Gonzales; ph. pl.; p. 94, Mar 96; B

Palo Alto; Center for Engineering Management, Stanford University: Tanner, Leddy, May Cum & Stasy; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 70-75, Jan 96, AR

Palo Alto; Training and Conference Center, Hewlett-Packard, Remodeled Factory and Distribution Center, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 84-85, Feb 96, AR

Palo Alto, Cucamonga; Residential Development, Villa Del Norte, BUILDER Award, Pyatok Associates; ph. pl.; p. 88-89, 170, Oct 96, B

Palo Alto, Santa Margarita, Residential Development, Castle, Cluster Lot Design with Alleys, Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p. 104-105, June 96, B

Redondo Beach; Boaters’ Facility, Guthrie & Burns; ph. p. 110-111, June 96, A

Redwood Shores; Oracle Corporation’s Cafeteria, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Seccombe Design; ph. p. 140, Nov 96, ID

Riverside; Engineering Science Building, Unit 1, University of California, AIA Honor Award, Anshen & Allen; ph. pl.; p. 196-197, May 96, A

Sacramento; Interiors, Law Offices, Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl.; p. 96-97, Jan 96, INT
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CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Saint Helena; Residence. Architect’s Napa Valley Retreat; Scott Johnson; by Michael Webb; ph. p. 232-239; May 96; INT

Saint Helena; Residence. Remodeled and Reinforced Structure. Kuth & Raniere and Jim Jennings; Interior Design by Barbara Barry; ph. pl. p. 76-79; Nov 96; INT

San Diego; Research Laboratory, Tanabe, Komberg Associates; ph. pl. p. 52; Dec 96; AR

San Diego; Residential Development. Residence, Union Square. Bowls, Edinger & Stark; ph. pl. p. 68, Dec 96; B

San Francisco; Airport. Sculptural Light Reflectors. James Carpenter; ph. sec. det.; p. 114-115; Dec 96; A

San Francisco; Apartment Building. 18th and Arkansas, BUILDER Award; David Baker; ph. pl. p. 93; Oct 96; B

San Francisco; Apartment Building. Artist’s Housing, Live/Work Spaces. David Baker; ph. pl. p. 120-121; July 96; A

San Francisco; Apartment Building, loft Apartment and Studios. Stanley Saitowitz; ph. axon. sec.; p. 118-119; July 96; A

San Francisco; Apartment Building, Low Rise; Lofts Building. BUILDER Award; Tanner, Ledy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. axon.; p. 98; Oct 96; B

San Francisco; Apartment House Courtyard in Tough Neighborhood. David Helft; ph. pl.; p. 36-39; Feb 96; LA

San Francisco; Espresso Machine Store. Jeffrey Weisman; ph. p. 105; Mar 96; ID

San Francisco; Hotel Monaco. Remodeled; INTERIORS Award. Cheryl Rowley; ph. p. 36-39; Jan 96; INT

San Francisco; Interiors. Architects’ Offices. Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. p. 94-95; Jan 96; INT


San Francisco; Interiors. Condominium Apartment. Gary Hutton; ph. pl. p. 110-113; June 96; ID

San Francisco; Interiors. Designer’s Loft Apartment. Jonathan Straley; ph. pl. p. 88-91; Mar 96; ID

San Francisco; Interiors. Headquarters and Training Center. Goodwill. RMV Architecture; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. p. 92-95; Oct 96; INT

San Francisco; Interiors. Investment Management Firm’s Offices. Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. p. 122-125; Mar 96; ID


San Francisco; Interiors. Paper Company Offices. Simpson Paper; NB&J; ph. pl. p. 198-199; May 96; B

San Francisco; Interiors. Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation Offices, FACE; ph. pl. p. 124-125; Oct 96; ID

San Francisco; Lighting Showroom, Boyd Lighting. Showroom and Offices. Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Oct 96; ID


CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

San Francisco; Main Library, Pei, Cobb & Freed and Simon. Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris. by Michael Webb; ph. pl. p. 44-51; July 96; INT

San Francisco; Major Seismic Upgrade and Expansion. California Palace of Legion of Honor. Includes Environmental System Controls. Edward Larrabee Barnes and Mark Cavagnero; by Gordon Wright, ph. axon. sec.; p. 38-40; May 96; BD&C

San Francisco; Mexican Museum. Legorreta Architects and Robinson, Mills & Williams; m. pl. p. 66-67, May 96; A

San Francisco; Middle Rise. Affordable Apartment Building with Commercial and Day Care Center. Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. pl. p. 46-50; Feb 96; BD&C

San Francisco; Mixed-Use Building. Apartments Over Stores and Offices. Architect’s Apartment and Offices. Levy Design; ph. pl. p. 122-123; July 96; A

San Francisco; One Market Street Plaza. Lighting. Cesar Pelli, Lighting Design by Cline, Bettridge & Bernstein; ph. axon. sec.; p. 30-33; May//Suppl 96; AR

San Francisco; Optometry Store. Lighting. John Lum; Lighting Design by Illumination Design Collaborative; ph. p. 20-21, Aug//Suppl 96; AR

San Francisco; Optometry Store. Lighting. John Lum; Lighting Design by Light Source; ph. p. 20-23; Aug//Suppl 96; AR

San Francisco; Private Women’s Club. Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. p. 106-107; Jan 96; INT

San Francisco; Public Art Project. Promenade and Other Linear Pedestrian Urban Elements. Promenade Ribbon. Barbara Staufacher-Solomon, Stanley Saitowitz and Vito Accorinti; by Jane Brown Gillette; pers. m.ph.; p. 80-87; 100-101, Apr 96; LA

San Francisco; Recent Ordinances Encourage Work at Home. Review of Live/Work Projects. ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 117-123; July 96; A

San Francisco; Reforestation Plan for Golden Gate Park. Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; by Joan Aragone; ph. pl. p. 54-59; Sept 96; LA

San Francisco; Restaurant. Vertigo. Engstrom Design Group; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-101; Feb 96; ID

San Francisco; St. Ignatius Church. Renovated. Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. p. 112-113; Jan 96; INT

San Francisco; Townhouse Residence. Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. p. 109-110; Jan 96; INT

San Francisco; Universal Cafe. Jeff and Larissa Sand; ph. p. 104; Mar 96; ID

San Francisco; Urban Youth Gardeners. At-Risk Teenagers. by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. p. 44-49; July 96; LA

San Francisco; Waterfront and Downtown Recreation Plan. Embarcadero. Roma Design Group; pers.; p. 13; Mar 96; AR

San Jose; Apartment Development. Middle Rise. Eight Buildings. Affordable. Los Esteros, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl. p. 94-95; Jan 96; AR

San Jose; Eastridge Mall. Lighting. ELS/Elbasam & Logana, Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph. p. 24-25, May//Suppl 96; AR

San Jose; Residential Development. Residence. Rose Garden. Dahlin Group; ph. pl. p. 100-101; Nov 96; B

San Ramon; Residential Development. Residence. EastHampton, KTGY Group; ph. p. 84; Nov 96; B
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)
Santa Barbara; Residence; Interiors. Asian Influence; Charles Jacobsen, ph pl, p.98-99, Dec 96; ID
Santa Clara; Computer Factory. 3Com Studios; ph pl sec, p.34-39, Dec 96, AR
Santa Clara; Healing Garden at Hospital Courtyard; James Burnett, pl pers, p.24; Mar 96, LA
Santa Clara; Telecommunications Factory. Northern Telecom, Studios; ph pl, p.40-43, Dec 96, AR
Santa Cruz; Downtown Main Street; Redesigned after Earthquake Damage; Roma Design Group, by Alicia Rodriguez, ph pl, p.50-57, 116-118, Jan 96, LA
Santa Monica; Bergamont Station Arts Center, Studios, Galleries and Offices, Frederick Fisher, ph pl, p.58-161, Nov 96, A
Santa Monica; Clothes Store, O’Herlihy & Warner, ph pl, p.30-31; Feb 96; ARev
Santa Monica; Physical Fitness Center; Remodeled Bus Station; Steven Ehrlich, ph pl, p.102-103; Sept 96, AR
Santa Monica; Residence; AIA Honor Award; Koning & Eizenberg, ph pl, p.186; May 96, A
Santa Monica; Residence; Interiors; Michael Smith, ph pl, p.110-111, July 96, ID
Santa Monica; Residence; Mountain Site; Includes Wall Details, Angel & Graham, ph pl axon sec det, p.143-147; June 96, A
Santa Monica; Restaurant; Yangtze Authentic Chinese; INTERIORS Award; Cossia & Day, ph sec, p.77; Jan 96, INT
Santa Monica; Storm Water Drain Becomes Beach Access Walkway, California Wash; Joint Art Project; Sprinkle & Poiner and Harrison & Harrison, by Alicia Rodriguez, ph pl, p.20-25; Dec 96, LA
Santa Monica; Television Post-Production Facility, EMK; ph pl, p.136-139; Oct 96, ID
Santa Monica; Training Center for Special Effects in Film Making, Silicon Studio, Beto Design; ph pl, p.82-85; July 96, ID
Solana Beach; Train Station; Designs With Community; Rob Wellington Quigley, ph pl sec, p.96-103; May 96, AR
Stanford; Computer Sciences Building, Stanford University, Robert A. M. Stern, ph pl, p.71; July 96, AR
Stanford; Restoration and Renovation of Quadrangles, Church, Stanford University, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph pl, p.68-69; July 96, AR
Stanford; Science and Engineering Quadrangle, Stanford University, Pei, Cobb & Freed, m.pl, p.68, 70-71, July 96, AR
Stanford; Stanford University, Survey of Restored and New Buildings, ph pl, p.66-71; July 96, AR
Stinson Beach; Beach House, Brayton & Hughes, ph pl, p.110-111, Jan 96, INT
Thousand Oaks; Civic Arts Plaza, Civic Offices, Theater and Auditorium; Antoine Predock, ph pl sec, p.64-69; Feb 96, ARev
Topanga; Architect's Residence, Kappe & Tamura, ph pl sec, p.92-97, Dec 96, A
Venice; L.A. Louver Art Gallery, Frederick Fisher, ph pl, p.158-161; Nov 96, A
Venice; Residence; Frederick Fisher, ph pl, p.98-101; Mar 96, ID

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)
West Hollywood; Architects' Residence and Studio; Guthrie & Buresh; ph pl sec, p.111, June 96, A
West Hollywood; Cosmetics Shop, Shu Uemura, Cee Design and Wolf Architecture, ph pl axon, p.102-103; Mar 96, ID
West Hollywood; Furniture Showroom, Pace Collection; James Rosen, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph pl, p.70, Oct 96, ID
Westwood; Southern Regional Library Expansion; University of California, Los Angeles, Franklin D. Israel, ph pl elev, p.92-95; July 96, A
Woodland Hills; Restaurant; Favoritz, Fong & Miyagawa, by Michael Webb, ph pl, p.50-55; Mar 96, INT

CANADA
British Columbia, Agassiz; Native Community School; Wood Structure and Roofing Details, Patkau Architects, m pl sec det, p.44-45, May 96, AR
British Columbia, Burnaby; Blood Testing Laboratory, Busby & Bridge, ph pl, p.129; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Burnaby; Office Building; Low Rise; Headquarters of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists, Busby & Bridge, ph pl, p.128; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Graham Island; Chief Matthew's Primary Indian School; Acton. Johnson & Ostry, m pers pl, p.115; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Langley; Co-Housing Development, Windsong; Landscape Plan, David Simpson, Landscape Design by James Jarvis, pers pl ill, p.24; Apr 96, LA
British Columbia, Nanaimo; Residence; Patkau Architects; ph pl sec, p.114-117; Apr 96, AR
British Columbia, New Westminster; Training Center for Public-Safety Personnel, Justice Institute, Henriquez Partners and IBI Group, ph pl sec, p.116-123; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, North Vancouver; Municipal Hall, Busby & Bridge, ph pl, p.126; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, North Vancouver; Rail Offices and Control Tower, Busby & Bridge, ph sec, p.127; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Surrey; Branch Library, Wood Structure and Roofing Details, Patkau Architects, ph sec det, p.40-41; May 96, AR
British Columbia, Vancouver; Ford Centre for the Performing Arts, Lighting Features, Moshe Safdie, Lighting Design by Suzanne Powaduk, ph pl, p.24-27, Nov/Suppl 96, AR
British Columbia, Vancouver; Har-El Synagogue, Acton. Johnson & Ostry, m pl, p.114; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Vancouver; Review of New Projects, Fast Growing, ph pl, p.110-111; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Vancouver; Review of Work, Acton. Johnson & Ostry, ph pl axon sec, p.111-115; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Vancouver; Review of Work, Busby Associates, ph pl, p.124-131; Sept 96, A
British Columbia, Victoria; School, Strawberry Vale School; Wood Structure and Roofing Details, Patkau Architects, m pl sec det, p.42-43; May 96, AR
CANADA (Cont’d)

British Columbia; Survey of Architect’s Work: Patkau Architects; by Shari Olson; ph. m. sec. det.; p. 40-45; May 96; AR

Nova Scotia; Rural House; Richard Gluckman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105; Apr 96; AR

Ontario, Haliburton; Residence; Wooded Site; Shim & Sutcliffe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126; June 96; A

Ontario, Slatstown; Residence; Includes Wall Section; Shim & Sutcliffe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-129, 198; June 96; A

Ontario, Toronto; Bathroom Addition to Residence; Shim & Sutcliffe; ph. pl. det.; p. 104-107; Sept 96; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Night Club; Amnesia; IIDA/Interior Design Winner; II by IV; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Nov 96; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Pedestrian Bridge over River; Montgomery & Simp; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 58-59; Mar 96; A Rev

Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Shim & Sutcliffe; ph. pl.; p. 127; June 96; A

Ontario, Toronto; Royal York Hotel Renovation; Chandelier Details; by Mary Kincard; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 42-47; Mar 96; TCS

Ontario, Toronto; Village of Yorkville Park; Urban Site; ASLA, Award of Excellence; Martha Schwartz, Ken Smith and David Meger; p. 69-76, Nov 96; LA

Ontario, Toronto; Women’s Clothing Store; Boutique Modell; II by IV; ph. p. 140-141; Apr 96; ID

Quebec, Montreal; School of Design; University of Quebec; Dan S. Hanganu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Aug 96; A

Quebec, Southeastern; Residence; Landscape Plan; Cultural Divide Between Heritages; James Parent; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl.; p. 34-41; Nov 96; LA

Quebec, Upton; Indoor-Outdoor Theater; PA Award; Pierre Thibault; m. pl.; p. 142-143; May 96; A

CANAL

Canal Demonstration Project; Arizona, Phoenix; M. Paul Friedberg; by Michael Leccese; ph. ill. sec.; p. 26-31; Dec 96; LA

CARPET

Recycled Industrial Carpet-Waste and Carpet; by Kathryn O. Wise; ph. ref.; p. 78-82; June 96; TCS

CEILING

Architectural Ceiling Treatments; Survey of Various Ceilings; by Matthew Power; ph. p. 104-107; Jan/Feb 96; CB

Ceiling Systems; Abuse Resistant; Comparisons; by Donald L. Myers; ill. det. ref. table; p. 55-65; Mar 96; TCS

Ohio, Cincinnati; Aronoff Center for the Arts; Performing; Includes Lightweight Aluminum Ceiling Vault Detail; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-127; 192; Nov 96; A

Perforated Metal Curved Suspended Ceiling, USG; Critique by Designers; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. p. 30-31; Sept 96; INT

CEMETERY

Family Burial Plot; Ohio, …; History of Cemetery Design; Child Associates; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl.; p. 64-71; Oct 96; LA

CHILD CARE CENTER

California, Los Angeles; MCA/Universal Child Care Center, Rios Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Mar 96; A

California, San Francisco; Middle Rise; Affordable Apartment Building with Commercial and Day Care Center; Harndson, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. pl.; p. 46-50, Feb 96; BD&C

Child Development and Model Teaching Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Farrington Design Group; ph. pl.; p. 56-59, Dec 96; INT

Children’s Center, Warner Brothers; California, Burbank; AIA Honor Award; Rios Associates; ph. pl.; p. 194, May 96; A

Day-Care Center, for MCA/Universal Studio’s Employees; California, Hollywood Hills; Rios Associates; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl.; p. 28-35; Apr 96; LA

France, Saint-Die-Dess-Vosges; Residential and Care Center for Handicapped Children; Hennin, Normier & Leleuivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; July 96; A Rev

Head Start Child Care Facility; New Jersey, Hightstown; PA Award; Homa Fardjadi; Sima Fardjadi and Craig Scott; m. pl. pers.; p. 126-127; May 97; A

Illinois, Chicago; Children’s Museum, Preschoolers’ Playmaze; Peter J. Exley; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 58-61; July 96; INT

National Children’s Center; Building Complex; District of Columbia, Washington; Cooper & Lecky; by John Gregerson; ph. axon. det.; p. 42-44; Feb 96; BD&C

Nursery for Hospital Staff; Norway, Stensby; Kristin Jarman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55, Aug 96; A Rev

CHILE

Patagonia; Hotel; Small Luxury Hotel in National Park; German Del Sol and Jose Cruz O.; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Oct 96; AR

CHINA

—; Architectural Opportunities in China; Notes on the Process; Firm’s Projects; Loebl, Schlossman and Hack; by Donald Hack; m. p. 32-37; Aug 96; TCS

Beijing; Embassy, Korean; Garrison & Siegel and Kunwon Architects; ill. pers. pl.; p. 70; May 96; A

Beijing; Review of Contextualism in New Construction; Carrying Forth Heritage, by X. Winston Yan; ph. elev. axon ref.; p. 115-126; Nov 96; JAE

Qingxi, Guangdong; New Village Housing; PA Award; Atelier Feichang Jianzhu; ph. pl. ill. pers.; p. 144-147; May 96; A

Shanghai; Office Building; High Rise; Jin Mao Building; Structural System; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pers. sec. dia elev.; p. 164-165; Sept 96; A
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CHINA (Cont'd)
Shanghai, Office Building; High Rise; Shanghai World Financial Center; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; elev. pers. det.; p.159, 162-163; Sept 96, A
Shanghai, Report from Shanghai, by Richard D. Rush; ph. p.21-22, Mar 96, TCS
Suzhou, New Community: Apartments, Houses; Retail/Recreation Center, Garden Villas, With Canals; Wong & Chen, ph. pl. m.; p.PR34-37; July 96, AR
Xiamen; Communal Earth Rammed Structures Housing Many Families; Various Forms, ph. axon.; p.84-86; Feb 96, AR

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
ASLA Award Winners; Design, Planning and Urban Development, Communications, Research Awards, ill. ph. pl. pers.; p.89-99, Nov 96, LA
Activist/Reformer Affects Eastern Sea Coast Design Policy; Orrin Pilkey, Geologist, by Eddie Nickens, ph.; p.70-75; June 96, LA
California, ---; Los Angeles River Greenway Master Plan; Cynthia D'Agosta; by Michael Leccese, ph.; p.36-41; June 96, LA
California, Laguna West; New Urbanist Development; Town Center, Peter Calthorpe; ph. pl.; p.72-73; April 96, A
Can Architects Help Cities Recover Civic Greatness?; Financial Support. Examples of Major Urban Design Projects; ph. pl. ill.; p.32-34, 47-49, 127; Aug 96, AR
Communist Mass Housing, Unhappy Heritage; East Central Europe, Case Studies; by Peter Lizon, ph. pl. pers. ref.; p.104-114; Nov 96, JAE
Community Connections; Computer Mapping and Information System; pl.; p.119-121, Jan 96, A
Community Plan for Closed Lowry Air Force Base; Colorado, Denver; Forum of Designers, Planners and Others Critique the Comprehensive Reuse Plan. HOH and Sasaki Associates, by Michael Leccese, ph. pl. ill.; p.88-95, 105-106; May 96, LA
Florida, ---; Reclaiming the Florida Everglades; Largest Project in History of Civilization; by Bruce Babbitt, ph. p.78-83, 91; Sept 96, LA
Haymount Farm Development; Virginia, Caroline County, Charette, Forum on Design, Neo-Traditional Design, Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; by J. William Thompson; ph. pers. ill.; p.88-93, 97-99; Feb 96, LA
History and Survey of City Projects; Indiana, Columbus. Influence and Support of J. Irwin Miller; by Grady Clay, ph.; p.140, 139; June 96, LA
History of Planned Unit Developments and Other Projects; by Susan Bradford, ph. pl. biblio.; p.96-113; July 96, A
Illinois, Grayslake; Residential Development; New Community Plan Includes Open Space; Prairie Crossing; Vicky and George Ramney, by Susan Bradford, Melissa Herron and Kathy Greet, ph. pl.; p.108-109; July 96, B
Illinois, Lake County; Regional Park on Landfill, Prairie Crossing Development Links; Peter Walker and William Johnson; by Jory Johnson, pers. ill. pl.; p.40-45; Feb 96, LA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
(Cont'd)
Indiana, Indianapolis; Downtown Developments; ph. pl.; p.90-97; Apr 96, A
Landscape Architect and Professor; His Career, Midwestern Landscape Promoter, Regional Planner, Phil Lewis; by J. William Thompson; ill. ph. map. p.66-71; July 96, LA
Mixed Use Residential and Manufacturing Zones; New York, New York, Brooklyn, PA Award, John A. Loomis and Kiss & Cathcart; pers. axon.; p.134-135; May 96, A
Monumental Core Framework Plan; District of Columbia, Washington, Proposes Distribution of Future Monuments, Museums and Public Buildings; Harold Adams et al.; Landscape Design by Brown and Ertz; by J. William Thompson, ill. pers. map. p.76-83, 88; June 96, LA
New Age of City Building Forecast at U.N. Conference; Interview; by Robert Geddes; ph. p.13; Aug 96, AR
New Town Competition; Czech Republic, Prague; Jizni Mesto, Peter Lizon, Peter Gal and Stefan Populhur; pl. ill.; p.104-114; Nov 96, JAE
New Town Competition; Slovakia, Bratislava, Petrzaika; Entries; ph. pl. pers.; p.104-114; Nov 96, JAE
New Town, Neo-Traditional, Walt Disney Owned; Masterplan, Florida, Celebration, Styles, Buildings; Many Architects Contribute. Robert A. M. Stern and Jaquelin Robertson, by Beth Dunlop; ph. pl. ill.; elev. p.64-69; Jan 96, AR
New Urbanism; New Movement in Planning; Survey of Projects; ph. pl.; p.67-77; Apr 96, A
New York, ---; Plan of Watershed Area for New York City; Community Growth in Watershed Area. Dodson Associates, by Michele Strutin, pers. ill.; p.67-73, 98-100; May 96, LA
Non-Tourist Area; Nevada, Las Vegas; New Schools, Libraries, Civic Buildings, Street Design; ph. pl.; p.8-89; Apr 96, A
North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Residential Development, New Community Plan, Southern Village; ph. pl.; p.110-111; July 96, B
One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW; Entire Issue; Each Period of Century Reviewed Along with Historical Events; ph. ill. det.; p.4-5, 26-101, May 96, A
Oregon, Clackamas; New Urbanist Development; Town Center, Peter Calthorpe, pers. pl.; p.73, Apr 96, A
Oregon, Portland; Pedestrian Master Plan, Example Implementation Area, William S. Hoffman, by Michael Leccese, axon. sec. pl. map. p.36-41, Sept 96, LA
Preservation and Regeneration of Ismaili Heartland; Pakistan, Hunza Valley; Aga Khan's Historic Cities Support Programme; ph. p.11-13; Dec 96, AR
Prince Charles Builds His Dream Town; England, Dorchester. Critique; Leon Krier, ph. p.15; May 96, AR
Projects as Models for Arid-Zone City to Accommodate Growth; Nevada, Las Vegas; Summitlin Community; by Michael Leccese, ph. pl.; p.66-73, 96, Apr 96, LA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Race and the City; Review of Four Books; by Tony Schuman and Elliott Sciar; p.259-263; May 96; JAE

Redesigning the American City; Review of Books on New Ideas in Planning; by Besim S. Hakim; biblio.; p.129-131; Nov 95; JAE

Review of City's Amenities; Florida, Orlando; Site of 1997 CSI Convention; by Dianne L. Baldwin; ph.; p.56-60; Sept 96; TCS

Review of Convention City's Amenities; Colorado, Denver; by Dianne L. Baldwin; ph.; p.28-47; May 96; TCS

Review of New Projects; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver. Fast Growing; ph.; p.110-131; Sept 96; A

Review of New Town's Construction; Florida, Celebration; by Mary Doyle-Kimbali; ph.; p.118-122; Sept 96; B

Review of Planning in Germany; Germany, —; ph.; p.9-10, May 96; ARev

South Carolina, Port Royal; New Urbanist Village Plan; Dover & Kohl; ph. pl.; p.75; Apr 96; A

Study of City's Mountain Setting; Tennessee, Gatlinburg; Development of City Visited by Tourists to Great Smoky Mountains; by Grady Clay; ph.; p.132, 131; Aug 96; LA

The City as a Frontier, an Invention; History of Frontier Concepts and Influences; by Lynda H. Schneekloth; ill. ph. ref.; p.210-225; May 96; JAE

Town Plan Design Competition, Juror's Comments; Virginia, Williamsburg; Winning Plan; Michel Dionne, Paul Milana and Christopher Stenon; by Grady Clay; ph.; p.156, 155; Apr 96; LA

Transformation to Sophisticated Growing City; Florida, Miami Beach; Survey of Projects; ph.; p.98-107; Apr 96; A

Urban Plan; Minnesota, St. Paul; Comprehensive Study, Institute for American Urban Landscape; ph. pl.; p.13; Jan 96; ARev

Urban Ring Transit; Massachusetts, Boston; Proposal to Reduce Traffic and Revitalize Neighborhoods; ph. pl.; p.13; Feb 96; A

View of City's Growth, Major Projects; Denmark, Copenhagen; Entire Issue; ph. pl.; p.4-6, 27-75; Dec 96; ARev

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also

CIVIC CENTER

California, Los Angeles; New Master Plan, Melendrez Associates et al.; axon.; p.35; Nov 96; A

Norway, Karasjok; Civic Center, City Buildings and Marketplace; Bjørk & Bjørge; sec. elev. ph. pl.; p.30-33; Aug 96; ARev

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN also

CLINIC

Ambulatory Care Center; Ohio, Englewood, Good Samaritan Hospital, Earl Swensson; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.88-93; June 96; INT

CLINIC (Cont'd)

Diabetes Center; Massachusetts, Boston; AIA Honor Award; Ellenzweig Associates; ph. pl.; p.201; May 96; A

England, London; Speech, Language and Hearing Center for Young Children, Troughton & MacAslan; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-109; Nov 96; A

Family Clinic; New York, New York, Brooklyn; Sister Thea Bowman Family Health Center; Architecture for Health Science Commerce, by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.140-143; Sept 96; INT

France, Saint-Die-Des-Vosges; Residential and Care Center for Handicapped Children; Hennis, Normier & Lelievre; ph. pl. sec.; p.48-53; July 96; ARev

Georgia, Cobb County; Health Maintenance Offices, Kaiser Permanente; Nix, Mann, Perkins & Will; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.222-225; May 96; INT

Health Care Facility; California, Los Angeles; Remodeled Office Building; Morphosis; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-65; Feb 96; A

Health Center; Spain, Madrid; Justo Isa and Alberto Piellatt; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-58; July 96; ARev

New York, New York; Office Building, Middle Rise; Headquarters for Vision Rehabilitation and Research, AIA Honor Award; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.210; May 96; A

Outpatient Treatment for HIV/AIDS Patients; Illinois, Lake View; INTERIORS Award; Gary Lee; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Jan 96; INT

Pennsylvania, Altoona; Outpatient Center, Hayes & Large; by John Gregerson; ph. pl. cost anal.; p.42-46; Sept 96; BD&I

Washington, Seattle; Shelter and Health Care Facility, Fremont Public Association; Miller & Hull; pers. sec. elev.; p.56-57; Oct 96; A

See HEALTH CARE, HOSPITAL also

CLUB

Bangkok Club; Indonesia, Bangkok; Palmer & Turner; Interior Design by Hu & Lewis; Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.138-143; June 96; ID

Beach Club; South Carolina, Kiawah Island; BUILDER Award; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.124; Oct 96; B

Club of Cordillera; Colorado, Edwards; BUILDER Award; Cotelle, Graybeal & Yaw; ph.; p.120; Oct 96; B

New Jersey, Newark; Admiral's Club, American Airlines Lounge; Silvester & Tatford; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 96; ID

New York, New York; University of Pennsylvania Club Restaurant; Helpem Architects, Interior Design by Bennett and Judie Weinstock; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Feb 96; ID

Private Club, Monte's; England, London; Adam D. Tihany and Wimberly, Allison; Tong & Goo; ph. pl.; p.118-123; Nov 96; ID

Private Women's Club; California, San Francisco; Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl.; p.108-107; Jan 96; INT

Sports Stadium Club; Missouri, Saint Louis, ISF; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Mar 96; INT

Youth Club; Germany, Moglingen; Energy Efficient, Peter Hubner; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.44-47; Sept 96; ARev
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CLUB (Cont'd)
See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

CO-HOUSING

COLOR
Contract Color Trends, Forecasts; by Kate Hensler. p. 26: Feb 96: INT
Healthcare Design Research Alliance; Coordinated Color Palette; table. p. 90-91: Oct 96: INT

COLORADO
-- Custom Home Builder of Month. Mountain Area Builder, Brett A. Barrett. Projects; by Jhen Fleet; ph.: p. 28-32: Jan/Feb 96: CB
Boulder; North Boulder Village Center, New Urbanist Plan. Peter Cathorpe. pers. pl. elev.; p. 76: Apr 96: A
Breckenridge; Riverwalk at Urban Core; Blue River Plaza; Reclaimed River, Wenk Associates, by Michael Leccese. ph.: p. 104-113: Oct 96: LA
Chaffee County; Residence. Log House Construction, Custom Home Award. Doug Walter. ph.: p. 138-144: Mar/Apr 96: CB
Denver, Near; Show House; Sattler Homes and Knudson & Gloss; by Matthew Power. ph.: p. 52-58: May/June 96: CB
Denver; Baseball Stadium. Coors Field. HOK Sport. ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-113: Aug 96: AR
Denver; Branch Library. Michael Brenda; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-95: June 96: AR
Denver; Museum of Art. Director of Modern Design, Craig Miller; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.: p. 28: Jan 96: ID
Denver; Review of Convention City's Amenities. by Dianne L. Baldwin; ph. p. 28-47: May 96: TCS
Denver; Technical Tours at CSI Convention. by Anne E. Scott. ph. m.; p. 32-33: Mar 96: TCS

COLORADO (Cont'd)
Denver; Wildlife Refuge Public Park. Rocky Mountain Arsenal Site. Design Workshop et al., by Michael Leccese. pers. pl. p. 36-41: Mar 96: LA
Edwards; Club of Cordillera. BUILDER Award, Cottle, Graybeal & Yaw. ph.: p. 120: Oct 96: B

COMMUNITY CENTER
Community Buildings; Coping With Cultural Change. Building Types Study. ph. sec. det. cee.; p. 66-106: June 96: AR
Gymnasium and Community Center. California. Fremont. Sun Screen Detail. ELS/Elbasani & Logan. ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-87: June 96: AR
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Multi-use Community Garden. Knox Garden. PA Award. Loom. ph pl axon. p. 148-149: May 96: A
Special Users' Centers; Building Types Study. ph. sec. axon; p. 98-105: Nov 96: AR
Youth Center; Turkish Community. Germany. Hessen. Ober-Ramstadt. Hans Waechter. ph. pl. p. 54-55: July 96: AR

See CULTURAL CENTER. GOVERNMENT BUILDING also

COMPUTER
Agony of Upgrading Hardware and Software; by Claude J. Bauer. p. 20-22: May 96: TCS
ArchICAD Advances; Virtual Tour. ill. pers. pl.; p. 131-133: July 96: A
Architects' Spatial Skills and Digital Design; Used in Projects Outside of Architecture: Survey of Projects. ill. pers. ph. p. 121-127: Dec 96: A
Automatic Paragraph Numbers; by David Watson. ill.; p. 26-32: June 96: TCS
BUILDER Online; ill.; p. 64-66: Jan 96: B
COMPUTER (Cont'd)


CAD Presentations Get Real; Survey of Advances; Examples, by Ralph Grabowski, ill.; ph. p. 36-39, Jan 96, AR

Community Connections; Computer Mapping and Information System; pl. p. 119-121, Jan 96, A

Computer Charette on Project for Burned Out Mill; Ohio, Cleveland, Five Landscape Architecture Teams, by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-49, Jan 96, LA

Computer Charette; The Technology, Ohio, Cleveland, by James L. Sipes and Roger D. Moore; pers.; p. 42-43, Jan 96, LA


Computer Delineation Award, First Prize; Logic Error; Paul Q. Davis; ill.; p. 46-47, June 96, AR

Computer Delineation Award, Second Prize; Firehouse 451, Drew Miller; ill.; p. 48, June 96, AR

Computer Delineation Award, Second Prize; Notre Dame Cathedral of Amiens. Stephen Murray et al.; ill.; p. 49, June 96, AR

Computer Delineations Awards, Comments; ill.; p. 46-51, 112, June 96, AR

Computer Service Bureau for Landscape Architects; Computer Graphics for Presentations, Examples, by J. James L. Sipes and Chris Overdorf; ph. ill.; ref.; p. 42-49; Mar 96, LA

Computer Simulation of Visual Landscapes; Survey of Software, by James L. Sipes; ill. ref. pers.; p. 48-53, Nov 96, LA

Computerization and Standardization of Price Information; Manufacturer Information, by Steven S. Ross; p. 41, Jan 96, AR

Construction Product and Service Software Directory; p. 57-79; Jan 96, TCS

Data Backup Options; by Claude J. Bauer; ph.; p. 23-24; Sept 96, TCS

Data Sources; A/E/C Exhibit Report; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; ph. p. 55-60, Aug 96, AR

Data-Conferencing Software: Communicating via Internet Modem; Two Firm's Experiences, Tucci, Segreto & Rosen and Callison Architecture, by Jean Gorman; ph. p. 67-88; Mar 96; INT

Design Search; House Plans on CD-Rom; ill.; p. 34-36, Sept 96, B

Design/Build Specifications and Information Technology; by Paul Doherty; ph.; p. 26-27; Apr 96, TCS

COMPUTER (Cont'd)

Modeling and Energy Analysis Software Started on the Campus; Four Examples of University Software Programs; ph. ill. pers. charts; p. 153-155; Aug 96, A

New Software Saves BTUs; Review of Software, chart. ill. tables; p. 257-261; May 96, A

On-Line Services By and For Architects; by B. J. Novitski; p. 48-51, July 96, AR

Photorealistic Light Simulation Use and Computer: Examples; ph. p. 177-179, Oct 96, A

Preparing for Design Computing; ph. ref.; p. 96-97; Aug 96, ID

Printers and Plotters; Review; ph. tables; p. 183-185; Sept 96, A

Problems in Installing Word Perfect; by Claude J. Bauer; p. 12-15; Nov 96, TCS

Product Information on the Internet; Web Site Development; by Colin Gilby; p. 20-21; Nov 96, TCS

Recording Macros in Word Processors; by David Watson; p. 20-22; Aug 96, TCS

STEP, an International Standard for Information Exchange; by Jeffrey Wix and Frits Tolman; ph. dia ref.; charts; p. 54-61; Dec 96, TCS

Smart Documents, Definition and Integration of Document; All Informational Documents, Manufacturers Literature, Construction Documents, by David Watson; p. 21-22; Apr 96, TCS

Software Models of Computational Fluid Dynamics; Air Flow, Heat Transfer, Progress of Fire, Example Projects, ill.; p. 163-169; Feb 96, A

Software Review; 3 Cheap Graphics Packages; Visio Technical; XCAD; Planix 3D Extender Designer; ill.; p. 42-43; Jan 96, AR

Software Review; ArchiCAD 5.0; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 53-54; Oct 96, AR

Software Review; Auto CAD Data Extension; CAD and Visualization Tools at A/E/C Systems Show; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 55-58; Sept 96, AR

Software Reviews; Two CAD Upgrades; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 59-60; Apr 96; AR

Software Reviews; Allplan 11.1; Ascend 5.0, Now Versions Plus 3.5; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 47-48; Mar 96, AR

Software Reviews; Architron VI, Lightscape 2.01; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 59-60; Nov 96, AR

Software Reviews; AutoCAD LT; Pro Builder 3D, by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 53-54; July 96, AR

Software Reviews; Inwork 4.06; QuickBooks Pro 4.0, SpecLink Version 1.0; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 51-52; May 96, AR

Software Reviews; MicroStation 95; DataViz Conversions Plus 3.5; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 96, AR

Software Reviews; Modeling and GIS Software, by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 53-54; June 96, AR

Spain, Bilbao; Guggenheim Museum, Computer Use to Design and Fabricate Building, Frank O. Gehry and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; ill.; pers.; p. 177-181; Sept 96; A

Spec-Search by CSI; Computer Search to Compare Competing Product Specs, by Claude J. Bauer; p. 14-16; Feb 96, AR

Standardizing CAD Files for Sharing Data; pl.; p. 157-159; June 96, A
COMPUTER (Cont’d)
The Internet and On-Line Ease Communication Between Professionals; by B. J. Novitski; ill. cea.; p. 46-51; Oct 96; AR
The Internet in Construction, A Primer; by David Watson; p.19-21; Dec 96; TCS
The Internet, Source of a Wealth of Information; Landscape Architecture Related Sites: by Stephen E. Evins: ill. pers.; ref.; p. 44-49; Apr 96; LA
Using DOE-2: Building Energy Modeling Software; by David A. Gottfried; ph. tables; ref.; p. 35-41; Jan 96; TCS
Using the Internet to Exchange Project Data; by Tomas Hernandez, Jr.; ph. ill.; p. 23; Sep 96; BD&C
Video and Computer Combined Images; Examples in Landscape Design, Hardware Review; by James L. Spes; ph. ill. map; p. 42-47; June 96; LA
Virtual Reality Computer Models; Used as a Sales Tool; by Sharon O’Malley; ill.; p. 48-52; Dec 96; B
Visible and Invisible Complexities; Computer Influence on Architectural Design; Examples; by Chris Abel; ph. ill. elev. axon.; p. 76-83; Feb 96; A
Web-Related Applications: Project Manuals on Web Links, Other Uses on the Internet; by Paul Doherty; ph. ill.; p. 63-68; Oct 96; B
Word Processor Document Styles; by David Watson; ill.; p. 22-24; Oct 96; TCS
Workgroup Document Management Systems; by Tomas Hernandez, Jr.; ph. ill.; p. 22; Apr 96; BD&C
See OFFICE PRACTICE. Specific Subjects also

CONCERT HALL
See AUDITORIUM, ARTS CENTER, PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, UNIVERSITY

CONCRETE
California, La Jolla; Salk Institute East Building, Includes Polished Look Concrete Wall: Anshen & Allen, by John Gregerson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-60; Apr 96; BD&C
Concrete Slab for Light Rail Transit; by Michael N. Pier; ph. sec.; p. 118-124; May 96; TCS
Crumbling Concrete Panels That Are Not Waterproofed; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p. 112, June 96; TCS
Decorative Concrete Flooring; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p. 28-32; May/June 95; CB
Durable Concrete; Mix Design. Placement, Protection, by Mark B. Schwartz; ph.; p. 96; Feb 96; TCS
Light-Gauge Framed Precast Curtain Wall; Saves Weight, Material and Expense Over Precast Concrete; by Joseph P. Anderson; ph. sec. iso. det. table; p. 42-46; Feb 96; TCS
Outdoor Decks and Patios; by Matthew Power; ph. ref. table; p. 71-74; Spring 96; CB
Precast Sandwich Panels; Survey of Use; by Craig A. Shutt; ph. det.; p. 66-70; Apr 96; BD&C
Understanding Cracking in Concrete Repairs: Product Comparison; by Paul L. Kelley et al.; ill. chart, table; p. 32-36; Dec 96; TCS
See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE also

CONFERENCE CENTER
Conference Center and Performing Halls; Japan, Tokyo; International Forum, Theaters in Detail; Atrium, Details, Structural; Rafael Vinoly; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p. 110-135, 157-161; Oct 96; A
Japan, Tokyo; Mixed Use; Conference Center, Music Halls, Plaza and Retail, International Forum Building; Rafael Vinoly; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec.; p. 37-45; Nov 96; ARev
New York, North Tarryton, Near; Museum and Conference Center, Kykuit Mansion, Historic Residence Retrofit; Original Design by Delano & Aldrich; by David Cooper and Jordan Fox; ph.; p. 43-48; May 96; BD&C
Texas, Dallas/Fort Worth; Training and Conference Center, American Airlines, Harris Design; by MJ Madigan; pl. ph.; p. 66-71; July 96; INT
See AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, UNIVERSITY also

CONNECTICUT
Farmington; Residential Development; Residence; Farmington, Jeter, Cook & Jeffson; ph. pl.; p. 92; Mar 96; B
Haddam; Dormitory, Quinnipiac College; BUILDER Award, Centerbrook; ph.; p. 96; Oct 96; B
Hartford; Connecticut Children’s Medical Center, Hillier Group and Karlsberger Companies; by Karin Tettle; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; Nov 96; INT
Ledyard; Indian Museum, Student Projects; Cultural Identity Concerns, University of Pennsylvania Students; by Tony Atkin and Carol Hersheller Kninsky; ill. m.; p. 237-245; May 96; JAE
New Britain; Hospital for Long-Stay Patients, St. John’s; by Karin Tettle; ph. pl.; p. 78-81; Mar 96; INT
New Haven; Ninth Square, Development of Residential Neighborhood; AIA Honor Award; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl.; p. 202; May 96; A
Stamford; Spa for Beauty and Wellness, Clodagh Design; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 74-79; Oct 96; INT
Waterford; Residence, BUILDER Award, Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Oct 96; B

CONSERVATION
Washington, Seattle; Discovery Park, Urban Wilderness, Habitat Improvement Project; Swift & Company; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p. 44-49; Dec 96; LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, SOLAR, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

CONSERVATORY
England, Cornwall; Ecological Centre, Center for Study of Plants of the World, Metal Frame Structure with Plastic Membrane; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-67, Mar 96; ARev
England; London, Residence, Conservatory Addition; Bere Associates; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 81-83; Jan 96; ARev
See BOTANIC GARDEN, RECREATION also
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Staying on the Fast Track; by Mary Kincaid. ph.; p. 29-31, Dec 96; TCS
See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT also

CONVENTION CENTER

Convention and Trade Center; Germany, Leipzig: Glass Hall, Metal Structure Details; Environmental Control in Summer and Winter, Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Mary Pepchinski, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 80-89, Nov 96; AR

France, Lyon; Cite Internationale, Multi-Use, Art Museum, Hotel, Offices, Congress Hall, Conference Center; Renzo Piano; ph. pers. elev. sec.; p. 50-57, Jan 96; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Navy Pier, Multi-Use Remodeling, Includes Theater, Amusement Area, Convention Center; VOA Associates and Benjamin Thompson; by Gordon Wright, ph. axon.; p. 36-40, Feb 96; BD&C

Indiana, Indianapolis; Downtown Circle Centre Mall, Multi-Use, Arts Garden, Combines Existing Building and New Building and Raised Walkways, Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut; by Gordon Wright, ph. cost anal.; p. 44-48, Mar 96; BD&C

Italy, Turin; Mixed-Use, Shopping Center, Convention Center, Hotel, Offices, University Uses, Concert Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory; Renzo Piano; by Peter Buchanan, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67, Nov 96; AR

North Carolina, Charlotte; INTERIORS Award; Thompson, Venturi, Stainback; ph. sec.; p. 44-48, Jan 96; INT

Prison Design; by Barbara A. Nadel; p. 99, Mar 96, AR

Sheriff's Headquarters and Jail, Dekalb County; Georgia, Decatur, Rossier International; by Hugh Cook, ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 26-30, May 96, BD&C

COSTA RICA

San Jose; Hotel, Marriott, Spillis & Candela and Zucher Arquitectos; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105, Oct 96; AR

CUBA

---; National Schools of Art in State of Neglect; ph.; p. 21; June 96, AR

CULTURAL CENTER

Cultural Center, Uluru National Park; Australia, Ayers Rock; Gregory Burgess; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51, Nov 96; ARev

Skirball Jewish Cultural Center; California, Los Angeles; Moshe Safdie; ph. pl. ill.; p. 94-101, Aug 96; AR

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CURTAIN WALL

See WALL

CZECH REPUBLIC

---; Town Squares; Study of Typology of Squares; by Laura Jones-Novotny; ph. pl. pers. ill. ref.; p. 22-31, Sept 96; JAE

Prague; Jizni Mesto; New Town Competition; Peter Lizon; Peter Gal and Stefan Poplutar; pl. ill.; p. 104-114, Nov 96; JAE

Prague; Courtyard Structure, Ericsson Palace; Jestico & Whiles; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 84-85, Jan 96; AR

Prague; Interiors; Management and Technology Firm's Headquarters Office; Frank O. Gehry and Vlado Milunic; Interior Design by Eva Jiricna; ph.; p. 112-117, Nov 96; ID

DELAWARE

Eastern Shore; Vacation House, Custom Home Award; Davis, Bowen & Freadel; ph. pl.; p. 52-56, Mar/Apr 96; CB

DENMARK

Copenhagen, Holmen; Architectural School; Vilhelrn Lauritzen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen, Horsholm; Forest Research Institute; Bonnehous Tegnestue; ph. pl. sec.; p. 61-63, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen, Koge Bay; Museum of Modern Art; Soren Robert Lund; ph. pl. pers.; p. 54-60, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen; Art Museum, Addition; Ny Carlsberg Giyptotek; Henning Larsen; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 28-33, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen; Art Society Building, Integrates with Historic Neighbors; Korshagen Arkitekter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen; Interiors; Industrial Designer's Offices; Knud Holscher; ph. pl. sec.; p. 73-75, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen; Office Building, Middle Rise; Architects' Headquarters, DAL; Nielsens, Nielsen & Nielsen; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 27-40, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen; Sculptural Brick Wall; Critical; Per Kirkeby; ph.; p. 23, Dec 96; ARev

Copenhagen; Shopping Center, Gentofte; Tegnestuen Vandkunsten; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-49, Dec 96; ARev
DENMARK (Cont'd)

Washington; Town Hall Square Restoration; ph., p.90, Dec 96; ARev
Washington; View of City's Growth, Major Projects; Entire Issue, ph., p.4-6, 27-75, Dec 96; ARev
Lyngby; Office Building, Low Rise, KHR AS Arkitekter; ph., pl. sec.; p.34-39, Dec 96; ARev

DINING ROOM

Dining Room at Center of Floor Plan; Nevada, Las Vegas, Basseman & Lagoni; ph., p.116, Aug 96, B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; Center for Continuing Education; George Washington University; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, by Kate Hensler; ph., p.62-65, July 96, INT
Washington; Interiors, Law Offices; Studios; by Kate Hensler; ph., pl. 82-89, Feb 96; INT
Washington; Interiors, NFL Players Association Offices; RTKL, by Kate Hensler; ph., p.48-51, Dec 96, INT
Washington; Interiors, National Minority AIDS Offices, INTERIORS Award, CORE, ph., p.79, Jan 96, INT
Washington; Kellogg Conference Center, Gallaudet University, Einhorn; Yaffee & Prescott; ph., p.106-107, Nov 96, AR
Washington; Korean War Veterans Memorial; Critique, by John Beardsley; ph., p.152,101, Feb 96, LA
Washington; McMillan Park Over Abandoned Site; Former Sand Filtration Plant; University of Virginia Students; ph., p.89-103, Nov 96, JAE
Washington; Monumental Core Framework Plan; Proposes Distribution of Future Monuments, Museums and Public Buildings, Harold Adams et al.; Landscape Design by Brown and Earl; by J. William Thompson; ill. pers. map, p.76-83, 88, June 96, LA
Washington; National Children's Center, Building Complex; Cooper & Lecky; by John Gregerson; ph., axon. det.; p.42-44, Feb 96, BD&C
Washington; Office Building, Low Rise, National Minority AIDS Council Headquarters, Remodeled Townhouses, CORE; ph., pl. sec.; p.96-97, Feb 96, AR
Washington; Residential Development, Residence; The Avondale; Bloodgood; Sharp & Buster; ph., p.32, June 96, B
Washington; Restoring Woodrow Wilson's Garden at House Museum; HOH; elev. pl.; p.20-22, Apr 96, LA
Washington; Sculpture Figures at Children's Museum Garden, Nek Chand; by John Beardsley; ph., p.140, 139, Sept 96, LA
Washington; Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Analysis of Public Art; Maya Lin; by D. S. Friedman, dia; ph. pl. ref.; p.62-78, Nov 95, JAE
Washington; Washington Monuments, New and Forthcoming; by Roger K. Lewis; ph., pl. m. ill.; p.17, 19, 21, Jan 96, AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont'd)

Washington; Woodrow Wilson Bridge Replacement; Controversy; by James Beall; p.33-34; July 96; TCS

DOOR

Controlled Access Doors Related to Fire Safety Requirements; Examples, by C. Donald Latham, Jr.; ph. pl. iso.; p.48-52, Sept 96; BD&C
Doors, Frames and Hardware; by Joseph Winandy and John O'Neil, iso. det.; p.54-59, Oct 96; TCS
Garage Doors, Residential; by Matthew Power; ph., p.26-32, Nov/Dec 96; CB
ICBO Passes Fire and Smoke Control Door Changes; p.6; Nov 96, TCS
Japan, Kobe; Paper Church; Door Wall Details; Shigeru Ban, ph. pl axon; p.106, 196, Oct 96, A
Overhead Coiling Doors; Types, Usage; by Ross Scafidi; ph. iso. table; p.92-98, June 96, TCS
Residential Front Doors; Survey, ph.; p.145-147, Feb 96, B
Stainless Steel Doors; Specification Guidelines; by John Schechter; ph. ref. tables; p.66-71, Mar 96, TCS
Swinging Doors, Canadian Experience; Energy Rating, Other Characteristics, Ratings; by Stephen Carpenter and Roger Henry; tables, elev.; p.61-66, Oct 96; TCS
Warped Doors, Preventing and Fixing; by Randy Hesse; ph., p.224, Oct 96, B

EARTHQUAKE

Seismic Design for Curtain Walls; by Mehdi S. Zarghamee and Rasko P. Ojardovic; ph. ill. det. ref.; p.74-78, Sept 96, TCS
Trends for New Seismic Requirements for Building Codes; Northridge Earthquake Studies; by Paul B. Rosta; ph. sec. elev. det.; p.36-39, Oct 96; AR
See STRUCTURAL also

ECOLOGY

Chapter from Ecology Design and Planning; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p.89-65, 82-87, Dec 96, LA
England, Cornwall; Ecological Centre; Center for Study of Plants of the World, Metal Frame Structure with Plastic Membrane; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-67, Mar 96, ARev
Forests' Slow Decline; Survey of Species Decline, Probable Causes; by Marilyn Dickey; ph.; p.56-63, Mar 96, LA
France, Belfort; Ecological Centre, Study, Educational and Tourist Center; Lucien Kroll; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-73, Nov 96, ARev
Germany, Frankfurt; Private Residential School, Addition; Odenwaldschule, Ecological Concerns; Peter Hubner; ph. pl. axon.; p.41-43, Sept 96; ARev
See CONSERVATION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See OFFICE PRACTICE

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, TRAINING FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

ELDERLY HOUSING
Old People's Home; Finland, Kiuruvesi, NVO; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47, July 96; ARev

Oregon ---; Lighting Code, Nursing Home; Examples; ph.; p. 8, May/Suppl 96; AR

ELECTRICAL
California, San Francisco; Main Library, Electrical System, Smoke Management, Seismic Design; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Simon, Martin-Veuge; Winkelstein & Morris; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-91, 109-115, July 96; A

Lighting Controls, Residential; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 62-88, Sept/Oct 96; CB

Siting Power Lines in Non-Urban Areas; by J. William Thompson; ph. pers. map; p. 44-49, Aug 96, LA

The Automated Home; ref.; p. 65-68, Sept/Oct 96; CB

Transient Voltage Surge Protection; Questions for the Specifier; by Charles A. Shrive; p. 19-20, Mar 95; TCS

Utility Deregulation; Uncertain Effect on the Lighting Industry; by Lindsay Audi; p. 9, Feb/Suppl 96; AR

Wiring Standards for Home Electronics; by Charles Wardell; tables, ref.; p. 90-94, Sept/Oct 96; CB

See ENERGY, (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING); LIGHTING also

ELEVATOR
Residential Elevators; by Charles Wardell; ph. ref.; p. 88-92, May/Jun 96; CB

ENERGY
California, Downey; Energy Resource Center, Demonstrates Sustainable Architecture; Wolff Lang & Christopher; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. cost anal. dia.; p. 36-39, Sept 96; BD&C

See ELECTRICAL, (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

ENGLAND (Cont'd)
Cambridge; Law Faculty Building, Cambridge University; Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p. 34-42; Mar 96; ARev

Cambridge; Law Faculty, Cambridge University; Includes Glass Curved Wall Details, Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p. 104; 204, Sept 96; A

Cambridge; Office Building, Middle Rise, Ionaica Building, Lighting, RH Partnership; ph. sec.; p. 30-31; Nov/Suppl 96; AR

Cambridge; Student Housing, Burrell's Field, Trinity College, MacCormac, Jameson & Prichard; ph. pl. p. 108, Sept 96; A

Cambridge; Theater, Emmanuel College; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec.; p. 47-51, 37; Feb 96; ARev

Cambridge; Theater, The Queen's Building, Emmanuel; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl.; p. 105, Sept 96; A

Cornwall; Ecological Centre, Center for Study of Plants of the World; Metal Frame Structure with Plastic Membrane, Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-67; Mar 96; ARev

Coventry; Office Building, Middle Rise, PowerGen Headquarters, Lighting, Bennetts Associates; by Adam Jackaway; ph. sec.; p. 28-31; Nov/Suppl 96; AR

Deptford; Residence, Mark Guard; ph. pl. sec.; p. 37, 78-80; Oct 96; ARev

Dorchester; Prince Charles Builds His Dream Town, Critique; Leon Krier; ph.; p. 15, May 96; AR

Lancaster; John Ruskin Library, University of Lancaster; Richard MacCormac; pers. ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 79-81; Nov 96; ARev

London, Kensington; Residence, Seth Stein; ph. pl.; p. 60-63, Oct 96; ARev

London; Art Museum Addition, Victoria and Albert Museum, Daniel Libeskind; m. sec. pers.; p. 11; July 96; ARev

London; Children's Science Museum, Ben Kelly; ph. pl.; p. 32-34, Feb 96; ARev

London; Clothing Store, French Connection; Din Associates; ph. pl.; p. 87; July 96; ARev

London; Convent Garden Hotel, Remodeled Hospital, Peter Instone; Interior Design by Kit Kemp, by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 58-61, Nov 96; INT

London; Glass Star Light Fixture at Stainway, Daniel Libeskind; ph. pl.; p. 78, Dec 96; ARev

London; Interiors, Advertising Agency's Offices, Archimage, ph. pl.; p. 78, Dec 96; ARev

London; Interiors, Penthouse Apartment, Maxwell & Scott; ph. pl.; p. 30, Oct 96; ARev

London; Islamic Arts Center, London University, Brunei Gallery, Nicholas Hare; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73, June 96; ARev

London; Mixed Use, Offices, Stock Exchange, Retail, Restaurants, Apartments, Millennium Tower, Foster Partners; ph. pl. sec.; p. 10-12, Oct 96; ARev

London; National Portrait Gallery, CZWG; ph. pl.; p. 85-87; Nov 96; ARev

London; Office Insertion, Library and Meeting Space in Architect's Offices; Anthony Peak; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon.; p. 20-21, Mar 96; ARev

London; Private Club, Monte's; Adam D. Tihany and Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph. pl.; p. 118-123, Nov 96; ID

London; Residence, Conservatory Addition; Bere Associates; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 81-83, Jan 96; ARev
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ENGLAND (Cont'd)

London; Residence, Avanti Architects, ph. pl. sec.; p. 21-23; Jan 96; ARev
London; Restaurant, East One: Chinese Cuisine, Rodney Kinsman, ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-25; Jan 96; ARev
London; Restaurant, Mezzo, CD Partnership, ph. pl. axon.; p. 44-47; Dec 96; INT
London; Restaurant, The Avenue, Rick Mather, ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83, Sept 96; ARev
London; Speech, Language and Hearing Center for Young Children, Troughton & McAslan, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 108-109; Nov 96; ARev
London; Urban Park, Waterfront; Patel Taylor; Landscape Design by Groupe Signes, ili. pl. pers.; p. 77-78; Nov 96; ARev
London; Women's Clothing Store, Jigsaw, Bond Street, John Pawson, pl.; p. 71-75; July 96; ARev
Manchester; Merchants Pedestrian Bridge, Curves in Plan; RHWL; Structural Design by Whitby & Bird, ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-55, Mar 96; ARev
Oxford; Garden Quadrangle, St. John's College, Details, Assembly of Precast Concrete Units, MacCormac, Jameson & Prichard, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 92-97; Mar 96, ARev
Portsmouth; School of Architecture, Hampshire County Architects, ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-61, Nov 96; ARev
Residence Hall; Leicester University, Design Critique, Douglas; Smith & Stimson, ph.; p. 23, Mar 96; ARev
Salford; Pedestrian Bridge over River, Cable Stayed Bridge; Calatrava & Valls, ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; Mar 96; ARev
West London; Women's Clothing Store, Shirts and Sweaters, David Bentheim, pl.; p. 77; July 96; ARev

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Autobiography Excerpt; Early Environmental Concerns; Ian McHarg; by Ian McHarg, ph.; p. 89-93, Sept 96-101; Mar 96, LA
Contaminated Environmental Brownfields; Turned to Greenfields, Cleanup Building Sites; by Steven L. Blonz and Robert S. Walters, pl.; p. 26-31; Oct 96, TCS
Green Design Can Save Money; John Picard's Comments; ph. biblio.; p. 47-48; Aug 96; ID
Iowa, Cedar Falls; Center for Energy and Environmental Education, University of Northern Iowa, Wells, Woodburn & O'Neil and Weidt Group, by Joe Kiobasa; ph.; pl. ill.; p. 86-90; June 96, TCS
Progress in Managing Environmental Toxins; by Nadav Malin, tables, graph, cea.; p. 48-51, Sept 96; ARev
The Construction Process: Conserving and Recycling Materials; Specifying Environmental Requirements, Case Study, by Dru Meadows and Chuck Bell; ref. chart, table.; p. 59-68; June 96, TCS
The Market for Green Design; Energy Efficient and Ecologically Sound Design. Examples, by Elena Marcheso Moreno, ph. pl. m. sec. det.; p. 24-29; Jan 96; ARev
See CONSERVATION, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

EVALUATION

Massachusetts, Boston; Interiors, Gillette Company Headquarters: Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly, ph. pl. charts.; p. 90-93, Aug 96; ID
See Specific Building Type also

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

California, Downey; Energy Resource Center; Demonstrates Sustainable Architecture; Wolff, Lang & Christopher, by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. cost anal. dia.; p. 36-39, Sept 96; BD&C
Duncan Aviation Trade Show Exhibit; Nevada, Las Vegas, Mauk Design, by MJ Madigan, ph.; p. 64-67, Apr 96; INT
Ecological Center; France, Belfort, Study, Educational and Tourist Center; Lucien Kroll, ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73, Nov 96; ARev
Exhibit of Drawings; Soane's Approach to Building Design, John Soane, ill. pers.; p. 20-21, Feb 96; ARev
Exhibition and Convention Center; Germany, Leipzig, Structural Metal Arched Frame, Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner and Ian Ritchie, ph. pers. axon. sec. det.; p. 74-77, Mar 96; ARev
Germany, Bad Oeynhausen; Communication and Technology Center, Offices, Exhibition Spaces, Frank O Gehry, ph. pl. sec.; p. 27-33, Apr 96; ARev
Germany, Bad Oeynhausen; Electric Company, Communication and Technology Center, Power Control Center, Office Wing, Conference Center, Exhibition Hall, Frank O Gehry, ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-109, Mar 96; ARev
Germany, Gelsenkirchen; Science Park for Research and Development; Energy Efficient, Kesseler & Partner, ph. pl. sec.; p. 30-35, Sept 96; ARev
Glass Art Exhibit; Illinois, Chicago, Work of Artist, Stephen Knapp; ph.; p. 226-227, May 96; ID
Ground Covers Garden Exhibit; California, Escondido, Narrative Garden Describes Earth Framework and Its Plants; Peter Walker and William Johnson, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph. pl. table.; p. 26-31, July 96; LA
Japan, Tokyo; Mixed Use, Conference Center, Music Halls, Plaza and Retail, International Forum Building, Rafael Vinyoly, by Ivor Richards, ph. pl. sec.; p. 37-45, Nov 96; ARev
Mining Exhibition Building; Austria, Hutenberg, Gunther Domeng, ph. pl. axon.; p. 52-56, Feb 96; ARev
Pennsylvania, Easton; Cultural Center, Two Rivers Landing, Offices, Restaurant, Crayola Museum, National Canal Museum, National Park Service Visitor's Center; Schwartz & Silver and Wallace & Watson, sec. pl. ph.; p. 108-113, Nov 96; ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh, Competition Entry, Second Place; Richard Hutchinson, pl. m. elev sec pers.; p. 63-65, Jan 96; ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh, Competition Entry, Third Place, D5 Architects, ph. pl. pers sec elev m.; p. 66-68, Jan 96; ARev
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EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont’d)
Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Scotland, Edinburgh, Competition Entry, Fourth Place; Rudolphe Luscher; ill. pl. iso. m. elev. sec.; p. 69-71, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition Entry, Finalist; Jenkins, Cater & Tucker; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 72-73, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition Entry, Finalist; Macalchan Monaghan; pl. pers. m.; p. 74, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh, Competition Entry, Mentioned; Randle & Roo; pl. sec.; p. 75, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Roland King; Sara Carbonera and Carlo Zavan; m. pers. pl. sec.; p. 76, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh, Competition Entry, Mentioned; Naoto Yaegashi and Norm Nult; pl. ill. dia. sec.; p. 77, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Arkkitehtitoimisto Kouvo & Partanen; pl. m. pers.; p. 78, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Feilden Glegg Design; pl. elev.; p. 79, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Arkitehtitoimisto Kouvo & Partanen; m. pers.; p. 76, Jan 96, ARev
Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Scotland, Edinburgh; Competition First Place Winner; Nanjd Stokke Wiig; pers. pi elev.; p. 58-62, May 96, ARev

Three Buildings in Japan Exhibit; Japan, ---; Designs for an American Landscape; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-43, Aug 96, A
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Facilities Management at Universities; by Robert Spencer Barnett; ph. dia. chart; p. 32-36, May 96, BD&C
Owner’s Representatives for Project Management; p. 65-66, May 96, ID

FACTORY
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FILM STUDIO
See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO

FINLAND
Helsinki Suburb; Apartment Building; Critique of Building Gestures; Reijo Jallinoja; ph.; p. 19, Jan 96, ARev
Kankaanpaa; Art School; Kouvo & Partanen; pl. pl.; p. 74-77, June 96, ARev
Kuruvesi; Old People’s Home; NVO; pl. sec.; p. 44-47, July 96, ARev

FIRE PROTECTION
California, San Francisco; Main Library; Electrical System; Smoke Management; Seismic Design; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Simon; Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-91, 109-115, July 96; A
Controlled Access Doors Related to Fire Safety Requirements; Examples; by C. Donald Latham, Jr.; ph. pl. iso.; p. 48-52, Sept 96; BD&C
Fire and Smoke Testing; by Jim Berg; p. 20, 21, Sept 96, TCS
ICBO Passes Fire and Smoke Control Door Changes; p. 6, Nov 96, TCS
Intumescents Revisited; Response to Article; by James Stahl and Achin Henig; ph. table; p. 6-10, Mar 96, TCS
Preserving Firestopping Systems; by Walter P. Sterling; p. 26-27, July 96, TCS
Software Models of Computational Fluid Dynamics; Air Flow, Heat Transfer, Progress of Fire; Example Projects; ill.; p. 163-169; Feb 96; A
See HAZARDS also

FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE
Fireplace Survey; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 172-174, Mar/Apr 96, CB
Fireplaces, Survey; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p. 106-108, Nov 96, B

FLOOD
See HAZARDS
FLORIDA

Concrete Floor Planks; Construction and Repairing; by David H. Nicastro and Kimball J. Beasley, ph., p. 96, Apr 96, TCS

Decorative Concrete Flooring; by Charles Wardell, ph., p. 28-32, Mar/Apr 96, CB

Moisture and Wood Flooring; by Randy Hesse, ph. p. 104, Dec 96; B

See CARPET, CONCRETE also

FLORIDA (Cont'd)

Miami Beach; Transformation to Sophisticated Growing City, Survey of Projects, ph., p. 98-107, Apr 96, A

Miami; Airport, Concourse A Concessions, Snack-Bar, Newstands, Spills & Candle, by Kate Hensler, ph., pl., p. 62-65, Nov 96, INT

Miami; Interiors, Offices for Sony Music International, Includes Glass Wall Details, TAS Design, ph., pl. sec. det., p. 168-175, May 96, ID

Miami; Museum of Contemporary Art, Gwathmey & Siegel and Jose Gelabert-Navia, ph., axon., p. 107; Apr 96, A

Miami; Residence, Interiors; Marjorie Goldman, Original Design by Walter DeGarmo, by Michael Webb, ph., pl., p. 82-87, June 96, INT

Naples; Kitchen, Great & Son, ph., pl., p. 115, May 96, B

Naples; Residence, Custom Home Award, Sater Group, ph., p. 108-112, Mar/Apr 96, CB

Naples; Residential Development; Residence, Best of Show Winner, Sater Group, ph., p. 60-61, Nov/Dec 96, CB

New Smyrna Beach; Studio Complex, Atlantic Center for the Arts, Music, Sculpture, Painting, Dance Studio and Theater, Thompson & Ross, elev., pl., p. 118-121, June 96, A

Orlando; Low Rise, Walt Disney Development Company Offices, Farmer & Baker, ph., pl. axon., p. 120-125, June 96, ID

Orlando; Parramore Heritage, New Urbanism Infill Plan, Dover & Kohl, ph., pl., p. 74-75, Apr 96, A

Orlando; Planet Hollywood, Walt Disney World, Lighting, Rockwell Group, Lighting Design by Rockwell Group and Focus Lighting, ph., p. 18-23, Feb/Sep 96, AR

Orlando; Restaurant, California Grill at Disney's Contemporary Hotel, INTERIORS Award, Dorf Associates, ph., pl. p. 40-43, Jan 96, INT

Orlando; Review of City's Amenities, Site of 1997 CSI Convention, by Dianne L. Baldwin, ph., p. 56-60, Sept 96, TCS

Ormond Beach; Residence, Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg, ph., pl., p. 68-75, Feb 96, ID

Seaside; Architect's Second House, Alexander Gorlin, ph., pl. sec., p. 98-103, July 96, ID

Seaside; Residence, BUILDER Award, Grand Award, Alexander Gorlin, ph., pl., p. 118, Oct 96, B

Seaside; Residence, McWherter Architects, ph., pl., p. 102-103, Nov 96, B

Southwest Coast; Gulfside Estate House, Sater Group, by Matthew Power, ph., p. 36-43, Sept/Oct 96, CB

Stuart, Hutchinson Island; Residence, Estate Size, Evans Group, by Peter Noah, ph., pl., p. 74-79, May/June 96, CB

Tampa; Recreation Building Addition, University of South Florida, Helmsum, Ohta & Kassabau, by John Gregerson, ph., pl. sec., p. 30-32, Aug 96, BD&C

Tampa; Residential Development, Residence, West Bay, Centex Homes, ph., pl. p. 205, Jan 96, B

University Park; Kitchen, Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, ph., pl., p. 116-117, May 96, B
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FOREST MANAGEMENT
California, San Francisco; Reforestation Plan for Golden Gate Park, Rosyton, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey, by Joan Aragon; ph. pl., p. 54-59, Sept 96, LA

Discovery Park, Urban Wilderness; Washington, Seattle; Habitat Improvement Project; Swift & Company, by Michael Leccehe; ph. pl., p. 44-49, Dec 96, LA

Forests' Slow Decline; Survey of Species Decline: Discovery Park. Urban Wilderness; Washington, Seattle; Reforestation Plan for Caen; U S Armed Services Memorial, Morgan

INTERNATIONAL FOUNTAIN AND PLAZA. Renovated; Buckingham Memorial Fountain Restoration; Illi­nois, Chicago, AIA Honor Award; Harry Weese; ph. pl., p. 192, May 96, A

INTERNATIONAL FOUNTAIN AND PLAZA. Renovated; Washington, Seattle: TRA; Landscape Design by Nakano & Dennis; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.: p. 30-35, June 96, LA

FOUNDATION
Saving with Shallow Foundations; by Arthur W. Johnson; sec. pl., p. 140, Nov 96, B

FOUNTAIN
Buckingham Memorial Fountain Restoration; Illi­nois, Chicago, AIA Honor Award; Harry Weese; ph. pl., p. 192, May 96, A

INTERNATIONAL FOUNTAIN AND PLAZA. Renovated; Washington, Seattle: TRA; Landscape Design by Nakano & Dennis; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.: p. 30-35, June 96, LA

FRANCE
Belfort; Ecological Center, Study, Educational and Tourist Center, Lucien Kroll; ph. pl. sec., p. 70-73, Nov 96, AReV

Caen; U. S. Armed Services Memorial, Morgan Wheelock; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl., p. 72-79, 83-84, July 96, LA

La Fleche; Town Hall, Adrien Fainsilber; ph. pl. axon. sec.: p. 36-39, July 96, AReV

Lille; Train Station, SNCF; ph. axon. sec. det.: p. 72-73, Mar 96, AReV

Lyon; Cite Internationale, Multi-Use; Art Museum, Hotel, Offices, Congress Hall, Conference Center, Renzo Piano; ph. pers. elev. sec.: p. 50-57, Jpd. 96, AReV

Orleans; Mediatheque, Print and Electronic Media, Pierre Du Besset and Dominique Lyon; ph. pl. sec.: p. 50-63, Feb 96, AReV

Paris; Brancusi Studio, Renzo Piano, m. pl. sec.: p. 94, Sept 96, A

Paris; Clothing Store, Ichthys, Galal Mahmoud, Interior Design by Jean-Pierre Heim; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl., p. 52-55, Dec 96, INT

Paris; Cylindrical Structure for Meditation and Prayer At UNESCO Complex; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. sec., p. 20-21, Apr 96, AReV

Paris; Foreign Office Staff Restaurant, Bernard Desmoulins; ph. pl. sec.: p. 76-78, Sept 96, AReV

Paris; French Ministry’s Offices, Interiors; Inspection Generale des Affaires Sociales, Alain Moati and Jacques Moussafr; ph. pl.: p. 29-31, June 96; AReV

Paris; Interiors, Publishing House Offices, Atelier Canal; ph. pl. sec.: p. 25-27, June 96; AReV

FRANCE (Cont’d)
Paris; Linear Park, Stores and Offices, Historic Rail­way Viaduct Remodeled, Patrick Berger; ph. pl. axon. elev.: p. 52-55, Sept 96, AReV

Paris; Office Building, Interiors; Private Offices, Andre Putnam; ph. pl., p. 86-91, Nov 96, ID

Paris; Public Park, Parc Citroen; Patrick Berger, Clement Gilles, Viguier & Jody and Alain; ph. pl.: p. 74-75, Nov 96, AReV

Roissy; Exchange Module Links Rail, Air and Urban Transit Systems, Charles de Gaulle Airport, Glazed Steel Roof Featured; Paul Andreu and Jean-Marie Duthilleul; ph. pl. sec. axon.: p. 76-89, Jan 96, AR

Saint-Die-Des-Vosges; Residential and Care Cen­ter for Handicapped Children, Henning, Normier & Lelievre; ph. pl. sec.: p. 45-53, July 96, AReV

Vitrolles; Stadi­um for Sports and Rock Concerts; Rudy Riccotti; ph. pl. sec.: p. 73-75, Feb 96; AReV

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS
African Design Theme Fabrics and Stools; ph.: p. 22, Dec 96, ID

California, Los Angeles; Interiors; Advertising Agency’s Headquarters, BBDO West Includes Work Station Partitions, Becker Design; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.: p. 78-81, July 96, ID

Conference Table; Davis Talk Table; Critique by Designers, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph.; p. 20-21, Dec 96, INT

Contracts for Furniture, Furnishings and Equipment; by Maryrose McGowan; pers. iso. table, dia.: p. 48-55, Mar 96, TCS

Desk System, Vitra’s Metropol; Designer’s Cri­tique; ph.: p. 72-73, May 96, INT

Directory of Products; ph.: p. 64-126, Dec 96, AR

Furniture and Store Interiors in Minimalist Design Style; Designer’s Furniture, Donald Judd, ph.: p. 18-19, Dec 96, ID

Furniture for Dormitories, KI’s RoomScape; Cri­tique by Designer; by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph.: p. 16-17, Aug 96, INT

Furniture, Educational and Training, Bretford’s; Designer’s Critique, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph.: p. 45, Oct 96, INT

Molded Plywood Chair; History, Charles Eames, by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 130, Feb 96, INT

No More Plagiarized Products; by Bradford Stew­art, ph.: p. 24, Feb 96, INT

Office Furniture, Haworth’s Crossings; Critique by Designers, ph. ID.: p. 12-13, Feb 96, INT

Office Reception Desks; ph.: p. 24, Dec 96, ID

Plagiarized Furniture Follow-Up Comments; ill.: p. 10-11, Mar 96, INT

Product Pricing and Its Impact; Designers and Furniture Dealers Roundtable Discussion; by MJ Madigan; ph.: p. 26, 30, 37, 245, May 96, INT

Shelving, Cabinets, Table; Busby Associates; ph.: p. 130-131, Sept 96, A

Table; Knoll’s Propeller Table, Designers’ Critique, ph.: p. 16-17, June 96, INT

See SHOWROOM also
GARDEN

Healing Garden at Hospital Courtyard; California, Santa Clara, James Burnett, pl., pers.; p. 24, Mar 96, LA

Homeowner's Folk Art Stone Garden Structures; Washington, Seattle, Milton Walker, ph.; p. 24-26, May 96, LA

Multi-use Community Garden; Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Knox Garden, PA Award, Loom; ph. pl. axon.; p. 148-149; May 96, A

New York, New York, Bronx; Children's Garden, Mitsu, Kikut & Williams, pers. ill.; p. 28, May 96, LA

Roof Gardens; by Robert McMarlin, ill.; p. 84-85; June 96, TCS

South Carolina, Hilton Head; Town Hall Garden and Park, Xeriscape Concept, Lolly Tai, by J. William Thompson; ph.; p. 56-63, May 96, LA

Urban Youth Gardeners, At-Risk Teenagers; California, San Francisco, by J. William Thompson; ph.; p. 44-49, July 96, LA

See BOTANIC GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, RECREATION and Specific Building Type also

GEORGIA (Cont'd)

Alpharetta; Residential Development, Residence, Avensong, Colony Homes; ph.; pl. p. 62, Dec 96, B

Atlanta, Near; Residential Development, Residence, Life Dream House, Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; pl. p. 76-77, Dec 96, B

Atlanta; Art Gallery, Clark Atlanta University, Scoop, Elam & Bray, ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 96, AR

Atlanta; Building Product Showroom and Distribution Center, Georgia-Pacific, Pnnce Street Technologies, by Robert McMarlin, ill.; p. 84-85; June 96, TCS

Atlanta; Building Product Showroom and Distribution Center, Georgia-Pacific, Pnnce Street Technologies, by Robert McMarlin, ill.; p. 84-85; June 96, TCS

Atlanta; Centennial Olympic Park, Lighting Features; EDAW and Turner Associates, ph.; p. 18-21; Nov/Suppl 96 AR

Atlanta; Child Development and Model Teaching Center, Farmington Design Group, ph.; pl. p. 56-59, Dec 96, INT

Atlanta; Downtown Area, Special Interest Public Space District; Its Public Uses, PA Award, Conway & Schulte; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; May 96, A

Atlanta; Office Building, Middle Rise, UPS Headquarters, Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; ph.; p. 110-115; Jan 96, ID

Atlanta; Public Spaces Finished for the Olympics, ph.; p. 40-41; Sept 96, A

Atlanta; Visitor Center, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site, Turner Associates, Landscape Design by Jackson & Person, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph.; pl. p. 52-59; Dec 96, LA

Atlanta; Woodruff Arts Center, Renovation, BD&C Award, Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback, by John Gregerson, ph. pl. sec. det. cost anal.; p. 50-54; Oct 96, BD&C

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL LIGHTING

GERMANY

---; Nazi's Architecture Crushes Sense of Individuality; Survey of Work, by Peter Blundell Jones, m. ph.; p. 64-68, July 96, AR

---; Review of Planning in Germany; ph. m.; p. 9-10, May 96, ARev


Bad Mergen-Theim; Residence, Szyszko & Kowalski, ph.; pers. ill.; p. 56-59, Oct 96, ARev

Bad Oeynhausen; Communication and Technology Center, Offices, Exhibition Spaces, Frank O. Gehry, ph.; pl. sec. p. 27-33, Apr 96, ARev

Bad Oeynhausen; Electric Company, Communication and Technology Center, Power Control Center, Office Wing, Conference Center, Exhibition Hall, Frank O. Gehry, ph.; pl. sec. p. 100-109, Mar 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry, Bohlin, Cwinsky & Jackson, pers. pl.; p. 134, Apr 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood, pers. pl.; p. 137, Apr 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry, Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo, pers. pl.; p. 135, Apr 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry; Moore Ruble & Tal, pers. pl.; p. 132, Apr 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry, Robert A. M. Stern, pers. pl.; p. 136, Apr 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Entry, Venturi & Scott Brown, pers. pl.; p. 133, Apr 96, A

Berlin; Embassy, U. S.; Competition Winners and Entries, ph.; pl. pers. p. 131-137, Apr 96, A
GERMANY (Cont’d)

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entries; Building Security; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; m. pl. pers.; p. 36-41, Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; m. pl. pers.; p. 36-41, Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; m. pl. pers.; p. 36-41, Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; m. pl. ill.; p. 42-43, Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security; Robert A. M. Stern and Leo A. Daly; m. pl.; p. 42-43; Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security; Ventur & Scott Brown and Einhorn Yaffee & Prescott; m. pl. pers.; p. 40-41; Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Building Security; Bohlin Cywinski & Jackson and Swedrup Facilities; m. pl. pers.; p. 38-39; Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Embassy, U.S., Competition Entry; Moore Ruble & Yudell and Gruen Associates; m. pl. pers.; p. 38-39; Mar 96; AR

Berlin; Jewish School; Heinz-Galinsky, Cntique; Zvi Hecker, by Peter Cook; ph.; pl.; p. 36-42; June 96; AR

Berlin; Multi-Use Building, Stores, Offices and Apartments; Jean Nouvel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; July 96; AR

Berlin; Office Building; Middle Rise; Includes Wall Section; AIA Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. det. sec.; p. 190-191, 280; May 96; A

Braunschweig; Residence; Solar Features; Thomas Spiegelhalter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-70; Oct 96; AR

Bremerhaven; City Hall; Daniel Libeskind; m. elev. pl.; p. 41; Jan 96; A

Chemnitz; Sports Stadium; Peter Kulk and Ulrich Konigs; pl. axon. ill.; p. 78-79; Mar 96; AR

Cologne, Mungersdorf; Architect’s Residence; Oswald M. Ungers; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Dec 96; A

Dillingen; Residence; Heinz Bienefeld; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-173; Sept 96; A

Dessau, Near; Worlitz Estate; Historic Array of Buildings; Friedrich Wilhelm Von Erdmannsdorff; ph. ill.; p. 9; July 96; AR

Frankfurt am Main; Office Building, Middle Rise; Advertising Agency; Schneider & Schumacher; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 59-61; Sept 96; AR

Frankfurt; Newspaper Kiosk; Joppfen Dietz; ph.; p. 16-17; Jan 96; AR

Frankfurt; Private Residential School Addition; Odenwaldschule; Ecological Concerns; Peter Hubner; ph. pl. axon.; p. 41-43; Sept 96; AR

Gelsenkrichen; Science Park for Research and Development; Energy Efficient; Kessler & Partner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 30-35; Sept 96; AR

Hamburg; Building Products Regional Sales and Distribution Center; Michael Wilford; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 102-107; Aug 96; AR

Hamburg; Gallery of Contemporary Art; Addition; Couté, Oswald M. Ungers; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 9; Oct 96; AR

Hessen, Ober-Ramstadt; Youth Center, Turkish Community; Hans Waechter; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; July 96; AR

GLASS

Decorative Glass Panels and Fabrics; ph.; p. 34; Dec 96; ID

Defensive Glazing; Resisting Natural and Human Forces; by Tom Harpole; ph. cea.; p. 34-37; May 96; AR

Designer of Glass Sculpture and Building Elements; James Carpenter; ph.; p. 107; Dec 96; A

Glazing System Leaks; by David H. Nicastro; det.; p. 80; Jan 96; TCS

Opaque Glass Wall Panels; Properties; by Robert B. Kummer; ph.; p. 48-51; Feb 96; TCS

Protective Glazing; Effect of Bombing; by Tom Harpole; ph. ref.; p. 60-66; Apr 96; TCS

Sloped Glazing Not Need Leak; Detailing; by Chris B. Makepeace and John O’Connor; det. ref.; p. 50-57; Nov 96; TCS

Sloped Glazing Slips and Failures; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p. 88; Dec 96; TCS

Surviving Hurricane Forces; Building Construction Techniques; by Tom Heneman; ph. ref. tables; p. 76-85; Apr 96; TCS

Window Film, Evaluating; by Rob Martin; chart ph. table; p. 48-53; Oct 96; TCS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Belgian Consul General’s Offices; New York; New York; Owen & Mandolfo; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Jan 96; ID

City Hall and Central Library; Netherlands, The Hague; Richard Meier; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 98-107; Feb 96; A

City Hall and Library; Netherlands, The Hague; Richard Meier; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon.; p. 39-49; Jan 96; AR

City Hall, Seismic Retrofit and Restoration; California, Oakland; VBN Architects; by Hugh Cook; ph. m. cost anal.; p. 34-38; June 96; BD&C

LEIPZIG (Cont’d)

Leipzig; Convention and Trade Center; Glass Hall; Metal Structure Details; Environmental Controls; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Mary Pepchinski; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 80-89; Nov 96; AR

Leipzig; Exhibition and Convention Center; Structural Metal Arched Frame; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner and Ian Ritchie; ph. pers. axon. sec. det.; p. 74-77; Mar 96; AR

Moglingen; Youth Club; Energy Efficient; Peter Hubner; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 44-47; Sept 96; AR

Munich; Wholesale Apparel Center; AIA Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl.; p. 166; May 96; A

Osnabruck; Art Museum, Felix Nussbaum; Daniel Libeskind; m. pl.; p. 95; Sept 96; A

Osnabruck; Art Museum; Artwork of Felix Nussbaum; Daniel Libeskind; pl. elev. m.; p. 57-59; Feb 96; A

Osnabruck; Art Museum Felix Nussbaum: Daniel Libeskind; m. sec.; p. 40; Jan 96; A

Stuttgart; Kindergarten; Peter Hubner; ph. pl. iso.; p. 48-51; Sept 96; AR

Wurzburg; Office Building, Low Rise; Gotz Headquaters Building; Weber & Geissler; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-54; Nov 96; AR

See WINDOW also
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

Civic Arts Plaza; California, Thousand Oaks; Civic Offices, Theater and Auditorium; Antoine Predock; pl sec ph; p 64-69, Feb 96; ARev

Civic Center, City Buildings and Marketplace; Norway, Karasjok; Bjerk & Byrge; sec elev ph; p 36-33, Aug 95; ARev

Community Buildings; Cope With Cultural Change, Building Types Study; ph sec det cea; p 65-103, June 96; AR

County Government Center; Nevada, Las Vegas; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; ph; p 86-87, Apr 96; A

Courthouse Design; by Tom Ichinowski p 98, Mar 96, AR

Courthouses Are Worth the Cost; by Douglas P. Woodlock. p 49-53, Jan 96; A

Courthouses; Survey of New and Recent Federal Courthouses, Chronology; m ph; p 64-85, Jan 96; A

Embassy, British; Ireland, Dublin, Allies & Morrison; ph pl axon; p 34-39, Apr 96, ARev

Embassy, Korean; China, Beijing; Garrison & Stiegel and Kunwon Architects; il pers pl; p 70, May 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Entry; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; pers pl; p 134, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Entry; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; pers pl; p 137, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Entry; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; pers pl; p 135, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Entry; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; pers pl; p 132, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Entry; Robert A.M. Stern; pers pl; p 136, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Entry; Venturi & Scott Brown; pers pl; p 133, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Germany, Berlin; Competition Winners and Entries; ph pl; p 131-137, Apr 96; A

Embassy, U.S.; Peru, Lima; Chancery Building; Security Critique, Arquitectonica; ph; p 78-87, Oct 96; AR

Embassy, U.S.; Germany; Competition Entries; Germany, Berlin; Building Security; m pl sec ill pers; p 36-43, Mar 96; AR

Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Germany, Berlin; Building Security, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; m pl pers; p 40-41, Mar 96, AR

Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Germany, Berlin; Building Security; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; m pl ill; p 42-43, Mar 96, AR

Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Germany, Berlin; Building Security; Robert A. M. Stern and Leo A. Daly; m pl; p 42-43, Mar 96, AR

Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Germany, Berlin; Building Security, Venturi & Scott Brown and Einhorn, Yaffe & Prescott; m pl pers; p 40-41, Mar 96, AR

Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Germany, Berlin; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson and Swerdupe Facilities; pl pers; p 38-39, Mar 96, AR

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

Embassy, U.S.; Competition Entry; Germany, Berlin, Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Gruen Associates; m pl pers; p 38-39, Mar 96; AR

Emergency Communications Center; Illinois, Chicago; Fluor & Daniel; by John Gregerson; ph sec iso ill; p 56-60, Mar 96; BD&SC

Federal Architecture; Federal Design Excellence; m ph; p 59-63, Jan 96; A

Federal Border Stations; Survey of Projects; pers ph; p 96-101, Jan 96; A

Federal Building and Court House; Arizona, Phoenix; PA Award, Richard Meier, m elev pl sec chart; p 118-121, May 96; A

Federal Buildings and Campuses; Public Spaces, Survey of Projects, Chronology; m ph ill; p 86-95, Jan 96; A

Federal Courthouse Annex; New Jersey, Trenton; Renovation and Expansion, Vitetta Group; by Hugh Cook; ph iso cost anal; p 30-34, Nov 96; BD&SC

Federal Courthouse Competition; Winning Projects; pers ph; p 103-109, Jan 96; A

Federal Courthouse and Federal Building; Arizona, Phoenix, Wall and Roof Sections, Richard Meier, m sec pl; p 138-139, Feb 96; A

Federal Courthouse; New York, White Plains; Wall Section; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph sec axon; p 70, 156, Jan 96; A

Federal Courthouse; West Virginia, Beckley; Competition Entry, Myers Associates; elev pl; p 108, Jan 96; A

Federal Courthouse; West Virginia, Beckley; Competition Entry, Shalom Baranes; pl pers; p 107, Jan 96; A

Federal Courthouse; West Virginia, Beckley, Competition Entry, Spills & Candela/Warmecke; pers pl; p 109, Jan 96; A

Federal Courthouse; West Virginia, Beckley, Competition Winner, Robert A. M. Stern and Einhorn, Yaffe & Prescott; pl pers; p 105-106, Jan 96; A

Federal Plaza at Jacob Javits Building; New York, New York; Removal of Tilted Arc Sculpture and Installing New Plan, Martha Schwartz; by John Beardsley; ill; p 160, 159, May 96; LA

Federal Review; Architect Panel Reviews Progress in Improving Public Architecture; ph; p 123-127, Jan 96; A

French Ministry's Offices, Interiors; France; Pans; Inspection Generale des Affaires Sociales, Alain Moatti and Jacques Moussafir; ph pl; p 29-31, June 96; ARev

Government Building Security; Elements of Design for Security, ph; p 111-113, Jan 96; A

Indiana, Bloomington; Showers Center, City Hall; Industrial and Educational Uses, Remodeled Furniture Factory, Red. McGuire & Shook; ph; p 92-95, Feb 96; AR

Law Courts Building; Netherlands, Middelburg; Hubert-Jan Henket; ph sec p 26-31, July 96; AR

Municipal Hall; Canada, British Columbia, North Vancouver; Busby & Bridger; ph pl; p 128, Sept 96; A

Municipal Office Building; Spain, Baix Llobregat; Carlos Ferrater and Xavier Guell; ph pl sec; p 28-30, Jan 96; ARev
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

On Justice Breyer's Talk About Public Design; Editorial; by Stephen A. Kliment; p. 9, Mar 96, AR
Police Substation; Arizona, Tempe, Skylight Detail, Architekton, ph. pl. det. cea.; p. 96-101, June 96; AR
State Capital Building, Renovation; Michigan, Lansing, AIA Honor Award, Richard C. Frank et al.; ph. pl.; p. 56-63, May 96; A
State Judicial Building; Alabama, Montgomery, Courthouse Design, Barganier, Davis & Sims and Gresham & Smith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98, 100-103, Mar 96; AR
Town Hall Garden and Park; South Carolina, Hilton Head, Xeriscape Concept, Lolly Tai; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p. 198, May 96; LA
Town Hall; France, La Fleche, Adrien Fansilber; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 36-39, July 96; ARev
Training Center for Public-Safety Personnel; Canada, British Columbia, New Westminster, Justice Institute, Henriquez Partners and IBI Group; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-123, Sept 96; A
U.S. Ambassador's Residence; Kuwait; RTKL; pers. sec.; p. 117, Jan 96, A
U.S. Ambassador's Residence; Singapore, Stubbins Associates; ph. pers. sec.; p. 115-116, Jan 96; A
U.S. Ambassador's Residence; Thailand, Bangkok, RTKL; pers. sec.; p. 117, Jan 96, A
Village Hall and Performance Hall; Japan, Gifu, Sakauchi-Mura, Makoto Seti Watanabe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-43, July 96; ARev
Visitor Center, U.S. Naval Academy; Maryland, Annapolis, Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoet; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-61, Mar 96; INT
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY also

GRAPHICS
Architects' Spatial Skills and Digital Design; Used in Projects Outside of Architecture, Survey of Projects; ill. pers. ph.; p. 121-127, Dec 96, A
Best Graphics for Restaurants; Design Award; ph. p. 102-103, June 96, ID
Residential Development; National Sales and Marketing Awards; Survey of Brochures, Ads, Direct Mail, Interiors, etc.; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-120, Feb 96; B
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING, COMPUTER, Specific Building Type also

GUYANA
Visitor Center and Lodge for National Park; Andersen Group, sec. pl.; p. 123, June 96, A

H

HANDICAPPED DESIGN
Architect's Liability in ADA Cases; Editorial, by Deborah K. Dietsch; p. 15, Sept 96, A
New York, New York; National Design Museum, Renovation, Meeting ADA Requirements, Polshek Partners; ph. pl. axon.; p. 43, Oct 95; A
HANDICAPPED DESIGN (Cont'd)
Survey of Houses with Universal Appeal; Appeal to Those with Physical Challenges; by Susan Bradford; ph. p. 284-290, Jan 96; B

HANDRAIL
Handrail Post Deformation; Deterioration at Base; by David H. Nicastro and Kimball J. Beasley; ph. p. 88, Nov 96, TCS

HARDWARE
Door Handles and Bathroom Fittings; Knud Holgerscher; ph. p. 20-21, Dec 96, ARev
Security Locking Systems; Security Standards, by Donald L. Myers; ph. dia. ref., p. 68-75, Apr 96, TCS

HAWAII
Honolulu; Interiors, Law Firm Offices, Ferraro & Choi; ph. pl. p. 116-119, July 96, ID
Honolulu; Refractive Glass Curtain Wall; James Carpenter, ph. iso. axon.; p. 110-111, Dec 96, A

HAZARDS
Progress in Managing Environmental Toxins; by Nadav Main; tables, graph cea., p. 48-51, Sept 96, AR
Stormproofing Buildings; ph. p. 6-8, Aug 96, TCS
Surviving Hurricane Forces; Building Construction Techniques, by Tom Heineman; ph. ref. tables, p. 76-85, Apr 96, TCS
When Lightning Strikes; Protection, The Origin of Lightning, by Sheila Wertz; ph. p. 82-89, Sept 96, TCS
See FIRE PROTECTION, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER
California, Santa Monica; Physical Fitness Center, Remodeled Bus Station, Steven Ehrlich; ph. pl. p. 102-103, Sept 96, AR
Connecticut, Stamford; Spa for Beauty and Wellness, Clodagh Design; by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p. 74-79, Oct 96, INT
Mexico, Tecate; Health Spa Resort, Rancho LaPuerta, Landscape Plan, Chris Drayer; by Dirk Sutro; ph. pl. p. 38-43, Dec 96, LA
New York, New York; Health Center, David Barton's Gym, Aero Studios; ph. pl. p. 84-91, Jan 96, ID
New York, New York; Health Center, La Palestra, HLW; ph. pl. p. 78-83, Jan 96, ID
Spain, Madrid; Health Center, Justo Isasi and Alberto Pietran, ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-58, July 96; ARev
Washington, Seattle; Shelter and Health Care Facility, Fremont Public Association, Miller & Hull, pers. sec. elev.; p. 56-57, Oct 96, A
Washington, Snoqualmie Falls; Salish Lodge Spa, Mithun Partners; ph. pl. p. 100-103, Oct 96, ID
See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION also
HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

BACnet's Focus Turns to Implementation; Interoperability of Different Manufacturer's Building Systems; by Gordon Wright, ph. ill. dia. cost anal.; p. 38-42, Nov 96, BD&C

California, San Francisco; Major Seismic Upgrade and Expansion; California Palace of Legion of Honor, Includes Environmental System Controls; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Mark Cavagnero; by Gordon Wright, ph. axon sec.; p. 38-40, May 96, BD&C

Cutting Heat Loss in Ducts; ph.; p. 185; July 96, B

Energy Strategies, Design and Performance-Based Fees; Types of Systems; ph. iso.; p. 52-54; Feb 96, BD&C

Germany, Gelsenkirchen; Science Park for Research and Development; Energy Efficient; Kessler & Partner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 30-35, Sept 96

Indoor Air Quality; Mold in Mechanical Systems and Other Problems; IAQ Checklist; by Nadav Main; ph. dia.; p. 36-39, Feb 96, AR

New Software Saves BTUs; Review of Software; chart. ill. tables; p. 257-261; May 96, A

New York, Lancaster; Ecology and Environmental Analytical Services Center; Includes Mechanical System Design; Cannon; by Hugh Cook; ph. pl. sec. cost anal.; p. 50-54; May 96, BD&C

Software Models of Computational Fluid Dynamics; Air Flow, Heat Transfer, Progress of Fire, Example Projects; ill.; p. 163-169; Feb 96, A

The New Heat Pumps; Costs; by Arthur Johnson; table; p. 144, June 96, B

Thermal Bridges in Construction; by Adrian Tulcu; ill. det. biblio.; p. 38-46, Oct 96, TCS

Underfloor Air Distribution System; Comparison with Conventional Design; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. sec. cost anal.; p. 45-47, Nov 96, BD&C

Using DOE-2 Building Energy Modeling Software; by David A. Gottfried; ph. tables; ref.; p. 35-41; Jan 96, TCS

Zimbabwe, Harare; Mixed Development Block; Retail, Offices and Parking; Energy Efficient; Pearce Partnership; ph. pl.; p. 29, 36-40, Sept 96; AR

HIGHWAY

Electronic Toll Collection; by Donald Harvey and Randy Boice; ph. sec.; p. 29-31; Sept 96; TCS

History of Paved Highways, the National Road; by Grady Clay; ph.; p. 140, 139; Dec 96, LA

Infrastructure Repair; by Douglas Page; ph.; p. 24-26; Mar 96; TCS

Investment in the Infrastructure; by Associated General Contractors; ph. map. charts.; p. 86-100; May 96, TCS

Italy; --; Gate and Bridge to San Marino; Giancarlo De Carlo; ph. elev. sec.; p. 68-69; Nov 96, AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Urban Ring Transit; Proposal to Reduce Traffic and Revitalize Neighborhoods; ph. pl.; p. 13, Feb 96, AR

HISTORIC, PRESERVATION

Adaptive Reuse and Renovation; Building Types Study; Special Issue; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 61-99; Feb 96, AR

China, Beijing; Review of Contextualism in New Construction; Carrying Forth Heritage, by X. Winslow Yan; ph. elev. axon. ref.; p. 115-126, Nov 96, JAE

Czech Republic, Prague; Courtyard Structure, Erascon Palace; Jestico & Whiles; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 84-85; Jan 96, AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Restoring Woodrow Wilson's Garden at House Museum; HOH; elev. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 96, LA

Documenting Historic Architectural Sites; History of Inventorying; by Charles A. Birnbaum; ph. ref.; p. 36-43, Apr 96, LA

Exhibit of Drawings; Soane's Approach to Building Design; John Soane; ill. pers.; p. 20-21; Feb 96, AR

Flashing for Masonry Walls; Historic View; by Jonathan Kahn-Levitt; ph. det. sec. iso. ref.; p. 57-63; Aug 96, TCS

Florida, Miami Beach; Office Building Raises Controversy; Barmello & Ajamil; by Peter Whorskey; ph.; p. 51; Apr 96, A

Germany, Auschwitz; Architecture and Auschwitz; Review of Books on the Death Camp; by Harold Marcus; ph. pl. biblio.; p. 123-128, Nov 95, JAE

History of Paved Highways, the National Road; by Grady Clay; ph.; p. 140, 139; Dec 96, LA

Illinois, Chicago; Modernist Campus Renovated; University of Illinois; Daniel P. Coffey; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Cheryl Kent; ph.; p. 21-22, Aug 96, AR

Kentucky, Louisville; Cherokee Parks; Preservation and Restoration; Andropogon Associates; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted, by Jory Johnson; ph. pers. ph. ill.; p. 80-87, 98; Mar 96, LA

Master Plan for Historic Town; Virginia, Williamsburg; Michel Dionne; Paul Milana and Christopher Shannon; ill. pl.; p. 15; Mar 96; AR

Netherlands; Amsterdam, Residence, Anne Frank House Being Restored and Expanded; ph. m.; p. 13, Apr 96, AR

New York, New York; New Victory Theater; Performing Arts Theater; Renovation of 1900 Theater; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Feb 96, AR

New York, New York; Passenger Circulation at Grand Central Station; Crow Aesthetic, a History; Whitney Warren and Charles Reid, by Anthony Raynsford; ill. pl. ref.; p. 2-14, Sept 96, JAE

New York, North Tarryton, Near; Museum and Exhibit of Drawings; Soane's Approach to Building Design; John Soane; ill. pers.; p. 20-21, Feb 96, AR

One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX; Entire Issue; Each Period of Century Reviewed Along with Historical Events; ph. ill. det.; p. 4-5, 26-101, May 96, AR

68
HISTORIC, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Apartment Development; Landscape Plan; Chelsea Historic Area Park; Cassway & Albert; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; 102; Apr 96; LA

Pennsylvania, West Chester; Chester County History Center; In Historic Landmarks, Frens & Frens; ph. pl. p.108-109; June 96; A

Pennsylvania, Willistown Township; Historic Sugartown Restoration; Multi-Use, Residential, Offices, Exhibit Space and Meeting Space, Frens & Frens; ph. pl. elev.; p.107; June 96; A

Preservation of Historic Sites in National Parks; by Richard Moe; ph.; p.71-76; Oct 96; A

Reconciliation of New Technology with Age-Old Perceptions; Historical Perspective, elev. ph.; p. 4-5; Mar 96; ARev

Saving our Recent Past; by Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pers.; p. 77-83; May 96; A

The City as a Frontier, an Invention; History of Frontier Concepts and Influences; by Lynda H. Schneekloth; ill. ph. ref.; p.210-225; May 96; JAE

The Ranch Style House; Cultural Roots and Environmental Discourse, by Barbara L. Allen; ph. ref.; p.156-165; Feb 96; JAE

Virginia, Charlottesville; Darden School of Business; by John Beardsley; ph., p.136, 135; July 96; LA

William Morris, Eminent Victorian Businessman; Designer, Writer and Business Executive; ref.; p.32, 82-83; Oct 96, ID

Worlitz Estate; Historic Array of Buildings; Germany, Dessau. Near Friedrich Wilhelm von Ermannsdoff; ph. ill.; p.9; July 96; ARev

See MUSEUM, Specific Building Type also

HOSPITAL

Healthcare Design Research Alliance; Coordinated Color Palette; table; p.90-91; Oct 96; INT

Outlook for Future Hospital Design; by Barbara A. Nadel; ph.; p.43, 114; June 96; AR

Reformed Healthcare's Affect on Hospital Design; by John Gregerson; ph. pl.; p.38-40; Dec 96, BD&C

CHILDREN'S

Connecticut, Hartford; Connecticut Children's Medical Center; Hillier Group and Karlsberger Companies; by Kann Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Nov 96; INT

Pediatric Isolation Unit; Illinois, Chicago; Borg Design Studio; by Kann Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Oct 96; INT

Residential and Care Center for Handicapped Children; France, Saint-Die-Des-Vosges; Hennin, Normier & Lieлевre; ph. pl. sec.; p.48-53; July 96; ARev

GENERAL

Cardiac Intensive Care Unit; Nevada, Reno; Stephen J. Short, Interior Design by Thompson Design; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Oct 96, INT

HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

GENERAL (Cont'd)

Hospital Los Angeles, Private; Mexico, Coahuilla; Henningson, Durham & Richardson; by Phil Wendling, Bernie Bortnick and Gerardo Fuentes; ph.; p.26-31; Aug 96; TCS

Outpatient Center; Pennsylvania, Altoona; Hayes & Large; by John Gregerson; ph. pl. cost anal.; p.42-46; Sept 96; BD&C

Regional Ambulatory Center, Prototype; Wisconsin, Waukesha and Kenosha, Albert Kahn; ph. pl.; p.38-40; Dec 96; BD&C

University Hospital of Cleveland; Ohio, Cleveland; INTERIORS Award; Payette Associates; ph. pl.; p.82, Jan 96; INT

Washington, Bremerton; Surgery and Registration Wing, Harrison Memorial Hospital; NBBJ; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.108-113, Feb 96; INT

LABORATORY

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Blood Testing Laboratory, Busby & Bridger; ph. pl.; p.129; Sept 96; A

RESEARCH FACILITY

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. pers.; p.131-139, Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pers.; p.139; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Hansen, Lind & Meyer; ph. pers.; p.136; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Venturi & Scott Brown and Payette Associates; ph. pl. pers.; p.137; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries; Renzo Piano; sec. pl.; p.138, Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entry, Cesar Pelli and HKS/Leo A. Daly; ph. pl. sec. m.; p.139, Mar 96; A

SPECIAL

Cancer Center; Texas, San Antonio; Marmon & Mok; by John Gregerson; ph. sec.; p.38-40; Mar 96; BD&C

Child's Cancer Center at Texas Children's Hospital; Texas, Houston; Ellerbe & Becket; by Kann Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Aug 96; INT

Hospital for Long-Stay Patients; Connecticut, New Britain; SL/LAM; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Mar 96; INT

Joslin Diabetes Center, Addition; Massachusetts, Boston; Ellenwood Associates; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. axon. sec.; p.50-54; Jan 96; BD&C

Massachusetts, Boston; Diabetes Center, AIA Honor Award; Ellenwood Associates; ph. pl.; p.201; May 96; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Joslin Diabetes Center; Ellenwood Associates; ph. axon.; p.52-53; Dec 96, AR
HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

SPECIAL (Cont'd)

Nursery at the Maternity Care Unit; Michigan, Pontiac, Oakland Medical Center, Gunn & Levine; by Jean Gorman; ph: p. 78-79, Apr 96; INT

See CLINIC. HEALTH CARE. UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER also

HOTEL

Beverly Hills Hotel Renovation of Building and Landscape; California, Beverly Hills; Gensler Associates; Landscape Design by SWA Group; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph: p. 58-65, 85; July 96, LA

Beverly Hills Hotel Restoration; California, Beverly Hills; Gensler Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph: p. 60-62; June 96, BD&C

Building Types Study; ph: graph; p. 98-109; Oct 96; AR

California, San Francisco; Hotel Monaco, Remodeled; INTERIORS Award, Cheryl Rowley; ph: p. 36-39; Jan 96; INT

Chile, Patagonia; Small Luxury Hotel in National Park; German Del Sol and Jose Cruz O; ph: p. 108-109; Oct 96, AR

Costa Rica, San Jose; Marriott; Spillis & Candela and Zuncher Arquitectos; ph: p. 102-105; Oct 95; AR

Designing, Specifying, Purchasing; ph: p. 169; 182; June 96; ID

England, London; Convent Garden Hotel; Remodeled Hospital; Peter Instone; Interior Design by Kit Kemp; by Michael Webb; ph: p. 58-61; Nov 96, INT

Four Seasons Resort; West Indies, Nevis; Zeigler & Roberts; Interior Design by Frank Nicholson; by MJ Madigan; ph: p. 52-57; Nov 96; INT

Full Service Business Room of the Future; ph: p. 154-164; June 96; ID

Hotel and Restaurant Designers, Fifty Largest; Practice and Project Analysis; chart; tables; p. 39-56; Oct 96; ID

Hotels of the Future; The Ideal Room of the Future; ph: p. 150-151, 171; June 96, ID

Indonesia, Timika; At the Edge of a Rain Forest; HOK; ph: p. 92-97; Feb 96, ID

Italy, Turin; Mixed-Use; Shopping Center; Convention Center; Hotel; Offices; University Uses; Concert Hall; Remodeled Fiat Factory; Renzo Piano; by Peter Buchanan; ph: p. 100-103; Oct 96; AR

Japan, Fukuoka; Hyatt Regency; Michael Graves; ph: suites; p. 99-101; Oct 96; AR

Kid Suites for Family Hotel Guests; by Hugh Cook; ph: pl. axon; p. 32-34; Dec 96, BD&C

Mexico, Tecate; Health Spa Resort; Rancho LaPuerta; Landscape Plan; Chris Drayer; by Dirk Sutro; ph: p. 38-43; Dec 96; LA

New York, New York; Hotel Mansfield Restoration; Pasanella & Klein Stoltzman & Berg; ph: p. 106-107; Oct 96, AR

New York, New York; Kitano Hotel; Bohdan E. DeRosset; Interior Design by Chhada & Siembieda; by Jean Gorman; ph: pl. p. 102-107; Feb 96, INT

New York, New York; Shoreham Hotel; INTERIORS Award; Pasanella & Klein Stoltzman & Berg; ph: pl. p. 76; Jan 96; INT

HOTEL (Cont'd)

Resort Hotel; Arizona, Paradise; Camelback Inn; Landscape Plan; Douglas Architects; by Andrea Oppenheim. Dean; ph: p. 66-73, 87-88; Dec 96; LA

Royal York Hotel Renovation; Canada, Ontario; Toronto; Chandelier Details; by Mary Kincaid; ph: pl. elev. det.; p. 42-47; Mar 96, TCS

Soho Grand Hotel; New York, New York; Interiors; Helpert Architects; Interior Design by Studio Sofield; ph: pl. p. 88-97; Oct 96, ID

South Dakota, Deadwood; Resort Hotel, Wyss Associates; ill. pl: p. 18; Dec 96; LA

Survey of Architect's Work; Interview With Architect; 93; His Work; Hotels, Stores, Moms Lapidus; ph: p. 92-97; Sept 96, AR

Texas, San Antonio; Critique of Hotel on The Riverwalk, Moore Associates; by Reed Kroloff; ph: p. 73; June 96; A

Washington, Snoqualmie Falls; Salish Lodge Spa; Mithun Partners; ph: pl. p. 100-103; Oct 96, ID

See RECREATION; SHELTER also

HOUSING

Affordable Housing; Building Types Study; Making Affordable Projects Work; Examples; by H. Jane Lehrman; ph: pl. graph; p. 66-95; Jan 96; AR

Bob Dole on Housing; Interview; ph: p. 70-72; Sept 96; B

Communist Mass Housing, Unhappy Heritage; East Central Europe; Case Studies; by Peter Liylon; ph: pl. pers ref; p. 104-114; Nov 96; JAE

Rural Studio; Alabama, ---; Teacher and Students Design and Build Housing for the Poor; Samuel Mockbee; ph: p. 74; Mar 96, AR

See APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

IDAHO

Ketchum; Residence, Custom Home Award; Chase & Diengott; ph: pl. p. 90-96; Mar/Apr 96; CB

ILLINOIS

Bolingbrook; Residential Development. Residence; Goldenrod, Bassenian & Lagoni; ph: pl. p. 27; Aug 96; B

Champaign; Architecture School; Temple Hoyne Buell Hall, University of Illinois; Perkins & Will; ph: pl. sec; p. 96-103; Aug 96; A

Chicago, Near; Bathroom; Theodore & Bradshaw; ph: p. 156-157; Apr 96; ID

Chicago, Near; Estate Size House, Maximum Electronic Features; Frank Mango; by Matthew Power; ph: pl. p. 46-53; Sept/Oct 96; CB

Chicago; Buckingham Memorial Fountain Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Harry Weese; ph: pl. p. 192; May 96; A

Chicago; Campus Core Project; University of Illinois; Piazas and Walkways Redesign; Daniel P. Coffey; by Hugh Cook; ph: pl. p. 62-64; Apr 96; BD&C
ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago; Carpet Showroom, DuPont Corporate Resource Center; INTERIORS Award, Eva Maddox; ph pl, p 68-71; Jan 96, INT

Chicago; Children’s Museum, Preschoolers Play-maze, Peter J Exley; by Kristen Richards, ph pl, p 58-61; July 96, INT

Chicago; Congress Viaduct and Plaza Reconstruction; AIA Honor Award; DLK Architecture; ph, p 204; May 96, A

Chicago; Emergency Communications Center

Chicago; Graduate School of Business Building

Chicago; Glass Art Exhibit, Work of Artist Stephen Powell & Kleinischmidt

Chicago; Homan Square Detached Houses, Town-houses and Apartments; Affordable. Nagle, Harfray, Danker, Kagan & McKay; ph pl, p 68-91; Jan 96, AR

Chicago; Hospital, Children’s, Pediatric Isolation Unit: Borg Design Studio; by Karin Tetlow; ph pl, p 98-99; Oct 96, INT

Chicago; Infill House; BUILDER Award, Frederick Willis; ph pl, p 106; Oct 96, B

Chicago; Interiors, Apartment; AIA Honor Award; Valeno, Dewalt & Train; ph pl, p 209; May 96, A

Chicago; Interiors, Apartment; Janet Schim; ph pl, p 212-215; May 96, ID

Chicago; Interiors, Architects’ Offices; Ross Barney & Jankowski; by Kristen Richards, ph pl, p 136-139; Sept 96, INT

Chicago; Interiors, Financial Advisor’s Offices; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Gary Lee; ph pl, p 134-135; Nov 96, ID

Chicago; Interiors, Financial Services Headquarters; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Lieber Architects; ph pl, p 144-147; Nov 96, ID

Chicago; Interiors, Headquarters Offices, Amerin Guaranty Corporation; Gary Lee; ph pl, p 158-163; May 96, ID

Chicago; Interiors, Insurance Company Offices, VOA Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph pl, p 210-215; May 96, INT

Chicago; Interiors, Loft Apartment; Powell & Kleinischmidt; ph pl, p 104-109; June 96, ID

Chicago; Marina City’s Renovation and Redevelopment; Theater Facades, Hotel, Marina, Riverwalk, Bertrand Goldberg; ill ph, elev p, 59; Mar 96; A

Chicago; Modernist Campus Renovated, University of Illinois; Daniel P Coffey, Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Cheryl Kent; ph pl, p 21-22; Aug 96, AR

Chicago; Museum of Contemporary Art; Josef Paul Kiehlus; ph pl, sec ill; p 80-87; Aug 96, AR

Chicago; Museum of Contemporary Art; Josef Paul Kiehlus; ph pl, p 38-39; June 96, A

Chicago; Navy Pier, Multi-Use Remodeling; Includes Theater, Amusement Area, Convention Center; VOA Associates and Benjamin Thompson; by Gordon Wright; ph axon p 36-40; Feb 96; B/DC

Chicago; Office Chair Showroom, Stylex; Robin Drake, by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph pl, p 22-23; Aug 96; INT

ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago; Outdoor Learning Center, DuSablierFarmen, Park to House Gardens, Sports Courts, Theater, Tot Lot, Community Involvement, Saratoga Associates and Center for Design Innovation; by Marilyn Dickey; pers ill pl, p 50-55; Apr 96; LA

Chicago; Planetarium and Science Museum; Lohan Associates; ph m sec, p 47; Apr 96; A

Chicago; Restoration of Ballroom, School of the Art Institute; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Garrett Eakin; ph pl, p 148; Nov 96, ID

Chicago; Spiral Glass Stairway, James Carpenter; ph pl, p 108-109; Dec 96, A

Chicago; Steel and Glass, Spiral Staircase, James Carpenter; ph elev p, 18-19; June 96, A/Rev

Chicago; Student Union Building, Chicago State University; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Eva Maddox; ph pl, p 128-131; Nov 96, ID

Decatur; Chapel, Millikin University; Gunnar Barkerts and BLD; m pl, p 58; Sept 96; A

Elk Grove; Kitchen, Bloodgood, Sharpe & Butler; ph pl, p 112; May 96; B

Geneva; Mill Creek, Carriage House, Rental Above Garage, Shaw-Deen, by Susan Bradford; ph pl, p 133; Feb 96; B

Grayslake; Residential Development, New Community Plan Includes Open Space, Prairie Crossing; Vicky and George Ranney, by Susan Bradford, Melissa Herron and Kathy Greet; ph pl, p 108-109; July 96, B

Highland Park; Martin Theater for Performing Arts; Restoration, AIA Honor Award, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph pl, p 198; May 96, A

Joliet; Residential Development, Residence, Riverside Townes, BUILDER Award, Bloom & Fionna; ph pl, p 84; Oct 96; B

Lake County; Regional Park on Landfill, Prairie Crossing Development Links, Peter Walker and William Johnson; by Jory Johnson; pers ill pl, p 40-45; Feb 96; LA

Lake View; Outpatient Treatment for HIV/AIDS Patients, INTERIORS Award, Gary Lee; ph pl, p 64-67; Jan 96; INT

Morton Grove; U.S. Robotics Offices and Plant: Valeno, Dewalt & Train; ph pl, p 98-101; Sept 96; INT

Olympia Fields; Community Park, Sergeant Means, Includes Historic Buildings; Weiss & Manfredi, by Jane Brown Gillette; ph pl, p 56-63, 80-83; Aug 96, LA

Olympia Fields; Park and Community Center, Sergeant Means Park, Weiss & Manfredi; ph pl, p 94-99; June 96, A

Osweego; Residential Development, Residence, Mill Race Creek, Kehart Architects; ph pl, p 208; Jan 96; B

Streamwood; Residential Development, Residence, Concord Station, Bloodgood, Sharpe & Butler; ph pl, p 126; Feb 96; B

West Dundee; Residential Development, Residence, Canterfield, Ryland Homes; ph pl, p 80; Nov 96; B

INDIANA

Bloomington; Residential Development, Residence, Winslow, Gary Weaver; ph pl, p 96; Mar 96; B
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INDIANA (Cont’d)

Bloomington: Showers Center, City Hall, Industrial and Educational Uses, Remodeled Furniture Factory, Odde, McGuire & Shook, ph pl, p 92-95, Feb 96, AR

Carmel; Kitchen, Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, ph pl, p 116, May 96, B

Columbus; History and Survey of City Projects, Influence and Support of J. Irwin Miller, by Grady Clay, ph, p 140, 139, June 96, LA

Columbus; Veterans Memorial, Michael Van Valkenburgh, pers, m, p 30, Feb 96, LA

Columbus; Veterans Memorial, Thompson & Rose, p 77, Aug 96, BD&C

Hammond; School, Elementary, Maywood, Fanning & Howe, ph pl, p 37, Aug 96, BD&C

Indianapolis; Artsgarden, Elevated Glass Pavilion at Downtown Mall, Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut and Blackburn Associates, ph, pl, p 96-97, Apr 96, A

Indianapolis; Circle Center Downtown Mall, Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, ph, pl, p 94-97, Apr 96, A

Indianapolis; Downtown Circle Centre Mall, Multi-Use, Artsgarden, Combines Existing Building and New Building and Raised Walkways, Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, by Gordon Wright, ph, pl, cost anal, p 44-48, Mar 96, BD&C

Indianapolis; Downtown Developments, ph, pl, p 90-97, Apr 96, A

Indianapolis; Residential Development, Residence, Roosevelt, Crossmann Communities, ph, pl, p 31, Sept 96, B

INDONESIA

Bangkok; Bangkok Club, Palmer & Turner, Interior Design by Lu & Lewis & Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph pl, p 138-143, June 96, ID

Timika; Hotel, At the Edge of a Rain Forest, HOK, ph, pl, p 92-97, Feb 96, ID

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING (Cont’d)

Georgia; Cartersville; Carpet Factory, Prince Street Technologies, Thompson, Ventrulett & Stainback, ph, pl, p 44-49, Dec 96, AR

Georgia; Cartersville; Low Rise, Corporate Office, Showroom, Manufacturing Facility, Prince Street Technologies, Thompson, Ventrulett & Stainback, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph, pl, p 34-39, Aug 96, INT

Illinois, Morton Grove; U S Robotics Offices and Plant, Valero, Dewalt & Train, ph, pl, p 98-101, Sept 96, AR

Manufacturing Buildings; Review, Building Types Study, ph cea, p 23-25, Dec 96, AR

Michigan, Holland; Furniture Factory, Herman Miller SQ A, William McDonough, ph, pl sec, p 26-33, Dec 96, AR

See UTILITY FACILITY also

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Vacuum Cleaner Design, Dual Cyclone; ill, ph, p 26-27, Nov 96, ARev

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See PREFABRICATION

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Architecture on the Information Superhighway; Possibilities of Cyberspace Aids to Practice, Integrated Services Digital Network, by David E. Lorenzini, ill, p 27,34, Jan 96, TCS

Community Connections; Computer Mapping and Information System, pl, p 119-121, Jan 96, A

Future of Construction Information; Improving the Transfer of Construction Information, by Ken Guthrie, pl elev tables, ill dia, p 50-56, June 96, TCS

Object Technology; Shortening and Improving the Specification Process, by Ken Herold, p 46-48, Nov 96, TCS

STEP, an International Standard for Information Exchange; by Jeffrey Wix and Fritz Tolman, ph, dia ref charts, tables, p 54-61, Dec 96, TCS

See COMPUTER also

INFORMATION

Informational Literacy; by Sheila M Klos, p 204-206, Feb 96, JAE

INFRASTRUCTURE

Investment in the Infrastructure; by Associated General Contractors, ph map, charts, p 86-100, May 96, TCS

See HIGHWAY also

INSULATION

Exterior Insulation and Finish System, Failures; by David H Nicastro, ph, p 88, Oct 96, TCS

INSULATION (Cont’d)

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems, Its Future; Coping with Moisture; New EIFS Standards; by Jim Reicherts, ph., iso., p. 72-78, July 96, TCS

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems, Problems; Detailing; by Rick Schwolsky, det. iso. ph., p. 165-171, Mar 96, B

Foam Insulation; Do’s and Don’ts of Use; by Charles Wardell, ph. ref., p. 20-24, Jan/Feb 96, CB

Foam Plastic Insulation; Building Codes and Fire Testing; by Lorraine M Aulisio, ph., p. 68-71, Oct 96, TCS

Improving Exterior Insulation and Finishing Systems; Detailing, ph., det., p. 251-253, May 96, A

Insulation Failures, Avoiding; Includes Metal Building Insulation; by William A Lotz. ph., p. 76-80, Apr 96, BD&C

Steel Stud Framing Heat Loss; by Steve Andrews, ph. table, p. 176-180, Feb 96, B

Thermal Bridges in Construction; by Adrian Tu- luca, ill. det., biblio., p. 38-46, Oct 96, TCS

See WALL also

INSURANCE

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION

Parsons School of Design; Review of First Century; ph., p. 82-87, Dec 96, ID

INTERIOR DESIGN

Architects and Interior Designers, Relationships; by Michael D Tatum; ph., p. 251, May 96, INT

Art Consultants, Their Function; p. 28, 115, Feb 96, ID

Designer’s Love and Hate Items; ph. m., p. 57-61, Dec 96, ID

Designers Referral Services; p. 26, June 96, ID

Designers Succeeding in Asia; p. 22, Jan 96, ID

Environments in Drag?; by Michael D. Tatum; ph., p. 78, Aug 96, INT

Furniture and Store Interiors in Minimalist Design Style; Designer’s Furniture, Donald Judd, ph., p. 18-19, Dec 96, ID

Green Design Can Save Money; John Picard’s Comments; ph. biblio., p. 47-48, Aug 96, ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work and Career, Pamela Babey, ph., p. S4-S5, Dec 96, ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work and Career, Jed Johnson, ph., p. S8-S9, Dec 96, ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work and Career, Thierry W Despont, ph., p. S6-S7, Dec 96, ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; Their Work and Career, Sheldon & Mindel, ph., p. S10-S11, Dec 96, ID

INTERIORS Awards; ph., p. 34-113, Jan 96, INT

INTERIORS Designer of the Year Award; Review of Their Work, Brayton & Hughes, ph., p. 93-113, Jan 96, INT

INTERIOR Designers’ Relationship with Contractors; p. 25, 163-164, Nov 96, ID

Interview with Bill Blase on Apparel and Interior Design; ph. ill., p. 42-43, Apr 96, ID

Interview with Elsa Kleinsch on Style; Magazine and Television Editor’s Viewpoint; ph., p. 46, 170, Apr 96, ID

INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont’d)

One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Practice Analysis; chart, tables, p. 33-48, Jan 96, ID

Owner’s Representatives for Project Management; p. 65-66, May 96, ID

Product Pricing and Its Impact; Designers and Furniture Dealers Roundtable Discussion; by MJ Madigan, ph., p. 26, 30, 37, 245, May 96, INT

Putting the Customer First at Design Centers; by Sally O’Malley, ph., p. 88, Apr 96, INT

Retail Outlets Are a New Customer for Designers; by Penny Bonda; ph.; p. 118, Jan 96, INT

Second One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Practice and Fee Analysis; charts, tables, p. 35-58, July 96, ID

Setting Design Fees; Defining Services, Competition Concerns, p. 38, 173, Apr 96, ID

Special Award to Designer Finder; Karen Fisher, ph., p. S12, Dec 96, ID

Special Award to Real Estate Broker; John L Dowling, ph., p. S14, Dec 96, ID

See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also

IRELAND

Dublin; Embassy, British, Allies & Morrison, ph. pl., axon., p. 34-39, Apr 96, ARev

ISRAEL

Tel Aviv; Gymbalista Synagogue and Cultural Center, Tel Aviv University, Mario Botta, m. pl., p. 58-59, Sept 96, A

ITALY

-----; Gate and Bridge to San Marino; Giancarlo De Carlo, ph. elev., sec., p. 68-69, Nov 96, ARev

Passaggio; Canova Museum, Sculptor’s Work, Carlo Scarpa, ph., p. 98, Nov 96, ARev

Rome; Church of the Year 2000, Competition Winner, Richard Meier, m. pl., p. 67, Aug 96, A

Rome; Clothing Showroom, Fendissime, Shy Frish Pen and Transit Design, ph., p. 98-101, Apr 96, ARev

Rome; Monument to Vittorio Emmanuel II, 1895, Critique, Giuseppe Sacconi, ph., p. 25, Oct 96, ARev

Turin; Mixed-Use, Shopping Center, Convention Center, Hotel, Offices, University Uses, Concert Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory, Renzo Piano, by Peter Buchanan, ph. pl. sec. ill., p. 62-67, Nov 96, ARev

Varese; Research Center, Energy, Efficient, Mario Cucinella, ph. pl. sec. det., p. 62-63, Sept 96, ARev


See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also
JAPAN (Cont'd)

Tokyo; Furniture Showroom and Offices; Idee, Klein Dytham, ph. pl., p.76-77, Dec 96; ARev
Tokyo; Mixed Use; Conference Center, Music Halls, Plaza and Retail; International Forum Building; Rafael Vinoly, by Ivor Richards, ph. pl. sec.; p.37-45, Nov 96, ARev
Tokyo; Office Building; High Rise; NTT Shinjuku Head Office Building; Cesar Pelli, ph. pl. sec. cea., p. PR28-33, July 96, AR
Tokyo; Restaurant; Pinterc/Tadasu Ohe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 75, 84-85, Sept 96, ARev
Tokyo; Structure and Construction of International Forum Building; Rafael Vinoly, ph. pl. sec.; p.130-135, 157-161, Oct 96, A
Tokyo; Visitor Center at Sea Life Park; Yoshiro Taniguchi, ph. pl. 56-99, Oct 96, A
Tokyo; Yoyama; Resting Hut, Peter Salter, ph.; p. 98, Sept 96, ARev
Toyota; Municipal Museum of Art; Yoshiro Taniguchi, ph. pl. axon., p. 100-103, Oct 96, A
Yamanashi; Museum of Fruit; Itsuko Hasegawa, ph. pl. sec.; p. 43-47, Mar 96, ARev

KANSAS

Hays; Physical Sciences Building, Fort Hays State University; Horst Terrill & Karst, ph. pl.; p.92-93, July 95, AR

KENTUCKY

Hebron; Residential Development; Residence, Thornwilde; Drees Company, ph. pl.; p.134, May 96, B
Louisville; Downtown Study and Redesign Charette; Sketch Results; by J. William Thompson, ph. pl. ill. pers. sec.; p.70-77, 83, Aug 96; LA
Louisville; Shawnee, Iroquois and Cherokee Parks; Preservation and Restoration Efforts; Andropogon Associates; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted, by Jory Johnson, pl. pers. ill.; p.80-87, 98, Mar 96, LA
Louisville; Waterfront Park; Hargreaves Associates; pers. m.; p.24, Aug 96; LA

KIOSK

Newspaper Kiosk; Germany, Frankfurt, Joppchen Dietz, ph. pl.; p.18-17, Jan 96, ARev

KITCHEN

California, ---; Cheng Design; ph.; p.154-155, Apr 96, ID
California, Manhattan Beach; Bathroom and Kitchen; John Staff, ph. pl.; p.106-109, July 96, ID
Colorado; Denver, Residence; Addition; Doug Walters, ph. pl.; p.52-56, Spring 96, CB
Cooktops, Ovens; Commercial Type; by Charles Wardell, ph. ref.; p.30-36, July/Aug 96, CB
Counter Tops; by Allison Murray Morris, ph.; p.74-84, Nov/Dec 96, CB
KITCHEN (Cont'd)

Kitchen and Bath Portfolio; Industrial Influences; ph.: p.45-52, Apr 96; AR
Kitchen; California, Orange Park Acres: Case Group; ph. pl.; p.114-115; May 96, B
Kitchen; Florida, Naples, Frey & Son; ph. pl.; p.115; May 96, B
Kitchen; Florida, University Park; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.112; May 96; B
Kitchen; Indiana, Carmel; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.116; May 96; B
Kitchen; Texas, Denton; Lavender Design Group; ph. pl.; p.112-113, May 96, B

New York, New York; Architect's Kitchen; Kathryn McGraw Berry; ph., p.104-105, July 96, ID

New York, New York; Food Delivery Preparation Spaces, GLWD's Kitchens, Eliot Soffes, ph., p.60, 63; May 96; ID
New York, New York; Kitchens and Baths Display, at Ansonia Condominiums, ph.; p.68-79, Nov 96; ID
New York, New York; Mojo & Stumer; ph. p.158-159, Apr 96, ID

Survey of Kitchens, Bigger and Better; by Allison Murray Morris; ph. p.46-51, July/Aug 96, GB
Survey of Kitchens; Georgia, Manetta, John Wieland; by Melissa Herron; ph. pl.; p.110+, May 96, B

KOREA
Seoul; National Museum of Korea, Junglim Architecture; m. pers. p.39, Jan 96, A

KUWAIT
U.S. Ambassador's Residence; RTKL; pers. sec.; p.117, Jan 96, A

LABORATORY
See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

LAKE
Cleaning Artificial Water Features in Lakes and Other Places; Ecoquatics, Shelley Solomon, by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. p.60-62, Feb 96, LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Design and Build Landscape Design Studio, Projects; Oregon. ..., University of Oregon, Stan Jones and Cynthia Girling's Classes; by J. William Thompson; ph. p.50-55, Mar 96, LA
Professor of Landscape Architecture, His Philosophy; J. Dixon Hunt; Historian of Cultural Landscapes; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. p.126-131, Oct 96, LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

ASLA Award Winners; Design, Planning and Urban Design, Communications, Research Awards, ill. ph., pers. p.69-99, Nov 96, LA
Autobiography Excerpt; Early Environmental Concerns, Ian McHarg, by Ian McHarg, ph. p.88-93, 98-101, Mar 96, LA
Deputy Director of National Park Service; John J. Reynolds, His Career and Philosophy; Sustainable Design, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. p.72-77, Sept 96, LA
Landfill Restoration Opportunities for Landscape Architects; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Survey of Projects, by Deborah Morton, ph. p.38-43, July 96, LA
Landscape Architect Uses Native Elements; Arizona, Phoenix; Carol Shuler; ph. p.80-87, 101; Feb 96, LA
Landscape Architect Uses Native Elements; Arizona, Phoenix, Steve Martino; ph. p.80-87, 101; Feb 96, LA
Landscape Architect and Professor; His Career, Midwestern Landscape Promoter, Regional Planner, Phil Lewis, by J. William Thompson, ill. ph., p.66-71, July 96, LA
Landscape Architect's Career and Work; Arthur Edwin Bye, Jr.; by Alicc Rodriguez; ph. p.82-87, 102-104, May 96, LA
Landscape Architect's Career, Ideas and Work; Professor, Writer and Practitioner, Social and Environmental Concerns, Randy Hester; by J. William Thompson, ill. ph. p.74-79, 97-99, Apr 96, LA
Landscape Architect's Use of Indigenous Elements; Christine Ten Eyck; ph. p.80-87, 101, Feb 96, LA
Landscape Architects Use Regional Aesthetic; Arizona, Phoenix, History and Current Design, by Michael Leccese; ph. p.80-87, 101; Feb 96, LA
Modern Master, His Career and Work; Winner of Brunner Memorial Prize, Dan Kiley, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. p.74-79, Feb 96, LA
Obituary, His Career; Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph. p.12, 14, Sept 96, LA
Obituary; Landscape and Architecture Critic and Editor, John Brinkenhoff Jackson; ph.; p.47, Oct 96, LA
Obituarial, His Career and Work; Winner of Brunner Memorial Prize, Dan Kiley, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. p.74-79, Feb 96, LA
Obituary, His Career; Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph. p.12, 14, Sept 96, A
On the Need for Articulate Design Presentations; Need for More Public Assertions of Landscape Architecture’s Important Role; by John Beardsley, ill. p.156, 155, Mar 96, LA
Professor of Landscape Architecture, His Philosophy; J. Dixon Hunt; Historian of Cultural Landscapes; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. p.126-131, Oct 96, LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

California, Escondido; Ground Covers Garden Exhibit; Narrative Garden Describes Earth Framework and Its Plants; Peter Walker and William Johnson, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph. pl. table, p. 26-31, July 96, LA

Chapter from Ecology Design and Planning; by Laurie Olin, ph., p. 60-65, 82-87, Dec 96, LA


Computer Data Exchange Between Different Computer Systems; File Formats; by Mark S. Lindhult; pers. ill. p. 44-49, May 96, LA


Computer Simulation of Visual Landscapes; Survey of Software; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 48-53, Nov 96, LA.

Crops Make Landscape Art; Stan Herd, Artist, by Alicia Rodriguez, ph.; p. 26, 28, Feb 96, LA.

Daylighted Creek in Downtown Design; Oregon, Portland, Mike Faha, by J. William Thompson, pers.; p. 54-59, Feb 96, LA.

Editor of LANDSCAPE Magazine and Professor; His Observations and Philosophy. John Brinkerhoff Jackson, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean, ph., p. 54-59, June 96, LA.

Fabrics in Tension. Tent-Like, for Use Outdoors; Examples, by James L. Sipes and Georgia Muenzler, ph. ref., p. 42-47, Sept 96, LA.

Great Views, Their Value; by Grady Clay, ph., p. 212, 211, Oct 96, LA.

Green Parking Lots, Water Permeable Surfaces; Survey of Types, by J. William Thompson; pers. ph. ref., p. 60-67, Nov 96, LA.

Growth Data on Planted Trees, Other Design Considerations; by James Urban, ph. graph, p. 74-79 96-97, Mar 96, LA.

Integrating Geographic Information System with CAD; Examples, by Stephen M. Ervin; ill. pers. map p. 26-28, Jan 96, LA.

Landscape Elements Failures; Ground Settling, Concrete Bench Damage. Freezing, by Niall Kirkwood; ph., p. 46-53, Feb 96, LA.

Mapmaker; The Future of GIS. The Need for Technology for Landscape Architects, Jack Dangermond, by Eddie Nickens; ph. p. 74-79, 88, Dec 96, LA.

Maryland, Silver Spring; Stream Restoration. Other Examples, by J. William Thompson, ph. biblio, p. 82-93 Oct 96, LA.

Outdoor Decks and Patios; by Matthew Power; ph. ref. table, p. 71-74, Spring 95, CB.

Siting Power Lines in Non-Urban Areas; by J. William Thompson, ph. pers. map, p. 44-49, Aug 96, LA.

The Internet, Source of a Wealth of Information; Landscape Architecture Related Sites, by Stephen M. Ervin; ill. pers. ref. p. 44-49, Apr 96, LA.

Using Waste Material in Rebuilding Soils; Biosolids Use, Examples, by J. William Thompson, ph.; p. 54-59, June 96, LA.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES (Cont'd)


See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE also

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Landfill Restoration Opportunities for Landscape Architects; Survey of Projects; by Deborah Morton, ph. sec., p. 38-43, July 96, LA.

Nevada, Las Vegas; Las Vegas Wash Park, Restored Storm and Sewage Dump Area. Design Workshop, ph. pl., p. 67-73, 96, Apr 96, LA.

Reclaiming the Florida Everglades; Florida, Largest Project in History of Civilization, by Bruce Bartlett, ph. map, p. 78-83, 91, Sept 96, LA.

Restoring Damaged Wetlands and Streams; Colorado, Consultant's Work. Example Projects; Aquatic and Wetlands Consultants, by Michael Lecce, ph., p. 50-55, July 96, LA.

LAW

A201 General Indemnity Clause; Legal Analysis, by Peter V. Dessau, p. 18-20, Apr 96, TCS.

Architect's Liability in ADA Cases; Editorial, by Deborah K. Dietrich, p. 15, Sept 96, A.

California Government Engineers Seek to Displace Private Firms; by Milton F. Lunch, ph.; p. 29, Mar 96, BD&C.

California Law Requires Written Contracts for Architectural Services; by Milton F. Lunch, ph., p. 29, Feb 96, BD&C.

Contracts for Furniture, Furnishings and Equipment; by Maryrose McGowan, pers. iso. table, dia. p. 48-55, Mar 96, TCS.

Copycat House Violates Copyright Laws; ph. pl.; p. 92-93, July 96, B.

Courts Confounded over Economic Loss Rule; by Milton F. Lunch, ph. p. 31, June 96, BD&C.

Defective Bidding Effects and Remedies; by Bradford J. Sandler, p. 14-17, May 96, TCS.


Dispute Resolution, Multimedia Use in Presentation; by Rick L. Barrett et al., ill. table, p. 20-25, Jan 96, TCS.

Economic Loss Doctrine Potentially Limits Liability; by Bradford J. Sandler, ref. p. 23-24, July 96, TCS.

Errors and Omissions Insurance; Problems Involved, by Eugene R. Anderson and Joshua Gold, ref. p. 14-18, Aug 96, TCS.

Lack of Privity of Contract Defense; by Bradford J. Sandler, p. 20-21, Oct 96, TCS.

Lighting Bid Packages, Knockoffs; Theft of Intellectual Property, by Bruce Thompson, ph. p. 9-12, Nov/Suppl 96, AR.

Limiting Your Liability; Various Legal Structures, Limited Liability Partnerships Compared, table, p. 127-129, Apr 96, A.

LAW (Cont'd)

Minimizing the Impact of Bankruptcy; by Peter V. Dessau and Kathryn E. Barrett, p. 17-18; Dec 96; TCS

New Law Addresses Metric for Concrete Block, Lighting; p. 10; Dec 96; BD&C

New York and Ohio Statutes of Repose; Time Limit for Filing Lawsuits; by Milton F. Lunch, ph., p.23, Dec 96, BD&C

Office Mergers: Review of Recent Mergers; p. 151-155; June 96, A

Pay-When-Paid Issue; Contractor and Sub-Contractors; by Milton F. Lunch; ph., p.29; Apr 96; BD&C

Professional Seals; Their Legal Implication; by Bradford J. Sandler; ill., p.72-75; Mar 96; TCS

Revised Arbitration Rules; by Milton F. Lunch, ph.; p. 33; Sept 96; BD&C

Revised Ohio Licensing Law; Ohio ----; by Milton F. Lunch; ph.; p. 29; Jan 96; BD&C

Violations of OSHA Standards; by Bradford J. Sandler; p.10-11; Nov 96; TCS

Warranties, Basics and Case Histories; by Bradford J. Sandler; p.17-18; June 96; TCS

When is a Designer Liable for Worker's Death?; by Milton F. Lunch; p. 29; Aug 96; BD&C

See CITY PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, ZONING also

LEGAL

See LAW

LIBRARY

Branch Library; Canada, British Columbia, Surrey; Wood Structure and Roofing Details; Patkau Architects; ph. sec. det.; p.40-41; May 96, AR

Branch Library; Colorado, Denver; Michael Brendle; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-95; June 96; AR

Branch Library; Texas, San Antonio; Lake & Flato; ph. pl. sec. cea.; p. 68-73; June 96; AR

Building Integrated Photovoltaics, Competition; Winners; Visitors Pavilion, Office Building, Charging Station, Urban Infrastructure, etc.; ph. pl. axon. dia det. sec. elev.; p.163-171; June 96; A

Central Library; Arizona, Phoenix; Bruder DWL; ph. pl. sec.; p.48-53; Mar 96; ARev

Community Buildings; Coping With Cultural Change; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. det. cea.; p.66-103; June 96; AR

England, Lancaster; John Ruskin Library, University of Lancaster; Richard MacCormac; pers. ill. m. pl. sec.; p.79-81; Nov 96; ARev

Main Library; California, San Francisco; Electrical System, Smoke Management, Seismic Design; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Simon. Martin-Vege, Winkelstein & Morris; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-91, 109-115; July 96; A

Main Library; California, San Francisco; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Simon. Martin-Vege, Winkelstein & Morris; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.44-51; July 96; INT

LIBRARY (Cont'd)

Mediatheque; France, Orleans; Print and Electronic Media; Pierre Du Besset and Dominique Lyon; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; Feb 96; ARev

Netherlands, The Hague; City Hall and Central Library, Richard Meier; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.98-107; Feb 96; A

Netherlands, The Hague; City Hall and Library, Richard Meier; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon.; p.39-49; Jan 96; ARev

Nevada, Las Vegas; Non-Tourist Area; New Schools, Libraries, Civic Buildings, Street Design; ph.; p.78-89; Apr 96; A

Norway; Oslo Residence Library; Carl-Viggo Holmebakk; ph. pl. axon.; p.24-25; Aug 96; ARev

Public Library; California, Clayton; Simon, Martin-Vege, Winkelstein & Morris; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; June 96; AR

Science, Industry and Business Library; New York, New York; Public Library, Remodeled Department Store Building, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p.33; June 96; ID

Science, Industry and Business Public Library; New York, New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.84-91; Sept 96; AR

See UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY also

LIGHTING

California, Camarillo; Padre Serra Parish Church; Lighting; Albert C. Martin; Lighting Design by Architectural Lighting Design; ph. det.; p.14-17; Feb/Suppl 96; AR

California, San Francisco; Airport; Sculptural Light Reflectors; James Carpenter; ph. sec. det.; p.114-115; Dec 96; A

California, San Francisco; Optometry Store; Lighting; John Lum; Lighting Design by Illumination Design Collaborative; ph.; p. 20-21; Aug/Suppl 96; AR

California, San Francisco; Optometry Store; Lighting; John Lum; Lighting Design by Light Source; ph.; p.20-23; Aug/Suppl 96; AR

California, San Jose; Eastridge Mall; Lighting, ELS/Elbasani & Logan; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph.; p.24-25; May/Suppl 96; AR

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Royal York Hotel Renovation; Chandelier Details; by Mary Kincaid; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.42-47; Mar 96; TCS

Emergency Lighting; by Richard Diachenko; ph.; p.54-56; Apr 96; TCS

Energy-Efficient Lighting; by Maria Tikoff; ill. det.; p.30-31; Oct 96; TCS

England, Coventry; Office Building; Middle Rise; PowerGen Headquarters; Lighting; Bennett Associates; by Adam Jackaway; ph. sec.; p.28-31; Nov/Suppl 96; AR

Fibrescent Downlight; Fibrestars; Critique by Designers; ph.; p.30-31; Apr 96; INT

Fluorescent Ballasts Can Use Low-Tech Dimmers; by Lindsay Audin; table; p.10, 28; Aug/Suppl 96; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Centennial Olympic Park; Lighting Features; EDAW and Turner Associates; ph.; p.18-21; Nov/Suppl 96; AR
LIGHTING (Cont’d)
Glass Star Light Fixture at Stairway; England, London, Danny Lane, ph. ill det axon. p 20-21, Oct 96. AR
Kable Lite System, Tech Lighting; Critique by Designers, by Marilyn Zelinsky, ph. p 20-21, Nov 96. INT
Lighting Bid Packages, Knockoffs; Theft of Intellectual Property, by Bruce Thompson, ph. p 9-12, Nov/Supp 96. AR
Lighting Code, Nursing Home; Oregon, ----, Examples, ph. p 8, May/Supp 96. AR
Lighting Controls, Residential; by William Weatherby, Jr., ph. p 82-88, Sept/Oct 96. CB
Lighting Designer’s Work; Japan, ----, Motoko Ishii, by Wanda Jankowski, ph. p 22-23, Nov/Supp 96. AR
Lighting Designers Business Poll; by Lee Waldron, chart, p 14, May/Supp 96. AR
Lighting Resources, On-Line; by Lindsay Audin, Lighting Resources. On Line; ph, p 11, May/Supp 96. AR
New York, Hamilton; Edge Cafe, Colgate University, Lighting, Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott, ph. p 16-17, Aug/Supp 96. AR
Photorealistic Light Simulation Use and Com­puter; Examples, phs. p 177-179, Oct 96. A
River Boat, The American Queen; Lighting, Rodney E. Lay, Lighting Design by Randy Burkett, ph det. p 18-19, Aug/Supp 96. AR

LITERATURE

LOUISIANA
New Orleans: Casino Project Terminated in Contro­versy, Perez, Ernest & Farnet, by Scott Wall, pers. ph. p 49, Feb 96, A
New Orleans: Office Building. Low Rise, Designer’s Offices, Lee H. Ledbetter, ph. p 70-75, Dec 96. ID
New Orleans: Training Center Primarily for the Blind, University of New Orleans, Errol Barron and Mi­chael Toups, ph. p 110-111, Nov 96. AR
Zachary, Residence, PA Award, Studio Atkinson, m det. p 140-141, May 96. A

M

MAINE
Brunswick; School, High, Harriman Associates, by Karin Tetlow, ph. pl sec. p 52-57 July 96. INT
Brunswick; Student Center, Bowdoin College, AIA Honor Award, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. pl. p 206, May 96. A

MALAYSIA
Two Office Towers; Hamzah & Yeang, ph. pl. sec., p 66-67, Sept 96. A

MALL
See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DE­SIGN

MAPPING
Mapmaker; The Future of GIS, The Need for Techn­ology for Landscape Architects, Jack Danger­mond, by Eddie Nickens, ph. p 74-79, 88, Dec 96. LA

MARYLAND
---: Residence; Estate Size, Bruce A. Rich, by Matthew Power, ph. pl. p 56-65, May/June 96. CB
Annapolis: Visitor Center. U.S. Naval Academy, Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoort, by Kate Hen­sler, ph. pl. axon. p 56-61, Mar 96. INT
Annapolis: Visitor Center, U.S. Naval Academy, Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoort, ph. axon. p 51-54, Mar 96. BD&C

Baltimore; Library, Hebrew Congregation Education Center, Henry Myerberg, ph. p 114-115, July 96. ID
Baltimore; Townhouse, Montgomery Square, ph. pl. p 338-340, Jan 96. B
Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Research Center Competition Entries, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca, ph. pers. p 131-139, Mar 96. A
Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Research Center Competition Entes, Kallmann McKinnell & Wood and Skidmore Owings & Merri­ll, pers. p. 135, Mar 96. A
Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Research Center Competition Entries, Kohl, Pedersen & Fox and Hansen, Lind & Meyer, pers. ph. p 136, Mar 96. A
Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Research Center Competition Entries, Venturi & Scott Brown and Payette Associates, pers. pl. p 137, Mar 96. A
Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Research Center Competition Entries, Renzo Piano, sec. pl. p 138, Mar 96. A
Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Research Center Competition Entry, Cesar Pelli and HKS/Leo A. Daly, pers. pl. sec. m. p 139, Mar 96. A
Bethesda; Perfume Store, Profumi, INTERIORS Award, CORE, ph. pl. p 81, Jan 96. INT
Callotin Mountains; Weekend House, Structural Details, AIA Honor Award, Bohlin, Gwyinski & Jackson, ph. pl. sec. det, p 189, 241-247, May 96. A
Chevy Chase; Residence, Addition; BUILDER Award, McInturff Architects, ph. p 114-115, Oct 96. B
Chevy Chase; Residential Staircase, McInturff Ar­chitects, ph. iso det. p. 141-143; Mar 96. A
MARYLAND (Cont'd)

Gaithersburg; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Timberbrook Condos; Heffner Architects; ph. pl.; p. 136; May 96; B

Severna Park; Residential Development; Residence; Woodberry; Quality Design Group; by Kathy Greel; ph pi.; p. 78; Nov 96; B

Silver Spring; Stream Restoration; Other Examples; by J. William Thompson; ph. biblio.; p. 82-93; Oct 96; LA

MASONRY

Architectural Precast Brick and Terra Cotta Wall Panels; Examples; by John Gregerson; ph.; p. 66-70; June 96; BD&C

Brick Street Paving; Survey of Urban Use; by Brian F. Trimble; ph. biblio.; p. 32-37; Dec 96; LA

Brick Veneer, Exoskeletal Support System; by Dwight L. Dohman; ph. det.; p. 66-72; Sept 96. TCS

Bricklayer's Secrets; Details of Veneer and Block Walls; by Rich Binsacca; ph. iso.; p. 154-157, 151; Sept 96. B

Composite Cladding Deterioration on High Rise Building; sec det. chart.; p. 58-60; Jan 96. BD&C

Concrete Block New Face; Inexpensive Alternative to Stone and Brick; Example Projects; ph. sec. det.; p. 115-117; Apr 96; A

Exterior Brick Veneer Distress in 24 Story Tower; Concrete Structure Shrinking; by David H. Nicas; ph. chart.; p. 82-93; Aug 96. TCS

Flashing for Masonry Walls; Historic View; by Jonathan Kahn-Leavitt; ph. det. sec. iso. ref.; p. 57-63; Aug 96. TCS

Limestone Cladding Problems; High Rise Building; by Gordon Wright; ph. det.; p. 56-58; Jan 96. BD&C

Masonry Code and Specification, 1995; Code Changes, Coverage; by Christine Beall; table.; chart. ref.; p. 37-40; Feb 96. TCS

Preventing Cracks with Joints; Construction Joints; by Arthur W. Johnson; det. iso.; p. 60; Sept 96; B

Preventing Masonry Coating Failures; by Tom Smead; ph.; p. 48-53; July 96. TCS

Specifying Tests for Non-Load Bearing Masonry; by Norbert V. Krogstad; ph.; p. 30-35; Feb 96. TCS

Water Repellents for Brick Walls; by Christine A. Subasic; Brian E. Trimble and Janet Peddycord; ph. iso. ref.; p. 23-29; Feb 96. TCS

See STONE also

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston; Biopharmaceutical Plant; Genzyme Corporation; Architectural Resources Cambridge; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. sec. cost anal.; p. 50-53; Apr 96. BD&C

Boston; Charles River Bridge; Cable-Stayed Structure; Christian Menz; m. sec.; p. 45; Jan 96; A

Boston; Diabetes Center; AIA Honor Award; Ellenzwieg Associates; ph. pl.; p. 201; May 96; A

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston; Dudley Town Common, Other Town Commons; John Copley and Lynn Wolff; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph.; p. 48-53; Sept 96; LA

Boston; Hospital, Joslin Diabetes Center, Addition; Ellenzwieg Associates; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. axon. sec.; p. 50-54; Jan 96; BD&C

Boston; Interiors; Designer's Apartment, Celeste Cooper; ph. pl.; p. 129-123; Oct 96; ID

Boston; Interiors, Gillette Company Headquarters; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph. pl. charts.; p. 90-93; Aug 96; ID

Boston; Interiors, Law Offices, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Lloy Hack; ph.; p. 158; Nov 96; ID

Boston; Joslin Diabetes Center; Ellenzwieg Associates; ph. axon.; p. 52-53; Dec 96; AR

Boston; Leather Goods Store, Bottega Veneta; Francois De Menil; ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-119; May 96; AR

Boston; Theater, Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory of Music; Lighting; Ann Behai; Lighting Design by Cosler Theater Design; ph. sec. det.; p. 24-25; Feb/Suppl 96; AR

Boston; Urban Ring Transit; Proposal to Reduce Traffic and Revitalize Neighborhoods; ph. pl.; p. 13; Feb 96; AR

Boston; Youth Development Center, Gymnasium; Leers & Weinzaepfel and Chisholm & Washington; ph. pl. cea.; p. 88-91; June 96. AR

Cambridge; Harvard Yard Renovation, Harvard University, Michael Van Valkenburgh, Original Design by Olmsted & Olmsted; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph.; p. 26-31; Aug 96; LA

Cambridge; Interiors, Condominium Apartment; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Lloy Hack; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Nov 96; ID

Cambridge; Landfill Restoration Opportunities for Landscape Architects; Survey of Projects; by Deborah Morton; ph. sec.; p. 38-43; July 96; LA

Cambridge; School of Architecture and Planning; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Leers & Weinzaepfel; ph. axon.; p. 104-107; Aug 96; A

Cambridge; Student Center, Memorial Hall, Harvard University, Restoration and Remodeling, 1870's Structure; Venturi & Scott Brown and Robert G. Neiley; Original Design by Ware and Van Brunt; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; July 96. AR

Dorchester; Residence for Homeless People with AIDS, Rockwell Street Housing by 35 Designers; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p. 114-117; Feb 96. INT

Martha's Vineyard; Vacation House, Pre-Manufactured Deck House, Deck House Staff, by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 44-49; May/June 96; CB

Webster; Studio and Showroom for Fabric Manufacturer, AIA Honor Award, Robert Luchetti; ph. pl.; p. 208; May 96; A

Williamstown; Art Building, Williams College; Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; Nov 96; A

Williamstown; Art Museum, Clark Art Institute; Addition; Ann Behai; Original Design by Pietro Belluschi; ph. sec. det.; p. 172-173; Nov 96; A

MATERIALS, PRODUCTS

Annual Specifier's Guide to New Products; ph.; p. 53-93; Feb 96; TCS
MATERIALS, PRODUCTS (Cont'd)
Buyers Guide to Building Products, Entire Issue; Product Index. Listing by Trade and Product; ph. p 81-90, 97-358, Apr 96; B
Charging for Manufacturer's Literature is Not Effective; by Michael Chusid, p 23-24, Aug 96; TCS
Construction Product and Service Software Directory; ph. ill.; p 57-79, Jan 96, TCS
Directory of Products; ph. p 54-125, Dec 96; AR
Guide to Locate Products and Suppliers; p 61-184, July 96; BD&C
How to Use Buyer's Guide Issue; table; p.12: Apr 96; B
Manufacturers' Index; Names, Addresses and Phone Numbers; p 21-77: Apr 96; B
State-of-the-Art Marketing; by Ashley Rolfe; ph. p 32-33, Sept 96; TCS

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING, SOLAR)

MEMORIAL
Arthur Ashe Memorial; Virginia, Richmond, Controversy; Earth Design Associates; Sculpture by Paul DiPasquale; by Vernon Mays; ph. p 54-59, Nov 96, LA
Ernest W. McFarland Memorial; Arizona, Phoenix, Alan Berger and Susan Schwartzzenberg; pers. ph. p 24; July 96; LA
Korean War Veterans Memorial; District of Columbia, Washington, Citi, by John Beardsley; ph. p 152, 101; Feb 96; LA
Memorial Madness; Commission Plans WWII Memorial, Editorial, by Deborah K Dietsch, p 152; July 96, LA
U.S. Air Force Memorial; Virginia, Alexandria, Star Shape, Pei; Cobb & Freed; m.; p 43, Apr 96; A
U.S. Armed Services Memorial; France, Caen, Morgan Wheelock; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. p 72-79, 83-84; July 96, LA
Veterans' Memorial; Indiana, Columbus, Michael Van Valkenburgh; pers. m.; p 30, Feb 96, LA
Veterans' Memorial; Indiana, Columbus, Thompson & Rose; m.; p 117; June 96; A
Vietnam Veterans Memorial; District of Columbia, Washington, Analysis of Public Art, Maya Lin, by D.S. Friedman, dia. ph; pl ref.; p 62-78; Nov 95; JAE
Washington Monuments; New and Forthcoming, District of Columbia, Washington, by Roger K Lewis; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.17, 19, 21; Jan 96; AR
See MUSEUM, MONUMENT also

METALWORK
Maintaining Architectural Metals; Finishes, by John F Gargiulo; ph table; p 62-65, Sept 96; TCS

METRIC SYSTEM
New Law Addresses Metric for Concrete Block, Lighting; p 10, Dec 96, BD&C

MEXICO
Bosques de Las Lomas; Residence, Renovation; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Pascual Arquitectos; ph. p 154; Nov 96; ID
Coahuila; Hospital Los Angeles, Private, Henning, Durham & Richardson, by Phil Wendling, Bernie Bortnick and Gerardo Fuentes; ph.; p 26-31, Aug 96, TCS
Mexico City; Architect's Residence, Taller de Enrique Norten, ph. pl. sec. det. p 64-69; Dec 96; A
Mexico City; Art School, School of Visual Arts, Legorreta Architects, ph. pl. p 62-83, Mar 96; AR
Mexico City; Central Services Building and Research Tower, National Center for the Arts, Legorreta Architects, ph. pl. sec. p 80-81; Mar 96; AR
Mexico City; Master Plan, National Center for the Arts, Legorreta Architects, ph. pl. sec. p 78-91; Mar 96; AR
Mexico City; Museum of Natural History, PA Award, TEN Architects; m. sec. pl. p 154-157, May 96; A
Mexico City; National Conservatory of Music, Teodoro Gonzalez de Leon, ph. pl. p 84-87, Mar 96; AR
Mexico City; National School of Dance, Luis-Vicente Flores, ph. pl. p 88-89, Mar 96, AR
Mexico City; School of Dramatic Arts, TEN Architects; ph. pl. p 90; Mar 96; AR
San Miguel de Allende; Two Architects' Houses, Remodeled, BUILDER Award, House & House; ph. pl. p 68-71; Oct 96; B
Tecate; Health Spa Resort, Rancho LaPuerta Landscape Plan, Chris Drayer, by Dirk Sutro; ph. p 38-43, Dec 96, LA

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor; Computer Station, University of Michigan, Univ of Michigan College of Architecture, ph. p. 87, Apr 96, AREv
Ann Arbor; Wave Field, Grass Area, University of Michigan, Maya Lin; ph. p 17; Jan 96, LA
Detroit; Downtown's Continuing Decline, by Richard A. Plunz; ph. pl. p. 55-59; Apr 96; A
Grand Rapids; County Prison, Prison Design, Kenneth Neumann and Joel Smith, ph. pl. sec. p 99, 104-107; Mar 96; AR
Grand Rapids; Interiors, Executive Office Remodeled, Programming with Focus Groups, Steelcase Staff; ph. pl. p 74-79; Aug 96; ID
Holland; Furniture Factory, Herman Miller SOA, William McDonough; ph. pl. sec. p 26-33; Dec 96; AR
Holland; Furniture Showroom, Haworth's Corporate Headquarters, Design Plus, Haworth, by Marilyn Zelnisky, ph. p 24-25; Nov 96; INT
Lansing; State Capital Building, Renovation, AIA Honor Award, Richard C Frank et al.; ph. pl. p 198; May 96; A
Pontiac; Nursery at the Maternity Care Unit, Oakland Medical Center, Gunn & Levine, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. p 78-79; Apr 96; INT
Pontiac; Office Building, Low Rise, CM Truck Product Center, Remodeled Factory, BD&C Award, Harley & Ellington, by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal. p 30-34; Oct 96, BD&C
Wixom; Residential Development, Residence, Norton Creek; Coponen Architects; ph. pl. p 80; July 96, B
MINNESOTA

Eagan; Black Hawk Middle School; Wold Architects; by Hugh Cook; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 72-74, Apr 96; BD&C

Minneapolis; Federal Reserve Bank; Landscape Plan; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; sec. pl.; p. 28; Sept 96; LA

Minneapolis; General Mills Headquarters Landscape Plan, Includes Prairie Grass; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl.; p. 132-139, 144-146, Oct 96; LA

Minneapolis; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; INTERIORS Award; Wheeler Group; ph. pl.; p. 49-51, Jan 96; INT

Minneapolis; Multi-use Community Garden, Knox Garden, PA Award; Loom; ph. pl. axon.; p. 148-149; May 96, A

St. Paul; Children's Museum, James & Snow and Architectural Alliance; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-93, Nov 96; A

St. Paul; Riverfront Replanting; Students and Architects Key a Volunteer Effort; University of Minnesota Students by Alicia Rodriguez; pers. ph. pl.; p. 38-43; May 96, LA

St. Paul; School High, Arlington, Perkins & Will; ph. p. 39 Aug 96, BD&C

St. Paul; Urban Plan; Comprehensive Study, Institute for American Urban Landscape; ph. pl.; p. 13, Jan 96; AR

MISSOURI

Chesterfield; Residential Development; Residence; Chesterfield Bluffs; Mitchell & Wall; ph. pl.; p. 66, Dec 96; B

Kansas City; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Design Process; Gould, Evans & Goodman; ph. pl.; p. 80-83, Aug 96, ID

Saint Louis; Sports Stadium Club; ISI, by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p. 72-73, Mar 96; INT

St. Louis Area; Residential Development; Residence; Newcastle; Donna F. Boxx; ph. pl.; p. 38, Feb 96; B

St. Louis; Education Center, Washington University Medical School, Cannon; by Cheryl Kent; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-97, Nov 96, AR

St. Louis; Psychology Building, Washington University, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; July 96; AR

St. Louis; Sports Arena, Kiel Center, Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. m.; p. 114-117; Aug 96; AR

MONUMENT

District of Columbia, Washington; Monumental Core Framework Plan; Proposes Distribution of Future Monuments, Museums and Public Buildings; Harold Adams et al., Landscape Design by Brown and Earl, by J. William Thompson, ill. pers. map; p. 76-83, 88; June 96; LA

Monument to Vittorio Emmanuel II, 1895; Italy, Rome, Critique, Giuseppe Sacconi; ph.; p. 25, Oct 96; AR

MOTEL

See HOTEL

MOVIES

California, Santa Monica; Training Center for Special Effects in Film Making, Silicon Studio; Boto Design, ph. pl.; p. 82-85, July 96, ID

MULTI-USE BUILDING

See URBAN DESIGN

MUSEUM

Agricultural Museum; Norway, Jaer; Einar Myklebust, Lars Hallgren, Thomas Hellesen and Arne Tveit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-39, Aug 96; AR

Art Museum Addition; Victoria and Albert Museum, England, London, Daniel Libeskind; m. sec. pers.; p. 11; July 96; AR

Art Museum, Devoted to Edward Grieg; Norway, Trolldhaugen; CUBUS; ph. pl. sec.; p. 34-37, Aug 96; AR

Art Museum, Felix Nussbaum; Germany, Osnabruck, Daniel Libeskind; m. pl.; p. 95, Sept 96; A

Art Museum, P.S. 1; New York, New York, Queens; Frederick Fisher; ph. pl. axon.; p. 158-161, Nov 96; A

Art Museum, Work of Joan Miro; Spain, Majorca; Jose Rafael Moneo; ph. pl. sec.; p. 25-28, Feb 96; AR

Art Museum; Germany, Osnabruck; Artwork of Felix Nussbaum; Daniel Libeskind; pl. elev.; m. p. 57-59, Feb 96; AR

Art Museum; Germany, Osnabruck, Felix Nussbaum Museum, Daniel Libeskind; m. sec.; p. 40, Jan 96; A

Art Museum; Oregon, Portland; Remodeled, Ann Beha and SRG Partnership; Original Design by Pietro Belluschi; ph. det.; sec.; p. 169-171; Nov 96; A

Arts Center Devoted to Roald Dahl; Wales, Cardiff Bay; Author of Children's Books, Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54, Nov 96; A

Astronomical Museum; Japan, South Area, Masharu Takasaki; ph. pl. axon.; sec.; p. 34-37, Jan 96; AR

Brancusi Studio, France, Paris, Renzo Piano; m. pl. sec.; p. 94, Sept 96; A

California, Los Angeles; Skirball Jewish Cultural Center, Moshe Safdie; ph. pl. ill.; p. 94-101, Aug 96; AR

Ginova Museum; Italy, Possagno; Sculptor's Work; Carlo Scarpa; ph. p. 58, Nov 96, AR

Children's Museum, Preschoolers' Playmazes; Illinois, Chicago; Peter J. Exley; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 58-61; July 96; INT

Children's Museum; Minnesota, St. Paul, James & Snow and Architectural Alliance; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-93, Nov 96; A

Children's Science Museum; England, London; Ben Kelly; ph. pl.; p. 32-34, Feb 96; AR
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MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Cultural Center, Two Rivers Landing; Offices, Restaurant; Pennsylvania, Easton; Crayola Museum, National Canal Museum, National Park Service Visitor's Center, Schwartz & Silver and Wallace & Watson, sec. ph. p. 108-113; Nov 96; A

Cultural Objects Museum and Storage and Research Facility; Florida, Miami Beach; The Wolfsonian. Remodeled Warehouse. Mark Hampton; ph. p. 86-91; Feb 96; AR

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Museum; Switzerland, Davos, Gignon & Guyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-101, Sept 96; A

Europe's New Monographic Museums; Survey of Five Single-Artist Museums; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 88-101; Sept 96; A

Gallery of Contemporary Art; Germany, Hamburg; Addition, Critique. Oswald M. Unger; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 9; Oct 96; ARev

Getty Center; California, Los Angeles. Interview with Architect, Richard Meier; ph. p. 26; Oct 96; ID

Guggenheim Museum; Spain, Bilbao, Computer Use to Design and Fabricate Building. Frank O. Gehry and Skidmore. Owings & Merrill; ph. ill.; p. 177-181; Sept 96; A

History Museum, Washington State; Washington, Tacoma. Moore & Andersen and Olsen & Sundberg; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 70-77; Oct 96; AR

Holocaust Museum Houston; Texas, Houston, Applebaum Associates and Mark Mucasey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 85, 114-119; Nov 96; A

Illinois, Chicago; Planetarium and Science Museum; Lohan Associates; ph. m. sec.; p. 47, Apr 96; A

Indian Museum; Connecticut, Ledyard. Student Projects: Cultural Identity Concerns. University of Pennsylvania Students; by Tony Atkin and Carol Hershelle Kinsley; ill. m.; p. 237-245; May 96, JAE

Jean Tinguely Museum; Switzerland, Basel. Mario Botta; ph.; p. 96-97; Sept 96; A

Major Seismic Upgrade and Expansion; California, San Francisco. California Palace of Legion of Honor. Includes Environmental System Controls. Edward Larrabee Barnes and Mark Cavagnero, by Gordon Wright; ph. axon. sec.; p. 38-40; May 96; BD&C

Mexican Museum; California, San Francisco. Le Correata Architects and Robinson, Mills & Williams; m. pl.; p. 66-67; May 96; A

Municipal Museum of Art; Japan, Toyota. Yoshio Taniguchi; ph. pl. axon.; p. 100-103; Oct 96, A

Museum and Conference Center, Kykuit Mansion; New York, North Tarrytown, Near; Historic Residence Retrofit. Original Design by Delano & Aldrich, by David Cooper and Jordan Fox; ph.; p. 43-48; May 96, BD&C

Museum for Hans Josephson, Sculptor; Switzerland, Giornico; Peter Markli; ph. pl. sec.; p. 89-93; Sept 96; A

Museum of Art, Offices, Study Center; California, Los Angeles, Getty Center. Stone Veneer Wall Detail. Richard Meier; ph. pl. m. elev.; p. 80-87; 188. Feb 96; A

Museum of Art; Colorado, Denver. Director of Modern Design. Craig Miller; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. p. 28. Jan 96; ID

MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Museum of Art; Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Santiago Calatrava and Kahler & Slater; ph. pl. ill.; p. 44-45; July 96; A

Museum of Contemporary Art; California, La Jolla. Additon and Renovation. Venturi & Scott Brown. Original Design by Irving Gill; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; Aug 96; AR

Museum of Contemporary Art; Florida, Miami. Gwathmey & Siegel and Jose Gelabert-Nava; ph. axon.; p. 107; Apr 96; A

Museum of Contemporary Art; Illinois, Chicago. Josef Paul Kleihues; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 80-87; Aug 96; AR

Museum of Contemporary Art; Illinois, Chicago. Josef Paul Kleihues; ph. p. 38-39; June 96; A

Museum of Contemporary Art; Spain, Barcelona. Sunscreen Details. Richard Meier; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 70-79, 134-135; Feb 96; A

Museum of Fruit; Japan, Yamanashi. Itsuko Hasegawa; ph. pl. sec.; p. 43-47; Mar 96; ARev

Museum of Modern Art; Denmark, Copenhagen. Koge Bay. Soren Robert Lund; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 54-60; Dec 96; ARev

Museum of Natural History; Mexico, Mexico City. PA Award, TEN Architects; m. sec.; p. 154-157; May 96; A

Museum of Television and Radio; California, Beverly Hills. Richard Meier; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-107; Nov 96; A

National Design Museum, Renovation; New York, New York. Meeting ADA Requirements. Polshek Partners; ph. pl. axon.; p. 43; Oct 96; A

National Museum of Korea; Korea, Seoul. Junglim Architecture; m. pers.; p. 39; Jan 96; A

National Portrait Gallery; England, London. CZWG; ph. pl.; p. 85-87; Nov 96; ARev

New York, New York. Boone Gallery. Other Art Gallery and Museums; Richard Gluckman; ph. pl.; p. 164-166; Nov 96; A

Restoring Woodrow Wilson's Garden at House; Museum; District of Columbia, Washington: HOH; elev. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 96; LA

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center. Competition Entry, Finalist. Jenkins, Cater & Tucker; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 72-73; Jan 96; ARev

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry. Finalist. MacLachlan Monaghan; pl. pers.; p. 74; Jan 96; ARev

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center. Competition Entry. Fourth Place, Rudolphe Luscher; ill. pl. m. elev. sec.; p. 69-71; Jan 96; A

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center. Competition Entry. Mentioned. Randle & Roper; ph. pl. sec.; p. 75; Jan 96; ARev

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry. Mentioned. Roland King, Sara Carbonera and Carlo Zavan, m. pers. pl. sec.; p. 76; Jan 96; ARev

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Mentioned. Naoto Yaeagashi and Norm Null; pl. ill. dia. sec.; p. 77; Jan 96; ARev
MUSEUM (Cont’d)
Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Mentioned; Arkkitehtitoimisto Kouvo & Partanen, pl. m. pers.; p.78; Jan 96, ARRev
Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Mentioned; Feilden Clegg Design, pl. elev.; p.79; Jan 96, ARRev
Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Mentioned; Tonkin Architects, pl. sec. elev. m.; p.76; Jan 96, ARRev
Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Second Place; Richard Hutchinson; pl. m. elev. sec. pers.; p.63-65; Jan 96, ARRev
Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Third Place; D5 Architects, ph. pers. sec. elev. m.; p.66-68; Jan 96, ARRev
Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition First Place Winner; Narud Stokke Wig; pers. pl. elev.; p.58-62; Jan 96, ARRev
Sculpture Figures at Children’s Museum Garden; District of Columbia; Washington; Ne& Chand; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.140, 139; Sept 96; LA
The Wolfsonian; Florida; Miami Beach; Private Collector’s Collection for Public Access; Mark Hampton; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Mar 96; INT
Washington; Tacoma; Chihuly Bridge to History Museum; Moore & Anderson; m. ph.; p.68-69; May 96; A
See EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NETHERLANDS
Amersfoort; Residence; Van Berkel & Bos; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Oct 96, ARRev
Amsterdam; Residence; Anne Frank House Being Restored and Expanded; ph. m.; p.13; Apr 96; AR
Breda; Theater Complex; Chasse; Herman Hertzberger; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-46; Feb 96; ARRev
Heerlen; Low Rise; Company Headquarters, AZL; Weil Arets; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.50-53; Apr 96; ARRev
Middleburg; Law Courts Building; Hubert-Jan Henket; ph. pl. sec.; p.26-31; July 96; ARRev
Rotterdam; Emission Cleaning Plant; Maarten Struijs; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-65; Sept 96; ARRev
The Hague; City Hall and Central Library; Richard Meier; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.98-107; Feb 96; A

NETHERLANDS (Cont’d)
The Hague; City Hall and Library; Richard Meier; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon.; p.39-49; Jan 96, ARRev
Utrecht; Faculty of Economics and Management Building; University of Utrecht; Mecanoo; ph. pl. sec.; p.63-67; June 96; ARRev

NEVADA
Henderson; Interiors; Architect’s Offices; BUILDER Award; Tate & Snyder; ph.; p.122; Oct 96; B
Henderson; Residential Development; Residence; Stag’s Leap; Golden Nugget Award; G. C. Wallace; ph. pl.; p.124; July 96; B
Hoover Dam; Visitor Center; Hoover Dam; Controversy; Spencer Associates; ph.; p.47; Jan 96; A
Las Vegas; Architecture School; University of Nevada; Controversy over Design of Building; Swisher & Hall and Barto Meyers; by Reed Kroloff; elev. m. ph.; p.71; Aug 96; A
Las Vegas; County Government Center; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; ph.; p.86-87; Apr 96; A
Las Vegas; Dining Room at Center of Floor Plan; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.116; Aug 96; B
Las Vegas; Duncan Aviation Trade Show Exhibit; Mauk Design; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Apr 96, INT
Las Vegas; Fremont Street; Covered Pedestrian Mall; Includes Tree-Like Column Space Frame; Jerde Partnership and JP; ph. det.; p.88-89; 180; Apr 96; A
Las Vegas; Las Vegas Wash Park; Restored Storm and Sewage Dump Area; Design Workshop; ph.; p.67-73; 96; Apr 96; LA
Las Vegas; Nation’s Largest Planned Community; Summerlin; Terry Fitzgerald et al.; ph.; p.66-73; 96; Apr 96; LA
Las Vegas; Non-Tourist Area; New Schools, Libraries; Civic Buildings, Street Design; ph.; p.78-89; Apr 96; A
Las Vegas; Projects as Models for Arid-Zone City to Accommodate Growth; Summervin Community; by Michael Lecesse; ph. pl.; p.66-73; 96; Apr 96; LA
Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; American West Summit; American West Homes; ph. pl.; p.98; June 96; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Springs Valley Ranch; Wells & Pugsley; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Sept 96; B
Las Vegas; School; High; Prototype; Tate & Snyder; ph. pl.; p.81; Apr 96; A
Reno; Hospital; General; Cardiac Intensive Care Unit; Stephen J. Short; Interior Design by Thompson Design; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Oct 96; INT
Reno; Residence; Mack Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-79; Apr 96; AR

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Center Harbour; Retreat House Uses Reclaimed Lumber; Benson Woodworking Company; ph. axon.; p.166; Oct 96; A
Exeter; School; Private; Music Building; Addition; Phillips Exeter Academy; William Rawn; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-65; May 96; AR
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NEW JERSEY

---; Residence: Margery Thomas; ph. p.98-99: Jan 96, ID

Highstown; Head Start Child Care Facility, PA Award, Homa Fardadi, Sina Fardadi and Craig Scott; m. pl. pers.: p.126-127: May 96, A

Jersey City; The Market, Food Court, Design Award, Turett Collaborative; ph. p.98-101: June 96, ID

Newark; Admiral's Club, American Airlines Lounge; Silvester & Talliero; ph. p.106-107: Feb 96, ID

Patterson; Interiors, Holding Company Offices, Munson Partnership; ph. p.86-89: Feb 96, ID

Short Hills; Residence, Addition, Renovation; Steven Harris; ph. p.108-113: Oct 96, ID

South New Jersey; Residence, Estate Size, by Peter Noah; ph. p.66-72: May/June 96, CB

Trenton; Federal Courthouse Annex, Renovation and Expansion; Vitetta Group; by Hugh Cook; ph. iso. cost.; p.30-34: Nov 96; BD&C

Union; Interiors, Electric Wire and Cable Company's Office, INTERIORS Award, David Ling; ph. pl. axon.: p.52-55: Jan 96, INT

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque; Coronado Shopping Mall, Lighting, FRCH; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph. p.26-27: May/Suppl 96, AR

Albuquerque; Residence; Custom Home Award. Bob Clark; ph. pl.: p.102-106: Mar/Apr 96, CB

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York, Bronx; Children's Garden; Meceli, Kulik & Williams; pers. ill.; p.28: May 96, LA

New York, Bronx; School, St. Ignatius Academy; INTERIORS Award; Detroit Collaborative Design Center; ph. pl. p.72-75: Jan 96, INT

New York, Brooklyn; Apartment Building, Middle Rise, Single Room Occupancy, Residences for Mentally Ill Veterans, Affordable; Architrope; ph. p.92-93: Jan 96, AR

New York, Brooklyn; Bank Headquarters; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91: Feb 96, ID

New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn Bridge Park Proposal, Multi-Use Park, Schnadelbach & Woo; by Michael Maynard; pl. pers.; p.72-81: Oct 96, LA

New York, Brooklyn; Family Clinic; Sister Thea Bowman Family Health Center, Architecture for Health Science Commerce; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl. p.140-143: Sept 96, INT

New York, Brooklyn; Mixed Use Residential and Manufacturing Zones, PA Award; John A. Loomis and Kiss & Cathcart; pers. axon.; p.134-135: May 96; A

New York, Brooklyn; Synagogue, Congregation Lubavitch, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Frank Lowe; ph. p.153: Nov 96; ID

New York, Queens; Art Museum, P. S. 1; Frederick Fisher; ph. p.158-159: Nov 96, A

New York; AIDS Housing for Homeless, Alan Wanzenberg; pers.; p.149: Mar 96; A

New York, Antique Shop, William Green; ph. p.142-143: Oct 96; ID

New York; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Public Housing, Becker & Becker, ph. pl. axon.: p.146: Mar 96, A


New York; Art Gallery, Lehmann Maupin Gallery; Richard Gluckman; ph., p.36-37: Dec 96; ID

New York; Beauty Salon, Bumble and bumble, Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. sec.; p.134-141: Sept 96; ID

New York; Belgian Consul General's Offices, Owen & Mandolfo; ph. pl. p.108-109: Jan 96; ID

New York, Belvedere Castle, Nature Observatory, Central Park, Calvert Vaux; ph. p.14-16: Dec 96; LA

New York; Boone Gallery, Other Art Gallery and Museums, Richard Gluckman; ph. pl. p.164-166: Nov 96, A

New York; Chair Showroom, United Chair, Tom Glass; ph. p.56: May 95; ID

New York; Childswear Showroom, Little Me/Ralph Lauren; Jeffrey Beers; by Kate Hensler; ph. p.40-45: Aug 96; INT

New York; Clothing Showroom, Betsy Johnson; Betsy Johnson and Tank Curnimphony; ph. p.108-109: Apr 96, ID

New York; Clothing Showroom, Donna Karan; Peter Manno; ph. p.116-119: Apr 96, ID

New York; Clothing Showroom, Joopt, Baratloo & Balch; ph. p.92-97: Apr 96, ID

New York; Clothing Showroom, Kazu, Architecture Information; ph. p.138: Apr 96, ID

New York; Clothing Showroom, Perry Ellis, Rosenblum & Harb and John Wender; ph. pl. p.110-115: Apr 96, ID
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Clothing Store, Levi’s Brand-Flagship; Bergmeyer Associates; ph. pl., p. 106-107, May 96, AR

New York; Coats Showroom, Ellen Tracy; Schaffer Associates; ph., p. 142-143, Apr 96; ID

New York; Corporate Plaza, The Belvedere, Battery Park; AIA Honor Award, Mitchell & Giurgola and Child Associates; ph. pl., p. 204, May 96; A

New York; Critique of Donald Trump Tower; Its Effect on Columbus Circle; Philip Johnson, by Ned Cramer; ph.: p. 51; July 96, A

New York; Entrance Pavilion, Penn Station; AIA Honor Award; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband, ph. sec., p. 193, May 96; A

New York; Federal Plaza at Jacob Javits Building; Renovation of Tilted Arc Sculpture and Installing New Plan; Martha Schwartz, by John Beardsley; ill., p. 160, 159; May 96, LA

New York; Food Delivery Preparation Spaces, GLVD’s Kitchens, Eliot Soffes; ph., p. 60, 63; May 96, ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Gansevoort Gallery, Ali Tayar; ph., p. 30; Nov 96; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller, Fox & Fowle; ph. pl., p. 84-88, Aug 96; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Hinson & Company; ph., p. 33; Feb 96; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Sander Partnership, Multi-Line Showroom Spaces; Tuohy & Charnock et al.; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl., p. 34-35; Apr 96, INT

New York; Health Center, David Barton’s Gym, Aero Studios; ph. pl., p. 84-91; Jan 96; ID

New York; Health Center, La Palaestra, HLW, ph. pl., p. 78-83; Jan 96; ID

New York; Home Furnishings Store, IKEA, INTERIORS Award, Walker Group/CNI; ph. pl., p. 60-63; Jan 96; INT

New York; Hotel Mansfield Restoration, Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg, ph. pl., p. 106-107, Oct 96; AR

New York; Interiors; Accounting Firm’s Offices, Deloitte & Touche; Hillier Group, by Kate Hensler; ph. pl., p. 196-203, May 96; INT

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency’s Offices, Sedley Place; ph. pl., p. 114-119, Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Company’s Offices, United Media, HLW, by Kate Hensler; ph. pl., p. 46-51; Apr 96; INT

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Loft Renovation, Weiss & Warchol; ph. pl., p. 92-97; Jan 96; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, INTERIORS Award, Mojo & Stumer; ph. pl., p. 56-59; Jan 96, INT

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Andrew Vines; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl., p. 74-77; Apr 96; INT

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; ph. pl., p. 120-125; Apr 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Dean & Wolf; ph. pl., p. 104-105; June 96, A

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Joseph Braswell; ph. pl., p. 102-107; Aug 96; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Louise Braverman; ph. pl., p. 108-111; Aug 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg; ph. pl., p. 158-161, Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Stedilia Design; ph. pl., p. 92-97, July 96, ID

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Interiors; Apartment, The Moderns; ph. pl., p. 146-151, Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Architect’s Apartment, Tsao & McKown; ph. pl., p. 86-87; Dec 96, A

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Donald Hill; ph. pl., p. 152-157; Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Co-op Apartment, Sandra Nurserley; ph. pl., p. 162-167, Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors, Consultant’s Offices, Baylerian; INTERIORS Award, Mark Santa Maria; ph. pl., p. 80; Jan 96, INT

New York; Interiors, Film Producer’s Offices, Steve Gold; Includes Wall Details, Carl D’Aquino, ph. pl., iso. elev. det., p. 185-193; May 96, ID

New York; Interiors, Investment Banking Company Offices, Morgan Stanley, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl., p. 126-133; Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors, Investment Firm’s Offices, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl., p. 142-145; Sept 96; ID

New York; Interiors, Investment Management Offices, Lehman Brothers; Salsano & Fahim, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl., p. 216-221, May 96, INT

New York; Interiors; Lever Office Team Center, Meeting Rooms; IDT Associates, by Kate Hensler; ph. pl., p. 130-135; Sept 96, INT

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment with Studio; American Design Company; ph. pl., p. 102-107, Apr 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment, Scott Marble and Karen Fairbanks; ph. pl., p. 114-119; June 96; ID

New York; Interiors, Marketing Agency Offices, The Hadley Group; Alexander Gorin; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl., axon.; p. 96-101; Feb 96, INT

New York; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment, William McIntosh; ph. pl., p. 206-211, May 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Record Company’s Offices, Elektra; Glodagh and Karen Bausman; ph. pl., p. 120-125, Sept 96, ID

New York; Interiors; Standard Chartered Bank Offices, Perkins & Will & Iu & Lewis; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl., p. 204-209; May 96, INT

New York; Interiors; TV Film Editing Offices, Crew Cuts; Wormser Associates; ph. pl., axon.; p. 176-181; May 96; ID

New York; Italian Academy for Advanced Studies, Columbia University; Remodeled 1926 Structure; Buttrick, White & Burts and Ilalo Rota; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; ph. pl., sec., p. 80-83; July 96, AR

New York; Jewelry and Accessories Showroom, Judith Lawrence; Parish & Hadley; ph. pl., p. 126-129, Apr 96, ID

New York; Kips Bay Showroom; Rooms by Various Designers; ph., p. 187-209; Sept 96, ID

New York; Kitano Hotel, Bohdan E. DeRosset; Interior Design by Chhadha & Siembieda; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl., p. 102-107; Feb 96; INT

New York; Kitchen and Bath Showroom, Italian; Boffi Studio, Lissoni, Bernhardt & Lucanni; ph., p. 24; Jan 96, ID

New York; Kitchen; Mojo & Stumer; ph. pl., p. 158-159; Apr 96, ID

New York; Kitchens and Baths Display, at Ansonia Condominiums, ph. pl., p. 68-79; Nov 96; ID
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NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Library and Technical Center. Baruch College. AIA Honor Award, Davis & Brody. ph. pl., p. 207; May 96, A


New York; Men's Wear Showroom. Gene Meyer; MGR. ph., p. 139. Apr 96, ID

New York; Women's Wear Showroom. Jane Barnes. MIC. pl. ph.; p. 130-133, Apr 96. ID

New York; Motown Cafe. Haverson Architecture. by Kate Hensler. ph. pl.; p. 226-231; May 96; INT

New York; Multiple Cladding Types on Remodeled Office Building. ph. p. 68. Mar 96. BD&C


New York; New Victory Theater. Restoration. Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer. ph.; p. 29. Feb 96. A

New York; New Victory Theater. Restored. Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer. by Jean Gorman. ph.; p. 44. May 96. ID


New York; Penthouse Apartment Made of an Old Truck and Found Objects. LOT/EK. ph. pl.; p. 62-69; Dec 96. ID

New York; Photographer's Studio. Industria Superstudio. Andrew Berman. ph.; p. 188-171; Sept 96. ID

New York; Plan for Lower Manhattan. by Derek H Traftad. ph.; p. 15. June 96. AR


New York; Recording Studio. Sony. Alternative Design. ph.; p. 172-175; Sept 96. ID

New York; Recording Studio. Broadway Sound and Broadway Video Group. Downtown Group. by David Berman. ph. pl.; p. 188-171; Sept 96. ID

New York; Residence. Interiors. Alan Tansley. ph.; p. 64-67. Feb 96. ID

New York; Residence. Interiors. Alan Tansley. ph.; p. 64-67. Feb 96. ID


New York; Restaurant. Metronome. Bohn Associates. ph.; p. 136-137; June 96. ID


NEW YORK (Cont'd)


New York; Sculptural Glass Curtain Wall. James Carpenter. ph. axon.; p. 112-113; Dec 96. A

New York; Shoe Showroom. Asfour & Guzy. ph.; p. 136-137; Apr 96. ID

New York; Shoe Store. Rockport. Desgrappes & Goby and Barry Koretz. ph.; p. 112-113; May 96. AR

New York; Shoreham Hotel. INTERIORS Award. Pastanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg. ph.; p. 76; Jan 96. INT


New York; Toy Store. Dean & Wolf. ph.; p. 102-103. June 96. A


New York; University of Pennsylvania Club Restaurant. Helfer Architects. Interior Design by Bennett and Jude Weinstock. ph.; p. 102-105. Feb 96. ID

New York; North Tarryton, Near; Museum and Conference Center. Kykuit Mansion: Historic Residence Retr-}


North Tarryton, Near; Museum and Conference Center. Kykuit Mansion: Historic Residence Retr-}


Westbury; Shopping Center. The Source. RTKL. ph. pers.; p. 43. Dec 96. BD&C

White Plains; Federal Courthouse. Wall Section. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. ph. sec. axon.; p. 70. 156. Jan 96. A

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

Yonkers; Residential Development; Residence, Winchester Villages; Robert Lamb, ph. pl.; p.82; July 96; B

NEW ZEALAND

Auckland; Clothing Store, Workshop, David Howell, ph.; p.144-145, Apr 96, ID

Whakatane; Whare Wananga, Maori University, Cultural Concerns in Design of Indigenous People’s University, by Anthony Ward and Wong Liu Shuang, ph. pl. ref. charts; p.136-155; Feb 96; JAE

WORST CLUB

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Amnesia; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, If by IV, ph. pl.; p.136-139; Nov 96, ID

New York, New York; Union Bar, Bromley & Caldari, ph. pl.; p.176-179; Sept 96; ID

See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Apex; Clubhouse Retirement Development; Martin Landau, pl. elev. ill.; p.36, Mar 96; INT

Cary; Supermarket; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Shock Design Group, ph.; p.142; Nov 96; ID

Chapel Hill; Residential Development; New Community Plan; Southern Village, ph. pl.; p.110-111; July 96; B

Charlotte; Convention Center; INTERIORS Award; Thompson, Ventulet & Stainback, ph. sec.; p.44-48, Jan 96; INT

Charlotte; Interiors; Condominium Apartment; Charles McMurray, by Kristen Richards, ph. pl.; p.74-77, Mar 96; INT

Charlotte; Master Plan; University of North Carolina, Edward Cullinan and Lee, Nichols & Hepler, ph. pers. sec.; p.82-85; June 96; ARev

Charlotte; Residential Development; Residence, The Overleigh; Squires Homes, ph. pl.; p.26, Dec 96; B

Durham; Medical Research Building; Duke University, Payette Associates, by John Gregerson, ph. pl. dia elev.; p.34-40, Jan 96; BD&C

Raleigh-Durham; Builder’s Reaction to Influx of Large Builders; Sunstar Homes, ph. pl.; p.330-334, Jan 96; B

NORWAY

---; Learning from Norwegian Architecture, by Peter Davey, ph.; p.4-5; Aug 96; ARev

Bamie; Residence; Sverre Fehn, ph. pl. sec.; p.40-43, Aug 96; ARev

Jaer; Agricultural Museum, Einar Myklebust, Lars Halvgran, Thomas Hellesen and Anne Tveit, ph. pl. sec.; p.33-39; Aug 96; ARev

Karaszok; Civic Center, City Buildings and Marketplace; Bjerk & Bjerge, sec. elev. ph. pl.; p.30-33; Aug 96; ARev

Oslo; Frognerstr; Light Railway Station; Anne HenrikSEN, ph. pl. sec.; p.16-17; Aug 96; ARev

Oslo, Skard; Residence; Villa Skolterod, 4B Arkitekter, ph. pl. axon.; p.22-23, Aug 96; ARev

NORWAY (Cont’d)

Oslo; Bus Stop Shelter; Jensen & Skodvin and Carl-Viggo Holmebakk, elev. pl.; p.11; Aug 96; ARev

Oslo; Central Business District Is a Mess; Critique, ph.; p.21; Aug 96; ARev

Oslo; City Block Remodeled into Mixed Use; Semi-Public Uses, Nils Tørp, ph. pl.; p.70-72, Aug 96; ARev

Oslo; Residence Library; Carl-Viggo Holmebakk, ph. pl. axon.; p.24-25, Aug 96; ARev

Oslo; Residence, Jan Olav Jensen, ph. pl.; p.32-33, Oct 96; ARev

Portor; Summer House; Integrates with Nature; Knut Knutsen, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.73-77, Aug 96; ARev

Randhagen; Marine Research Center; Hoem, Klostter, Schjeldeup & Tomning and Haya Grov Sylte, ph. pl. axon.; p.62-65, Aug 96; ARev

Rotvoll; Research Center for an Oil Company; Per Knudsen, Voll Arkitekter and Selberg Arkitektur, ph. pl. sec.; p.29, 56-61 Aug 96; ARev


Stavanger; Steiner School; Arbædsgruppen Hus, ph. pl. sec.; p.50-53, Aug 96; ARev

Stensby; Child Care Center; Nursery for Hospital Staff, Kristin Jarmund, ph. pl.; p.54-55, Aug 96; ARev

Trolldhausen; Art Museum, Devoted to Edvard Grieg, CUBUS, ph. pl.; p.34-37, Aug 96; ARev

Tromso; Carmelite Convent; Lund & Slaatto, sec. ph. pl.; p.69-69, Aug 96; ARev

Tromso; Classroom Buildings; Tromso University, Bla Strek, ph. pl.; p.56-57, Aug 96; ARev

Tromso; Residential Development; Bla Strek, ph. pl.; p.48-49, Aug 96; ARev

OBSERVATORY

Japan, South Area; Astronomical Museum, Masaharu Takasaki, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.34-37, Jan 96; ARev

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE

Asia’s Tallest Towers; Survey of Projects, elev.; p.159, Sept 96; A

Building Integrated Photovoltaics, Competition; Winners, Visitors Pavilion, Office Building, Charging Station, Urban Infrastructure, etc., ph. pl. axon. dia. det. sec. elev.; p.163-171; June 96; A

California, Irvine; Home Office Design; Case Study, Devereaux Associates, by Susan Bradford, ph. pl. chart; p.108-114, Mar 96; B

Courtyard Structure, Ericsson Palace; Czech Republic, Prague, Jestro & Whiles, ph. pl. elev. det.; p.84-85, Jan 96; ARev
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE (Cont’d)

One Hundred Years of Publication of The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

INTERIORS

High Rise

China, Shanghai: Jin Mao Building, Structural System, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, pers. sec.; ph. elev. det.; p. 164-165; Sept 96, A

China, Shanghai: Shanghai World Financial Center, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox, elev. pers. det.; p. 159, 162-163; Sept 96, A


Japan, Tokyo: NTT Shinjuku Head Office Building, Cesar Pelli, ph. pl. sec. cea.; p. PR28-33; July 96, AR

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur: Peronas Twin Towers, Cesar Pelli, pers. pl., p. 160-161; Sept 96, A

Malaysia, Two Office Towers: Hamzah & Yeang, ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Sept 96; AR

Singapore: Suntec City, Urban Complex, Convention Center, Office Towers, Retail, Entertainment, Parking, Tsao & McKown, ph. pl. sec.; elev. det.; p. 88-95; May 96, AR

Tennessee, Nashville: Bell South Tower, Includes Tennessee Economic Development Center, Eark Swenson, by Gordon Wright, ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 32-35; Mar 96, BD&C

ACOUSTIC DESIGN TO MATCH OFFICE WORK STYLES

BY DANA HOLBROOK, PH. III. CEA.; P. 54-57; NOV 96, AR

ALTERATIVE OFFICING, DESIGN LESSONS AND WARNINGS

BY MIKE BRILL, PH. P. 94; MAR 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, BEVERLY HILLS: CORPORATE OFFICES, MAGIC JOHNSON: FRANK ZAVALA, INTERIOR DESIGN BY LINDA ALLEN; BY KRISTEN RICHARDS, PH. PL., P. 70-75; JUNE 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, BEVERLY HILLS: RECORD COMPANY OFFICES, VIRGIN RECORDS: O'BRON ASSOCIATES; PH. PL., P. 182-185; MAY 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, EMERYVILLE: CHRON CORPORATION OFFICES, BRAYTON & HUGHES, PH. PL., P. 68-69; JAN 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, EMERYVILLE: SYBASE, CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS, IDA/INTERIOR DESIGN WINNER: ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS, PH. PL., P. 156; NOV 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, HOLLYWOOD: ENTERTAINMENT MANAGEMENT COMPANY OFFICES, AREA; PH. PL., P. 132-135; OCT 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES: ADVERTISING AGENCY'S HEADQUARTERS, BBDO WEST INCLUDES WORK STATION PARTITIONS, BECKSON DESIGN, PH. PL., AXON DET.; P. 78-81; JULY 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES: FILM PRODUCTION OFFICES, STEPHEN CHAO, HOOD OFFICE OF DESIGN; PH. PL., P. 76-81; DEC 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES: HOUSE BUILDER, KAUFMAN & BROAD'S OFFICES, BARBARA BARRY AND GENSER ASSOCIATES; PH. PL., P. 112-115; MAR 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES: MUSIC COMPANY HEADQUARTERS, MOTOWN RECORDS, RAW ARCHITECTURE; BY MICHAEL WEBB, PH. PL., P. 90-95, FEB 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES: RECORD COMPANY OFFICES, A&M RECORDS, PH. PL., P. 32-35; JULY 96, AR

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES: TELEVISION NETWORK HEADQUARTERS, FERHOLT & HARTMAN, PH. PL., P. 72-77; SEPT 96, AR

CALIFORNIA, MALIBU: DEVELOPER'S OFFICES, KANNER ARCHITECTS; PH. PL., P. 106-111; MAR 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, MALIBU: LOW-COST BUILDING DEVELOPER'S OFFICES, AIA HONOR AWARD, KANNER ARCHITECTS; PH. PL., P. 211, MAY 96, A

CALIFORNIA, MENLO PARK: INVESTMENT COMPANY OFFICES, BRAYTON & HUGHES, PH. PL., P. 103-101; JAN 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, SACRAMENTO: LAW OFFICES, BRAYTON & HUGHES, PH. PL., P. 99-97; JUN 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: ARCHITECTS' OFFICES, BRAYTON & HUGHES, PH. PL., P. 94-95; JUN 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: BUSINESS CONSULTING OFFICES, AXIOM; HOLEY ASSOCIATES, BY MICHAEL WEBB, PH. PL., P. 124-129; OCT 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: HEADQUARTERS AND TRAINING CENTER, GOODWILL; RMW ARCHITECTURE; BY KRISTEN RICHARDS, PH. PL., P. 92-95, OCT 96, INT

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT FIRM'S OFFICES, BRAYTON & HUGHES, PH. PL., P. 122-125; MAR 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: LIGHTING SHOWROOM, BOYD LIGHTING; SHOWROOM AND OFFICES, BRAYTON & HUGHES, PH. PL., P. 126-131; OCT 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: MAGAZINE COMPANY OFFICES, COMPUTER LIFE, M CASTEDO, PH. PL., P. 116-121; MAR 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: PAPER COMPANY OFFICES, SIMPSON PAPER, NBBJ, PH. PL., P. 198-199; MAY 96, ID

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO: TENDERLOIN NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OFFICES, FACE; PH. PL., P. 124-125; OCT 96, ID

CLIENTS WANT OFFICES OF THE PAST; BY MIKE BRILL, PH. P. 106; JUNE 96, INT

CZECH REPUBLIC, PRAGUE: MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY FIRM'S HEADQUARTERS OFFICE, FRANKO GEHRY AND VLADO MILUN; INTERIOR DESIGN BY EVA JINCA; PH. PL., P. 112-117; NOV 96, ID

DENMARK, COPENHAGEN: INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER'S OFFICES, KNUD HOLSLER, PH. PL.; P. 73-75; DEC 96, AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON: LAW OFFICES, STUDIOS; BY KATE HENSLER, PH. PL., P. 82-89; FEB 96, INT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON: NFL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION OFFICES, RTKL, BY KATE HENSLER, PH. PL., P. 48-51; DEC 96, INT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON: NATIONAL MINORITY AIDS OFFICES, INTERIORS AWARD, CORE; PH. PL., P. 79; JAN 96, INT

ENGLAND, LONDON: ADVERTISING AGENCY'S OFFICES, ARCHITECTS; PH. PL., P. 78; DEC 96; AR

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE (Cont’d)
INTERIORS (Cont’d)

England, London; Office Insertion, Library and Meeting Space in Architect’s Offices; Anthony Peake, ph pl elev sec axon, p. 20-21, Mar 96, ARev

Florida, Miami; Offices for Sony Music International; Includes Glass Wall Details; TAS Design, ph pl sec det, p. 168-175, May 96, ID

France, Paris; Foreign Office Staff Restaurant, Ross Barney, Illinois, Chicago; Architects Offices, Hawaii, Honolulu; Law Firm Offices, Ferraro & Andree Putnam, ph pl, p. 86-91, Nov 96, ID

France, Paris; Publishing House Offices, Atelier Bernard Desmoulins, ph pl sec, p. 76-78, Sept 96, ARev

France, Paris; Private Offices, Andree Putnam, ph pl, p. 25-27, June 96, ARev

Hawaii, Honolulu; Law Firm Offices, Ferraro & Choi, ph pl, p. 116-119, July 96, ID

Illinois, Chicago; Architects’ Offices, Ross Barney & Jankowski; by Kristen Richards, ph pl, p. 136-139, Sept 96, INT


Illinois, Chicago; Financial Services Headquarters, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Lieber Architects, ph pl, p. 144-147, Nov 96, ID

Illinois, Chicago; Headquarters Offices, Amerinn Guaranty Corporation, Gary Lee, ph pl, p. 158-163, May 96, ID


Massachusetts, Boston; Gillette Company Headquarters; Post-Occupancy Evaluation, Griswold, Heckel & Kelly, ph pl charts, p. 90-93, Aug 96, ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Law Offices, IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Loy Hack, ph pl, p. 158, Nov 96, ID

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Executive Office Remodeled; Programming with Focus Groups; Steelcase Staff, ph pl, p. 74-79, Aug 96, ID

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Advertising Agency Offices, INTERIORS Award, Wheeler Group, ph pl, p. 49-51, Jan 96, ID

Missouri, Kansas City; Architects’ Offices, Design Process, Gould, Evans & Goodman, ph pl, p. 80-83, Aug 96, ID

Nevada, Henderson; Architect’s Offices, BUILDER Award, Tate & Snyder, ph pl, p. 122, Oct 96, B

New Jersey, Patterson; Holding Company Offices, Mufson Partnership; ph pl, p. 86-89, Feb 96, ID

New Jersey, Union; Electric Wire and Cable Company Office, INTERIORS Award, David Ling, ph pl axon, p. 52-55, Jan 96, INT

New York, Melville; Corporate Headquarters, Olympus America; Specter Group, by Kristen Richards, ph pl, p. 52-59, Apr 96, INT

New York, New York; Accounting Firm’s Offices, Deloitte & Touche, Hillier Group, by Kate Hensler, ph pl, p. 196-203, May 96, INT

New York, New York; Advertising Agency’s Offices, Sedley Place, ph pl, p. 114-119, Sept 96, ID

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Advertising Company Offices, United Media, HLW, by Kate Hensler, ph pl, p. 46-51, Apr 96, INT

New York, New York; Consultant’s Office, Beyerlein, INTERIORS Award, Mark Santa Maria, ph pl, p. 80, Jan 96, INT

New York, New York; Film Producer’s Offices, Steve Gold; Includes Wall Details, Carl D Aquino, ph pl, p. 186-193, May 96, ID

New York, New York; Investment Banking Company Offices, Morgan Stanley, Gwathmey & Siegel, ph pl, p. 126-133; Sept 96, ID

New York, New York; Investment Firm’s Offices, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph pl, p. 142-145, Sept 96, ID

New York, New York; Investment Management Offices, Lehman Brothers, Salerno & Fahim; by Jean Gorman, ph pl, p. 216-221, May 96, INT

New York, New York; Lever Office Team Center, Meeting Rooms, IDT Associates; by Kate Hensler, ph pl, p. 130-135, Sept 96, INT

New York, New York; Marketing Agency Offices, The Hadley Group, Alexander Gorlin; by Kate Hensler, ph pl, p. 96-101, Feb 96, INT

New York, New York; Offices for Council of Fashion Designers, Bromley & Caidan, ph pl, p. 134-135, Apr 96, ID

New York, New York; Record Company’s Offices, Elektra, Clodagh and Karen Bausman, ph pl, p. 120-125, Sept 96, INT

New York, New York; Standard Chartered Bank Offices, Perkins & Will and Lu & Lewis; by Jean Gorman, ph pl, p. 204-209, May 96, INT

New York, New York; TV Film Editing Offices, CrewCuts; Wormser Associates, ph pl axon, p. 176-181, May 96, ID

New York, Rochester; Bausch & Lomb World Headquarters, Fox & Fowie; by MJ Madigan, ph pl, p. 116-123, Sept 96, INT

New York, New York; Office Reception Desks; ph pl, p. 24, Dec 96, ID

Small Business Offices, Survey; ph pl, p. 37-43, Dec 96, INT

Spain, Barcelona; Law Offices, Jaume Tresserras and GCA Arquitectes, ph pl pers, p. 98-103, Nov 96, ID

Texas, Dallas; Film Editing Offices, Filmworkers Club, Brininstool & Lynch, ph pl, p. 164-167, May 96, ID

Texas, Dallas; Restaurant Chain Headquarters Offices, TGI Friday, Forstenwerth & Bagley, ph pl, p. 194-195, May 96, ID

Texas, Dallas; Designer’s Office/Residence, Craig A Roeder; by MJ Madigan, ph pl, p. 38-43, Dec 96, INT

Tour and Impressions of Japanese Work Spaces; Japan, --, by Mike Bnll, ph pl, p. 162, Sept 96, INT

Washington, Seattle; Software and Paper Company Offices, WRQ and Simpson Paper Company Offices, United Media, HLW, by Kate Hensler, ph pl, p. 196-197, May 96, ID

LANDSCAPE

Minnesota, Minneapolis; General Mills Headquarters Landscape Plan, Includes Prairie Grass; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Jane Brown Gillette, ph pl, p. 132-139, 144-146, Oct 96, LA
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE (Cont'd)

LOW RISE

Art Society Building; Denmark, Copenhagen; Integrates with Historic Neighbors. Korskagen Arkitekt. ph pl sec.; p.64-65; Dec 96; AReV
Austria, Carinthia; Entry Building to Industrial Park; Gunther Domeng; ph pl sec.; p.54-59; Apr 96; AReV
Austria, Seibersdorf; Office and Research Center; Coop Himmelblau; ph pl sec.; p.45-49; Apr 96; AReV
California, Mountain View; Computer Company Headquarters; Silicon Graphics Entry Site; Studios; ph pl sec. det.; p.72-79; May 96; AR
California, San Francisco; Mixed-Use Building; Apartments Over Stores and Offices; Architect's Apartment and Offices, Levy Design; ph pl.; p.122-123; July 96; A
Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Headquarters of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists; Busby & Bridger; ph pl.; p.128; Sept 96; A
Denmark, Lyngby; KHR AS Arkitekter; ph pl sec.; p.34-39; Dec 96; AReV
District of Columbia, Washington; National Minority AIDS Council Headquarters; Remodeled Townhouses. CORE; ph pl. sec. p.96-97; Feb 96; AR
Florida, Orlando; Walt Disney Development Company Offices, Farmer & Baker; ph pl. axon.; p.120-125; June 96; ID
Georgia, Atlanta; Building Product Showroom and Distribution Center; Georgia-Pacific; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph pl.; p.80-85; Feb 96; ID
Georgia, Cartersville; Corporate Office, Showroom, Manufacturing Facility; Prince Street Technologies; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph pl.; p.34-39; Aug 96; INT
Germany, Bad Oeynhausen; Communication and Technology Center; Offices, Exhibition Spaces; Frank O Gehry; ph pl sec.; p.27-33; Apr 96; AReV
Germany, Bad Oeynhausen; Electric Company, Communication and Technology Center; Power Control Center, Office Wing, Conference Center, Exhibition Hall; Frank O Gehry; ph pl. sec.; p.100-109; Mar 96; A
Germany, Wurzburg; Gotz Headquarters Building; Weiller & Geissler; ph pl. sec. det.; p.52-54; Nov 96; AReV
Illinois, Morton Grove; U.S. Robotics Offices and Plant; Valero, Dewalt & Train; ph pl.; p.98-101; Sept 96; AR
Louisiana, New Orleans; Designer's Offices; Lee H. Leedbetter; ph pl.; p.70-75; Dec. 96; ID
Michigan, Pontiac; GM Truck Product Center, Remodeled Factory. BD&C Award; Harley & Ellington; by Gordon Wright; ph pl. cost anal.; p.30-34; Oct 96; BD&C
Netherlands, Heerlen; Company Headquarters; AZL, Weil Are's; ph pl. sec elev.; p.50-53; Apr 96; AReV
New York, Melville; Swissair Headquarters Office Building; Wall Details, Richard Meier; ph pl. sec.; p.92-97; 133; Feb 96; A

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE (Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

Oregon, Hillsboro; Green Approach, Norm Thompson Clothing Firm Headquarters; Sienna Architecture; by Hugh Cook; ph cost anal.; p.52-56; June 96; BD&C
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Six Building Campus, Telecommunications Company, Hillier Group; axon pl.; p.54-55; Mar 96; A
Pennsylvania, West Chester; Chester County History Center, In Historic Landmarks, Freis & Frei; ph pl.; p.108-109; June 96; A
Pennsylvania, York; Remodeled Factory Building, BASCO Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph pl. cost anal.; p.28-29; Dec 96; BD&C
Rhode Island, Pawtucket; Toy Manufacturer's Headquarters, Hasbro Corporation, Remodeled Old Mill. KPM & D.; ph pl.; p.104-107; Jan 96; ID
Texas, Austin, Near; Corporation Headquarters Campus; Ecologically Sensitive Landscape Design; Howard Bantock and Robert Jackson; Landscape Design by J. Robert Anderson; by Michael Leccese; ph pl.; p.56-63; Apr 96; LA
Wyoming, Jackson Hole; William P. Bruder; ph pl.; p.90-91; Apr 96; AReV

MIDDLE RISE

Austria, Klagenfurt; Medical Society Headquarters; Ernst Giselbrecht; ph pl. sec.; p.64-67; Apr 96; AReV
California, Anaheim; Team Disney Office Building; Includes Window Detail; Frank O Gehry and Langdon & Wilson; ph pl. sec det.; p.61-69; 164; July 96; A
Denmark, Copenhagen; Architects Headquarters; DAL, Nielsen, Nielsen & Nielsen; ph pl. sec. m.; p.27, 40-45; Dec 96; AReV
England, Cambridge; Ionica Building, Lighting; RH Partnership; ph sec.; p.30-31; Nov/Suppl 96; AR
England, Coventry; PowerGen Headquarters; Lighting; Bennett Associates; by Adam Jackaway, ph sec.; p.28-31; Nov/Suppl 96; AR
Florida, Celebration, Celebration Place Office Building Complex, Aldo Rossi and Smallwood; Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; ph pl.; p.56-63; Jan 96; AR
Florida, Miami Beach; Office Building Rises Controversy in Historic District, Bemello & Ajamit; by Peter Whorskey; ph.; p.51; Apr 96; A
Georgia, Atlanta; UPS Headquarters, Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; ph pl.; p.110-115; Jan 96; ID
Germany, Berlin; Includes Wall Section, AIA Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; ph pl. det. sec.; p.190-191, 280; May 96; A
Germany, Berlin; Multi-Use Building, Stores, Offices and Apartments. Jean Nouvel; ph pl. sec.; p.80-83; July 96; AReV
Germany, Frankfurt am Main; Advertising Agency, Schneider & Schumacher; ph pl. sec pers.; p.59-61; Sept 96; AReV
Japan, Tokyo, Near; Computer Company Headquarters. Daichi Kobo; ph pl. sec elev.; p.60-63; Apr 96; AReV
New York, New York; Headquarters for Vision Rehabilitation and Research, AIA Honor Award; Mitchell & Giorgola; ph pl.; p.210; May 96; A
OREGON (Cont’d)

--- Design and Build Landscape Design Studio, Projects, University of Oregon, Stan Jones and Cynthia Girling’s Classes; by J. William Thompson, ph: p 50-55, Mar 96, LA

PAINT, COATINGS

Coatings for Built-up, Single-ply and Metal Roofing; ph: p 59-60, Sept 96, BD&C

Field Applied Organic Finish Failures; Primer on Failures and Causes, by B. Leslie Simmons, ph: table: p 54-71, July 96, TCS

Intumescents Revisited; Response to Article, by James Stahl and Achim Hering, ph: table, p 6-10, Mar 96, TCS

Low-Volatile Organic Compound Paints; ph: p 380-384, Jan 96, B

Painting Structural Steel; In-Shop Painting, by Dallas Finch, ph: p 69-70, Sept 96, TCS

Paints Meeting Volatile Organic Compound Content; ph: p 42-44, 49, June 96, ID

Polomyx’s Aegis Wall Finish; Critique by Designers, ph: p 14-15, Mar 96, INT

Preventing Masonry Coating Failures; by Tom Smead, ph: p 48-53, July 96, TCS

Specifying Quality Architectural Paints; by Walter J. Gozdan, ill. table, p 44-47, July 96, TCS

Top-Shelf Paints and Stains; Characteristics. Use the Best: by Karen Butler, ph: p 34-36, Nov/Dec 96, CB
PAKISTAN

Hunza Valley; Preservation and Regeneration of Ismaili Heartland, Aga Khan's Historic Cities Support Programme, ph.; p.11-13, Dec 96, ARev

PARK

See GARDEN, RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

California, Los Angeles: Fleet Services Building; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power; Ellerbe & Becket, ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79, July 96; A

Garage Design Option for Residences; by Susan Bradford, elev. pl.; p.114-118, June 96; B

Green Parking Lots, Water Permeable Surfaces; Survey of Types; by J. William Thompson, pers. ref. pl.; p.60-67, Nov 96, LA

Landscape Gardens at Washington National Airport Garage; Virginia, Alexandria, Oehme & Van Sweden, by Alicia Rodriguez, ph.; p.32-36, Feb 96, LA

PAVEMENT

Brick Street Paving; Survey of Urban Use, by Brian F. Trimble, ph. biblio.; p.32-37, Dec 96, LA

Concrete Slab for Light Rail Transit; by Michael N Plei, ph. sec.; p.118-124, May 96, B

PENAL

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA

Adams County; Residential Development; Migrant Farm Worker Housing Units, Manufactured, 730 s.f. Unit, Bryan Bell, m. pl.; p.147, Mar 96; A

Altamont; Outpatient Center, Hayes & Large; by John Gregerson, ph. cost anal.; p.42-46, Sept 96, BD&C

Avoca; Interiors, Loft Apartment, Carpenter & Grotzins, ph.; p.98-101, Aug 96, ID

Chadds Ford; Residential Development; Residence, Ashford, Alternative Plans, Bernardon Associates, pl.; p.126, Oct 96, B

Concord; Residential Development; Residence, Woodbrook, Barton Associates, ph.; p.92, June 96, B

Easton; Cultural Center, Two Rivers Landing, Offices, Restaurant; Crayola Museum, National Canal Museum, National Park Service Visitor's Center, Schwartz & Silver and Wallace & Watson, sec. ph.; p.108-113, Nov 96, A

King of Prussia; Shopping Center; The Plaza, Thompson, Ventulett & Steinbach; by John Gregerson, ph. elev. cost anal.; p.26-29, Nov 96, BD&C

Lancaster; Low-Income Housing; Remodeled Factory, Tower Reconstruction, Bradley, Chambers & Frey, ph. sec. cost anal.; p.46-50, Aug 96, BD&C

PENNSYLVANIA (Cont'd)

Malvern; Residential Development, Residence, Whitehorse; Capron, McIntyre, Silva & Bettel, ph. pl.; p.110-111, June 96, B

Philadelphia; Apartment Development; Landscape Plan; Chelsea Historic Area Park; Cassway & Albert, by Alicia Rodriguez, ph. pl. iii.; p.88-93, 102, Apr 96, LA

Philadelphia; New Hockey and Basketball Stadium; Critique, Ellerbe & Becket; by Heidi Landecker, ph.; p.49, Dec 96, A

Philadelphia; Six Building Campus, Telecommunications Company, Hillier, by J. William Thompson, ph. pl.; p.54-55, Mar 96, A

Pittsburgh; Carnegie Mellon Research Institute, Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson, ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99, Mar 96, A

Pittsburgh; Chemistry Laboratory, Carnegie Mellon University, Burt, Hill, Koser & Rittelmann, ph. pl. sec.; p.50-51, Dec 96, AR

Pittsburgh; Crawford Square, New Urbanist Neighborhood Plan, UDA, ph. pl.; p.74-75, Apr 96, A

Pittsburgh; Residential Development, Townhouse, Remodeled Warehouse; BUILDER Award, Perkins & Eastman, ph. axon.; p.110-111, Oct 96, B

Villa Maria; Convent Chapel, The Magnificat Chapel, North Park Studio, by MJ Madigan, ph. pl.; p.52-55, Aug 96, INT

Wayne; Residential Development; Treyburn, BUILDER Award, Capron, McIntyre, Silva & Bettel, ph. pl.; p.90-91, 170, Oct 96, B

West Chester; Chester County History Center; In Historic Landmarks, Frens & Frens, ph. pl.; p.108-109, June 96, A

West Chester; Residential Development, Residence, Hershey's Mill, Felton & Perry, ph. pl.; p.64, Dec 96, B

Willistown Township; Historic Sugartown Restoration, Multi-Use, Residential, Offices, Exhibit Space and Meeting Space, Frens & Frens, ph. elev.; p.107, June 96, A


PERU

Lima; Embassy, U.S., Chancery Building, Security Critique; Arquitectonica, ph.; p.78-87, Oct 96, AR

PLANETARIUM

Planetarium and Science Museum, Illinois, Chicago, Lohan Associates, ph. m. sec.; p.47, Apr 96, A

PLANTS

See BOTANIC GARDEN, GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN

PLASTER

See STUCCO
PLAZA
ASLA Award Winners: Design, Planning and Urban Design, Communications, Research Awards; ill. ph. pl. pers.; p.69-99, Nov 96, LA
Apartment House Courtyard in Tough Neighborhood; California, San Francisco; David Heidt, ph. pl.; p.36-39, Feb 96, LA
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Village of Yorkville Park Urban Site, ASLA Award of Excellence, Martha Schwartz, Ken Smith and David Meier, ph.; p.69-76, Nov 96, LA
Colorado, Breckenridge; Riverwalk at Urban Core, Blue River Plaza, Reclaimed River. Wenk Associates; by Michael Leccese, ph.; p.104-113, Oct 96, LA
Congress Viaduct and Plaza Reconstruction; Illinois, Chicago, AIA Honor Award. DLK Architecture; ph.; p.204, May 96, A
Corporate Plaza, The Belvedere; New York, New York, Battery Park, AIA Honor Award, Mitchell & Giurgola and Child Associates; ph. pl.; p.204, May 96, A
Czech Republic, --, Town Squares. Study of Typology of Squares by Laura Joines-Novotny; ph. pl.; p.22-31, Sept 96, JAE
Dudley Town Common; Massachusetts, Boston, Other Town Commons, John Copley and Lynn Wolff; by Alicia Rodriguez, ph.; p.48-53, Sept 96, LA
Federal Buildings and Campuses; Public Spaces, Survey of Projects, Chronology, m ph. ill.; p.86-95, Jan 96, A
Georgia, Atlanta; Public Spaces Finished for the Olympics, ph.; p.40-41, Sept 96, A
Georgia, Atlanta; Visitor Center, Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site; Turner Associates, Landscape Design by Jackson & Partners, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph. pl.; p.52-59, Dec 96, LA
Historic Arkansas Riverwalk Project; Colorado, Pueblo, HGF, Landscape Design by Design Studios West; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.42-47, Nov 96, LA
Japan, Tokyo; Mixed Use; Conference Center, Music Hall, Plaza and Retail, International Forum Building, Rafael Vinoly; by Ivor Richards, ph. pl. sec.; p.37-45, Nov 96, ARev
One Market Street Plaza; California, San Francisco, Lighting, Cesar Pelli; Lighting Design by Cline, Bettridge & Bernstein; ph. axon. sec.; p.30-33, May/Suppl 96, AR
Town Hall Square Restoration; Denmark, Copenhagen, ph. p.90, Dec 96, ARev
Washington, Seattle; International Fountain and Plaza, Renovated, TRA, Landscape Design by Nakano & Dennis; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p.30-35, June 96, LA
See CIVIC CENTER, OFFICE BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN also

PLUMBING
See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR

POLLUTION
See HAZARDS

PREFABRATION
Residential Modular Building; ph.; p.368-376, Jan 96, B
See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT

RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

RECORDING STUDIO
See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO

RECREATION
Arizona, Paradise; Resort Hotel, Camelback Inn, Landscape Plan, Douglas Architects, by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p.66-73, 87-88, Dec 96, LA
Australia, Ayers Rock; Cultural Center, Uluru National Park, Gregory Burgess, ph. pl. sec.; p.46-51, Nov 96, ARev
Baseball Stadium; Colorado, Denver, Coors Field, HOK Sport, ph. pl. sec.; p.110-113, Aug 96, AR
Beach Lifeguard Stations; Florida, Miami Beach, William Lane; ph.; p.102, Apr 96, A
Boaters' Facility; California, Redondo Beach, Guthrie & Buresh; ph.; p.110-111, June 96, A
Building Integrated Photovoltaics, Competition; Winners, Visitors Pavilion, Office Building, Charging Station, Urban Infrastructure, etc. ph. pl. axon. dia. det. sec. elev.; p.153-171, June 96, A
California, Fremont; Gymnasium and Community Center, Sun Screen Detail, ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-87, June 96, AR
California, Irvine, Retail and Entertainment Center, RTKL and Burton Associates; ph. pl.; p.94-103, Oct 96, LA
California, San Francisco; Apartment House Courtyard in Tough Neighborhood, David Heldt; ph. pl.; p.36-39, Feb 96, LA
California, San Francisco; Waterfront and Downtown Recreation Plan, Embarcadero, Roma Design Group, pers.; p.13, Mar 96, AR
California, Santa Monica; Storm Water Drain Becomes Beach Access Walkway, California Wash Joint Art Project, Spurlock & Poirier and Harrison & Harrison; by Alicia Rodriguez, ph.; p.20-25, Dec 96, LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

Casino Project Terminated in Controversy; Louisiana, New Orleans; Perez, Ernest & Farnet; by Scott Wall; pers. ph; p.49, Feb 96; A

Centennial Olympic Park; Georgia, Atlanta; Lighting Features; EDAW and Turner Associates; ph.; p.18-21; Nov/Suppl 96; AR

Children’s Garden; New York, New York; Bronx; Miceli, Kulik & Williams; pers. ill.; p.28; May 96; LA

Club House, Golf Course; Meadow Club; California, Fairview; Brayton & Hughes; ph.; p.102-105; Jan 96; INT

Clubhouse Retirement Development; North Carolina; Apex; Martin Landau; pl. elev. ill.; p.36; Mar 96; INT

Community Park, Sergeant Means; Illinois, Olympia Fields; Includes Historic Buildings, Weiss & Manfredi; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph.; p.56-63; Aug 96; LA

France, Belfort; Ecological Center, Study, Educational and Tourist Center; Lucien Kroll; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-73; Nov 96; ARev

Golf Course Design, Designers; Boom in Construction; by Michele Strutin; pers. ph., p.48-53; June 96; LA

Golf Course Design; Environmental Concerns, by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.62-71, 86-89; Sept 96; LA

Gymnasium, Recreation Center; California, Los Angeles; Koning & Eizenberg; ph.; p.78-81, June 96; AR

Health Center, David Barton’s Gym; New York, New York; Aero Studios; ph.; p.84-91, Jan 96; ID

Health Center, La Palseta; New York, New York; HLW; ph.; p.78-83; Jan 96; ID

Health Spa Resort; Mexico, Tecate; Rancho La Puerta; Landscape Plan; Chris Drayer; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.38-43, Dec 96; LA

Ice Center, Disney; California, Aanaheim; Frank O Gehry and Langdon & Wilson; ph.; p.70-73, July 96; A

Indoor Recreation Centers; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.152, 151; Nov 96; LA

Japan, Hakata; Retail and Entertainment Center; Celestial Roof Garden in Canal City; EDAW; ph.; p.94-103; Oct 96; LA

Key Arena Replaces Cables with Trusses; Washington, Seattle; Coliseum Remodeled; Roof Details; NBBJ; ph. sec. det.; p.42-47; Feb 96; AR

Las Vegas Wash Park, Restored Storm and Sewage Dump Area; Nevada, Las Vegas; Design Workshop; ph.; p.67-73, 64; Apr 96; LA

Maryland, Annapolis; Visitor Center, U.S. Naval Academy; Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoet; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl. axon.; p.56-61; Mar 96; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Youth Development Center, Gymnasium; Leers & Weinazpeii and Chisholm & Washington; ph. pl. cpa.; p.88-91; June 96; AR

McMillan Park, Over Abandoned Site; District of Columbia, Washington; Former Sand Filtration Plant; University of Virginia Students; ph.; p.89-103; Nov 96; JAE

Navy Pier, Multi-Use Remodeling; Illinois, Chicago; Includes Theater, Amusement Area, Convention Center, VOAs Associates and Benjamin Thompson; by Gordon Wright; ph. axon.; p.36-40; Feb 96; BD&C

New Hockey and Basketball Stadium; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Critique; Ellerbe & Becket; by Heidi Landesker; ph.; p.49; Dec 96; A

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn Bridge Park Proposal; Multi-Use Park; Schnadelbach & Woo; by Michael Maynard; pl. pers.; p.72-81, Oct 96; LA

Olympic Village Housing; Norway; Skarsellet, Lillehammer; Lund Hagem and Div. A; ph.; p.44-47, Aug 96; ARev

Outdoor Learning Center, DuSable/Farren; Illinois, Chicago; Park to House Gardens, Sports Courts, Theater, Tot Lot, Community Involvement; Saratoga Associates and Center for Design Innovation; by Marilyn Dickey; pers. ill. pl.; p.50-55, Apr 96; LA

Park and Community Center; Illinois, Olympia Fields; Sergeant Means Park; Weiss & Manfredi; ph.; p.94-99; June 96; A

Park with Monument; Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette Site; Atelier ps. ph. pl. ill. pers.; p.36-49; Jan 96; LA

Park; New York, Highbridge Park, Aqueduct Site; University of Virginia Students; ph.; p.89-103, Nov 96; JAE

Park; Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette Site; Berkshire Design; pl. pers.; p.38-49; Jan 96; LA

Park; Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette Site; EDSA; pers. ph.; p.36-49 Jan 96; LA

Park; Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette Site; Terrence J. Dewan; pers. ph.; p.36-49; Jan 96; LA

Parkway Open Space Project; California, Folsom; Part of Multi-Use Development; Includes Waterway and Island; Jones & Stokes; by Joan Aragone; ph.; p.50-53, Aug 96; LA

Physical Fitness Center; California, Santa Monica; Remodeled Bus Station; Steven Ehrlich; ph.; p.102-103, Sept 96; A

Preservation of Historic Sites in National Parks; by Richard Moe; ph.; p.71-76, Oct 96; A

Public Park, Parc Citroen; France, Paris; Patrick Berger, Clement Gilles, Viguier & Jordy and Altam; ph.; p.74-76, Nov 96; ARev

Public Works and Public Space; Historic Review of Work; Rethinking the Urban Park; by Elissa Rosenberg; ph. pl. sec. m ref.; p.89-103, Nov 96, JAE

Recreationway Plan at State Canal; New York, Albany, AIA Honor Award; Beyer, Blinden & Belle; pers. pl.; p.203, May 96; A

Reforestation Plan for Golden Gate Park; California, San Francisco, Rosyton, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; by Joan Aragone; ph.; p.54-59; Sept 96; LA

Regional Park on Landfill; Illinois, Lake County; Prairie Crossing Development Links; Peter Walker and William Johnson; by Jory Johnson; pers. ill. pl.; p.40-45; Feb 96; LA

Residential Swimming Pools; Survey of Trend Setting Pools; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p.62-68, July/Aug 96; CB
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Resort Hotel; South Dakota, Deadwood; Wyss Associates; ill. pl.; p. 18, Dec 96, LA

Resting Hut; Japan, Toyama; Peter Salter; ph.; p. 98, Sept 96; ARev

Salish Lodge Spa; Washington, Snoqualmie Falls; Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p. 100-103, Oct 96, ID

Sand Creek Divers’ Tent Structure Retreat; Belize; Andersen Group; ill.; p. 123, June 96, A

Security Elements in Palmer Park; California, Glendale; Suzuki Associates; Landscape Design by Clark & Green; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 50-55, May 96, LA

Shawnee, Iroquois and Cherokee Parks; Kentucky, Louisville; Preservation and Restoration Efforts; Andropogon Associates; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Jory Johnson; pl. pers. ill.; p. 80-87, 98, Mar 96, LA

Spa for Beauty and Wellness; Connecticut, Stamford; Clodagh Design; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p. 74-75, Sept 96, INT

Sports Arena; Missouri, St. Louis; Kiel Center; Elterbe & Becket; ph. m.; p. 114-117, Aug 96, AR

Sports Facilities; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. m. graph.; p. 108-117, Aug 96, AR

Sports Stadium; Germany, Chemnitz; Peter Kulka and Ulrich Konigs; pl. axon. ill.; p. 78-79, Mar 96; ARev

Stadium for Sports and Rock Concerts; France, Vitrulles, Rudy Riccotti; ph. sec. p.; p. 73-75, Feb 96, ARev

The Legacy of New Deal Public Spaces; Review of WPA and CCC Projects, by Robert D. Leighninger, Jr. ph. ref.; p. 226-236, May 96; JAE

Urban Entertainment Centers; Survey, by John Gregerson; ph.; p. 32-34, Feb 96; BD&C

Urban Park, Waterfront; England, London; Patel Taylor; Landscape Design by Groupe Signes; ill. pl. pers.; p. 77-78; Nov 96; ARev

Urban Retail and Entertainment Centers; Survey of Projects; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 94-103, Oct 96, LA

Village of Yorkville Park, Urban Site; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; ASLA Award of Excellence, Martha Schwartz, Ken Smith and David Meger; ph.; p. 59-76; Nov 96; LA

Visitor Center and Lodge for National Park; Guyana; Andersen Group; sec. pl.; p. 123, June 96, A

Visitor Center at Sea Life Park; Japan, Tokyo; Yoshio Taniguchi; ph. pl.; p. 96-99, Oct 96, A

Visitor Center, Hoover Dam; Nevada, Hoover Dam; Controversy, Spencer Associates, ph.; p. 47; Jan 96, A

Visitor Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site; Turner Associates; Landscape Design by Jackson & Person; by Jane Brown Gillette; ph. pl.; p. 52-59, Dec 96, LA

Washington Elements; Discovery Park, Urban Wilderness; Habitat Improvement Project; Swift & Company; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p. 44-49; Dec 96, LA

Washington, Seattle; International Fountain and Plaza, Renovated; TRA; Landscape Design by Nakano & Dennis; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 30-35, June 96, LA

Waterfront Park; Kentucky, Louisville; Hargreaves Associates; pers. m.; p. 24, Aug 96, LA

RECREATION (Cont’d)

West Indies, Nevis; Four Seasons Resort; Zeigler & Roberts, Interior Design by Frank Nicholson; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p. 52-57, Nov 96, INT

Wildlife Refuge Public Park; Colorado, Denver; Rocky Mountain Arsenal Site; Design Workshop et al.; by Michael Leccese; pers. pl.; p. 36-41, May 96, LA

Yaquina Head Outstanding Natural Area; Oregon, Quarry Cove, Quarry Converted to Tidal Zone; Andy Rice, by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81, 100-102, May 96, LA

See COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

REGIONAL PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Carmelite Convent; Norway, Tromso; Lund & Staatlo; sec. ph. pl.; p. 66-69, Aug 96, ARev

Work of French Monk Architect; 1902-1944, Dom Paul Bellot; ph. pl.; p. 11-12, June 96, ARev

CATHEDRAL

Saint Mary’s Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception; Oregon, Portland; Lighting; Thomas Hacker; Lighting Design by Interface; ph.; p. 24-25, Aug/Suppl 96, AR

St. James Cathedral, Renovation; Washington, Seattle, INTERIORS Award; Bumgardner Architects; ph. pl.; p. 78, Jan 96, INT

CHAPEL

Convent Chapel, The Magnificat Chapel; Pennsylvania, Villa Maria; North Park Studio; by MJ Madigan; ph. pl.; p. 52-55, Aug 96, INT

Cylindrical Structure for Meditation and Prayer; France, Paris; At UNESCO Complex; Tadao Ando; ph. pl.; p. 20-21, Apr 96, ARev

Students Design and Build a Chapel in the Woods; Alabama, Hale County; Richard Veltman, Thomas Trethewey and Steven Durden; ph.; p. 75-77, Mar 96, AR

CHURCH

California, Camarillo; Padre Serra Parish Church; Lighting; Albert C. Martin; Lighting Design by Architectural Lighting Design, ph. det.; p. 14-17, Feb/Suppl 96, AR

Church of Christ; Japan, Tokyo; Maki Associates; ph. pl.; p. 88-93, Oct 96, AR

Church of the Year 2000; Italy, Rome; Competition Winner; Richard Meer, m. pl.; p. 67, Aug 96, A

Paper Church; Japan, Kobe; Door Wall Details, Shigeru Ban; ph. pl. axon.; p. 106, 1996, Oct 96, A

St. Ignatius Church, Renovated; California, San Francisco; Brayton & Becket; ph. pl.; p. 114-117, Oct 96, A

Synagogue

Congregation Lubavitch; New York, New York, Brooklyn; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Frank Lowe; ph.; p. 153, Nov 96, ID

Har-El Synagogue; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Acton, Johnson & Ostry; m. pl.; p. 114, Sept 96, A
RELIGIOUS BUILDING (Cont’d)
See UNIVERSITY/CHAPEL also

REMODELING
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RESEARCH FACILITY
Arizona, Phoenix; Visitor and Research Center for Petroglyphs; Rock Art Center, Arizona State University, William P. Bruder; ph. sec; p 78-81; June 96; ARev

Austria, Seibersdorf; Low Rise; Office and Research Center, Coop Himmelb(l)au, Busby & Bridger; ph. pl; p 129. Sept 96; A

Blood Testing Laboratory; Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Busby & Bridger; ph. pl; p 129. Sept 96; A

Carnegie Mellon Research Institute; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; ph. pl sec; p 94-99; Mar 96; A

Center for Advanced Science Technology; Japan, Harima; Landscape, Gardens, Arita Isozaki, Landscape Design by Walker, Peter and William Johnson; by Jane Brown Gillette, pers. ill, ph.; p 66-73; 96. Mar 96; LA

Eckology and Environmental Analytical Services Center; New York, Lancaster; Includes Mechanical System Design, Cannon, by Hugh Cook; ph. pl sec; cost anal; p 50-54; May 96; BD&C

Forest Research Institute; Denmark, Copenhagen, Horsholm, Borrebusch Tegnestue; ph. pl sec; p 61-63; Dec 96; ARev

Joslin Diabetes Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Ellenzweig Associates; ph. axon; p 52-53; Dec 96; AR

Marine Research Center; Norway, Randaberg; Hoem, Kloster, Schjelderup & Tonning and Haugeby Grot Sylten; ph. axon sec; p 62-65; Aug 96; AR

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Zimmer, Gunlaf & Frasca; ph. pl pers; p 131-139; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Kahn, Pedersen & Fox and Hansen, Lind & Meyer; pl. pers.; p 136; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox. Hansen, Lind & Meyer; pl pers.; p 136; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Hansen, Lind & Meyer; pl pers.; p 136; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Venturi & Scott Brown and Fayette Associates; pers. pl; p 137; Mar 96; A

Maryland, Bethesda; National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Center Competition Entries, Renzo Piano, sec. pl.; p 138; Mar 96; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Hospital, Joslin Diabetes Center, Addition; Ellenzweig Associates; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. axon sec; p 50-54; Jan 96; BD&C

Neuroscience Center; New York, Cold Spring Harbor, Centerbrook; ph. pl; p 52-53; Dec 96; AR

RESEARCH FACILITY (Cont’d)
Neurosciences Institute; California, La Jolla; Includes Glass Wall Detail; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl sec; p 82-93; 164; Mar 96; A

Neurosciences Institute; California, La Jolla; Landscape Plan; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; Landscape Design by Buton Associates; by Joan Aragon; ph. pl; p 62-68, 86-87; June 96; LA

Research Center for an Oil Company; Norway, Rotvoll; Per Knudsen, Vail Arkitektur and Selberg Arkitekter; ph. pl sec; p 29, 58-61; Aug 96; ARev

Research Center; Italy, Varese; Energy Efficient; Mario Cucinella; ph. pl sec det.; p 62-63; Sept 96; ARev

Research Laboratory, Tanabe; California, San Diego; Komberg Associates; ph. pl.; p 52; Dec 96; AR

Salk Institute East Building; California, La Jolla; Includes Polished Look Concrete Wall, Anshen & Allen; by John Gregerson; ph. pl sec; p 54-60; Apr 96; BD&C

Salk Institute for Biological Sciences; California, La Jolla; Addition; Concrete Wall Details and Controversy; Anshen & Allen; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph. pl sec; p 71-81, 123-129; Mar 96; A

Science Park for Research and Development; Germany, Gelsenkirchen; Energy Efficient; Kiessler & Partner; ph. pl sec; p 30-35; Sept 95; ARev

Strategies for Designing Research and Development Facilities; by Barbara A. Nadel; ph. pl; p 50-53, 147; Dec 96; AR

See UNIVERSITY also

RESEARCH LABORATORY
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY, Specific Subjects

RESIDENCE
Architect’s Residential Design Until His Early Death; Gordon Drake; ph. pl axon; p 80-84; Mar 96; ARev

Architects’ Own Houses; Their Importance; ph.; p 61-63; Dec 96; A

Best of Show Winners; ph. p 60-71, Nov/Dec 96; CB

Building Types Study; RECORD Houses; Annual Issue; ph. pl sec. m dia det.; p 71-117; Apr 96; AR

Coastal Design and Construction; Example Residential Design; Potential Problems; by Christina Nelson; ph. p 44-50, Jan/Feb 96; CB

Custom Home Awards; ph. pl.; p 35-144, Mar/Apr 96; CB

Gold Nugget Design Awards; by Susan Bradford, Kathy Greet and Rebecca DePietropaolo; ph. pl; p 117-132, July 96; B

Home-Making, on Residential Design; pers. ill; p 4-5; Oct 96; ARev
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

Residential Development; Builder’s Choice Design and Planning Awards, Award Projects by Susan Bradford, Kathy Greet and David Wolfe, ph. pl.; 64-130, Oct 96, B


The Ranch Style House; Cultural Roots and Environmental Discourse by Barbara L. Allen, ph. ref.; p.156-165, Feb 96, JAE

The Wartime Home, Model for Affordable Housing; Analysis of Wartime Houses by Avi Friedman, p.156-165, Feb 96, JAE

Californian (Cont’d)

John Staff, Malibu; Los Gatos; by Alicia Garden Art. Landscape Plan, ph. pl.; 184-195, Feb 96, JAE

The Ranch Style House; Cultural Roots and Environmental Discourse by Barbara L. Allen, ph. ref.; p.156-165, Feb 96, JAE

ARIZONA

Scottsdale; Builder Award, Urban Design Associates, ph. pl.; p.103, Oct 96; ARev

New South Wales, Mount Wilson; Wilderness Site; Glenn Murcutt, ph. pl.; p.44-45, Oct 96; ARev

New South Wales, Wombbara; Seaside House; Lippmann Associates; ph. pl.; 25-27, Mar 96; ARev

New South Wales, Wombbara; Lippmann Associates; ph. pl.; 174-175, Sept 96; A

AUSTRALIA

Eastern Arnhem Land, Northern Territory; Yirrkal Community, for Extended Aboriginal Family; Glenn Murcutt, ph. pl.; p.38-43, Oct 96; ARev

Melbourne; John Wardle, ph. pl. elev.; p.28-29, Oct 96, ARev

New South Wales, Mount Wilson; Wilderness Site; Glenn Murcutt, ph. pl.; p.44-45, Oct 96; ARev

New South Wales, Wombbara; Seaside House; Lippmann Associates; ph. pl.; 25-27, Mar 96; ARev

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

Californian (Cont’d)

Malibu; O’Herlihy & Warner, ph. pl. sec.; p.28-29, Mar 96; ARev

Newport Beach; Golden Nugget Award, McLarand & Vasquez, ph. pl.; p.118, July 96, B

Newport Coast; CUSTOM BUILDER’S Show Home, Estate Size; Stephen L. Ball, Interior Design by Sharon Mascalle, by Christina Nelson, ph. pl. p.30-40, May/June 96, CB

Orange County; Beach House, Rob Wellington Quigley, ph. pl.; p.108-113, Apr 96, AR

Pacific Palisades; Addition, Lorcan O’Herlihy, ph. pl.; p.64-65, Oct 96; ARev


Saint Helena; Remodeled and Reinforced Structure, Kuth & Ranjen and Jim Jennings; Interior Design by Barbara Barry, ph. pl.; p.76-79, Nov 96, INT

San Francisco; Townhouse Residence, Brayton & Hughes, ph. pl.; p.108-109, Jan 96, INT

Santa Barbara; Interiors, Asian Influence; Jeanne Jacobsen, ph. pl.; p.89-93, Dec 96, ID

Santa Monica; AIA Honor Award, Koning & Eizenberg, ph. pl.; p.188, May 96, A

Santa Monica; Interiors, Michael Smith, ph.; p.81-87, Mar 96, ID

Santa Monica; Mountain Site; Includes Wall Details; Angelil & Graham, ph. axon. sec. det.; p.143-147, June 96, A

Stinson Beach; Beach House, Brayton & Hughes, ph. pl.; p.110-111, Jan 96, INT

Topanga; Architect’s Residence, Kappe & Tamuri, ph. pl.; p.92-97, Dec 96, A

Venice; Frederick Fisher, ph. pl.; p.98-101, Mar 96, ID

West Hollywood; Architects’ Residence and Studio, Guthrie & Buresh, pers. elev. ph. pl.; p.112-115, June 96, A

CANADA

British Columbia, Nanaimo; Patkau Architects, ph. pl. sec.; p.114-117, Apr 96, AR

Nova Scotia; Rural House, Richard Gluckman, ph. pl. sec.; p.102-105, Apr 96, AR

Ontario, Haliburton; Wooded Site, Shim & Sutcliffe, ph. pl.; p.126, June 96, A

Ontario, Sault; Includes Wall Section, Shim & Sutcliffe, ph. pl.; p.128-129, 198, June 96, A

Ontario, Toronto; Shim & Sutcliffe, ph. pl.; p.127, June 96, A

Quebec; Southeastern; Landscape Plan, Cultural Divide Between Heritages, James Parent; by Alicia Rodriguez, ph. pl.; p.34-41, Nov 96, LA

COLORADO

—; Custom Home Builder of Month, Mountain Area Builder, Brett A. Barrett, Projects by Jene Fleet, ph.; p.29-32, Jan/Feb 96, CB

Chaffee County; Log House Construction, Custom Home Award, Doug Walter, ph. pl.; p.138-144, Mar/Apr 96, CB

Denver, Near; Show House, Sattler Homes and Knudson & Gloss; by Matthew Power, ph. pl.; p.52-58, May/June 96, CB

Denver; Addition, Doug Walter, ph. pl.; p.52-56, Spring 96, CB
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

COLORADO (Cont’d)

Denver; Remodel and Addition to Historic House; Doug Walter, ph. pl., p.44-49; Spring 96, CB

Steamboat Springs; Log House Construction, Michael Roberts, Custom Home Award, Scott Mackenzie, ph. pl.; p.80-86; Mar/Apr 96; CB

CONNECTICUT

Waterford; BUILDER Award, Graham Gund, ph. pl.; p.100-101; Oct 96; B

DELAWARE

Eastern Shore; Vacation House, Custom Home Award, Davis, Bowen & Friedel, ph. pl.; p.52-56; Mar/Apr 96; CB

ENGLAND

Deptford; Mark Guard, ph. pl. sec.; p.37, 78-80; Oct 96; ARev

London, Kensington; Seth Stein, ph. pl.; p.60-63; Oct 96; ARev

London; Conservatory Addition; Bere Associates, ph. pl. iso det.; p.81-83; Jan 96; ARev

London; Avanti Architects, ph. pl. sec.; p.21-23; Jan 96; ARev

FLORIDA

---; Architect’s Practice, Big Budget Showhomes, Survey of Work; Evans Group, by Matthew Power, ph. pers.; p.38-44, July/Aug 96, CB

Alaqua; Custom Home Award, Bernie D. Johnson and Ray Wolters, ph. pl.; p.60-65; Mar/Apr 96, CB

Miami; Interiors, Marjorie Goldman, Original Design by Water DeGarmo, by Michael Webb, ph. pl.; p.82-87, June 96; INT

Naples; Custom Home Award, Sater Group, ph. pl.; p.108-112, Mar/Apr 96; CB

Ormond Beach; Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg, ph. pl.; p.68-75, Feb 96; ID

Seaside; Architect’s Second House, Alexander Gorlin, ph. pl. sec.; p.98-103, July 96, ID

Seaside; BUILDER Award, Grand Award, Alexander Gorlin, ph. pl.; p.118, Oct 96, B

Seaside; McWhorter Architects, ph. pl.; p.102-103, Nov 96; B

Southwest Coast; Gulfside Estate House, Sater Group, by Matthew Power, ph. pl.; p.36-43, Sept/Oct 96; CB

Stuart, Hutchinson Island; Estate Size, Evans Group, by Peter Noah, ph. pl.; p.74-79, May/June 96, CB

GERMANY

Bad Mergen-Thiem; Szyszko kowitz & Kowalski, ph. pl. pers. ill. m.; p.55-59, Oct 96; ARev

Breisach; Solar Features, Thomas Spiegelhalter, ph. pl. sec.; p.65-70, Oct 96; ARev

Cologne, Mungersdorf; Architect’s Residence, Oswald M. Unger, ph. pl. sec.; p.70-73, Dec 96; A

Delligsen; Heinz Bienefeld, ph. pl. sec.; p.172-173, Sept 96; A

IDAHO

Ketchum; Custom Home Award, Chase & Diengott, ph. pl.; p.90-96; Mar/Apr 96; CB

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

ILLINOIS

Chicago, Near; Estate Size House, Maximum Electronic Features; Frank Mango, by Matthew Power, ph. pl.; p.46-53, Sept/Oct 96; CB

Chicago; Infill House, BUILDER Award, Frederick Phillips, ph. pl.; p.106, Oct 96, B

JAPAN

Lake Yamanaka; Three Case Study Houses Using Paper Tubes, Shigeru Ban, ph. pl. axon., p.108-109; Oct 96; A

Rokko Island; Mithun Partners, ph. pl.; p.174, Oct 96, A

LOUISIANA

Zachary; PA Award, Studio Atkinson, m. pl. det.; p.140-141, May 96; A

MARYLAND


Catoctin Mountains; Weekend House, Structural Details, AIA Honor Award, Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson, ph. pl. sec. det.; p.189, 241-247, May 96, A

Chevy Chase; Addition, BUILDER Award, McInturf Architects, ph.; p.114-115, Oct 96, B

MASSACHUSETTS

Martha’s Vineyard; Vacation House, Pre-Manufactured Deck House, Deck House Staff, by Matthew Power, ph. pl.; p.44-49, May/June 96, CB

MEXICO

Bosques de Las Lomas; Renovation, IDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Pascal Arquitectos, ph.; p.154, Nov 96, ID

Mexico City; Architect’s Residence, Taller de Enrique Norten, ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-69, Dec 96; A

San Miguel de Allende; Two Architects’ Houses, Remodeled; BUILDER Award, House & House, ph. pl.; p.68-71; Oct 96; B

NETHERLANDS

Amersfoort; Van Berkel & Bos, ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77, Oct 96; ARev

Amsterdam; Anne Frank House Being Restored and Expanded, ph. m.; p.13, Apr 96, AR

NEVADA

 Reno; Mack Architects, ph. pl. sec.; p.72-79, Apr 96; AR

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY


---; Interiors, Margery Thomas, ph.; p.98-99, Jan 96; ID

Short Hills; Addition, Renovation, Steven Harris, ph. pl.; p.189, Oct 96; ID

South New Jersey; Estate Size, by Peter Noah, ph. pl.; p.66-72, May/June 96, CB
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque; Custom Home Award; Bob Clark, ph. pl.; p.102-106, Mar/Apr 96; CB

NEW YORK
Adirondack Park; Summer Cabin; PA Award; Joseph N. Biondo, m. pers. pl.; p.150-151; May 96, A
Hudson Valley; Farm House Expanded; BUILDER Award; Centerbrook, ph. pl.; p.112-113, 171; Oct 96, B
Irvington; Addition; Dennis Wetlick; Original Design by Philip Johnson, sec. pl. pers.; p.42-43, Feb 96; A
New York; Interiors; Alan Tanksley, ph. pl.; p.64-67, Feb 96; ID
Olive Bridge; Architect's Vacation House; Peter Gluck, ph. pl.; p.84-89, Apr 96; AR
Woodstock; Architect's Weekend House; Farrell, Bell & Lennard, ph. pl.; p.100-103, Jan 96, ID

NORWAY
Bamie; Sverre Fehn, ph. pl. sec.; p.40-43, Aug 96; ARev
Oslo, Skard; Villa Skjotterod, 48 Arkitektur, ph. pl. axon.; p.22-23, Aug 96; ARev
Oslo; Residence Library; Carl-Viggo Holmebakk, ph. pl. axon.; p.24-25, Aug 96; ARev
Oslo; Jan Olav Jensen, ph. pl.; p.32-33, Oct 96; ARev
Porter; Summer House, Integrates with Nature; Knut Knutsen, ph. pl. axon. sec. elev.; p.73-77, Aug 96; ARev

OHIO
Bath Township; Addition; Ernest M. Harris, ph. pl.; p.58-61; Spring 96, CB
Bellbrook; Custom Home Award; Architrend Associates, ph. pl.; p.68-74; Mar/Apr 96, CB
Cincinnati; Remodeled; BUILDER Award, John C. Senthauser, ph. pl.; p.108-109, 171; Oct 96, B
Kettering; Custom Home Award; ATELIER Design, ph. pl.; p.116-122; Mar/Apr 96, CB

OREGON
Eugene; Uses Reclaimed Lumber; Gary Moye, ph. det.; p.167, Oct 96, A
Neskowin; Architect's Retreat; Beach House; BOORA; by Kate Hensler, ph. pl. elev.; p.80-85, Oct 96; INT
Neskowin; Architectural Firm's Beach House; BOORA, ph.; p.98, Oct 96; ARev

RHODE ISLAND
Jamestown; BUILDER Award; James Estes, ph. pl.; p.102-103, Oct 96; B

SPAIN
Cantabria, Treceno; Architect's Family House; Henri Jova, ph. pl.; p.104-111; Nov 96, ID
Llampairos; Carlos Ferrater and Joan Guibernau, ph. pl.; p.171; Sept 96, A
Madrid; Abalos & Herreros, ph. pl.; p.170, Sept 96, A
Majorca; Architect's House, Cliff Site, Critique; Jorn Utzon, by John Sargent, elev. ph. pl.; p.46-52, Oct 96; ARev
Majorca; Mountain Site; Jorn Utzon, ph. pl. sec.; p.63-65, Oct 96; ARev

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

SWITZERLAND
Basel-Riehen; Herzog & De Meuron, ph. pl. sec.; p.77-81; Apr 96, ARev
Basel; Burgin. Nissen & Wentlaff, ph. pl. sec.; p.92; Apr 96; ARev
Basel; Herzog & De Meuron, ph. pl.; p.188-189; Sept 96, A

TEXAS
Austin; Architect's Residence; Anthony Alfsen and Steve Temple, ph. pl.; p.82-85, Dec 96, A
Dallas; Designer's Office/Residence; Craig A. Roeder, by MJ Magadan, ph. pl.; p.38-43; Dec 96; INT
Highland Park; Stephen B. Chambers, ph. pl.; p.262-263; Jan 96, B
Houston; House and Studio; PA Award, Michael Bell, m. pl.; p.132-133; May 96, A
Houston: Main House and Guest House; Carlos Jimenez, ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Apr 96; AR

VENEZUELA
Caracas; Casa La Roca, PA Award; Office dA; elev. m. pers. axon. sec. pl.; p.122-125; May 96, A

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville; Architect's Residence with Volcano Form; Cross Bracing Details; Peter D. Waldman, ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.74-81, 144; Dec 96, A

WASHINGTON
Bellevue; Pool House Uses Reclaimed Lumber, Bohlin, Cwinski & Jackson and James Cutler, ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.168-169, Oct 96, A
Boston Harbor; Custom Home Award, E. D. Lohnbach, ph. pl.; p.42-49; Mar/Apr 96, CB
Decatur Island; Wall Detail, Island Location; Miller & Hull, ph. pl. det.; p.80-83; Apr 96; AR
Richmond Beach; Remodeled Puget Sound House, Chakorn Phisuthikul, ph. pl.; p.36-41; Spring 96, CB
Seattle, Near; Olson & Sundberg, Interior Design by Terry Hunziker, ph. pl.; p.222-225; May 96, ID
Seattle; Houseboat, Bumgardner Architects; by Kristen Richards, ph. pl.; p.148-151, Sept 96; INT
See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, GARDEN, HISTORICAL, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
Architect's Practice; Big Budget Showhomes; Florida, ..., Survey of Work; Evans Group; by Matthew Power, ph. pers.; p.38-44; July/Aug 96; CB
BUILDER Online; ill.; p.64-66; Jan 96; B
Bedroom Design and Critique; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, pl.; p.172; May 96, B
Builder's Choice Design and Planning Awards; Award Projects; by Susan Bradford, Kathy Greet & Buster, ph. pl.; p.84-130; Oct 96, B
Building and Economic Forecasts to Year 2000; Buyer Demographics; Design Forecast; ph. charts, tables; p.110-131; Jan 96; B
Built-in Ideas; ph.; p.132-134; Sept 96, B
Buyers Guide to Building Products, Entire Issue; Product Index, Listing by Trade and Product, ph.; p.81-90, 97-358; Apr 96; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)
Copycat House Violates Copyright Laws; ph: pl.; p.92-93; July 96; B
Design Charrette for the Family House; Four Builder-Architect Design Teams; ph: pl.; p.124-128; Sept 96; B
Design Ideas; Stairs, Expansion, Basement, Kitchen Options; by Susan Bradford; ph: pl.; p.148-152; May 96; B
Design Tips; Floor Plan Tips, Materials, Colors; by Susan Bradford; ph: pl.; p.109-127; Aug 96; B
Design to Improve Key Rooms; Lavender Design Group; pl.; p.120; June 96; B
Designing to Improve the Views; Critiques; Devereaux Associates; elev. pl.; p.148-149; Feb 96; B
Garage Design Option for Residences; by Susan Bradford; elev. pl.; p.114-118; June 96; B
Georgia, Marietta; Survey of Kitchens; John Wieland; by Melissa Herron; ph: pl.; p.110+; May 96; B
Gold Nugget Design Awards; by Susan Bradford, Kathy Greet and California; DePietro Paolo; ph: pl.; p.117-113; July 96; B
Home Office Design; Florida, Irvine; Case Study; Devereaux Associates; by Susan Bradford; ph: pl.; chart. p.108-114; Mar 96; B
How to Use Buyer’s Guide Issue; table; p.12; Apr 96; B
Interview with President Clinton on His Home Building Related Policies; ph. ill.; p.60-64; July 96; B
Making a Small House Feel Big, Ideas; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.47-48; Mar 96; B
Manufacturers’ Index; Names, Addresses and Phone Numbers; p.21-77; Apr 96; B
Nation’s Largest Builders, Survey; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.88-94; May 96; B
Obituaries; James Rouse, Don Turner, Community Builders; ph.; p.156; July 96; B
Redesign of Floor to Take Advantage of Views; Critiques; RNK Architects; ph.; p.110; Nov 96; B
Redesign of a Large House; Devereaux Associates; pl.; p.80; Dec 96; B
Residential Modular Building; ph.; p.368-376; Jan 96; B
Six Comfortable Rooms; by Chad Bishop and Susan Bradford; ph.; p.269-279; Jan 96; B
Square-Foot Computation Standards; ph. pl.; p.164-165; July 96; B
Survey of Houses with Universal Appeal; Appeal to Those with Physical Challenges; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.284-290; Jan 96; B
The Market for Green Design; Energy Efficient and Ecologically Sound Design; Examples; by Elena Marchese Moreno; ph. pl. m. sec. det.; p.24-29; Jan 96; AR
Turning Floor Plan Into a Victorian Plan; EDI Architecture; ph. elev.; p.178; Oct 96; B

DEVELOPMENT
California, Brea; Ash Street Cottages; WFA Architecture; ph. pl.; p.108-109; June 96; B
California, Los Angeles; Affordable Housing Competition; Roger Sherman, William Williams and Jacqueline Leavit; m. pl.; p.148; Mar 96; A
California, Los Angeles; Affordable Housing Competition; Solomon Architecture; m. pl.; p.148; Mar 96; A
California, Mountain View; New Urbanist Plan; Dan Solomon and Peter Cathorpe; ph.; p.75-76; Apr 96; A
California, Rancho Cucamonga; Villa Del Norte; BUILDER Award; Pyatok Associates; ph.; p.88-89, 170; Oct 96; B
California, Rancho Santa Margarita; Castle; Cluster Lot Design with Alleys; Danielian Associates; ph.; p.104-105; June 96; B
Colorado, Denver; Sloan Lake; Braun & Downing; ph.; p.122-123; Mar 96; B
Florida, Abacoa; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyber; pers.; pl.; p.32; Sept 96; B
Florida, Celebration; Residential Plan Pattern Guidelines Book; Urban Design Associates; ph.; p.69; Jan 96; AR
History of Planned Unit Developments and Other Developments; New Urbanism; Survey of Projects; by Susan Bradford; ph. bibli.; p.96-113; July 96; B
Illinois, Chicago; Homan Square: Detached Houses, Townhouses and Apartments: Affordable, Nagle, Hatray, Danker, Kagan & McKay; ph.; p.88-91; Jan 96; AR
Nebraska, Las Vegas; Nation’s Largest Planned Community, Summerlin, Terry Fitzgerald et al.; ph.; p.66-73; 96; Apr 96; LA
New Community Plan Includes Open Space; Illinois, Grayslake; Prairie Crossing, Vicky and George Ranney; by Susan Bradford, Melissa Herron and Kathy Greet; ph. pl.; p.108-109, July 96; B
New Community Plan; North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Southern Village, ph. pl.; p.110-111; July 96; B
New Community Plan; Virginia, South Riding; South Riding, ph. pl.; p.112-113; July 96; B
New Community Plan; Virginia, South Riding; South Riding, ph. pl.; p.112-113; July 96; B
Norway, Tromso; Diva Stok; ph.; p.48-49; Aug 96; AR
Pennsylvania, Wayne; Trelburn, BUILDER Award; Capron, McIntyre, Silva & Beitel; ph.; p.90-91; 170; Oct 96; B
Residential Development with Golf Carts for Transportation; South Carolina, DeWees Island; Minimizes Environmental Impact; Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; ph. pl.; p.29; Jan 96; AR
Small Housing Development in Large Open Space; Virginia, Loudon County; Hillier & Reed; ph.; p.29; Jan 96; AR
South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; New Urbanist Development; Duany & Plater-Zyberk and Dover & Kohl; ph.; p.72-73; Apr 96; A
South Carolina, Newport; New Urbanist Development; Gerald Coward; ph.; p.71; Apr 96; A

MANAGEMENT
America’s Best Builders; Toll Brothers; Armadillo Construction, Snyder Companies, Breakstone Group, Grand Homes; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.306-326; Jan 96; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

MANAGEMENT (Cont'd)

Builder's Reaction to Influx of Large Builders; North Carolina, Raleigh-Durham, Sunstar Homes; ph., p.330-334, Jan 96; B

Builder's Views on Flat Tax Proposals; Pro and Con; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.88-92, Feb 96; B

Builders Need to Change; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; ill.; p.96; Dec 96; B

Building Success with Your Subs; by John Barrows; ph.; p.28-34; Spring 96; CB

Building Tips; Purchasing, Building Faster; Construction Tips, Warranty Service, Tools; ph.; p.159-173, Aug 96; B

Business Founder's Successful Succession; Examples, Control, Transfer of Assets, Timing; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; ill.; p.124-128; Nov 96; B

Business Tips; Employee Benefits, Contracts, Cash Flow, Financing, Planning, Land Strategies, Cost-Cutting; ph.; p.137-155; Aug 96; B

Chad Dreier, CEO of The Ryland Group; Their Work; by Boyce Thompson; ph.; p.54-58; Nov 96; B

Combining Resources to Buy Land; ph.; p.139; Sept 96; B

Construction Defects' Problems; by Rick Schwolsky; ph.; ill.; p.101-102; Dec 96; B

Creativity in Builder's Business; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; ill.; p.200; Oct 96; B

Customer-Service Tips; by Tom Lewis, ph.; p.153; Feb 96, B

Cutting Costs in Construction; Wood Framing Details; by Boyce Thompson; ph. pl iso det.; p.70-76; June 96; B

Employee Benefits; by Hal Porter; ph.; p.18-22; Spring 96; CB

Focused Management for Success; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; p.144; Sept 96; B

Gary Tadian, His Firm's Processes; Allen Zaring, Reducing Construction Time; ph. chart; p.72-75; Aug 96; B

How to Say No; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; p.230; May 96; B

Ideas to Keep Subs; by Rick Schwolsky; ill.; p.59-69; Jan 96; B

Investing in Land, Strategies; by Peter Noah; ph.; p.22-28; July/Aug 96; CB

Loving Design-Build Practice; Baker Henning Productions, Their Work; by Todd Henning; ph.; p.94-97; Nov 96; B

Managing Your Time; by Keith Johnson; ph.; p.158-160; Feb 96; B

One Hundred Largest Builders and the Next Fifty; Local Leaders, Industry Analysis; by Gerry Donohue; ph. chart; tables; p.184-226; May 96; B

Patriot Homes by Rick Kunkle; ph.; pl.; p.151; July 96; B

Remodeling Part of Business; E. B. Williams, Builder; ph.; p.194-196; Oct 96; B

Retirement Plans; Comparison, by Hal Porter; tables; p.14-19; Jan/Feb 96; CB

Screening Out Nightmare Clients; Clients Who Are Narcissists, Check List for Interviews; by Susan Edwards, Ph.D.; ph.; p.20-26; Sept/Oct 96; CB

Sexual Harassment; ph.; p.86; Dec 96; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

MANAGEMENT (Cont'd)

Skilled Labor Drought; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.168-171; July 96; B

Solving Problems; by Alan R. Trellis; ph. ill.; p.128; June 96; B

Starting in a New Market; by Melissa Herron; ph.; p.70-75; Mar 96; B

Supervisor's Expanding Role; by Rick Schwolsky; ph.; p.240-244; May 96; B

Team Building; Author's Firm; by Bob Deppe; ph.; p.152-156; Mar 96; B

Ten Essential Practices for Home Builders; ph.; p.90-93; Dec 96; B

The Art of Collaboration; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; p.342; Jan 96; B

The Compleat Builder, Locke and Gougeon; Their Work; by Matthew Power; ph.; p.40-46; Nov/Dec 96; CB

Time Management; by Alan R. Trellis; ill.; p.158; Mar 96; B

Wives as Heads of Builder Companies; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.85; Dec 96; B

MARKETING, SALES

Author's Small Design-Build Company; Their Successful Services; by Kevin Kaliman; ph.; p.120-123; May 96; B

Choosing the Right Merchantiser; ph.; p.174-178; Jan 96; B

Disney's Sales Preview Center; Florida Celebration; ph.; pl.; p.92-93; Sept 96; B

Follow-up Calls by Sales People; ph. table; p.76-78; July 96; B

Hard Sell Soft Sell; Sales Techniques; ill ph.; p.86-90; June 96; B

Helping Shoppers Feel Comfortable, Ideas; by Melissa Herron; ph.; p.54-55; May 96; B

Hiring and Keeping Great Salespeople; by Sharon O'Malley; ph.; p.70-74; Nov 96; B

Homeowner's Manual Preparation; ph.; p.182-186; Jan 96; B

House Tour of Area; Texas, Houston, by Melissa Herron and Kathy Greet; m. ph.; p.150-159; Jan 96; B

Mailing Marketing; ph.; p.190-194; Jan 96; B

Marketing Plans of Manufacturers Outside Building Industry; Saturn, 3M, Best Western, Rubbermaid and Harley-Davidson; by Melissa Herron; ph.; p.82-87; Sept 96; B

Marketing Tips; by Melissa Herron; ph.; p.83-102; Aug 96; B

Michele McVey, Marketing Maven; ph. chart; p.70-71; Aug 96; B

National Sales and Marketing Awards; Survey of Brochures, Ads, Direct Mail, Interiors, etc.; ph. ill.; p.104-120; Feb 96; B

Notes on Marketing Practices; by Peter Noah; ph.; p.18-22; May/June 96; CB

Placing Buyers at Ease; by Melissa Herron; ph.; p.158-161; Oct 96; B

Selling the Total Product; Pricing; by Alan R. Trellis; ill. ph.; p.162; Feb 96; B

Seven Measures of Forecasting the Market; ph.; p.164-168; Jan 96; B

Using Real Estate Brokers; by Melissa Herron; ph.; p.144-147; Jan 96; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MARKETING, SALES (Cont’d)

Virtual Reality Computer Models, Used as a Sales Tool, by Sharon O’Malley; ill.; p. 48-52, Dec 96, B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE

Arizona, Phoenix; Mountain Gate, Linderoth Associates, by Kathy Greet; ph. pl., p. 96, Sept 96, B

Arizona, Scottsdale; Desert Mountain, Attached & Detached, BUILDER Award, Downing, Thorne & James; ph. p. 80-81; Oct 96, B

Arizona, Tucson; Country Club Estates; Simmons Homes Designs; ph. pl., p. 156-157, May 96, B

Best of Show Winner; Eric S. Brown; ph. p. 70-71, Nov/Dec 96, CB

California, Aliso Viejo; Ryland Crest, BUILDER Award; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl., p. 78-79, Oct 96, B

California, Anaheim; Adventure, Model House, Kaufman & Broad Homes; ph. p. 40, Mar 96, B

California, Carlsbad; Aviara, Robert Hiday; ph. pl., p. 123, Feb 96, B

California, Coto De Caza; Greystone Villas, CYP; ph. p. 264-265, Jan 96, B

California, Danville; Golden Nugget Award, McLarand & Vasquez; ph. p. 121, July 96, B

California, Davis; The Cottages, William Hezmalhalch; ph. pl., p. 144, May 96, B

California, Delhi; Harmony Ranch, BUILDER Award, William Hezmalhalch; ph. pl., p. 76, Oct 96, B

California, Delhi; Harmony Ranch, William Hezmalhalch, by Susan Bradford; ph. pl., p. 101, 120-121, Mar 96, B

California, Fresno; Highlands, Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl., p. 96, June 96, B

California, Huntington Beach; Greystone Landing, Golden Nugget Award, McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl., p. 124, July 96, B

California, Huntington Beach; Greystone Landing, McLarand & Vasquez; ph. p. 206, Jan 96, B

California, Irvine; Mayfield, Golden Nugget Award, S cheurer Architects; ph. pl., p. 126, July 96, B

California, Los Angeles Area; BBG Architects; ph. pl., p. 31, Nov 96, B

California, Orange Park; The Reserve, BUILDER Award, Case Group; ph. pl., p. 82, Oct 96, B

California, Palmdale; Stonegate, Frank Gonzales; ph. pl., p. 94, Mar 96, B

California, San Diego; Union Station, Bowlus, Ediger & Stark; ph. pl., p. 68, Dec 96, B

California, San Jose; Rose Garden, Dahlin Group; ph. pl., p. 100-101, Nov 96, B

California, San Ramon; East Hampton, K TGY Group; ph. p. 84, Nov 96, B

China, Suzhou; New Community, Apartments, Houses, Retail/Recreation Center, Garden Villas, With Canals, Wong & Chen; ph. pl., m.; p. PR34-37; July 96, AR

Colorado, Northglenn; Huron Crossing, Nowak Architects, by Kathy Greet; ph. pl., p. 129, May 96, B

Connecticut, Farmington; Farmington, Jeter, Cook & Jepson; ph. pl., p. 92, Mar 96, B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

District of Columbia, Washington; The Avondale, Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl., p. 32, June 96, B

Florida, Boca Grande; Boca Bay, Vacation House, BUILDER Award, R. D. Williamson; ph. pl., p. 74-75, Oct 96, B

Florida, Ft. Myers; Corkscrew Woodlands; Evans Group; ph. pl., p. 84, July 96, B

Florida, Naples; Best of Show Winner, Sater Group; ph. p. 60-61, Nov/Dec 96, CB

Florida, Tampa; West Bay, Centex Homes; ph. p. 205, Jan 96, B

Georgia, Alpharetta; Avensong, Colony Homes, ph. pl., p. 62, Dec 96, B

Georgia, Atlanta, Near; Life Dream House, Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl., p. 78-77, Dec 96, B

Georgia, Cumming; Evondale, Ryland Homes, by Kathy Greet, ph. pl., p. 91, Mar 96, B

Glasgow; Drees Company; ph. pl., p. 35, July 96, B

Hillardale; David Coe Wheatley; ph. pl., p. 35, Oct 96, B

Illinois, Bolingbrook; Goldenrod, Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl., p. 27, Aug 96, B

Illinois, Joliet; Riverside Townes, BUILDER Award, Bloom & Fiorino; ph. pl., p. 84, Oct 96, B

Illinois, Oswego; Mill Race Creek, Kephart Architects; ph. pl., p. 208, Jan 96, B

Illinois, Streamwood; Concord Station, Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl., p. 126, Feb 96, B

Indiana, Bloomington; Winslow, Gary Weaver, ph. pl., p. 96, Mar 96, B

Indiana, Indianapolis; Roosevelt, Crossman Communities, ph. pl., p. 31, Sept 96, B

Japan, —; American Style Wood Frame and Prefabricated Houses, Examples; ph. pl.; p. 171-175, Oct 96, A

Japan, Kobe; Paper Temporary Housing, Shigeru Ban; ph. pl., axon.; p. 107, Oct 96, A

Kentucky, Hebron; Thrivewelle, Drees Company; ph. pl., p. 134, May 96, B

Maryland, Severna Park; Woodberry, Quality Design Group, by Kathy Greet, ph. pl., p. 76, Nov 96, B

Michigan, Wixom; Norton Creek, Coponen Architects, ph. pl., p. 80, July 96, B

Migrant Farm Worker Housing Units, Manufactured; Pennsylvania, Adams County; 730 s.f. Unit, Bryan Bell, m.; p. 147, Mar 96, A

Missouri, Chesterfield; Chesterfield Bluffs, Mitchell & Waff; ph. pl., p. 66, Dec 96, B

Missouri, St. Louis Area; Newcastle, Donna F. Boxx; ph. pl., p. 38, Feb 96, B

Nevada, Henderson; Stag’s Leap, Golden Nugget Award, G. C. Wallace; ph. pl., p. 124, July 96, B

Nevada, Las Vegas; American West Summit; American West Homes; ph. pl., p. 98, June 96, B

Nevada, Las Vegas; Spring Valley Ranch; Wells & Pugsley; ph. pl., p. 114-115, Sept 96, B

New York, Yonkers; Winchester Villages, Robert Lamb; ph. pl., p. 82, July 96, B

North Carolina, Charlotte; The Overleigh, Squires Homes, ph. pl., p. 26, Dec 96, B
RESTORANT (Cont’d)

Cafeteria, PepsiCo, New York, Purchase; Gwathmey & Siegel, ph. pl.; p. 110-113; July 96; ID
California, Beverly Hills; On Canon, Felderman & Nader, by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Sept 96; INT
California, Redwood Shores; Oracle Corporation’s Cafeteria; IID/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner; Secombe Design; ph.; p. 140; Nov 96; ID
California, San Francisco; Universal Cafe, Jeff and Larissa Sand; ph.: p. 104; Mar 96; ID
California, San Francisco; Vertigo, Engstrom Design Group; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-101; Feb 96; ID
California, Santa Monica; Yangtze Authentic Chinese, INTERIORS Award, Coscia & Day; ph. sec.; p. 77; Jan 96; INT
California, Woodland Hills; Favoritz; Fong & Miyagawa; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 50-55; Mar 96; ID
England, London; East One, Chinese Cuisine, Rodney Kinsman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-25; Jan 96; ARev
England, London; Mezzo; CD Partnership; ph. pl. axon.; p. 44-47; Dec 96; INT
England, London; Private Club, Monte’s; Adam D. Tihany and Wimberly, Allison. Tong & Goo; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Nov 96; ID
England, London; The Avenue; Rick Mather; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; Sept 96; ARev
Florida, Miami; Airport; Concourse A Concessions; Snackbar, Newstands; Spillis & Candela; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Nov 96; INT
Florida, Orlando; California Grill at Disney’s Contemporary Hotel; INTERIORS Award; Dorf Associates; ph. pl.; p. 40-43; Jan 96; INT
Florida, Orlando; Planet Hollywood, Walt Disney World; Lighting; Rockwell Group; Lighting Design by Rockwell Group and Focus Lighting; ph.; p. 16-23; Feb/Suppl 96; AR
France, Paris; Foreign Office Staff Restaurant; Bernard Desmoulin; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-78; Sept 96; ARev

Hotel and Restaurant Designers, Fifty Largest; Practice and Project Analysis; chart, tables; p. 39-56; Oct 96; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Planted/Tadash Ohe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 75, 84-85; Sept 96; ARev
Missouri, Saint Louis; Sports Stadium Club; ISU; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Mar 96; INT
New Jersey, Jersey City; The Market; Food Court; Design Award; Turett Collaborative; ph. pl.; p. 98-101; June 96; ID
New York, New York; Artos, Adam D. Tihany; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Aug 96; INT
New York, New York; Bar 89; Design-Award; Ogawa & Depardon and Janis Leonard; ph. pl.; p. 92-95; June 96; ID
New York, New York; Metronome, Bohm Associates; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; June 96; ID
New York, New York; Motown Cafe, Haverson Architecture; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.226-231; May 96; INT
New York, New York; Official All Star Cafe, Rockwell Group; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p 62-69; June 98; INT
New York, New York; Republic, Design Award, Studio Gaia; ph. pl.; p. 95-97; June 96; ID
New York, New York; Senza Nome; James Gauer; ph. pl.; p.180-183; Sept 96; ID
RESTAURANT (Cont’d)

New York, New York; University of Pennsylvania Club Restaurant; Helmen Architects, Interior Design by Bennett and Judie Weinstock; ph; pl; p.102-105; Feb 96; ID

New York, New York; Verbena; Fizer & Forley; ph; pl; p.104-107; Oct 96; ID

New York, New York; Windows on the World; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph; pl; p.94-101; Dec 96; ID

Restaurant and Store; Barney Greengrass; California, Beverly Hills; Franke, Gottsegen & Cox; ph; pl; p.144-145; June 96; ID

Video Transport; Projected Wall-Sized Videos for Restaurants; Al Salsano; ill; axon; p.36-37; June 96; ID

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS also

RESTORATION

See HISTORICAL, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

RHODE ISLAND

Jamestown; Residence; BUILDER Award; James Estes; ph; pl; p.102-103; Oct 96; B

Pawtucket; Low Rise; Toy Manufacturer’s Headquarters; Hasbro Corporation; Remodeled Old Mill; KPM8; ph; pl; p.104-107; Jan 96; ID

Providence; Education Building; University of Rhode Island; BD&C Award; Includes Rhode Island Department of Education; Remodeled Department Store; Prestrey & Torrado; by Hugh Cook; ph; cost anal; p.58-60; Oct 96; BD&C

RIVER, WATERWAY

California, Folsom; Parkway Open Space Project; Part of Multi-Use Development; Includes Waterway and Island; Jones & Stokes; by Joan Aragon; ph; pl; p.50-53; Aug 96; LA

Colorado, Breckenridge; Riverwalk at Urban Core; Blue River Plaza; Reclaimed River, Wend Associates; by Michael Leccese; ph; p.104-113; Oct 96; LA

Colorado, Pueblo; Historic Arkansas Riverwalk Project; HGF; Landscape Design by Design Studios West; by Michael Leccese; ph; pl; p.42-47; Nov 96; LA

Los Angeles River Greenway Master Plan; California; Cynthia D’Agosta, by Michael Leccese; ph; p.36-41; June 96; LA

Oregon, Portland; Daylighted Creek in Downtown Design; Mike Faha; by J. William Thompson; pers; p.54-59; Feb 96; LA

Riverfront Replanting; Minnesota, St. Paul; Students and Architects Key a Volunteer Effort; University of Minnesota Students; by Alicia Rodriguez; pers ph; pl; p.38-43; May 96; LA

RIVER, WATERWAY (Cont’d)

Riverwalk; Texas, San Antonio; Used WPA Funds; 1939; Robert H. H. Hugman; ph; p.232-233; May 96; JAE

Stream Restoration; Maryland, Silver Spring; Other Examples; by J. William Thompson; ph; biblio; p.82-93; Oct 96; LA

See CANAL also

ROMANIA

Bucharest; Remaking Bucharest, an Ideas Competition; Winners; by Barry Bergdoll; ph; m; p.49-51; Nov 96; AR

ROOF, ROOFING

Canada, British Columbia, Agassiz; Native Community School; Wood Structure and Roofing Details; Patkau Architects; ph; m; sec; det; p.44-45; May 96; AR

Canada, British Columbia, Surrey; Branch Library; Wood Structure and Roofing Details; Patkau Architects; ph; sec; det; p.40-41; May 96; AR

Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; School; Strawberry Vale School; Wood Structure and Roofing Details; Patkau Architects; m; sec; det; p.42-43; May 96; AR

Coatings for Built-up, Single-ply and Metal Roofing; ph; p.59-60; Sept 96; BD&C

France, Roissy; Exchange Module Links Rail, Air and Urban Transit Systems; Charles de Gaulle Airport; Glazed Steel Roof Featured; Paul Andreu and Jean-Marie Duthilleul; ph; pl; sec; axon; p.76-85; Jan 96; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Conference Center and Performing Halls, International Forum; Theaters in Detail; Atrium, Details; Structural; Rafael Vinoly; ph; ill; sec; det; p.110-135, 157-161; Oct 96; A

Lasting Roof Impermeability; Chemical and Physical Properties of Various Roofing, by William Spencer; ph; ill; dia; p.32-39; Nov 96; TCS

Metal Roof Fundamentals; by Steve Hardy; det; p.26-30; Nov 96; TCS

Metal Roofing; table; ph; p.55-62; Jan/Feb 96; CB

Premium Roof Shingles; by Matthew Power; ph; ref; p.28-32; Sept/Oct 96; CB

Roof Gardens; by Robert McMartin; ill; p.84-85; June 96; TCS

Roof Warranties; Analysis by Richard P. Kadlubowski; ph; p.22-25; Nov 96; TCS

Roofing Resources; Associations; ph; p.63-64; Sept 96; BD&C

Roofing Symposium; by David L. Adler; ph; p.40-41; Sept 96; TCS

Roofing System Selection Chart; Flat Roofs; by Roy Schauffele; table; p.19; Aug 96; TCS

Seaming EPDM Roofing Membranes; Seaming Tapes and Liquid Adhesives, by Joseph J. Kalwara and Chester T. Chmiel; ph; ref; p.40-45; Nov 96; TCS

Seamless Metal Roof Details; ph; iso; det; p.48-50; Dec 96; BD&C
ROOF, ROOFING (Cont’d)

Sloped Glazing Need Not Leak; Detailing, by Chris B. Makepeace and John O’Connor; det. ref.: p. 50-57, Nov 96, TCS

Symposium on Roofing; Warranties, Detailing, Specifying; det. ill. chart: p. 58-76, Nov 96, TCS

Thermal Bridges in Construction; by Adrian Tluca; ill. det. biblio.: p. 38-46, Oct 95, TCS

Zinc Roofing and Cladding; by Hugh Alley; ph. det. sec.: p. 49-56. Aug 96, TCS

RURAL DESIGN

Virginia, Loudon County; Small Housing Development in Large Open Space. Hillier & Reed and Neal Payton, ph. pl., p. 29, Jan 96, AR

SAFETY

See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS, SECURITY

SCHOOL (Cont’d)

HIGH

Gymnasium, Keplerstrasse; Austria, Graz. Volker Giencke, ph. pl. sec.: p. 62-64, Mar 96, Arev

Maine, Brunswick: Huffman Associates; by Karin Tietlow, ph. pl. sec.: p. 52-57, July 95, INT


Nevada, Las Vegas; Prototype, Tate & Snyder, ph.: p. 81, Apr 96, A

JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE

Minnesota, Eagan: Black Hawk Middle School; Wold Architects; by Hugh Cook, ph. pl. cost anal.: p. 72-74, Apr 96, BD&C

Prototype Intermediate School; New York, New York; Richard Dattner, ph. axon.: p. 38, Aug 96, BD&C

KINDERGARTEN

Germany, Stuttgart; Peter Hubner, ph. pl.: p. 48-51, Sept 96, Arev

Japan, Mizobe; Masaharu Takasaki, ph. pl. sec.: p. 59-63, July 96, Arev

PRIVATE

Jewish School; Heinz-Galinsky, Germany, Berlin; Critique, Zvi Hecker; by Peter Cook; ph. pl.: p. 36-42, June 96, Arev

Library, Hebrew Congregation Education Center; Maryland, Baltimore; Henry Myerberg, ph.: p. 114-115, July 96, ID

New Hampshire, Exeter; Music Building Addition; Phillips Exeter Academy, William Rawn, ph. pl. sec.: p. 80-85, May 96, AR

New York, New York; K-12 School Reconstructed Over 17 Years; Brearley School, Platt, Byard & Dowell, ph. pl.: p. 78-77, Feb 96, Arev

Private Residential School, Addition; Germany, Frankfurt; Ecological Concerns, Peter Hubner, ph. pl. axon.: p. 41-43, Sept 96, Arev

St. Ignatius Academy; New York, New York, Bronx; INTERIORS Award, Detroit Collaborative Design Center, ph. pl.: p. 72-75, Jan 96, INT

SPECIAL

Native Community School; Canada, British Columbia, Agassiz; Wood Structure and Roofing Details, Patkau Architects, ph. m. sec. det.: p. 44-45, May 96, AR

See CHILD CARE CENTER, TRAINING FACILITY, UNIVERSITY also

SCOTLAND


Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Finalist, Jenkins, Cater & Tucker, ph. pl. elev. sec.: p. 72-73, Jan 96, Arev

Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Finalist, Maclellan Monaghan, ph. pers. m.: p. 74, Jan 96, Arev

Edinburgh; Scottish Architecture and Design Center, Competition Entry, Fourth Place, Rudolph Luscher, ill. pl. iso. m. elev. sec.: p. 69-71, Jan 96, Arev
SCOTLAND (Cont’d)
Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Arkkitehtitoimisto Kouvo & Partanen; pl. m. pers.; p.78; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Feilden Giegie Design; pl. elev.; p.79; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Naoto Yaegashi and Norm Neil; pl. ill. dia.; sec.; p.77; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Randle & Roo; ph. pl. sec.; p.75; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Shinichi Ogawa Atelier; pers. sec.; p.78; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Mentioned; Sonk Architectes; pl. sec. elev. m.; p.76; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Second Place; Richard Hutchinson; m. elev. sec.; pers.; p.63-65; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition Entry, Third Place; D5 Architects; ph. pers. sec. elev. m.; p.66-68; Jan 96; AR

Edinburgh: Scottish Architecture and Design Center; Competition First Place Winner; Narud Stokke Wrig; pers. elev.; p.58-62; Jan 96; AR

SECURITY (Cont’d)
Coping with Threats from Bombs to Break-ins; by Elena Marchese Moreno; ph. graph.; p.44-45, 111; Mar 96; AR

Defensive Architecture to Prevent Crime; by Cynthia Scanlon; ph.; p.34-37; Apr 96; TCS

Emergency Lighting; by Richard Dachkenko; ph.; p.54-56; Apr 96; TCS

Germany, Berlin: Embassy, U.S., Competition Entries; Building Security; m. pl. sec.; ill. pers.; p.36-43; Mar 96; AR

Government Building Security; Elements of Design for Security; ph.; p.111-113; Jan 96; A

Mitigating Potential Blast Effects in Commercial Buildings; by National Research Council, ph.; p.46-58; Apr 96; TCS

Perimeter Security of Downtown Buildings and Plazas; by Richard Sullivan; ph.; pers.; p.38-44; Apr 96; TCS

Peru, Lima; Embassy, U.S.: Chancery Building, Security Critique; Arquitectonica; ph.; p.78-87; Oct 96; AR

Protective Glazing; Effect of Bombing; by Tom Harpole; ph.; p.60-66; Apr 96; TCS

Residential Security Packages; by Charles Wardell; ph.; ref.; p.24-27; Spring 96; CB

Securing Cities; Urban Control Zones in Europe; by Thomas Vonier; ph.; p.71-75; Sept 96; A

Security Locking Systems; Security Standards; by Donald L. Myers; ph. dia.; ref.; p.68-75; Apr 96; TCS

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY also

SERVICE STATION
Gas Station at Disney World; Florida. Lake Buena Vista; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. ill.; elev.; p.94-97; Oct 96; AR

SHELTER
AIDS Housing for Homeless; New York. New York; Alan Wanzenberg; pers. pl.; p.149; Mar 96; A

Aga Khan Awards Address Social Concerns; ph.; p.9-11; Jan 96; AR

Building Complex for Homeless Women and Children; California. Los Angeles, Kirkpatrick Associates; pl. axon.; p.149; Mar 96; A

Japan, Kobe; Paper Temporary Housing, Shigeru Ban; ph. pl. axon.; p.107; Oct 96; A

More Than Shelter for Low Income and Homeless; Survey of Projects; ph. pl. pers.; p.145-149; Mar 96; A

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Apartment Building; Middle Rise. Single Room Occupancy, Residences for Mentally Ill Veterans; Affordable, Architope; ph.; p.92-93; Jan 96; AR

Residence for Homeless People with AIDS; Massachusetts. Dorchester. Rockwell Street Housing by 35 Designers; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.92-93; Jan 96; AR

Shelter and Health Care Facility; Washington, Seattle; Fremont Public Association: Miller & Hull; pers. sec.; elev.; p.56-57; Oct 96; A

Single Room Occupancy Hotel; California. Los Angeles; Konig & Erzenberg; elev. pl.; p.147; Mar 96; A

SCULPTURE
See ART

SEALANT
Choosing a Weatherproofing Sealant; Aesthetic Factor and Others; by Andreas T. Wolf; ph.; p.68-90; July 96; TCS

Polyurethane Sealants and Reversion; by Steven A. Rosenberg and Urs Hussy; ph. table.; p.80-83; July 96; TCS

Seismic Design for Curtain Walls; by Mehdi S. Zarghamee and Rasko P. Ojdrovic; ph. ill. det.; ref.; p.74-78; Sept 96; TCS

Structural Sealant Glazing; by David H. Nicoastro; det.; p.112; Aug 96; TCS

Wall Leaks: Sealant Failure Investigations; by Rene W. Luft and Richard C. Schrotte; det. ref.; p.84-90; July 96; TCS

See WATERPROOFING also
SHELTER (Cont’d)
Union Rescue Mission; Housing, Dining, Medical Chapel, California, Los Angeles. Nadel Architects, ph pl; p.112-113; Nov 96, AR
See APARTMENT BUILDING, CLINIC, HOTEL also

SHIP
Cruise Ship, Sun Princess, Interiors; Najie Eide and Giacomo Morlotta, Interior Design by Princess Cruises Staff, by Kristen Richards, ph. p.66-69; Nov 96, INT
Luxury Liner; The Century; Interiors; Birch Coffey; by Jean Gorman, ph. pl. p.68-73; Apr 96, INT
Queen Elizabeth 2, Structural Renovation; MET by Bircher Coffey; The Century Interiors; Luxury Liner; Cruise Ship; Sun Princess, Interiors; Najie Eide and龢
SHIP

SHOPPING CENTER
California, San Jose; Eastridge Mall Lighting. ELS/Eibasami & Logan Lighting Design by Horton & Lees, ph. p.24-25; May/Suppl 96, AR
Denmark, Copenhagen; Gentofte; Tegnestuen Vandkunst, ph. pl. sec. p.46-49, Dec 96, AR
Downtown Shopping Center; Virginia, Norfolk; Controversy on Design; Urban Design Associates, by Patrick Masterson, ph. pl. p.67; Oct 96, A
France, Paris; Linear Park, Stores and Offices, Historic Railway Viaduct Remodeled, Patrick Berger; ph. pl. axon elev. p.52-55, Sept 96; AR
Indiana, Indianapolis; Circle Center Downtown Mall; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, ph. p.94-97, Apr 96, A
Indiana, Indianapolis; Downtown Circle Centre Mall, Multi-Use, Artsgarden, Combines Existing Building and New Building and Raised Walkways; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, by Gordon Wright, ph. pl. cost anal. p.44-48, Mar 96; BD&C
Italy, Turin; Mixed-Use, Shopping Center, Convention Center, Hotel, Offices. University Uses. Concert Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory; Renzo Piano, by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. sec ill. p.62-67, Nov 96; AR
Indiana, Indianapolis; Circle Center Downtown Mall; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, ph. p.94-97, Apr 96, A
Indiana, Indianapolis; Downtown Circle Centre Mall, Multi-Use, Artsgarden, Combines Existing Building and New Building and Raised Walkways; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, by Gordon Wright, ph. pl. cost anal. p.44-48, Mar 96; BD&C
Nevada, Las Vegas; Fremont Street. Covered Pedestrian Mall. Includes Tree-Like Column Space Frame; Jerde Partnership and JPI. ph. det. p.88-69, 180, Apr 96, A
New Directions in Retail Design; Examples; by Hugh Cook; pl. pers. p.42-44; Dec 96, BD&C
New Mexico, Albuquerque; Coronado Shopping Mall Lighting; Lighting by FRCH, Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder, ph. p.26-27, May/Suppl 96, AR
New York, Westbury; The Source; RTKL; pl. pers. p.43; Dec 96, BD&C
Retail and Entertainment Center; California, Irvine; RTKL and Burton Associates, ph. pl. p.94-103; Oct 96; LA
Retail and Entertainment Center; Japan, Hakata Celestial Roof Garden in Canal City; EDAW, ph. p.94-103; Oct 96; LA
The Plaza; Pennsylvania, King of Prussia; Thompson, Ventulet & Stainback; by John Gregerson; ph. pl. elev. cost anal. p.26-29; Nov 96, BD&C

SHOPPING CENTER (Cont’d)
Urban Entertainment Centers; Survey; by John Gregerson; ph. p.32-34; Feb 96, BD&C
Urban Retail and Entertainment Centers; Survey of Projects, by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. p.94-103; Oct 96, LA
Zimbabwe, Harare; Mixed Development Block; Retail, Offices and Parking; Energy Efficient; Pearce Partnership; ph. pl. p.29, 36-40, Sept 96, AR
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also

SHOWROOM
ASID's Model Rooms in Showcase Condominium; ph. p.54-58, Sept 96, ID
Aluminum Fixture Showroom, Alu.; ph.; p.144-145, Oct 96, ID
Antique Shop; New York, New York; William Green; ph. pl. p.142-143; Oct 96, ID
Carpet Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; DuPont Corporate Resource Center; INTERIORS Award; Eva Maddox; ph. pl. p.68-71; Jan 96; INT
Chair Showroom, United Chair; New York, New York; Tom Glass; ph.; p.56; May 96; ID
Childsweare Showroom, Little Me/Ralph Lauren; New York, New York; Jeffrey Beers; by Kate Hennder; ph. pl. p.40-45; Aug 96; INT
Clothing Showroom and Fashion Accessories Floor; California, Los Angeles; California Mart; Karen Kane Showroom; Philip Messana; ph. pl. axon.; p.200-205; May 96; ID
Clothing Showroom, Betsy Johnson; New York, New York; Betsy Johnson and Tank Cumbpbay; ph. p.108-109; Apr 96, ID
Clothing Showroom, Donna Karan; New York, New York; Peter Marino; ph. pl. p.116-119; Apr 96, ID
Clothing Showroom, Fendissime; Italy, Rome; Shay Frish Pen and Transit Design; ph. p.98-101; Apr 96, ID
Clothing Showroom, Joop!; New York, New York; Baratloo & Balch; ph. pl. p.92-97; Apr 96, ID
Clothing Showroom, Kazu; New York, New York; Architecture Information; ph. p.138; Apr 96, ID
Clothing Showroom, Perry Ellis; New York, New York; Rosenbium & Harb and John Wender; ph. pl.; p.110-115, Apr 96, ID
Coats Showroom, Ellen Tracy; New York, New York; Schaffer Associates; ph. p.142-143; Apr 96, ID
Energy Resource Center; California, Downey; Demonstrates Sustainable Architecture; Wolff, Lang & Christopher; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. cost anal dia.; p.36-39, Sept 96, BD&C
Energy Resource Center; California, Downey; Wolff, Lang & Christopher; ph.; p.102-103; June 96, ID
Fabric Showroom, Kneelender-Fauchere; California, Los Angeles; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl. p.20-21; June 96, INT
Fabric Showroom, Maharaj; Hendrick Associates; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.26-27; Dec 96; INT
Four Showrooms; California, ---, Hinson & Company, Touched, Westfall Interior Systems, Stag International; ph.; p.126-129; Mar 96, ID
SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

Furniture Showroom and Offices; Idee; Japan; Tokyo; Klein Dytham; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Dec 96; AR

Furniture Showroom, Gansevoort Gallery; New York, New York; Ali Tayar; ph.; p.30; Nov 96; ID

Furniture Showroom, Haworth's Corporate Headquarters; Michigan; Holland; Design Plus; Haworth; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.24-25; Nov 96; INT

Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; California; Los Angeles; Bauer & Wiley; ph.; p.88-89; Aug 96; ID

Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; New York; New York; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl.; p.84-88; Aug 96; ID

Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Washington, Seattle; NBBJ; ph.; p.84-88; Aug 96; ID

Furniture Showroom, Hinson & Company; New York; New York; ph.; p.33; Feb 96; ID

Furniture Showroom, Pace Collection; California; West Hollywood; James Rosen; by Manlyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.70; Oct 96; INT

Furniture Showroom, Sander Partnership; New York; New York; Multi-Line Showroom Spaces; Tuohy & Chamock et al.; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Apr 96; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; Building Product Showroom and Distribution Center; Georgia-Pacific; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph.; p.80-85; Feb 96; ID

Georgia, Cartersville; Low Rise, Corporate Office, Showroom, Manufacturing Facility; Prince Street Technologies; Thompson, Ventuelli & Stainback; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.34-39; Aug 96; INT

Germany, Hamburg; Building Products Regional Sales and Distribution Center; Michael Wilford; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.102-107; Aug 96; AR

IIDA's NeoCon '96 Showroom Competition Winners; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.32-47; Sept 96; INT

Jewelry and Accessories Showroom, Judith Leiber; New York; New York; Parish & Hadley; ph.; p.126-129; Apr 96; ID

Kips Bay Showroom; New York; New York; Rooms by Various Designers; ph.; p.187-208; Sept 90; ID

Kitsch and Bath Showroom, Italian; New York; New York; Botti Studio; Lissone, Bernhardt & Lucarni; ph.; p.24; Jan 96; ID

Kitchens and Baths Display, at Ansonia Condominiums; New York; New York; ph. p.68-79; Nov 96; ID

Lighting Showroom, Boyd Lighting; California; San Francisco; Showroom and Offices; Brayton & Hughes; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-131; Oct 96; ID

Lighting Showroom, CSL; California; Los Angeles; Kirk M. Nix; ph.; p.122; Aug 96; ID

Lighting Showroom, Luceplan; New York; New York; Paolo Rizzotto; ph.; p.121; Aug 96; ID

Men's Wear Showroom, Gene Meyer; New York; New York; MGR; ph.; p.139; Apr 96; ID

Men's Wear Showroom, Jhane Barnes; New York; New York; MIC; ph.; p.130-133; Apr 96; ID

Office Chair Showroom, Stylex; Illinois, Chicago; Robin Drake; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.22-23; Aug 96; INT

Shoe Showroom; New York; New York; Asfour & Guzy; ph.; p.138-137; Apr 96; ID

SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

Studio and Showroom for Fabric Manufacturer; Massachusetts; Webster; AIA Honor Award; Robert Luchetti; ph. pl.; p.208; May 96; A

Textile Showroom, Design Tex; New York; New York; Lee Stout; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.20-21; Mar 96; INT

Wholesale Apparel Center; Germany; Munich; AIA Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; ph.; p.186; May 96; A

See STORE also

SIDING

Installing Lap Siding; ph.; p.163; July 96; B

See WALL also

SIGN

See GRAPHICS

SINGAPORE

Campus; Temasek Polytechnic; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.48-62; June 96; AR

Suntec City, Urban Complex; Convention Center; Office Towers, Retail, Entertainment, Parking; Tsao & McKown; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.86-95; May 96; AR

U.S. Ambassador's Residence; Stubbins Associates; ph.; pers. sec.; p.115-116; Jan 96; A

SKYLIGHT

Arizona, Tempe; Police Substation; Skylight Detail; Architekton; ph. pl. det. cea.; p.96-101; June 96; AR

Sloped Glazing Slips and Failures; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p.88; Dec 96; TCS

SLOVAKIA

Bratislava, Petrzalka; New Town Competition Entries; ph. pl. pers.; p.104-114; Nov 96; JAE

SOLAR

Germany; Breisach; Residence; Solar Features; Thomas Spiegelhalter; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-70; Oct 96; AR

Modeling and Energy Analysis Software Started on the Campus; Four Examples of University Software Programs; ph. ill. pers. charts; p.153-155; Aug 96; A

PHOTONIOVAIC

Building Integrated Photovoltaics, Competition; Winners; Visitors Pavilion, Office Building, Charging Station, Urban Infrastructure, etc.; ph. pl. axon. dia. det. sec. elev.; p.163-171; June 96; A

Building-Integrated Photovoltaics, Commercial; Examples; by Hugh Cook; ph. iso. det. chart.; p.52-55; Aug 96; BD&C

See ENERGY, SUNSCREEN also
SOUTH CAROLINA
DeWees Island: Residential Development with Golf Carts for Transportation, Minimizes Environmental Impact, Burt, Hill, Kosar & Ritteimann, ph. pl.; p.28; Jan 96, AR
Hilton Head: Town Hall Garden and Park, Xeriscape Concept, Lolly Tai, by J. William Thompson, ph. pl.; p.56-63; May 96, LA
Kiaawah Island: Beach Club, BUILDER Award, Robert A. M. Stern, ph.; p.124; Oct 96, B
Mount Pleasant: Residential Development, New Urbanist Development, Dueney & Plater-Zyberk and Dover & Kohl, pl. pers.; p.72-73; Apr 96, A
Newport: Residential Development, New Urbanist Development, Gerald Crawford, ph. pl.; p.71; Apr 96, A
Port Royal: New Urbanist Village Plan, Dover & Kohl, ph. pl.; p.75; Apr 96, A

SOUTH DAKOTA
Deadwood: Resort Hotel, Wyss Associates, ill. pl.; p.18; Dec 96, LA

SPAIN
Baix Llobregat: Municipal Office Building, Carlos Ferrater and Xavier Guell, ph. pl. sec.; p.28-30; Jan 96, AR
Barcelona: Interiors, Law Offices, Jaume Tresserras and GCA Arquitectes, ph. pl. pers.; p.98-103; Nov 96, ID
Barcelona: Museum of Contemporary Art, Sunscreen Details, Richard Meier, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-79, 134-135, Feb 96, A
Barcelona: Post-Games Private Development in Olympic Spirit, ph.; p.15; July 96, AR
Bilbao: Guggenheim Museum, Computer Use to Design and Fabricate Building, Frank O. Gehry and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. ill. pers.; p.177-181; Sept 96, A
Cantabria, Treceno: Architect's Family House, Luis Carrion and Alberto Piel, ph. pl. sec.; p.66-71; May 96, A
Madrid: Apartment Building, Middle Rise, Critique, Francisco J. Saenz De Oiza, by Hugh Broughton, ph.; p.23; Apr 96, AR
Madrid: Health Center, Justo Isasi and Alberto Piel, ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 96, AR
Madrid: Office Building, Middle Rise, Avarez-Sala, Rubio Carvajal and Ruiz-Larrea, ph. pl. sec.; p.84-85, Apr 96, AR
Madrid: Residence, Abalos & Herreros, ph. pl.; p.170; Sept 96, A
Majorca: Art Museum, Work of Joan Miro, Jose Rafael Moneo, ph. pl. sec.; p.25-28; Feb 96, AR
Majorca: Residence, Architect's House, Cliff Site, Critique, Jorn Utzon, by John Sargent, elev. ph. pl.; p.46-52; Oct 96, AR
Majorca: Residence, Mountain Site, Jorn Utzon, ph. pl. sec.; p.53-55; Oct 96, AR
Morella: School, Elementary, Hillside Site, Carme Pinos, ph. pl. sec.; p.43-47, June 96; AR

SPECIFICATIONS
A201 General Indemnity Clause; Legal Analysis; by Peter V. Dessau, p.18-20; Apr 96, TCS
Annual Specifier's Guide to New Products; ph.; p.53-95; Feb 96, TCS
Automatic Paragraph Numbers; by David Watson, ill.; p.26-32; June 96, TCS
CSI Celebrates Engineers Week; by Dianne L. Baldwin, p.18-20; Feb 96, TCS
CSI Convention Report; CSI Awards, President's Address, Fellowships, by Michael J. Crosbie and Jack Reeder, ph.; p.36-55; Sept 96, TCS
CSI Convention Speakers; Lou Holtz and Tom Morris, by Chris Santilli, ph.; p.35-43; May 96, TCS
CSI Membership Directory, Code of Ethics, Board, Committees, Staff, p.81-344; Jan 96, TCS
CSI's Page Format; Specification Formats Document, Critique; by Sheldon Wolfe; ill.; p.14-18; Jan 96, TCS
CSI's Specifications Competition; Awards, by Salvatore B. Verrasto; pers. ph.; p.38-42; July 96, TCS
Computerization and Standardization of Price Information, Manufacturer Information, by Steven S. Ross, p.41; Jan 96; AR
Construction Product and Service Software Directory; ph. ill.; p.57-79, Jan 96, TCS
Contracts for Furniture, Furnishings and Equipment; by Maryrose McGowan, pers. iso. table, dia.; p.48-55; Mar 96, TCS
Design/Build Specifications and Information Technology; by Paul Doherty, ph.; p.26-27, Apr 96, TCS
Division 13 Changes for Mechanical and Electrical Engineers; by Charles A. Shrive, table; p.31-32, July 96, TCS
Field Applied Organic Finish Failures; Primer on Failures and Causes, by H. Leslie Simmons, ph. table; p.54-71, July 96, TCS
Future of Construction Information; Improving the Transfer of Construction Information, by Ken Guthrie, pl. elev. tables, ill. dia.; p.50-56; June 96, TCS
Getting a Product Specified; Sales Techniques, by Michael Chusid, ph.; p.27-29, Mar 96, TCS
Lighting Bid Packages, Knockoffs; Theft of Intellectual Property, by Bruce Thompson, ph.; p.9-12, July 96, TCS
Overcoming Pitfalls in Product Literature; by Barbara Heller, cea.; p.50-51, Aug 96, AR
Preserving Firestopping Systems; by Walter P. Sterling, p.25-27, July 96, TCS
Preventing Masonry Coating Failures; by Tom Morrisey, ph.; p.49-53, July 96, TCS
Regulations for Annual Meeting of CSI; p.77-80, Nov/Suppl 96, AR
Risk Sharing, Various Kinds of Risks; by James G. Zack, Jr.; ref.; p.50-56, Jan 96, TCS
Roofing System Selection Chart; Flat Roofs, by Roy Schaufele; table; p.19, Aug 96, TCS
SPECIFICATIONS (Cont’d)
Smart Documents, Definition and Integration of Document; All Informational Documents, Manufacturers’ Literature, Construction Documents; by David Watson; p.21-22; Apr 96; TCS
Spec-Search by CSI; Computer Search to Compare Competing Product Specs; by Claude J. Bauer; p.14-16; Feb 96; TCS
Specifying Quality Architectural Paints; by Walter J. Gozdan; II. table; p.44-47; July 96; TCS
Specifying Schedule Management; by James G. Zack, Jr.; p.42-48; Aug 96; TCS
Specifying Tests for Non-Load Bearing Masonry; by Norbert V. Kroghstad; ph. p.30-35; Feb 96; TCS
Stainless Steel Doors; Specification Guidelines; by John Schechter; ph. ref. tables; p.66-71; Mar 96; TCS
Technical Tours at CSI Convention; Colorado, Denver, by Annie E. Scott; ph. m.; p.32-33; Mar 96; TCS
The Construction Process; Conserving and Recycling Materials; Specifying Environmental Requirements; Case Study; by Dru Meadows and Chuck Bell; ref. chart, table; p.59-68; June 96; TCS
Transient Voltage Surge Protection; Questions for the Specifier; by Charles A. Shrive; p.19-20; Mar 96; TCS
Warranties, Basics and Case Histories; by Bradford J. Sandler; p.17-18; June 96; TCS
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Subjects also

STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

STAIRWAY
Residential Staircase; Maryland, Chevy Chase, McElhinney Architects; ph. iso. det.; p.141-143; Mar 96; A
Spiral Glass Stairway; Illinois, Chicago; James Carpenter; ph. pl. p.108-109; Dec 96; A
Stair Design, Survey of Residential Stairs; by Susan Bradfield; ph.; p.127-129; Mar 96; B
Stair Framing in Wood I-Beam Joists and Light Steel Framing; iso. det.; p.135; June 96; B
Steel and Glass Spiral Staircase; Illinois, Chicago; James Carpenter; ph. elev.; p.18-19; June 96; A

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE
California, Los Angeles; Museum of Art. Offices, Study Center, Getty Center, Stone Veneer Wall Detail; Richard Meier; ph. pl. m. elev.; p.80-87; 188; Feb 96; A

STORE
Beauty Salon and Spa; Georgia, Dunwoody; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph. sec.; p.80-83; Sept 96; AR
Beauty Salon, Bumble and bumble; New York, New York; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. sec.; p.134-141; Sept 96; ID
Building Types Study; Prototype Design; by Donald H. Shillingburg; ph. axon. graph; p.104-113; May 96; AR
California, Beverly Hills; Restaurant and Store, Barney Greengrass, Franke, Gottesman & Co.; ph. pl. 144-145; June 96; ID
Clothes Store; California, Santa Monica: O’Herrity & Warner; ph. pl.; p.30-31; Feb 96; ARev
Clothing Store, French Connection; England, London; Din Associates; ph. pl.; p.87; July 96; ARev
Clothing Store, Ichthys; France, Paris; Galal Mahmoud; Interior Design by Jean-Pierre Heim; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Dec 96; INT
Clothing Store, Jurgen Lehl; Japan, Osaka; Klein & Dytham; ph. pl.; p.33; Jan 96; ARev
Clothing Store, Levi’s Brand-Flagship; New York, New York; Bergmeyer Associates; ph. pl. 106-107; May 96; AR
Clothing Store, Tommy Hilfiger, Beverly Hills; California, Los Angeles; Allan Greenberg; elev. ph.; p.43; Dec 96; A
Clothing Store, Workshop; New Zealand, Auckland; David Howell; ph.; p.144-145; Apr 96; ID
Cosmetics Shop, Shu Uemura; California, West Hollywood; Coe Design and Wolf Architecture; ph. pl. axon.; p.102-103; Mar 98; ID
Downtown Store Building, Nike; Washington, Seattle; Critique of Design; by Mark L. Hinshaw; ph.; p.65; Nov 96; A
Espresso Machine Store; California, San Francisco; Yeismann; ph. pl.; p.105; Mar 96; ID
Florida, Miami; Airport; Concourse A Concessions, Snackbar, Newstands; Spillis & Candela; by Kate Hensler; ph. pl.; p.82-65; Nov 96; INT
Furniture and Store Interiors in Minimalist Design Style; Designer’s Furniture; Donald Judd; ph.; p.18-19; Dec 96; ID
Home Furnishings Store, IKEA; New York, New York; INTERIORS Award; Walker Group/CL; ph.; p.60-63; Jan 95; INT
Leather Goods Store, Bottega Veneta; Massachusetts; Boston; Francois De Menil; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109; May 96; AR
Mobile Telephones Store, Sprint Spectrum; Virginia, Tyson’s Corner; CORE; ph. pl.; p.110-111; May 96; AR
Multi-Use Building; Stores, Offices and Apartments, Germany, Berlin; Jean Nouvel; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-83; July 96; ARev
Optometry Store; California, San Francisco; Lighting; John Lum; Lighting Design by Illumination Design Collaborative; ph.; p.20-21; Aug/Suppl 96; AR
Perfume Store, Profumi; Maryland, Bethesda; INTERIORS Award; CORE; ph. pl.; p.81; Jan 96; INT
Retail Outlets Are a New Customer for Designers; by Penny Bonda; ph.; p.118; Jan 96; INT

111
STORE (Cont’d)

Shoe Store, Rockport; New York, New York. Design & Gobe and Barry Koretz; ph. pl; p.112-113, May 96; AR

Supermarket; North Carolina, Cary; IIDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Shok Design Group; ph. p. 142; Nov 96; ID

Survey of Architect’s Work: Interview With Architect, 93. His Work, Hotels, Stores, Morris Lapidus; ph. p.92-97; Sept 96; AR

Toy Store; New York, New York; Dean & Wolf; ph. pl; p.102-103, June 96, A

Women’s Clothing Store, Boutique Moditt; Can­ada, Ontario, Toronto; il by IV; ph. p.140-141; Apr 96; ID

Women’s Clothing Store, Jigsaw, Bond Street; England, London; John Pawson; ph. pl; p.71-75, July 96; AReV

Women’s Clothing Store, Shirtsmith; England, West London; David Bentheim; ph. pl; p.77, July 96; AReV

Women’s Clothing Store, Toy Store; New York, New York; Dean Survey of Architect's Work; Interview Wth Architect, 93. His Work, Hotels, Stores, Morris Lapidus; ph. p.92-97; Sept 96; AR

Women’s Clothing Store, Main Street Plan; Alaska, Soldotna, AIA Honor Award, Includes Environmental System Controls; Seismic Design, Communications, Research Awards; ill. by Katherine Kai-Sun Chia, ph. sec ; p PR26-27, July 96; AR

Distinguished Structural Engineer, Obituary; Edmund Happold, p.3, 13, Mar 96; AReV

Japan, —; Paper Tube Walls Used in Various Buildings, Shigeru Ban, ph. axon.; p.20-21; Sept 96; AReV

Spain, Bilbao: Guggenheim Museum; Computer Use to Design and Fabricate Building; Frank O. Gehry and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. ill. pers.; p.177-181, Sept 96; A

CONCRETE

California, La Jolla; Salk Institute for Biological Sciences; Addition; Concrete Wall Details and Controversy; Anshen & Allen, Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph. pl. sec.; p.71-81, 123-129; Mar 96, A

STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

CONCRETE (Cont’d)

Concrete Anchoring Design Guidelines; Type Comparison; by Pete Michaud, det. dia chart; p.38-46, Dec 96, TCS

Concrete Floor Planks; Construction and Repairing; by David H. Nicastro and Kimball J. Beasley; ph. p.96, Apr 96, TCS

England, Oxford; Garden Quadrangle, St. John’s College, Details, Assembly of Precast Concrete Units, MacCoramac, Jameson & Prichard; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 92-97; Mar 96; AR

Long Term Durability of Concrete Structures; by Noel P. Malvaganam and G. G. Litvan; ph. dia ref.; p.24-31; Dec 96, TCS

Preventing Cracks with Joints; Construction Joints; by Arthur W. Johnson, det. iso., p.160, Sept 96; B

Reactive Powder Concrete; High Performance Concrete; Comparisons; European Development; by William M. Dowd and Christophe E. Daunac; ph. ref. chart, tables; p.47-52, Dec 96, TCS

Understanding Cracking in Concrete Repairs; Product Comparison; by Paul L. Kelley et al.; ill chart, table; p.32-36, Dec 96; TCS

EARTHQUAKE

California, Oakland; City Hall, Seismic Retrofit and Restoration; VBN Architects; by Hugh Cook; ph. m. cost anal; p.34-38, June 96; BD&C

California, San Francisco; Main Library, Electrical System, Smoke Management, Seismic Design; Pelli, Cobb & Freed and Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelman & Monis; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-91, 109-115, July 96; A

California, San Francisco; Major Seismic Upgrade and Expansion; California Palace of Legion of Honor, Includes Environmental System Controls; Edward Larabee Barnes and Mark Cavagnero; by Gordon Wright; ph. axon. sec.; p.58-40, May 96; BD&C

Seismic Design for Curtain Walls; by Mehdi S. Zarghamee and Rasko P. Jodyrovic; ph. ill. det ref.; p.74-78, Sept 96; TCS

Trends for New Seismic Requirements for Building Codes; Northridge Earthquake Studies; by Paul B. Rosta, ph. sec. elev. det.; p.36-39, Oct 96; AR

STEEL

Arizona, Phoenix; Federal Courthouse and Federal Building, Wall and Roof Sections; Richard Meier; m. sec. pl.; p.138-139, Feb 99; A

China, Shanghai; Office Building, High Rise; Jin Mao Building, Structural System; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pers sec dia elev.; p.164-165, Sept 95; A

Germany, Leipzig; Convention and Trade Center; Glass Hall, Metal Structure Details; Environmental Control in Summer and Winter, Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Mary Pepchinski; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.80-89, Nov 96; AR

Germany, Leipzig; Exhibition and Convention Center; Structural Metal Arched Frame; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner and lan Ritchie; ph. pers. axon. sec. det.; p.74-77, Mar 96, AReV
STRAIGHT
Straw Bale House Earns Code Approval; p.14, Dec 96; AR

TENSION
Fabrics in Tension, Tent-Like, for Use Outdoors; Examples: by James L. Sipes and Georgia Muenzler; ph ref; p.42-47, Sept 96; LA

WOOD
Framing and Detailing Porches; iso det ph.; p.137, Nov 96; B
Maryland; Catoctin Mountains; Weekend House; Structural Details; AIA Honor Award; Bohlin, Cwyinski & Jackson; ph pl sec det.; p.189, 241-247, May 96; A
Residential Development; Cutting Costs in Construction; Wood Framing Details; by Boyce Thompson; ph pl iso det.; p.70-76, June 96; B
Reused Structural and Paneling Lumber; Example Buildings; ph axon det.; p.163-169, Oct 96; A
Stair Framing in Wood I-Beam Joists and Light Steel Framing; iso det.; p.135, June 96; B
Structure Both Concealed and Revealed in Wood Details of Three Buildings; by Shen Olson; ph m sec det.; p.40-45, May 96; AR
Wood Framing Details; iso sec det.; p.387-392; Jan 96; B
Wood I-Beams, Detailing, Sizing; table; p.398, Jan 96; B
Wood Joists Maximum Notches and Holes; table det.; p.235-237, May 96; B
See CONCRETE, EARTHQUAKE, MASONRY, WALL, WOOD also

STUCCO
Artisan Plaster; Textured and Colored; ph.; p.30; Dec 96; ID
Exterior Insulation and Finish System, Failures; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p.88; Oct 96; TCS
Exterior Insulation and Finish System; Detailing for Resisting Weather; The American System; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph det.; p.42-44; Nov 96; AR

STUCCO (Cont'd)
Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems, Its Future; Coping with Moisture; New EIFS Standards; by Jim Reicherts; ph iso.; p.72-78; July 96; TCS
Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems, Problems; Detailing; by Rick Schwolsky; det iso.; ph.; p.166-171; Mar 96; B
Improving Exterior Insulation and Finishing Systems; Detailing; ph det.; p.251-253; May 96; A
See INSULATION also

STUDIO
California, Santa Monica; Television Post-Production Facility; EMK; ph pl.; p.136-139; Oct 96; ID
Disney Feature Animation Studios; California; Burbank; Construction Details; Robert A. M. Stern; by John Gregerson; ph pl det.; p.42-46; June 96; BD&C
New York, Peekskill; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Artists' Live/Work Housing; Joel Sanders; ph pers.; p.55; Oct 96; A
Photographer's Studio; Industry Superstudio; New York, New York; Andrew Berman; ph.; p.168-171; Sept 96; ID
Record Studio; Tennessee Nashville; Warner/Reprise, Tuck & Hinton; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.68-71; Mar 96; INT
Recording Studio, Sony; New York, New York; Alternative Design; ph pl.; p.172-175; Sept 96; ID
Recording Studio; New York, New York; Broadway Sound and Broadway Video Group; Downtown Group; by Kate Hensler; ph.; p.60-63; Apr 96; INT
See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, OFFICE BUILDING, UNIVERSITY also

SUNSCREEN
California, Fremont; Gymnasium and Community Center; Sun Screen Detail; EL S/Ebasani & Logan; ph pl sec.; p.82-87; June 96; AR
Spain, Barcelona; Museum of Contemporary Art; Sunscreen Details; Richard Meier; ph pl axon sec.; p.70-79; 134-135, Feb 96; A
Wall Sections of Various Buildings; Sunscreens; Richard Meier; ph sec det.; p.129-139; Feb 96; A

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
California, Downey; Energy Resource Center; Demonstrates Sustainable Architecture; Wolff, Lang & Christopher; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph cost anal dia.; p.36-39; Sept 96; BD&C
Germany, Frankfurt; Private Residential School; Addition; Odenwaldschule; Ecological Concerns; Peter Hubner; ph pl axon.; p.41-43; Sept 96; AR
Germany, Moglingen; Youth Club; Energy Efficient; Peter Hubner; ph pl sec axon.; p.44-47; Sept 96; AR
Green Consciousness in Firm's Practice; Design Ecology Network; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.45, 220; Sept 96; ID
Green Design Can Save Money; John Picard's Comments; ph bibli.; p.47-48; Aug 96; ID
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE (Cont’d)
Green Light, Projects and Definition of Sustainability; Entire Issue, by Catherine Slessor, ph. ill. sec.; p. 4-5, Sept 96; ARRev
House Uses Recycled and Other Alternative Products; Syndesis, m. sec.; p. 26, Jan 96, AR
Iowa, Cedar Falls; Center for Energy and Environmental Education; University of Northern Iowa; Wells, Woodburn & O’Neill and Weidt Group; by Joe Kiolbasa, ph. ill.; p. 86-90, June 96; TCS
Oregon, Hillsboro; Office Building, Low Rise, Green Approach; Norm Thompson Clothing Firm Headquarters; Sienna Architecture; by Hugh Cook, ph. cost anal.; p. 52-56, June 96, BD&C
Recycled Lumber; by Jack Petree, ph.; p. 70-77, June 96; TCS
The Construction Process; Conserving and Recycling Materials; Specifying Environmental Requirements; Case Study; by Dru Meadows and Chuck Bell, ref. chart, table; p. 59-68, June 96; TCS
The Market for Green Design; Energy Efficient and Ecologically Sound Design Examples; by Elena Marcheso Moreno, ph. m. sec. det.; p. 24-29; Jan 96, AR
Using Waste Material in Rebuilding Soils; Biosolids Use, Examples; by J. William Thompson, ph.; p. 54-59; June 96, LA
See CONSERVATION, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT also

SWITZERLAND
Basel-Riehen; Residence; Herzog & De Meuron; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-81, Apr 96; AR
Basel; Jean Tinguely Museum; Mario Botta, ph. pl.; p. 96-97, Sept 96; A
Basel; Residence; Burgin, Nissen & Wentzlauff; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92, Apr 96; AR
Basel; Residence; Herzog & De Meuron; ph. pl.; p. 168-169, Sept 96; A
Biel; Apartment Building; LOG ID and ASP; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-58, Sept 96; AR
Davos; Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Museum; Gignon & Guyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-101, Sept 96; A
Giornico; Museum for Hans Josephsson, Sculptor; Peter Markli, ph. pl. sec.; p. 69-93, Sept 96; A
Lausanne; Telecommunications Station; Rudolphe Luscher; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-44, Apr 96; AR

TELECOMMUNICATION
New Outdoor Telephone Booth; Criticism of Break from Traditional Design; DCA Design, by Gavin Stamp, ph.; p. 25; Sept 96; AR
Telecommunications Station; Switzerland, Lausanne; Rudolphe Luscher, ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-44, Apr 96; AR
Video Distribution and Teleconferencing; by Andrew Prager and Walter Cooper, ph. dia. sec.; p. 64-68, Aug 96; TCS

TELEVISION
California, Santa Monica; Television Post-Production Facility; EMK, ph. pl.; p. 136-139, Oct 96; ID
Coordinating for Audiovisual; ph.; p. 94-95, Aug 96; ID
Designing for Residential Television, VCR and Stereo Systems; by Michael J. Crosbie, ph. dia. det.; p. 34-41, 125, Apr 96; AR
Home Theater Trends; Survey of Installations and Equipment; by Rebecca Day, ph.; p. 56-61, Sept/Oct 96; CB
New York, New York; Interiors: Film Producer’s Offices, Steve Gold; Wall Details, Carl D’Aquino; ph. pl. iso. elev. det.; p. 186-193, May 96; ID
New York, New York; Interiors: TV Film Editing Offices, CrewCuts, Wormser Associates; ph. dia. axon.; p. 176-181, May 96; ID
TV in Residential Design, Eight Ways; by Susan Brford, ph. pl.; p. 42-44, June 96; B
Texas, Dallas; Interiors: Film Editing Offices; Filmworkers Club, Brininstool & Lynch; ph. pl.; p. 164-167; May 96, ID
The Automated Home; ph. ref.; p. 65-68, Sept/Oct 96; CB
Video Distribution and Teleconferencing; by Andrew Prager and Walter Cooper, ph. dia. sec.; p. 64-68, Aug 96; TCS
See STUDIO, VIDEO also

TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg; Study of City’s Mountain Siting, Development of City Visited by Tourists to Great Smoky Mountains; by Grady Clay, ph. p. 132, 131; Aug 96, LA
Memphis; New Zoo, Design Consortium, by Jane Brown Gillette, ph. pl.; p. 66-73, 96-97, Feb 96; LA
Memphis; Residential Development; Residence, BUILDER Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss, ph. pl.; p. 77, Oct 96; B
Nashville; Apartment Building, Low Rise, Whitworth, Simonson, Germany & Nonemaker; ph. pl.; p. 128, Feb 96; B
Nashville; Interiors, Warehouse Apartment, Tuck & Hinton, by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p. 56-61, Aug 96; INT
Nashville; Office Building, High Rise; Bell South Tower, Includes Tennessee Economic Development Center; Earl Swenson, by Gordon Wright, ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 32-35, Mar 96; BD&C
Nashville; Record Studio, Warner/Reprise, Tuck & Hinton, by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p. 68-71, Mar 96; INT

TEXAS
—; Residential Development; Residence, David Weekley, ph. pl.; p. 46; Jan 96; B
Allen; Residential Development; Residence, Custer Hill, Humphreys Partners, ph. pl.; p. 98, Sept 96; B
Austin, Near; Low Rise, Corporation Headquarters Campus; Ecologically Sensitive Landscape Design; Howard Barnstone and Robert Jackson, Landscape Design by J. Robert Anderson, by Michael Lecceese, ph. pl.; p. 58-63, Apr 96, LA
TEXAS (Cont’d)

Austin; Apartment Building, Low Rise, Liberty Park, John Fitzpatrick; ph.; p.94; June 96, B
Austin; Architect’s Residence, Anthony Alofsin and Steve Temple; ph.; p.82-85; Dec 96, A
Austin; Residential Development, Residence, Circle C Ranch, Streetman Homes; ph.; p.145; May 96, B
Dallas/Fort Worth; Training and Conference Center, American Airlines, Harris Design, by MJ Madigan; ph.; p.66-71, July 96, INT
Dallas; Designer’s Office/Residence, Craig A Roeder; by MJ Madigan; ph.; p.38-43; Dec 96, INT
Dallas; Interiors, Film Editing Offices, Filmworkers Club, Brininstool & Lynch; ph.; p.164-167; May 96, ID
Dallas; Interiors, Restaurant Cham Headquarters Clothier. Sullivan & Stevens
Dallas; Residential Development, Residence, Church Crossing Humphreys Partners, by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.138-139, Feb 96, B
Denton; Kitchen, kamph pulse architects
Houston; Child’s Cancer Center at Texas Children’s Hospital, Ellerbe & Becker; by Karin Tettow; ph.; p.46-51; Aug 96, INT
Houston; Holocaust Museum Houston, Applebaum Associates and Mark Mucasey; ph.; p.116-123, My 96, B
Houston; Chapel, St. Basil, University of St. Thomas, Philip Johnson and Ritchie & Fiore, m sec.; p.52-53; Mar 96, A
Houston; Child’s Cancer Center at Texas Children’s Hospital, Ellerbe & Becker; by Karin Tettow; ph.; p.46-51; Aug 96, INT
Houston; Holocaust Museum Houston, Applebaum Associates and Mark Mucasey; ph.; p.116-123, My 96, B
Houston; House Tour of Area, by Melissa Herron and Kathy Greet; m.; ph.; p.150-159; Jan 96, B
Houston; House and Studio, PA Award, Michael Bell; m.; p.132-133, May 96, A
Houston; Main House and Guest House, Carlos Jimenez; ph.; p.90-93; Apr 96, AR
Houston; Residential Development, Residence, Lakes on Eldridge, Gary & Ragsdale; ph.; p.210; Jan 96, B
San Antonio; Branch Library, Lake & Flato; ph.; sec. cea.; p.68-73; June 96, AR
San Antonio; Critique of Hotel on The Riverwalk, Moore Associates; by Reed Kroloff; ph.; p.73, June 96, A
San Antonio; Hospital, Cancer Center, Marmon & Mok; by John Gregerson; ph.; sec.; p.38-40, Mar 96, BD&C
San Antonio; Riverwalk; Used WPA Funds, 1939, Robert H. Hugman; ph.; p.232-233; May 96, JAE

THAILAND

Bangkok; U.S. Ambassador’s Residence, RTKL; pers. sec.; p.117; Jan 96, A

THEATER

Building Integrated Photovoltaics, Competition; Winners, Visitors Pavilion, Office Building, Charging Station, Urban Infrastructure, etc.; ph.; axon. dia.; det. sec. elev.; p.163-171; June 96, A
Cinema, Multiplex; Georgia, Duluth, Richard Rauh; ph.; sec. axon.; p.70-72; Feb 96, AR
Indoor-Outdoor Theater; Canada, Quebec, Upton, PA Award, Pierre Thibault; m.; p.142-143, May 96, A
Japan, Tokyo; Conference Center and Performing Halls, International Forum, Theaters in Detail, Atrium, Details, Structural; Rafael Vinoly; ph.; ill. sec. det.; p.110-135, 157-161, Oct 96, A
Martin Theater for Performing Arts; Illinois, Highland Park, Restoration, AIA Honor Award, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.199; May 96, A
New Victory Theater, Performing Arts Theater; New York, New York, Renovation of 1900 Theater, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph.; sec.; p.66-71; Feb 96, AR
New Victory Theater, Restoration; New York, New York; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph.; p.29; Feb 96, A
New Victory Theater, Restored; New York, New York; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.44-49; Mar 96, INT
Theater Complex, Chasse; Netherlands, Breda, Herman Hertzberger; ph.; sec.; p.38-46; Feb 96, AR
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TRAINING FACILITY

California, San Francisco; Interiors, Headquarters and Training Center, Goodwill, RMW Architecture; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.92-95; Oct 96, INT
Canada, British Columbia, New Westminster; Training Center for Public-Safety Personnel Justice Institute, Henriquez Partners and IBI Group; ph.; sec.; p.116-123, Sept 96, A
Louisiana, New Orleans; Training Center Primarily for the Blind, University of New Orleans; Errol Barron and Michael Toups; ph.; p.110-111; Nov 96, AR
Training Center for Special Effects in Film Making; California, Santa Monica, Silicon Studio, Boto Design; ph.; p.82-85; July 96, ID
Training and Conference Center, American Airlines, Texas, Dallas, Fort Worth; Harris Design, by MJ Madigan; ph.; p.66-71, July 96, INT
Training and Conference Center, Hewlett-Packard; California, Palo Alto, Remodeled Factory and Distribution Center, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.84-85; Feb 96, AR
See SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TRANSPORTATION

Bus Stop Shelter; Norway, Oslo; Jensen & Skodvin and Carl-Viggo Holmebak; elev. pl.; p.11; Aug 96, AR
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TRANSPORTATION (Cont’d)
Entrance Pavilion, Penn Station; New York, New York; AIA Honor Award, R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband, ph. sec., p.193, May 96, A

Exchange Module Links Rail, Air and Urban Transit Systems; France, Roissy. Charles de Gaulle Airport, Glazed Steel Roof Featured, Paul Andreu and Jean-Marie Duthilleul, ph. pl sec axon., p.76-85, Jan 96, AR

Light Railway Station; Norway, Oslo, Frognersester; Arne Henrikssen, ph. sec, p.16-17, Aug 96, A

Railway Station: California, Solana Beach: Designs With Community, Rob Wellington Quigley, ph. pl sec., p.96-103, May 96, AR

Rail Offices and Control Tower; Canada, British Columbia, North Vancouver; Busby & Bridger, ph. sec., p.127, Sept 96, A

Railroad Turntables; by E. L. Racer and Ming C. Ching, ph. ref, p.16-17, Nov 96, TCS

Train Station; California, Solana Beach: Designs With Community, Rob Wellington Quigley, ph. pl sec., p.96-103, May 96, AR

Train Station; France, Lille; SNCF; ph. axon sec., p.72-73, Mar 96, A

See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY, STREET, URBAN DESIGN also

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL (Cont’d)
School of Architecture and Urban Planning; Wisconsin, Milwaukee, University of Wisconsin; Holabird & Root and Eppesten-Uhren, ph. pl pers., p.108-113, Aug 96, A

School of Architecture; England, Portsmouth, Hampshire County Architects; ph. pl sec., p.55-61, Nov 96, A

School of Design; University of Quebec, Canada. Quebec, Montreal; Dan S. Hanganu, ph. pl sec., p.126-131, Aug 96, A

University of Nevada; Nevada, Las Vegas; Controversy over Design of Building, Swisher & Hall and Bartol Meyers; by Reed Kroloff, elev. m., ph., p.71, Aug 96, A

ART GALLERY

Clark Atlanta University; Georgia, Atlanta; Scofin, Elam & Bray, ph., p.78-79, Sept 96, A

ART SCHOOL

Art Building, Williams College; Massachusetts, Williamstown; Carlos Jimenez, ph. pl sec., p.94-99, Nov 96, A

Art Museum, Clark Art Institute; Massachusetts, Williamstown; Addition, Ann Beha, Original Design by Pietro Belluschi, ph. sec det., p.172-173, Nov 96, A

Art School; Finland, Kankaanpaa; Kuvo, Arthur; Parminen, ph. pl. p.74-77, June 96, A

Islamic Arts Center, London University; England, London; Brunel Gallery; Nicholas Hare, ph. pl sec., p.68-73, June 96, A

National Schools of Art in State of Neglect; Cuba, A., ph., p.21, June 96, A

Restoration of Balroom, School of the Art Institute; Illinois, Chicago; IDA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner, Garrett Eakin, ph., p.148, Nov 96, A

School of Visual Arts; Mexico, Mexico City; Legorreta Architects; ph. pl. p.82-83, Mar 96, A

ARTS CENTER

Center for the Visual Arts; University of Toledo, Ohio, Toledo, AIA Honor Award, Frank O. Gehry, ph. pl., p.187, May 96, A

Visitor and Research Center for Petroglyps; Arizona, Phoenix; Rock Art Center, Arizona State University, William P. Bruder, ph. sec., p.78-81, June 96, A

BUSINESS SCHOOL

Darden School of Business Administration; Virginia, Charlottesville, University of Virginia. Critique of Design on a Jefferson-Designed Campus; Robert A. M. Stern, by John Beardsley, ph., p.136, 135, July 96, LA

Faculty of Economics and Management Building; Netherlands, Utrecht, University of Utrecht, Mecano, ph. pl sec., p.63-67, June 96, A

Graduate School of Business Administration; Virginia, Charlottesville, University of Virginia, Robert A. M. Stern, ph. pl., p.72-79, July 96, A
UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)
BUSINESS SCHOOL (Cont'd)
CAMPUS
CLASSROOM
Restoration and Renovation of Quadrangles, Church; California, Stanford, Stanford University: Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer: ph.; p.68-69: July 96: AR
CONFERENCE CENTER
DINING HALL
Edge Cafe, Colgate University; New York, Hamilton, Lighting, Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott: ph.; p.16-17: Aug/Suppl 96: AR
EDUCATION CENTER
Clinch Valley College; Virginia, Wise, PA Award, Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg: m. pl. axon.; p.136-139: May 96: A
UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)
EDUCATION CENTER (Cont'd)
ENGINEERING BUILDING
Center for Engineering Management; Stanford University, California. Palo Alto, Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy: ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-75: Jan 96: AR
Engineering Research Center, University of Cincinnati; Ohio, Cincinnati, KZF. Michael Graves and Smith. Hinchman & Grylls: ph. pl. sec.; m.; p.86-91: July 96: AR
Engineering Science Building, Unit 1; California, Riverside, University of California, AIA Honor Award, Anshen & Allen: ph. pl.; p.196-197: May 96: A
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BUILDING
LANDSCAPE
Wave Field, Grass Area; University of Michigan, Michigan, Ann Arbor, Maya Lin: ph.; p.17: Jan 96: LA
LAW SCHOOL
LIBRARY
John Ruskin Library, University of Lancaster; England, Lancaster. Richard MacCormac: pers. ill. m. pl. sec.; p.79-81: Nov 96: AR
Library and Technical Center; Baruch College, New York, New York, AIA Honor Award: Davis & Brody: ph. pl.; p.207: May 96: A
Southern Regional Library Expansion; California, Westwood, University of California, Los Angeles; Franklin D. Israel: ph. pl. elev.; p.92-95: July 96: A
MASTER PLAN
Master Plan; University of North Carolina, North Carolina, Charlotte, Edward Cullinan and Lee, Nichols & Hepler: pers. pl. pers. sec.; p.82-85: June 96: AR
National Center for the Arts; Mexico, Mexico City, Legoretta Architects, ph. pl. m. sec.; p.78-91: Mar 96: AR
MEDICAL CENTER
Education Center, Washington University Medical School; Missouri, St. Louis, Cannon by Cheryl Kent: ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97: Nov 96: AR
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UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

MUSEUM

MUSIC BUILDING
National Conservatory of Music; Mexico, Mexico City. Teodoro Gonzalez de Leon, ph. pl. p 84-87, Mar 96, AR.

THEATER

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
National School of Drama; Mexico, Mexico City. Luis-Vicente Flores, ph. pl. p 88-89, Mar 96, AR.

PSYCHOLOGY BUILDING
Psychology Building, Washington University; Missouri, St. Louis. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl. p 84-85, Jul 96, AR.

RECREATION
Recreation Building Addition; University of South Florida, Tampa. Helmut, Obata & Kassabaum, by John Gregerson, ph. pl sec. p 30-32, Aug 96, BD&C.

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
Chapel of St. Ignatius, Seattle University; Washington, Seattle. Steven Holl, m. sec. p 43, Jan 96, A.

Chapel, St. Basil; University of St. Thomas, Texas, Houston. Philip Johnson and Ritchie & Foiore, m. sec. p 52-53, Mar 96, A.

Chapel; Millikin University, Illinois, Decatur. Gunnar Birkerts and BLDD, m. pl. p 58-59, Sept 96, A.

Cymbalista Synagogue and Cultural Center; Israel, Tel Aviv. Mario Botta, m. pl; p 58-59, Sept 96, A.

RESEARCH FACILITY

RESIDENTIAL

Dormitory, Quinnipiac College; Connecticut, Hamden. BUILDER Award. Centerbrook, ph. p 96, Oct 96, B.

Garden Quadrangle, St. John’s College; England, Oxford. Details; Assembly of Precast Concrete Units. MacCormac, Jameson & Prichard, ph. pl sec. det. p 92-97, Mar 96, AR.

Residence Hall; Leicester University, England. Design Critique; Douglas, Smith & Stimson, ph.; p 23, Mar 96, ARev.


UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

SCIENCE CENTER

Computer Sciences Building; Stanford University, California, Stanford. Robert A. M. Stern, ph. pl. p 71, July 96, AR.

Physical Sciences Building, Fort Hays State University; Kansas, Hays. Trelly & Karst, ph. pl. p 92-93, July 96, AR.

Science and Engineering Quadrangle; Stanford University, California, Stanford. Cobb & Freed, m. pl. p 68, 70-71, July 96, AR.

STUDENT CENTER
Bowdoin College; Maine, Brunswick. AIA Honor Award. Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. pl. p 206, May 96, A.

Memorial Hall; Harvard University, Massachusetts, Cambridge. Restoration and Remodeling. 1870’s Structure, Venutun & Scott Brown and Robert G. Neiley, Original Design by Ware and Van Brunt, ph. pl. sec. p 94-99, July 96, AR.

Student Union Building, Chicago State University; Illinois, Chicago. AIA/INTERIOR DESIGN Winner. Eva Maddox, ph. pl. p 128-131, Nov 96, ID.

THEATER


VISITOR CENTER
U.S. Naval Academy; Maryland, Annapolis. Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoet, ph. axon., p 51-54, Mar 96, BD&C.

VOCA TIONAL
Training Center Primarily for the Blind; Louisiana, New Orleans, University of New Orleans. Errol Barron and Michael Toups, ph. pl. p 110-111, Nov 96, AR.

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION also.

URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS

ASLA Award Winners; Design, Planning and Urban Design, Communications, Research Awards, ill ph. pl pers. p 69-99, Nov 96, LA.

Artsgarden, Elevated Glass Pavilion at Downtown Mall; Indiana, Indianapolis. Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut and Blackburn Associates, ph. pl. p 96-97, Apr 96, A.

Asian Cities’ Loss of Cultural Identity; From Speech; by Rem Koolhaas, ph. m., p 19-20, Mar 96, AR.
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

California, San Francisco; Middle Rise; Affordable Apartment Building with Commercial and Day Care Center; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; by Michelle Byrne Walsh; ph. pl.; p.46-50; Feb 96; BD&C

California, San Francisco; Public Art Project; Promenade; and Other Linear Pedestrian Urban Elements, Promenade Ribbon; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon; Stanley Salowitz and Vito Acconci; by Jane Brown Gillette; pers. m. ph.; p.80-87, 100-101; Apr 96, LA

Can Architects Help Cities Recover Civic Greatness?; Financial Support; Examples of Major Urban Design Projects; ph. pl. ill. m.; p.32-34, 47-49, 127; Aug 96, AR

Central Business District Is a Mess; Norway, Oslo; Critique; ph. p.21; Aug 96; ARev

Circle Center Downtown Mall; Indiana, Indianapolis; Ehranker & Eckstut; ph, p.94-97; Apr 96, A

Cite Internationale; Multi-Use, France, Lyon; Art Museum, Hotel, Offices, Congress Hall, Conference Center, Renzo Piano; ph. pers. elev. sec.; p.50-57; Jan 96, ARev

City Block Remodeled into Mixed Use; Norway, Oslo; Semi-Public Uses; Niels Torp; ph. pl. p.70-72; Aug 96; ARev

Cleveland Gateway Includes Sports Complex; Ohio, Cleveland; AIA Honor Award; Sasaki Associates; ph. p.205; May 96; A

Colorado, Boulder; North Boulder Village Center, New Urbanist Plan; Peter Calthorpe; pers. pl. elev.; p.76; Apr 96; A

Colorado, Pueblo; Historic Arkansas Riverwalk Project; HGF; Landscape Design by Design Studios West, by Michael Leccece; ph. pl. p.42-47; Nov 96, LA

Critique of Donald Trump Tower; New York, New York; Its Effect on Columbus Circle; Philip Johnson; by Ned Cramer; ph. p.51; July 96; A

Designer's Career and Work in Urban Design; Illustrator, Theorist; Gordon Cullen; by Eric De Mare, ill.; p.81-85; Oct 96; ARev

Downtown Area; Special Interest Public Space District; Georgia, Atlanta; Its Public Uses; PA Award; Conway & Schulte; ph. pl. m. p.152-153; May 96; A

Downtown Circle Centre Mall, Multi-Use; Artsgarden; Indiana, Indianapolis; Combines Existing Building and New Building and Raised Walkways, Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal. p.44-48; Mar 96; BD&C

Downtown Developments; Indiana, Indianapolis; ph. pl. p.90-97; Apr 96; A

Downtown Main Street; California, Santa Cruz; Redeveloped after Earthquake Damage; Roma Design Group; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. pl. p.50-57, 116-118; Jan 96; LA

Downtown Public Areas Plan; Arizona, Phoenix; Street Improvements, Freedman, Tung & Bottomley; by Michael Leccece; ph. pl. sec.; p.32-37; Aug 96; LA

Downtown Study and Redesign Charette; Kentucky, Louisville; Sketch Results; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill. pers. sec.; p.70-77, 83; Aug 96; LA

Downtown's Continuing Decline; Michigan, Detroit; by Richard A. Plunz; ph. pl.; p.55-61; Apr 96; A

Florida, Miami Beach; Transformation to Sophisticated Growing City, Survey of Projects, ph.; p.68-107; Apr 96; A

Florida, Orlando; Parramore Heritage, New Urbanism Infill Plan; Dover & Kohl; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Apr 96; A

Fremont Street; Covered Pedestrian Mall, Nevada, Las Vegas; Includes Tree-Like Column Space Frame, Jerde Partnership and JPI; ph. det.; p.68-89, 180; Apr 96, A

Germany, Berlin; Multi-Use Building; Stores, Offices and Apartments; Jean Nouvel; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-83; July 96, A

Historic Sugartown Restoration; Pennsylvania, Willistown Township; Multi-Use; Residential, Offices, Exhibit Space and Meeting Space; Frens & Frens; ph. pl. elev.; p.107; June 96; A

Illinois, Chicago; Marina City's Renovation and Redevelopment; Theater Facades, Hotel, Marina, Riverwalk, Bertrand Goldberg; ill. ph. elev.; p.59; Mar 96; A

Illinois, Chicago; Navy Pier; Multi-Use Remodeling; Includes Theater, Amusement Area, Convention Center, VOA Associates and Benjamin Thompson; by Gordon Wright, ph. axon.; p.36-40; Feb 96; BD&C

Lincoln Road Development; Florida, Miami Beach; ph.; p.104-105; Apr 96; A

Linear Park, Stores and Offices; France, Pans, Historic Railway Viaduct Remodeled; Patrick Berger; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.52-55; Sept 96; ARev

Massachusetts, Boston; Dudley Town Common; Other Town Commons; John Copley and Lynn Wolff; by Alicia Rodriguez; ph. p.48-53; Sept 96; LA

Mixed Development Block; Zimbabwe, Harare; Retail, Offices and Parking; Energy Efficient; Pearce Partnership; ph. pl.; p.29, 36-40; Sept 96, ARev

Mixed Use; Conference Center, Music Halls, Plaza and Retail, Japan, Tokyo, International Forum Building; Rafael Vinoly; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec.; p.37-45; Nov 96, ARev

Mixed Use; Offices, Stock Exchange, Retail, Restaurants, England, London, Apartments, Millennium Tower, Foster Partners; ph. pl. sec.; p.10-12; Oct 96; LA

Mixed-Use Building; Apartments Over Stores and Offices; California, San Francisco; Architect's Apartment and Offices, Levy Design; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 96; A

Mixed-Use; Shopping Center, Convention Center, Hotel, Italy, Turin; Offices, University Uses, Concert Hall, Remodeled Fiat Factory, Renzo Piano; by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.62-67; Nov 96; ARev

Narrative-Myth and Urban Design, Student Studies; A New Approach to Urban Design; by Iris Aravot, ill. pl. ref. pers.; p.79-91; Nov 95, JAE

Nevada, Las Vegas; Non-Tourist Area, New Schools, Libraries, Civic Buildings, Street Design; ph.; p.76-89; Apr 96; A
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

New Community; Apartments, Houses, China, Suzhou, Retail/Recreation Center, Garden Villas, With Canals, Wang & Chen, ph pl m.; p PR34-37, July 96, AR

New Urbanism; New Movement in Planning; Survey of Projects; ph. ill.; p. 67-77; Apr 96; A

Ninth Square, Development of Residential Neighborhood; Connecticut, New Haven; AIA Honor Award, Herbert S. Newman, ph. pl.; p. 202; May 96; A

Norway, Karasjok; Civic Center, City Buildings and Marketplace, Bjer & Bjorge, sec. elev. ph. pl.; p. 30-33, Aug 96; AR

Oregon, Portland; Daylighted Creek in Downtown Design, Mike Faha, by J. William Thompson, pers.; p. 54-59, Feb 96, LA

Park and Residential; Ohio, Cleveland; Computer Charette Site, Design Workshop, ph. pers.; p. 36-49, Jan 96; LA

Pedestrian Master Plan; Oregon, Portland; Example Implementation Area, William S. Hoffman, by Michael Leccese; axon. sec. pl. map; p. 36-41, Sept 96, LA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Crawford Square, New Urbanist Neighborhood Plan, UDA, ph. pl.; p. 74-75, Apr 96; A


Plan for Lower Manhattan; New York, New York, by Derek H. Treistad, ph.; p. 15, June 96; AR

Post-Games Private Development in Olympic Spirit; Spain, Barcelona; ph.; p. 15, July 96; AR

Public Spaces Finished for the Olympics; Georgia, Atlanta, ph.; p. 40-41, Sept 96, A

Remaking Bucharest, an Ideas Competition; Romania, Bucharest, Winners, by Barry Bergdoll, ph. m.; p. 49-51, Nov 96; AR

Riverwalk at Urban Core; Colorado, Breckenridge, Blue River Plaza, Reclaimed River, Werx Associates, by Michael Leccese; ph.; p. 104-113, Oct 96, LA

Showers Center; City Hall, Industrial and Educational Uses; Indiana, Bloomington, Remodeled Furniture Factory, Odle, McGuire & Shook; ph. pl.; p. 92-95, Feb 96, AR

Storm Water Drain Becomes Beach Access Walkway; California, Santa Monica, California Wash, Joint Art Project, Spurlock & Poiener and Harrison & Harrison, by Alicia Rodriguez; ph.; p. 20-25, Dec 96, LA

Suburban Utopia Concepts of Urban Design, Critique, ill.; p. 23, May 96, AREv

Suntec City, Urban Complex; Singapore; Convention Center, Office Towers, Retail, Entertainment, Parking, Tsoo & McKown, ph. sec. elev. det.; p. 86-95, May 96; AR

Texas, San Antonio; Critique of Hotel on The Riverwalk, Moore Associates, by Reed Kroloff; ph.; p. 73, June 96, A

The Legacy of New Deal Public Spaces; Review of WPA and CCC Projects, by Robert D. Leighninger, Jr.; ph. ref.; p. 226-236, May 96, JAE

Town Squares; Czech Republic, Study of Typology of Squares, by Laura Jones-Novotny; ph. pers. ill. ref.; p. 22-31, Sept 96, JAE

VENEZUELA

Caracas; Residence; Casa La Roca, PA Award, Office d'A; elev. m. pers. axon. sec. pl.; p. 122-125, May 96, A

VENTILATION

See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING)
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

Communal Earth Rammed Structures Housing Many Families; China, Xiamen; Various Forms; ph. axon.; p.84-86; Feb 96; ARev

VIDEO

Video Transport, Projected Wall-Sized Videos for Restaurants; Al Salsano; ill. axon.; p.36-37; June 96; ID

Video and Computer Combined Images; Examples in Landscape Design, Hardware Review; by James L. Sipes; ph. ill. map; p.42-47; June 96; LA

See STUDIO, TELECOMMUNICATION, TELEVISION

VIRGINIA (Cont’d)

Williamsburg; Town Plan Design Competition, Juror’s Comments; Winning Plan; Michel Dionne, Paul Milana and Christopher Stienon; by Grady Clay; pl.; p.156, 155; Apr 96; LA

Wise; Education Center; Clinch Valley College; PA Award, Pasanella & Klein Stolzman & Berg; m. pl. axon.; p.136-139; May 96; A

VISITOR CENTER

See RECREATION

W

WALES

Cardiff Bay; Arts Center Devoted to Roald Dahl; Author of Children’s Books; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl. sec.; p.54; Nov 96; A

WALKWAY

Elevated Wood Walkways; ph.; p.72-73; June 96; TCS

WALL COVERING

Marlite’s Surface Systems; Critique by Designers; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.30-31; July 96; INT

WALL

Architectural Precast Brick and Terra Cotta Wall Panels; Examples; by John Gregerson; ph.; p.66-70; June 96; BD&C

Brick Veneer, Exoskeletal Support System; by Dwight L. Dohlman; ph. det.; p.66-72; Sept 96; TCS

Building-Integrated Photovoltaics, Commercial; Examples; by Hugh Cook; ph. iso. det. chart; p.52-55; Aug 96; BD&C

California, La Jolla; Neurosciences Institute; Includes Glass Wall Detail; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-93, 164; Mar 96, A

California, La Jolla; Salk Institute for Biological Sciences; Addition; Concrete Wall Details and Controversy; Anshen & Allen, Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph. pl. sec.; p.71-81, 123-129; Mar 96; A

California; Santa Monica, Residence, Mountain Site; Includes Wall Details; Angelil & Graham; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.; p.143-147; June 96; A

Canada; Ontario Slabtown; Residence; Includes Wall Section; Shim & Sutcliffe; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-129, 198; June 96; A

Composite Cladding Deterioration on High Rise Building; sec. det. chart; p.58-60; Jan 96; BD&C

Concrete Block New Face; Inexpensive Alternative to Stone and Brick; Example Projects; ph. sec. det.; p.115-117; Apr 96; A

England, Cambridge; Law Faculty; Cambridge University; Includes Glass Curved Wall Details; Sir Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.104, 204; Sept 96; A

Flashing Failure, at Walls; by David H. Nicastro; ph.; p.68; Mar 96; TCS
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WASHINGTON (Cont'd)

Bellevue; Pool House Uses Reclaimed Lumber; Bohlin, Cwyinski & Jackson and James Cutler, ph; pl sec iso; p 168-169, Oct 96, A

Boston Harbor; Residence, Custom Home Award; E. D. Lohrbach; ph; p 42-49; Mar/Apr 96, CB

Bremerton; Surgery and Registration Wing. Harrison Memorial Hospital; NBBJ; by Karin Tellow; ph; pl; p 108-113; Feb 96, INT

Decatur Island; Residence, Wall Detail, Island Location; Miller & Hull; ph; det.; p 80-83, Apr 96, AR

Issaquah; Residential Development, Residence, Highland Creek, Mithun Partners; ph; p 158-159; May 96, B

Port Ludlow; Residential Development, Bay Village Townhouses; Golden Nugget Award; Iverson Associates; ph; p 130; July 96, B

Port Ludlow; Residential Development, Residence; Ludlow Bay Village Townhomes, BUILDER Award; Iverson Associates; ph; p 96, 170; Oct 96, B

Richmond Beach; Remodeled Puget Sound House, Chakom Phisuthikul; ph; p 39-41; Spring 96; CB

Seattle, Near; Residence, Olson & Sundberg; Interior Design by Terry Hunziker; ph; p 222-225; May 96, ID

Seattle; Artist Studios and Apartments; AIA Honor Award; Weinstein & Copeland; ph; p 200; May 96; A

Seattle; Brewery; Seattle Brewing Company; PA Award; Allied Works; m. sec. pl. pers.; p 128-131; May 96, A

Seattle; Chapel of St Ignatius, Seattle University; Steven Holf, m. sec.; p 43, Jan 96, A

Seattle; Discovery Park, Urban Wilderness; Habitat Improvement Project, Swift & Company; by Michael Leccese; ph; p 44-49; Dec 96, LA

Seattle; Downtown Store Building, Nike; Critique of Design; BOORA; by Mark L Hinshaw; ph.; p 65; Nov 96, A

Seattle; Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; NBBJ; ph; p 84-88; Aug 95; ID

Seattle; Homeowner's Folk Art Stone Garden Structure; by Steven Ho//, m sec.; p 43. Jan 96, A

Seattle; Improvement Project SW & Company, Highland Creek; NBBJ; ph pl.; p 158-159; May 96, B

Seattle; International Fountain and Plaza; Renovation Project, TRA; Landscape Design by Nakano & Dennis; by Vernon Mays; ph; pl.; p 30-35, June 96, LA

Seattle; Key Arena Replaces Cables with Trusses; Coliseum Remodeled, Roof Details; NBBJ; ph; sec det.; p 42-47; Feb 96, AR

Seattle; Office Building, Middle Rise; Controversy Over Design, Curtis Beattie; ph.; p 75; May 96; A

Seattle; Residence, Houseboat, Bumgardner Architects; by Kristen Richards; ph; p 146-151, Sept 96, INT

Seattle; Shelter and Health Care Facility, Fremont Public Association; Miller & Hull; pers. sec. elev.; p 56-57, Oct 96, A

Seattle; St. James Cathedral, Renovation, INTERIORS Award; Bumgardner Architects; ph; p 78; Jan 96; INT

WASHINGTON

Bellevue; Apartment Building, Low Rise, Renaissance; Mithun Partners; ph; pl.; p 132; May 96; B

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bellevue; Apartment Building, Low Rise, Renaissance; Mithun Partners; ph; pl.; p 132; May 96; B
WASHINGTON (Cont'd)
Shelton; Olympic College Shelton, Miller & Hull, by Sheri Olson, ph, pl, sec.; p.90-93; Nov 96; AR
Snoqualmie Falls; Salish Lodge Spa, Mithun Partners; ph, pl.; p.100-103; Oct 96; ID
Tacoma; Chihuly Bridge to History Museum, Moore & Anderson; m, ph.; p.68-69; May 96; A
Tacoma; History Museum, Washington State, Moore & Anderson and Olsen & Sundberg, ph, pl, sec, elev.; p.70-77; Oct 96; AR

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
ActivistReformer Affects Eastern Sea Coast Design Policy; Orin Pilkey, Geologist, by Eddie Nickens; ph., p.70-75; June 96; LA
Brooklyn Bridge Park Proposal; New York, New York, Multi-Use Park, Schnedelbach & Woo; by Michael Maynard, pl, pers.; p.72-81; Oct 96, LA
Kentucky, Louisville; Waterfront Park; Hargreaves Associates, pers, m.; p.24; Aug 96; LA
Marina City's Renovation and Redevelopment; Illinois, Chicago, Theater Facades, Hotel, Marina, Riverwalk; Bertrand Goldberg; ill, ph, elev.; p.59; Mar 96; A
Urban Waterfronts Revive Our Cities; by Ann Breen and Dick Rigby, p.63-67; Mar 96; A
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN

WATERFRONT
Oregon, Quarry Cove; Yaquina Head Outstanding Natural Area; Quarry Converted to Tidal Zone; Andy Rice; by J. William Thompson, ph, pl, sec.; p.74-81, 100-102; May 96; LA

WATERPROOFING
Flashing Failure, at Walls; by David H Nicastro; ph.; p.88; Mar 96; TCS
Water Repellents for Brick Walls; by Christine A Subasic, Brian E. Trimble and Janet Peddycord; ph, iso, ref.; p.23-29; Feb 96; TCS
See WALL, ROOF, SEALANT also

WATERSHED
Plan of Watershed Area for New York City; New York, ---; Community Growth in Watershed Area, Dodson Associates; by Michele Strutin, pers, ill.; p.66-73, 98-100; May 96; LA

WEST INDIES
Nevis; Four Seasons Resort, Zeigler & Roberts; Interior Design by Frank Nicholson; by MJ Magellan; ph, pl.; p.52-57, Nov 96, INT

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley; Federal Courthouse, Competition Entry, Myers Associates; elev, pl.; p.108; Jan 96; A
Beckley; Federal Courthouse, Competition Entry, Shalom Baranes; pl, pers.; p.107; Jan 96; A
Beckley; Federal Courthouse, Competition Entry, Spills & Candela/Nwamcke, pers, pl.; p.109; Jan 96; A
Beckley; Federal Courthouse, Competition Winner; Robert A. M. Stern and Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; pl, pers.; p.105-106; Jan 96; A

WETLANDS
Colorado, ---; Restoring Damaged Wetlands and Streams, Consultant's Work; Example Projects; Aquatic and Wetlands Consultants; by Michael Leccese, ph.; p.50-55; July 96; LA
See ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

WINDOW
California, Anaheim; Team Disney Office Building; Includes Window Detail, Frank O Gehry and Langdon & Wilson; ph, pl, sec, det.; p.61-63, 164; July 96, A
California, La Jolla; Neurosciences Institute; Includes Glass Wall Detail, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien, ph, pl, sec.; p.82-93, 164; Mar 96; A
Choosing Windows; by Randy Hesse, ph.; p.248; May 96, B
England, Cambridge; Law Faculty, Cambridge University; Includes Glass Curved Wall Details; Sir Norman Foster, ph, pl.; p.104, 204; Sept 96; A
Falling Snap Covers on Window Aluminum Extrusion; by David H. Nicastro, det.; p.96; July 96, TCS
Glazing System Leaks; by David H. Nicastro, det.; p.80; Jan 96, TCS
Structural Sealant Glazing; by David H. Nicastro, det.; p.112; Aug 96, TCS
What's New in Windows; Window Frame Materials; by Alex Wilson, chart, ph.; p.32-37, Oct 96, TCS
Window Film, Evaluating; by Rob Martin, chart, ph.; p.48-53, Oct 96; TCS
Zipper Gaskets for Windows; by David H. Nicastro, det.; p.96; Sept 96; TCS
See GLASS, WALL also

WINE CELLAR
Custom Wine Cellars; by Matthew Power, ph, sec, ref; table.; p.66-70, Jan/Feb 96; CB

WINERY
Tasting Room of Wine Importer; New York, New York; Peter Gluck, ph.; p.98-99, Oct 96, ID

WISCONSIN
Beloit; Anthropology Museum, Beloit College; Remodeled 1869 Civil War Monument, Dagit & Saylor, ph, sec.; p.98-99, Feb 96; AR
Milwaukee; Museum of Art, Santiago Calatrava and Kahier & Slater, ph, pl, ill.; p.44-45, July 95; A
WISCONSIN (Cont’d)
Milwaukee; School of Architecture and Urban Planning; University of Wisconsin; Holabird & Root and Eppstein-Uhen; ph. pl. pers.; p.108-113; Aug 96; A
Waukesha and Kenosha; Regional Ambulatory Center; Prototype. Albert Kahn; ph. pl.; p.38-40; Dec 96; BD&C

WOOD
Lumber Quality, Problems; Grading; by Rick Schwoisky; ph.; p.138-142; June 96; B
Outdoor Decks and Patios; by Matthew Power; ph. ref. tab.; p.71-74; Spring 96; CB
Recycled Lumber; by Jack Petree; ph.; p.70-77; June 96; TCS
Reused Structural and Paneling Lumber; Examples; by Matthew Power; ph. axon.; p.163-169; Oct 96; A
Wood Siding, Example Projects; Design Awards; Prefabrication Examples; ph. det. sec.; p.121-125; Apr 96; A
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD, WOODWORK

WOODWORK, CABINETWORK
Built-in Shelves, Cabinets and Entertainment Center; by Matthew Power; ph.; p.80-82; Spring 96; CB
The Fine Art of Cabinetry; Review of Projects; by Matthew Power; ph.; p.50-56; Nov/Dec 96; CB

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING
Jackson Hole; Office Building. Low Rise. William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Apr 96, ARev

Z

ZIMBABWE
Harare; Mixed Development Block; Retail, Offices and Parking. Energy Efficient. Pearce Partnership; ph. pl.; p.29, 36-40; Sept 96; ARev

ZONING
New York, New York, Brooklyn; Mixed Use Residential and Manufacturing Zones; PA Award. John A. Loomis and Kiss & Cathcart; pers. axon.; p.134-135; May 96; A
Recent Ordinances Encourage Work at Home; California, San Francisco; Review of Live/Work Projects; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.117-123; July 96; A
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, LAW also

ZOO
New Zoo; Tennessee. Memphis; Design Consortium; by Jane Brown Gillette. ph. pl.; p.66-73; 96-97, Feb 96; LA
See RECREATION also
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
   See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), ENERGY
AIRPLANE
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT
ARBORETUM
See GARDEN, BOTANIC GARDEN, RECREATION
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
   See ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, Specific Building Type
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARIZONA
ART GALLERY
ART
ARTS CENTER
ASIA
ATRIUM
AUDIO-VISUAL
   See ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION, VIDEO
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA

BANK
BAR
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
   See HANDICAPPED DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
   See STORE
BEDROOM
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BELIZE
BOTANIC GARDEN
BRAZIL
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE

CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CANAL
CARPET
CEILING
CEMETERY
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHILE
CHINA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CIVIC CENTER
CLINIC
CLUB
CO-HOUSING
COATINGS
   See PAINT
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
   See AUDITORIUM, ARTS CENTER, PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COSTA RICA
CUBA
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
   See WALL
CZECH REPUBLIC

DELWARE
DENMARK
DINING ROOM
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR

EARTHQUAKE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
   See OFFICE PRACTICE
EDUCATION
   See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, TRAINING FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
ELEVATOR
ENERGY
ENGLAND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
EVALUATION
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

FABRIC
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
FACTORY
   See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
FILM STUDIO
   See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO
FINLAND
FIRE PROTECTION
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SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

FIRE STATION  
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE

FLOOD  
See HAZARDS

FLOOR, FLOORING

FLORIDA

FOREST MANAGEMENT

FOUNDATION

FOUNTAIN

FRANCE

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

GARAGE  
See PARKING, GARAGE

GARDEN

GEORGIA

GERIATRIC  
See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL, LIGHTING

GERMANY

GLASS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

GRAPHICS

GUYANA

HANDICAPPED DESIGN

HANDRAIL

HARDWARE

HAWAI'I

HAZARDS

HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER

HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

HIGHWAY

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

HOSPITAL

HOTEL

HOUSING

IDAHO

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

INDONESIA

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING  
See PREFABRICATION

INFORMATION SYSTEM

INFORMATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

INSULATION

INSURANCE  
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION

INTERIOR DESIGN

INTERNET  
See COMPUTER

IOWA

IRELAND

ISRAEL

ITALY

JAPAN

KANSAS

KENTUCKY

KIOSK

KITCHEN

KOREA

KUWAIT

LABORATORY  
See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

LAKE

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

LAW

LEGAL  
See LAW

LIBRARY

LIGHTING

LITERATURE

LOUISIANA

MAINE

MALAYSIA

MALL  
See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN

DESIGN

MAPPING

MARYLAND

MASONRY

 MASSACHUSETTS

MATERIALS, PRODUCTS

MECHANICAL SYSTEM  
See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR

CONDITIONING), SOLAR

MEMORIAL

METALWORK

METRIC SYSTEM

MEXICO

MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA

MISSOURI

MONUMENT

MOTEL  
See HOTEL

MOVIES

MULTI-USE BUILDING  
See URBAN DESIGN

MUSEUM

MUSIC HALL  
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER,

UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS  
See HAZARDS

NETHERLANDS

NEVADA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY

NEW MEXICO

NEW YORK

NEW ZEALAND

NIGHT CLUB

NORTH CAROLINA

NORWAY
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

OBSERVATORY
OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OREGON

PAINT, COATINGS
PAKISTAN
PARK
See GARDEN, RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PAVEMENT
PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERFORMANCE CENTER
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
PERU
PLANETARIUM
PLANTS
See BOTANIC GARDEN, GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN
PLASTER
See STUCCO
PLAZA
PLUMBING
See (HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING), SOLAR
POLLUTION
See HAZARDS
PREFABRICATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT

RAILROAD STATION
See TRANSPORTATION
RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
RECORDING STUDIO
See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO
RECREATION
REGENCY PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
See HISTORIC, Specific Building Type
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH LABORATORY
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY, Specific Subjects
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RESORT
See HEALTH CARE, HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT

RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION, Specific Building Type
RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER, WATERWAY
ROMANIA
ROOF, ROOFING
RURAL DESIGN

SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS, SECURITY
SCHOOL
SCOTLAND
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SERVICE STATION
SHELTER
SHIP
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDING
SIGN
See GRAPHICS
SINGAPORE
SKYLIGHT
SLOVAKIA
SOLAR
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAIRWAY
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
STORE
STREET
STRUCTURAL
STUCCO
STUDIO
SUNSCREEN
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
SWITZERLAND

TELECOMMUNICATION
TELEVISION
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TRAIN STATION
See TRANSPORTATION
TRAINING FACILITY
TRANSPORTATION
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UTAH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UTILITY FACILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VENEZUELA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VENTILATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALKWAY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALL COVERING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WAREHOUSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WASHINGTON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WATER TREATMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WATERFRONT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WATERPROOFING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WATERSHED</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEST INDIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEST VIRGINIA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WETLANDS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WINDOW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WINE CELLAR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WINERY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WISCONSIN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOOD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOODWORK, CABINETWORK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORKING DRAWING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYOMING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZIMBABWE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZONING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZOO</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>